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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

This thesis uses the record of benefaction in Europe
to the Military Orders of the Hospital and the Temple to measure
regional crusading support and to provide a description of the
contribution of countries outside the crusading heartland, in
particular the Empire, Poland, the Czech lands and Hungary, to
Europe's crusading enterprise between 1145 and 1291.
Through critical interpretation of published sources
and secondary literature, making use of more than 400 original
documents, among them several from the Hospitallers' Prague
archive which remain unpublished, it examines in detail, for the
first time as a whole, the endowment of both orders and the
establishment of their houses on the territory of the Piast
rulers of Poland and in the two Slav principalities of Pomerania.
At the same time it assesses the development of the
Military Orders' estates in terms of the relative importance of
initial endowment, subsequent acquisition, plantation of new
properties and alteration in the terms of ownership; in so doing,
it aims to contribute to the correction of a long-standing but
erroneous model for the economic development of 13th and 14th
century Poland.
Through an examination of local conditions it
postulates a model for the creation of Hospitaller and Templar
houses and the evolution of provincial hierarchies. It examines
available information for the internal administration of both
orders, the activity of their officials, and the number, nationality and regional connections of their membership. It provides new
information on the evolution of independent prioral offices in
the Hospital's two provinces of Bohemia and of Eastern Germany
from 1291.
The local involvement of both orders is set in
context and closely defined for the regions under consideration.
The penetration of Eastern European society by crusading ideology
is examined as a necessary background to reassessment of the
early activity of 'national' military orders and the Teutonic
Knights in the Baltic theatre.
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FOREWORD

That there is no analytic account describing the
European possessions and presence of the Military Orders of the
Hospital and the Temple may be attributed to a specific problem
of historiography, which it is intended that this work shall
address; this lack applies equally whether it is the Eastern
European, Scandinavian, British, German, or even the French
possessions that are considered.
There are certainly enough promisingly-titled works,
for Germany and the East no less than for France, on the 'Commandery of X.' or the 'Knightly Order of V. in Z.' listed in bibliographies to suggest that only the drudgery of a competent
assemblage is required. This is not, however, the case and the
reasons for this are not far to seek. Local historians, encyclopaedists and the writers of graduate theses tend to take their
cue from those they consider experts, with the result that
general observations of a fundamentally unsatisfactory kind are
merely presented with reference to the local setting. In Eastern
European conditions, but particularly in Silesia and Pomerania,
two regions whose experience will be prominently discussed in
this study, generations of writers were willing to address
historical problems from the early medieval period only within
the framework of an all-embracing conceptual structure, which
shall go in this study, - reflecting, but it is hoped, not
repeating the looseness of application of its proponents, - under
the name of "Germanisation".
-7-

Two relatively recent works have influenced the
approach I have adopted. Both are concerned with the presence of
military orders in a region of Europe where some military
function was intended and performed. The study of A. Forey on the
Templars in the Kingdom of Aragon pointed the danger of making a
facile association between grants and donations and the specific
discharge of a particular military task. F. Benninghoven's
account of the brief history of the Sword-Brothers in Livon.ia
separated the context of creation of a 'national' military order
from the processes through which it grew into its task and
achieved a position of dominance. The Livonian experiment was a
prototype for the Frankenstein's monster of the Teutonic Knights,
for which Benninghoven has reproduced the anatomy in superb
detail. When I was starting this work, XH Nowak kindly sent me
copies of his own articles on the operation of another local
order in Poland, that of the Sword-Brothers of Dobrzyri, which was
later incorporated into the Order of the Teutonic Knights. The
work of these three scholars, and also the general observations
on the early history of the Teutonic Knights of Professor Karál
Górski, suggested to me that the definite location of benefaction
to the Orders of the Hospital and the Temple within a chronological
and geopolitical context was the correct method of proceeding,
and this is what I have attempted in the pages that follow.

By contrast, W. Kuhn's much-bibliographed article on
the Military Orders as defenders of frontiers in Eastern Europe
is in its text redolent of received wisdom, in its title resonant
of unquestioned assumptions on the topic of Germany and the East
-8-

and "Drang nach Osten". Such an identification of militant
Christianity with nation-building is by no means the prerogative
of any one country. Germany, Poland, Hungary and Russia, Serbia
also, have all registered the trademark of 'Antemurale', but to
do so invariably involves a species of confidence trick, a
disdainful wave of the hand to indicate undifferentiated barbarians in the East. It is also distasteful, but perhaps inevitable
in an Erewhonian way, to encounter such characterisations in an
English context as the specie of worldly-wisdom.
The subject of the present work is a description of
the introduction of the two international orders into Poland and
Pomerania, where they functioned solely as representatives of the
crusading enterprise: and where they had no role whatsoever as
local defenders of Christendom from the anticipated or actual
besetting of heathen powers. A single interlude (one prone to the
most ludicrous misrepresentation), the irruption of the Mongol
armies in 1241, transitorily embroiled the few Ternplar officials
resident at the time in Hungary and Poland.

I owe my orientation in the subject to the writings,
in particular, of J. Kfoczowski, K. Córski, K.Maleczyñski,
R.Grodecki, Z. Kaczmarczyk and B. Zientara. There are two
particular studies by K. Tymieniecki and A.Gsiorowksi which have
concentrated on the Hospitallers of Zagoth5 and Poznari, but with a
somewhat different focus and emphasis to my own. For Tymieniecki
the circumstances of transfer of the Zagoth estate into the
ownership of the Hospital constituted it an unparalleled startingpoint for investigation of twelfth-century social and economic
-9-

conditions: indeed in the absence of any Polish Domesday, the
proposition that answers to questions on these matters must be
sought in the twelfth and thirteenth century documentary survivals
seems unassailable. The scale of work remaining to be done, (as
well as undone where charters have been read as racial certificates
and accepted or rejected accordingly) can be readily appreciated
by reference to Cçsiorowski's exhaustive commentary on the
earliest charters of the Poznar house of the Order of St. John. I
have attempted to profit as much as possible from the palaeographic and other commentary supplied here and in the source collections
of SUB, PUB and Preuss. Ub, whose serial publication continues,
as well as the widely-distributed insights of K. Maleczyrski. On
occasion I have registered disagreement, accompanied, I hope, by
fair representation of the point with which I have taken issue.

I would like to record personal debts of gratitude
for advice and encouragement, whether given in the form of an
interview or through correspondence to the following: NI. Burleigh,
Cz. Deptula, K.Górski, J. KXoczowski, PW Knoll, H. Lemberg, XH
Nowak, J. Petersohn, H. Schulze, A. Skbov, Fr. Smahel,
E. Winiowski. Professor Winiowski and Professor Lemberg
voluntarily took on themselves the responsibility for looking
after me in Lublin and in Marburg respectively, and I am conscious
of having made rather large demands on their time, for which I
cannot honestly offer regret, but shall instead offer my thanks.
In the ten years since I left Poland, Dr. Krzysztof Motyka has
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regularly sent me many items carefully chosen from among new
publications, for which, in addition to much else, I owe particular gratitude.
I should also record that I have received awards from
the British Council and the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
to further study and original research at the Catholic University
of Lubliri, Charles University in Prague, and the Johann-Cattfried
Herder Insitut and Phillipps Universitt, Marburg am Lahn between
1982 and 1984. To these bodies and institutions I owe an apology
for the delay in publishing my results. These sentiments should
also be directed towards Professor Norman Davies of the School of
Slavonic and East European Studies of London University who
supervised this work.
The library of the Order of St. John in Clerkenwell,
London, owns copies of early works by Beckmann and Dithmar which
are not available in the British Museum, which they kindly
allowed me to consult. The libraries of the Catholic University
of Lublin, Jagiellonian University in KrakOw, J-G Herder Institut
in Marburg, and the West Sussex County Library in Worthing have
been willing and helpful in providing access to material that I
wished to read.

My aunt, Mrs Vera Stephenson, has generously paid for
the duplication and binding fees associated with the final
production of this thesis.

London, Lublin, Prague, Marburg, Chiran, Worthing : 1983-1994.
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CHAPTER 1

(1)

THE MILITARY ORDERS AND THE CRUSADES

The Crusade and the Crusading Movement

The Christian armies which captured Jerusalem in 1099
initiated a cycle of conflict that was to last for nearly two
centuries; all subsequent expeditions (in addition to the first)
may be termed crusades where Christians from Europe made war on
the Islamic powers of the Middle East in defence or emulation of
that original achievement.
An essential component of such expeditions was always
the impulse and direction which they derived from the Papacy:
but, once the Holy Land was no longer their sole destination,
papal proclamation became the principal defining characteristic
of a crusade. Eventually, crusading expeditions were also
identifiable through certain characteristic features: participants were subject to canon law for penalty and protection; they
were obedient to a crusading oath; and they received for their
service the spiritual reward of a plenary indulgence.
This standard historian's definition of the crusade
can be adapted to reflect its evolution both as a type of
military venture and as a prevalent cultural concept: so applied
it is also possible to obviate any apparent anachronism in its
use. But this approach is not merely a matter of convenience;
rather it is essential in helping to establish parameters for
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discussion of a topic of vast importance, that of the growth and
the consequences of the crusading movement; for it has long been
recognised that examination of this topic can not be confined
simply to consideration of the procession of crusading expeditions, even if it remains appropriate to relate such an investigation to this existent framework. (1) In considering the development
of crusading ideas and crusading practice, it is necessary to
relate the apparent improvisations of the participants in the
First Crusade, no less than the innovations of later ventures, to
a single general scheme of a crusading movement. Naturally this
does not exclude one's remaining alert to the potential of such a
movement to undergo radical changes of character.
Thus, when from December 1145 the Papacy and representatives of the principalities of Outremer relayed the news of
the loss of Edessa and summoned a new generation of crusaders to
the East, a particular role was envisaged for ruling monarchs for
the first time: originally excluded from Gregory's and Urban's
calculations of what a crusade might be (before one had occurred),
the holders of sovereign power were later expected to lend
prestige, leadership and financial support. Nonetheless there was
a significant gap, here as elsewhere, between plan and performance
and between

(1) Riley-Snith - !*at vere the Crusades? is a useful exercise in
describing and defining crusading in its owo terms; Fyer - The Crusades,
pp 281-6 juxtoses a range of longer perspectives m the crusading rroviEnt, the
longest of kiich presents the Crusades as the first colonial venture of the Latin
West. It is hcçed that the discussion in this first section will be helpful in
thljnstrating a point rqing fran both these studies: that the hppe of creating
an 'encycicpaedic' accouit of the crusading period evidenced in such caipendia as
the wdenily valule work of Settm and Balcin is generally chinerical and at
saTe points rnisgJlded.
-14-

intention and effect. Monarchs were liable to reinterpret their
role, or to ignore papal leadership and instructions: at a later
date they regularly misapplied funds which they had been charged
to levy for the purposes of the crusade. Where ruling monarchs
were not involved, crusading armies were raised through existing
feudal structures; but here too the potential for disappointment
of the popes' original intentions existed. The currents of
crusading agitation and propaganda were beyond prediction or
control. Papal pretensions to direct armies operating at a vast
distance were consistently exposed as vain, even when papal
legates accompanied or commanded the Christian forces.
Approximately once in a generation, crusading fervour
peaked and the efforts of the preachers of the crusade were
rewarded through the delivery of large composite armies in
Outremer. These manifestations of co-operative international
effort could scarcely fail to make an impression, and it is the
few 'numbered' crusades whose memory is, and was, best preserved.
Although the actual return of the largest of the crusading
enterprises, when set against the effort involved, must be
considered small, their prominent treatment in any analysis of
the crusading movement remains appropriate; for, even when the
many smaller expeditions that interspersed these larger efforts
and the regular immigration that bolstered the Frankish community
in the East have been taken into account, it was these unwieldy
and doomed displays of might that recalled to Muslim opponents
the size of the crusading constituency to which in ultimate need
appeal could be made: they also provided the occasion for the
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regeneration of those ties of subvention, regional and familial,
upon which Outremer depended.

A preliminary step towards providing an anatomy of
the crusading movement may be recognised in attempts which have
been made to differentiate between the character of the contribution of participants in the First Crusade, specifically between
French and Italian crusaders. It is not so much a case of
maintaining that the motives of the French were inclined to the
devotional, while those of the Italians tended to the mercenary,
as of recognising that it was in France that a particular process
occurred - what one might term the institutionalisation of the
crusade. From the follow-up expedition of 1101 onwards, those
regions of France which had supported the First Crusade showed a
disposition to renew their commitment, and it was here that the
formal procedures and practices of crusading evolved: in examining
the penetration of other societies by crusading ideology it is
necessary to have regard to the extent to which this formal
apparatus of crusading manifested itself.
From 1145 crusading effort was internationalised and
also unleashed in new directions. From this date, pilgrims from
the British Isles, Germany, Eastern Europe and Scandinavia
progressed from incidental involvement to a situation where they
served, as the French did, 'on crusading terms'. Crusading
activity, which was no longer confined to Outremer but included
the Iberian peninsula and the Baltic littoral, remained defined
by the same procedures of preaching and swearing of oaths and was
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clothed in a recognisable costume and ideology: for all of this
France was the fount and origin. In the new theatres the original
French model was adapted, while, in Outremer itself, the generic
appellation of Western Christians remained that of 'Franks', and
newcomers to Outremer had to adapt themselves to customs and a
legal system easily identifiable as of French provenance.

It is undeniably the case that the weight of the
original French contribution and the early preponderance of
French pilgrims in the East have caused the assessment of the
French contribution to the crusading movement as a whole (if that
entity is defined as the totality of support from Europe in men,
money or material delivered to the East over the entire crusading
period) to be magnified. One reason for the persistence of such
over-emphasis is that the apportioning by historians of regional
support throughout Europe involves considerable difficulties. The
record of participation in the larger, let alone the smaller,
expeditions is hardly amenable to systematic cataloguing or
analysis. The ethnic composition of the settler population of
Outremer, even if the record were attainable, would from 1187
prove an unreliable indicator of crusading activity and financial
support originating in Europe, since from that date progressively
fewer, and ultimately very few, pilgrims settled. It has long
been apparent that the substantial German and East European
contribution to the crusade made in the East between 1187 and
1229 has never been recorded in sufficient detail.
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There exists, however, one indicator which by its
nature bears a direct relation to support for crusading activity
within every region of Europe, and that is the record of benefaction and endowment in Europe of the religious military orders
associated with the task of the crusade, principally those of the
Hospital or Order of St. John of Jerusalem, the Temple, and the
Order of St. Mary of the Teutons or Teutonic Knights.
In the present study, a particular analysis of the
context of the introduction of the Orders of the Hospital and the
Temple into Poland and Pomerania and their subsequent development
in these regions, which forms the bulk of the work, will be
complemented in this first chapter by consideration of' available
information on the same subject for the rest of Eastern Europe
and the lands of the Empire: it is hoped that this will allow
some description in outline of a more general process, namely the
transmission of crusading ideology to countries outside the
crusading heartland.

-18-

(2)

The Hospital and the Temple

The older of the two main military orders, that of
the Hospital, can trace its origins beyond the First Crusade to
an Amalfitan hospice in the Holy Land owing obedience to the
monastery of St.Mary of the Latins. The First Crusade swelled its
membership and increased the contacts which produced benefaction.
In the period of rapid growth, one might even say of transformation, of this institution which followed the Latin conquest the
influence of French and Byzantine models was admitted, the former
in terms of the association of members in the religious life, the
latter in the methods and organisation of hospital care.
Almost immediately the caritative activities which
the first Hospitallers discharged on behalf of sick and indigent
pilgrims marked them as a religious body to be identified with
the tasks of the crusade. Their activity also involved, from an
early date, such matters as mortgage arrangements for intending
crusaders and facilitation of the sea-passage from Europe. These
functions prompted the Hospital's earliest acquisitions of
European property, which, according to a bull of Paschal II from
1113, consisted at that date mostly of hospices in the embarkation
ports. (2)
Among other early benefactors were those of the
crusading princes who endowed the Order with European estates:

(2) The origins of the Hospital are cscribed in Riley-nith The Kni4its of St. Jth- 38ff, aid, Miller The Knits of St. Jchi aid the
Hospitals of the Latin West.
-19-

participants in the early conflicts, who made over portions of
their patrimony - perhaps in order to finance their pilgrimages and the Iberian monarchs, who demonstrated their approval of the
ethos of crusading with a series of gifts.
A hierarchy of offices was appointed to meet the
administrative demands arising from the Hospital's European
acquisitions: yet, although these offices, most usually that of
prior, were created and regularly filled in the regions where
there is evidence of early benefaction, it is noticeable that
such offices were not created subsequently as a matter of course
in areas of burgeoning crusading interest; thus, for example, in
Germany scattered property interests were held for an appreciable
length of time with a single appearance (and that in the unusual
circumstances of 1187) of an official holding the title of prior.
The government of the Hospital was always highly
centralised. It is easy to see how this should have been so in
the early period when the personal control of the first two
Masters grew out of their supervision of the original single
conventual community, but it remained the case even after the
reconstitution of the Order contained in the statutes of Margat,
which were issued in the early 13th century; these statutes
formalised the relations of a small group of office-holders in
the Outremer conventual body, who, under the Master, exercised
control over the Order as a whole.(3)

(3) Riley-iith bc cit, also pp 274-303, describes the strwture
of the Order with uderstaithle erphasis the offices at the centre of the
(1itrrer hierarchy. the Eurcpeai offices are nerally less .ell Lnderstood. The
infonticn usually given m the divisim into 'Laigues' has no relevance in our
period.
-20-

In the attitude of the Order's central authorities in
Outremer towards the acquisition and management of properties in
Europe, two distinct changes are discernible. For the earliest
period a careful provision in terms of offices and titles
suggests that, initially, the intention existed to create a
strong European property-base marshalling support for the East.
The absence of canonical permission and papal legislation of the
kind which Alexander III, in particular, later provided may have
obstructed the proliferation of the Hospital in the earliest
years; but, equally, perceptions within the Order itself of the
desirable balance between European and Eastern holdings were
inevitably affected by the unforeseen expansion of its power and
influence within the Latin settlement.
In Outremer itself, the Hospital rapidly outstripped
its early rivals for the pilgrims' benefaction, the canons of the
Holy Sepulchre, and other rivals were few, since western monasticism failed to take root there. At the same time, the Hospital,
while continuing to provide evidence of its practical usefulness,
added a military role to its range of activities. When military
rank and responsibility were formalised within the Order is a
matter of dispute, as too is the precise form of its evolution.
However, even before King Fulk entrusted the Order with one of
the Ascalon guard fortresses in 1136 - the point at which
argument against some formal military organisation within the
Order starts to become untenable - their other responsibilites in
respect of their own properties, as well as of those which they
managed, had already presented them with defensive demands which
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needed to be satisfied, and, eventually, beyond dispute, such
demands were met by the Hospitallers themselves. By the time of
the Third Crusade, the Hospital and the Temple between them held
a large proportion of the kingdom's fortresses: not only those
they had received through direct grant, but also others, which,
through family crises endemic to a feudal society still more to
one so precariously balanced as Outremer, came to the Orders in
wardship or simply in pawn. This exponential development of both
Orders gave a focus for the application of all available revenue
in Outremer and emphasised the urgency for its transfer. The
system of responsions, whereby a fixed proportion of all European
revenues were required to be transferred annually, evolved into
established practice.
Because of this rise in the Orders' standing in
Outremer, it might be argued, it became natural for them to aim
to put whatever was received in the way of benefaction to
immediate use in the East, particularly since many in the new
generations of benefactors were willing to make their contribution
to the crusade, through the Hospital and Temple, in ready money.
Towards the end of the Outremer settlement, when opportunities
for investment in the East were curtailed and a natural ceiling
to ambition was imposed by the loss of territory and the concentration of what remained in the hands of the Orders themselves and
the Italian cities, there is evidence of a growing willingness on
their part to exercise more particular supervision of their
European property-holdings. For both Orders this situation
provoked a reversion to the willingness of their earlier days to
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accept, indeed actively to seek out, all opportunities for
extension of their European property-holdings. The practical
impact of these two changes of policy will be illustrated in this
work in the particular context of Poland and Pomerania.

The Temple has traditionally enjoyed the higher
profile of the two original military orders: it seems appropriate
to stress at this point that in the developments just outlined it
was the Hospital, the older Order, which gave the lead. Such a
pattern was established in the Teinpiars' beginnings, where it
seems evident that it was the success of the Hospital which
prompted plans for the foundation of the rival order.
It is accordingly helpful, particularly in considering the very early history of the Temple, for which little
evidence survives, to set aside most of that Order's powerful
institutional myth. That the first Templars promoted themselves
as a species of religious militia or police force, identifying as
their own particular sphere of activity the defence of pilgrims
on the road between Jerusalem and the coast, is well-known and
invariably repeated in accounts of their early existence: what
frequently receives less attention is the fact that they clearly
found little support within Outremer itself; indeed it is
doubtful whether they performed their self-appointed task
effectively until much later. Rather it seems appropriate to
assign to Hugo de Paens and his early companions the particular
game-plan of rivalling the successful, established and rapidly
expanding Hospital by identifying this single specialised task as
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providing, potentially, a circuitous and gradual means of tapping
a part of the Hospital's fund of benefaction.

The Templars did not prosper in competition with the
Hospital on its own ground: they did, however, enjoy spectacular
success once they employed the expedient that the Hospitallers
had perhaps originally considered and then found unnecessary - a
direct appeal to European crusading circles and the use of
revenues raised in Europe to support their activities in the Holy
Land. The response to their European appeal gave them the
foothold that had previously eluded them; but it should still be
remembered that the appeal at the Council of Troyes 1129 , the
recommendation of St.Bernard contained in his tract 'De laude
novae militiae' and the invitation which the Templars received to
participate in the Spanish Reconquista all had reference to a
military role which was prospective rather than real.
Furthermore, the Hospital retained its relative
advantage in Outremer throughout the life of the settlement and
showed itself more adept than the Temple in ensuring its own
survival at the end. To suggest that the Hospital only assumed a
military role as a result of the Temple's competition, or that
there was an actual division of labour with the Temple performing
as the fighting order par excellence, is to fail to understand
the relative development of the two Orders and their essentially
complementary character. It might be more correct to argue that
the reliance of the Templars on the approval of Western supporters
and their awareness of ground to be made up on the older Order

-24* Ih this redating by Rucblf Hiesta-id see M. Bather - The Nw KrLI4ithOOd,
Carbridc 1994, p 14 Notes 39/40

together help to account for a perception of greater energy and
fervour in the Temple, although in the eyes of a closer observer
like William of lyre the Temple's activities could be represented
as reckless and prompted by scandalous greed.
The journeys for the purpose of soliciting support,
which Hans Prutz terms 'Werbereisen', made by the Temple's first
Master and his attendants, established the Order as an owner of
European ProPerties. (4) The grants of property which they
obtained were situated mostly in France and England. In England
and Normandy, the gifts of Henry I marked the beginning of a
personal association with the Order and its officials, which was
continued and developed by Henry's Angevin successors. It was
from Richard Coeur-de-Lion that they received, and declined the
offer of the Kingdom of Cyprus. For both Orders, personal
princely contacts and the special diplomatic role that these
engendered, continued to be most carefully cultivated.
In France, representation in several principalities
and the establishment of their headquarters in Paris (a distinctive feature of the Temple's European representation) were
secured. Their particular association with Count Fulk in Anjou,
where the prince's benefaction to the Order preceded the appearance of the Master and the general appeal, suggests that this
crusading family ranked high among the architects and sponsors of
the Order's growth.

(4) Prutz-Die istlichen Ritterorden pp 25-6, cf Anbn-Versich
einer Geschi.chte des Tenpelherrenjrdens pp 18-19, ai early aialysis vtiere these
journeys are given iJe prtininence. The Hoital received benefaction in its n
rit in (1itrrer as early as 1103, as Riley-nith has proved, pp cit p 38, End
its cciiparative advEntage over the Tarple in its gestatory phase is striking.
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The south of France, already the heartland of the
Hospital, now accommodated the Temple as well. It is more likely,
however, that support was everywhere won for the cause of
Outremer rather than in continuation of the traditional interest
of the nobility of the Languedoc in the Spanish Reconquista.
Melville's judgement on this point can be revised by reference to
the detailed study of A.Forey, which describes in detail the
context of Templar involvement in Spain. This has shown that the
participation of the Templars in the Reconquista was secured
under a series of contracts, in particular with the Aragonese
crown. The close control exercised by the Spanish rulers of the
operations of the Temple also provided a model for their later
relationship with the so-called 'national' military orders, which
succeeded the Templars in their frontier role.(5)
The involvement in Spain, in any case, arose not so
much from gradual insinuation as from the eventual necessity
(although initially - Forey says until 1143 - the Order sought
only recruits and funds in Spain) of accepting offers which took
at face value the terms of their own self-promotion. For a while
the Temple assumed the functions which local military confraternities (Gutton lists three such bodies in addition to that of
Belchite functioning before the institution of the Order of
Calatrava) had aimed to discharge, but in the course of the next
century its share in new conquests declined.(6)

(5)F 4elville-La Vie des Trpliers p 25; Forey-The Tiplars in the
Aragcn 24ff provides the actual chronology of acqiisition.
(6)Forey cp cit 35ff describes the progressive decline of Teiplar
acq.iisiticn cLiring the 13th century ccnqest of Valencia. Cf Ditton- L' Ordre de
Calatrave for the grackial replacerEnt of the Tenplars.
Corona

de
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The replacement of the Templars in their local role
in Spain and Portugal was not, however, a symptom of a more
general waning of enthusiasm for the Order and for the crusade,
since substantial acquisitions in Germany and Eastern Europe were
still to be made. Rather, the explanation lies in a change in
attitude of the central authorities of the Order itself, similar
to that already noted in the case of the Hospital. When the
Templars entered into their first Spanish contacts their general
situation was less favourable: once they had become established
in Outremer, the attraction of involvement in Spain - with all
the constraint generated by the control of a strong monarchical
authority - lessened.
The Templar involvement in Spain provides the first
example of a small number of instances where one of the three
large or 'international' orders performed the localised role more
commonly to be identified with the smaller or 'national' orders.
There are two instances of European involvement of the Teutonic
Knights and suggestions of plans for the involvement of the
Hospital, the Temple and the Order of Calatrava in Eastern Europe
in just such a regional role, which will be described below.
One important consequence of the creation of the
Order of Calatrava and its imitators was that these new orders
replaced the Templars in the patronage of the Cistercians;
between the Council of Troyes and the the Second Crusade, the
Temple had profited from wide promotion by St. Bernard and by
individual Cistercian houses. From the middle of the century, the
Hospital and the Temple, with papal support, took over respons-
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ibility for the promotion of their own cause. However, both
Orders remained reluctant to accept unwelcome responsibilities in
Europe for as long as benefactors were willing to make gifts
which could be turned to immediate use in the East. It was the
disaster of Hattin and the changed situation in Outremer which
brought about a change of attitude.
The realisation that the loss of territory of 1187
was one that could not be recovered was gradual, but even in 1187
the sense of urgency was compelling. In connection with the
preaching of the Third Crusade the Hospitallers made what
amounted to their own 'journeys of solicitation' using officials
already in place in the lands outside the crusading heartland, in
Germany and Eastern Europe; from the first decade of the 13th
century they were joined in this activity by Templar officials in
contact with the Order's Paris headquarters. These developments
and the earlier association of the Hospital with Eastern European
princes, which allowed the older Order in this respect also to
run ahead of its younger rival, will now be examined in detail.
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(3)

The Hospital's Contacts with Germany before the Third
Crusade.

Practical business - or sometimes just a supportive
interest - provided both Orders with contacts with European
crusading princes. Louis VII of France received loans from both
Orders in connection with his crusade, while Henry II of England
made several payments in connection with plans for a crusade that
never took Place.(7)
There was little contact between either of the two
established military orders and the German emperors before the
reign of Frederick Barbarossa. German society had its own
tradition of pilgrimage and contact with the Holy Land which
predated the First Crusade and persisted for some time after the
Franco-Italian conquest: the last of the German bishops' pilgrimages took place in 1124 and included the bishop of Olomouc and a
Czech contingent.
With the exception of a single donation made in
Montboire in Brabant by Godfrey de Bouillon, who had led a
contingent of Rhinelanders on the First Crusade, no donation was
made to the Hospital in the lands of the Empire in the earliest
phase of its existence. A channel for the benefaction of German
crusaders in Outremer itself existed in the shape of a small
German hospital in Jerusalem subject to the Order of the Hospital,
and this institution was the recipient of the attentions and

(7) Tyenii-Eng1aid ad the Crusades pp 54/6, ard appendix - Henry
II's Treasure, aialyses a royal crusading ccntact prin'rily naintained thrcufli
the nediun of the military orders, which did rut, hcver, result in aiy expediticn.
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support of the German king, Conrad 1 and the German crusaders who
accompanied him on the Second Crusade. However there is no record
of any benefaction from these German crusaders either to the
Hospital or to its German filiate in Germany itself.
There was, however, a second strand to the effort of
the German princes prompted by the preaching which began in
December 1145, the so-called Wendish crusade. Three of the
participants, Albert the Bear, Henry the Lion, and the Polish
prince Henry of Sandomierz, later redeemed their crusading vows
by making the Jerusalem pilgrimage, and all three made personal
foundations of houses to represent the Hospital in their respective principalities. Albert's foundation of Werben is first
mentioned in the act of transfer of the church there in 1160,
while Henry the Lion's foundation, like his crusade (1171), was
of later date. The dating problem for the earliest instrument of
donation of the house in Zagoá will be addressed below.
The most accurate listings of early Hospital foundations in German-speaking lands occur in the works of WG Rödel and
S. Reicke; however, for neither of these authors is the question
of the early endowment of the Hospital of central importance. As
foundations made before the Third Crusade, Rödel offers the
houses of Duisburg (1153/6), Würzburg (pre-1180) and Zogasdorf
and Mailberg in Austria (1156). (6) However Barbarossa's privilege
from 1156 covers only Henry of Austria's two donations of
Mailberg and Zogasdorf, while the privilege of 1158(9)

(B) Röcl-s Grosapriorat L'utsthla'd
25-30
(9) 17 Septarber 1156, CG 246; 25 Octcber 1158, CC 270. The
Austria cbiaticns represent aiother centact fran the Seccnd Crusade.
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actually makes no specific reference and so cannot be satisfactorily applied to provide datings of individual properties or
houses.
The correction of the too early dating in the case of
Duisburg is straightforward. Reicke, in fact, gives 1189 as the
correct date, and this is reinforced by the confirmation of
archbishop Philip of Cologne's donation by Clement III, which
was issued in 1190. (10) Reicke lists several other Hospitaller
properties to which an earlier date has at various times been
assigned - Buchsee, Rheinfelden, Braunschweig and Schwbisch-Hall
- but states for all except Buchsee that a date subsequent to
1187 is more credible.(11)
The purpose of the Emperor's privilege of protection
of 1156 can in fact be explained by reference to another, similar
act. In 1162 Barbarossa issued a privilege of protection for the
Hospital, this time with specific import, covering donations made
to the Order by Guiges II, count of Forcalques in the Provençal
region of Manosques and Toutes-Aurès and for all Hospitaller
possessions in Provence generally (12) Thus the significance of
the earlier general privilege seems to have been that it was an
assertion of authority and interest made once the Emperor became
aware of the projects of creation of Hospitaller houses by the
two eastern princes, and perhaps also of that of the Czech ruler,
Vladislav II, rather than a confirmation of existing foundations.

(10)14 'ily 1190, IL 875
(11)See Reicke-Das utsche Spital, p 93 Nbte for a survey of the
older literature w the German Fbspital, t4iich is gierally uisatisfacthry and
insufficient.
(12)21 kist 1162, CC 305
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Apart from the two houses endowed by Henry the Lion
and Albert the Bear, and that of' Buchsee, whose early dates are
certain, one further candidate, in addition to those considered by Reicke and Rödel, exists in the house of Heimbach: this
has a tradition naming Barbarossa as its founder and there is
later evidence of its exercising a position of seniority among
the German houses. Although no specific reference which might
provide a firm dating is available from before the Third Crusade,
the house in Heimbach was the recipient of a privilege of Philip of Swabia
permitting the Order to acquire property within the Empire
issued between 1206 and 1208.(13)
After 1187, the year of Hattin and the start of a new
crusading agitation, when too the first reference occurs to a
German Prior (14) the Order's keener solicitation and an expansion
of its crusading contacts produced a proliferation of new houses,
over which Werben and Heimbach possessed an occasionally glimpsed
headahip. The house in Wirzburg was also an important site for
the transaction of business by high officials. Foundations in the
eastern and western German groups, later separate provinces,
demonstrate significant differences in the nature of their
endowment. The first grants in WUrzburg and Duisburg involved the
transmission of existing hospital foundations, while Buchsee was
a hospice. The property in Werben, by contrast, corresponded to a
more usual model of dotation for a religious house, with the
transmission of appropriate secular and ecclesiastical property

(13)CC 126A
(14)CC 825, Räcl cp cit 30ff
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rights. Such creations required a higher degree of diocesan
tolerance and support. It seems clear that no hospital foundation
was transferred to the Order in Werben, since the hospital in
the town, when encountered at a later date, was under the
management of the specialist hospital order of the Holy Ghost.

Even after the acquisition of their new properties,
the Hospital's official representation in Germany and the Empire
remained slight. The absence of evidence for a rigid, hierarchic
provincial organisation, especially in the western province, has
been cited in combination with an inference drawn from Barbarossa's privilege of protection to produce a version of events
that has been widely repeated, which proposes that the Hospital
was granted a licence to seek benefaction by the Emperor Frederick, and its failure to obtain a satisfactory response made
necessary the foundation of a separate German Order. *
This view should be corrected: firstly, this was
neither the context nor the purpose of the imperial privileges,
which sought to comprehend within the sphere of the ruler's
influence foundations that had already been projected; secondly,
once the area of comparison is extended to consider all countries
outside the crusading heartland, it can be seen that the progress
of the acquisition of property in Germany is consistent with the
general practice of the Order as a whole, which before 1187
preferred the direct application of benefaction within Outremer;
finally, once this earlier policy was changed and a more active
solicitation was instituted, from 1187 onwards, the Hospital
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outperformed the Teutonic Knights in Germany - as indeed did the
Temple which began its solicitation slightly later.
There is no indication, therefore, on the available
evidence that any of the three international orders experienced
difficulties caused by 'racial' or 'national' considerations in
obtaining benefaction in Germany or elsewhere; rather, where any
difficulty is evident, it was that understandably affecting a
newcomer who was required to compete against two established
rivals. As in Outremer, the Order which lay under this disability, and for this reason (rather, again, than as a result of any
racial empathy) was particularly dependent in its early stages on
imperial favour, was the Order of the Teutonic Knights.
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(4)

The Hospital's Czech Plantation

When the Bohemian Hospital perished with the Holy
Roman Empire, - one of a series of the Order's losses in the
Napoleonic Wars, - it was found to be among the wealthiest of the
country's religious orders. (15) The circumstances in which its
great wealth, enjoyed through force of tradition and habit by
aristocratic families, had originally been provided as endowment
and in the course of time had accumulated remained, for the most
part, obscure. Credible analysis of the early history of the
Bohemian Priorate has only appeared very recently.(16)
The endowment of the Hospital in the Czech lands
proceeded from a crusading contact, specifically the participation of Vladislav II in King Conrad's expedition as part
of the Second Crusade. Further information on the course of
Vladislav's pilgrimage is available from a letter, which he sent

(15) Fnzel-Chrcnik von Breslau p 370. Hore e learn that the
Silesiai camderies yielded the following su in 1753: Corpus Christi in
Wroclaw-4 200 florins; DzierzcniOw-6C1] fi.; Strzegcm-4 000 fi.; L .óe4< and
ZXothryja-1 300 fi. ;osi-5 (1)0 fi.; Wielki Tyniec-6 800 fi.; 0lenica- 18 000
fi.; Hrctiniki 9 (1)0 fi. The reveri.ies ware enjoyed by Graf von Kollowrath, frhjor
von Holly, Craf von ngersky, Freyherr v .d. I-nn and Craf von Schafgtsch.
(16) There are two hiily inaxurate ac(lzlts by the Order's i
'd-ievallers', +1 Feyfar aid Felix de Salles. [ Salles ncstly follows Feyfar,
but also added saie inforiietim frcrri the aitiqary, Jaroslav Schaller; and, riore
usefully, neterial latterly nEde availle throui the archival transcriptions
of F. Esnitmer. The work of Snitirer and of ktonin Bocek is eccessible in the
latter's ti ptblished tkraviai scurce collection, aid also in CC. The recent
(1983, Prae) Ph.D thesis of M. Skcpal provided the first analysis of this
rreterial. I was le to see Dr. Skcpal 's work only very briefly in 1984, atl so
au uithle to reprockice its ccrclusiais or cciments here. The details in this
section are based on Bocek 's Codex and the Cartulaire C-ral, cclTbined with a
caitious reading of the axowts of Feyfar aid cb Salles.
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in 1169 to the Master of the Hospital. In it he refers to the
difficulties he experienced before he could discharge his vows in
Jerusalem, and recalls that the Order's castle of Kerak had been
put at his disPosal.(17)
Kerak, sited in the Tripolitan principality as a
counter or control fortress commanding an inland region, was
newly acquired when Vladislav arrived. Its building had formed
part of the process of strategic redefinition, which followed,
and was made possible by, the near-completion of the Franks'
primary task of reduction of the coastal fortresses. That the
Hospitallers had received this site, as in the case of their
acceptance of one of the guard fortresses set against Ascalon,
demonstrated the recent great expansion of their military
responsibilities.
In the period of anticipation before the armies of
the Second Crusade arrived in the East, both the military orders
sought to appraise how they themselves might be affected by the
strategic decisions which needed to be taken, and both cultivated
a role of guardianship making themselves channels of communication
between visitors and residents. This relationship gave them an
enhanced influence, since a tradition of deference to the rank of
visitors was observed in the counsels of crusading armies. It has
always been believed that the Templars procured the fateful
decision to attack Damascus. The Hospitallers are implicated in
some accounts, more by extension than on any definite information.

(17) (t.ndated) 1169, Bocek I Nb 308 (CC 405)
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The Hospitallers' cultivation of Vladislav of Bohemia may
represent either a parallel or a different strand of policy.
The Second Crusade was so lacking in result that the
question is rarely put of what the individual participants hoped
to achieve. If this question can be answered at all, their
intentions are more readily to be inferred from the example of
earlier crusaders of princely rank. The success stories of the
First Crusade and the early settlement eminently involved those
of lesser rank who gained eastern principalities - like Tancred,
Bohemond, Baldwin of Boulogne and Joscelin de Courtenay; in
addition, there were those who, like the two senior princes,
Raymond of St. Gilles and Godfrey de Bouillon, were already the
rulers of Western principalities and gained new ones in the East.
In Raymond's case eventual success required a later return to
Outremer following his deliberate exclusion. For others, such as
the counts of Normandy and Flanders, ambition was satisfied by
baronies and fiefs in the Kingdom of Jerusalem which they made
use of the Hospital and Temple to manage.
Knowledge of these events and the desire to gain a
territorial interest in the Holy Land at any of these levels were
undoubtedly still strong among the participants in the Second
Crusade, and ambition in this direction remained strong even
after the disappointments of that enterprise; for example, the
Hospital later undertook a commission from the king of Hungary to
purchase estates in Outremer. The aim of the Second Crusade was
to provide a new principality for one of the crusading princes
through the conquest of Damascus.
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It seems appropriate, therefore, to stress that
although Vladislav's crusading ambitions, whatever they may have
been, were ultimately disappointed, there is no reason to doubt
that they were genuine and similar in scope to those of his
contemporaries. The loan of Kerak may therefore have an added
significance, indicating the hope of both parties for a more
permanent involvement of the prince and his family, which, in the
general disappointment, came to nothing. Nonetheless, the
Templars made the offer of one of their fortresses to King
Premisl I in the 1220s; although this has been cited as an
example of an absurd gesture. the precedent of Vladislav's
activity perhaps renders it less absurd.(18)
Vladislav's enthusiasm, like the Second Crusade as a
whole, produced no result in Outremer. Instead, the project was
formulated of introducing the Hospital as a religious order into
his principality. This was an innovation; the Hospital had not
previously committed itself to extending its European possessions,
and the new province of Bohemia under a resident Hospitaller
prior was the first such creation since the earliest days of the
order. The first foundation of the new province, that of the
Order's convent in Prague, proceeded along conventional lines.
Vladislav's chancellor and his nephew were entrusted with the
task of collation. The dedication of the Hospitallers' church in
Prague has been placed in 1156. Two acts of 1159 and 1169 record

(18) This offer is frecntly cited as thsurd ad a si of
csperaticn. This is a serious rnisjudiient, and helps to illustrate .'i' it is
desirthle that saTe attrpt should be node to siçply the detailed ccritext of
German aid eastern Eurcpeai crusading participaticn and sLçport.
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the progress of the ProJect.(19)
The continuing aggregation of property, administered
by the Prague convent, eventually supported four religious
congregations. A second house in Prague with the name of 'Na
bojtst1' was founded between 1179 and 1183. A bull of Lucius III
from 1181 mentions the existence of a female congregation in
Manetin, while a separate body of Hospitaller canonesses is
encountered in a bull of Clement III from 1188.(20)Benefaction
and endowment in Bohemia and Moravia supported these four
collegiate foundations as well as providing the responsions which
went to finance the work of the Hospital in Outremer. It would
appear that plans also existed for the creation of a new category
of filiate houses with a lesser scale of endowment than the four
congregations associated with the princely family; the sponsors
of the new houses were to be individual noble families and their
associates. This new class of benefactors appears among the
witnesses of the general confirmation of 1169, many of whose
names recur as benefactors in the more specific act of 1183,
which for the first time lists new benefaction in Moravia.(21)
(19) (indated) 1159, Bocek I 275 (CC 278); 1169 (CC 405) both
describe the ri< of Gervase ad Fartin in thtaining the core endcint.
(20) The beneftion of Frederick ad his wife for the second
Pragje house, as ll as the particular benefa±icris of a nurber of his servaits
in a wide raiqe of localities, is described in detail in ai ect of 1183, Bocek I
331 (CC 650, Fltese original), kich also constitutes the prircipal source for
wider societal benefation to the Order in the earliest period. Bithp I-nry's
letter to the frster Roqer of c. 1186, .B I 53 (Bocek I 336 aid CC 661 pLblish
this inder c. 1184) aid a second at of Frederick's fran 1185, Bocek I 337 (CC
718) are less extensive in scope. The bulls of 1181 a-id 1188 (CC 861), althoucja
Praçe originals cb rot pear in the Bi'ianiai source collecticrE.
(21) The particular beiefatiais of Boçjssa aid Hroznata, Aio are
witresses in the at of 1169 (CC 405), cai be reconstructed, in the case of the
forner fran the letter of c. 1186 (CC 661): Aiile Hroznata 's benefa±iors are
recalled in a confixiTetion of 1188, Bocek I 347 (CC 840).
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The case of Klodzko is particularly instructive and
merits further examination. Originally the Order gained possession
of one church in the town through the donation of Count Bogussa
the Bearded, and this was probably made between 1169 and 1183
when its transfer was confirmed. However, in 1194 the Order's
interest and position in the town was vastly enhanced, when the
Czech ruler's brother Henry Bretislav, who combined the functions
of margrave of Moravia and bishop of Prague, confirmed both the
Klodzko churches, that of St. Wenceslas (Václav) being the
principal Parish. (22) The ownership of parochial rights in an
urban centre was a new, unprecedented and highly advantageous
form of property-ownership. The circumstances surrounding this
enhancement of the Order's standing in Klodzko were exceptional
in one respect, for this arrangement was made against the
background of a peak of crusading enthusiasm generated by the
preaching of the Third Crusade. This is the first of several
examples which shall be considered where a considerable enhancement of an existing benefaction occurred in the years following
the news of Hattin and the preaching of the Third Crusade. Not
only in Moravia but in Eastern Europe as a whole, the Order
benefited from a new surge of crusading enthusiasm, which it made
a concerted effort to exploit.
(22) StE I Nb 62 ([iE1 I 359/ CG 959) Bishcp Henry caifirned the
church of St. Werceslas (Vlav) by this act, stating that Frecrick had granted
it at the consecration of the church of the haise 'Ma bojfstI'("cIix Fridricus in
cijdin eis forensi ecclesiai saicti Wencezial cun sua cbte caitulerat, per rTe
ipsun in consecratime ecclesie in Boisc eis. . .caifirtuii.") as well as Couit
Bcxussa's dmaticn of the chel of St. Mary. Hcver, in his letter of 1186 (see
Mate 20), Henry writing to the I-bspital's Master refers only to having perfomed
that office for the church of St. Mary in Klodzko on that occasion. The actual
transfer of the second church therefore occurred between 1186 and 1194.
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No purpose is apparent in the terms of association of
the Hospital or the Temple with their benefactors in the Czech
lands beyond that of supporting crusading enterprise in Outremer.
The few exceptional instances outside Spain where a local
military role was envisaged for either Order were characterised
by specific indications of a contractual arrangement: that is to
say, the model of sponsorship of a 'national' order, familiar
from the Spanish experience, was consciously applied.
The correlation of crusading support and benefaction
is well-attested in several individual cases in the Czech lands.
Among the benefactors named in the 1183 confirmation, was one
Hroznata, a relative of the saint of the same name, whose
pilgrimage took place in the 1190s. In the second half of the
thirteenth century, the eventual seat of the Order in Strakonice
came to the Order through the testamentary bequest of Bavor I, a
crusader. The language of early acts of donation (as in Poland,
where the original work of solicitation was carried out by
Bohemian and Moravian officials) emphasised the intention to
support the work of the Hospital in the East.
Applying a longer perspective, it can be seen that
crusading ideology was a potent vehicle for the transmission of a
wide range of influences. Sponsorship of the Temple and of the
Teutonic Knights followed the earlier extensive favour shown to
the Hospital; the latter association led to Czech involvement in
the Teutonic Knights' Prussian venture on crusading terms. Over
several decades the association had ramifications of great
significance. A share in the Prussian enterprise held a particular
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interest for Premisl Otakar II while the matter of the Prussian
bishoprics remained unresolved, for this held out at least a hope
that the embarrassment which Prague had suffered as a suffragan
see of Regensburg might be visited in turn on distant regions:
and even that Prague might become a great metropolitan see for
the East of the kind that Magdeburg claimed to be. These ambitions foreshadowed later work and pretensions in the Ruthenian
mission-field. A more tangible gain from Prussian involvement was
the axis of alliance with the Ordenstaat, which guaranteed the
recovery of Silesia by the Bohemian Crown.
The integration of an institution such as the
Hospital eventually became into Czech society also had its
impact. It was natural that the Order should find, or seek to
find, a role in royal service, and should adopt a position of
partisanship of royal authority and Catholic orthodoxy in the
Hussite wars: natural, too, that its increasingly aristocratic
terms of incorporation, originally reflecting the military
orders' purpose of persuading the knightly class to adopt the
ethos of the crusade, should later encourage a militant class
consciousness of the kind that in the Orders' final incarnations
was merely risible, but in the conditions of the 15th century
mirrored a real and savage antagonism. Nor is it surprising that
when the Hussite conflict was carried onto Prussian territory,
the alignment of parties should follow a similar social divide.
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5

The Hospital in Hungary and Austria

The first involvement of the Hungarian monarchy in
the crusading movement came about with the Hospital acting as
intermediary (the reference, occasionally cited, to a Hungarian
Templar official from the 1140s is a misdating for the 1240s).(23)
These contacts might be compared with those already described in
the case of the Czech ruler, Vladislav, the Hospital's role being
that of a combination of chaperone, cicerone and factotum. A
letter to the Master of the Hospital from Bela III, dated between
1163 and 1169, recorded the transfer of 10 000 besants through a
royal servant and a Hospitaller, Bernard. (24) The money was to be
used to purchase property in the Holy Land, though not in any
region under threat from the Turks. The revenues of the property
were to be enjoyed by the Hospital, unless the duke and his wife
should make a pilgrimage, in which case they would enjoy the
revenues for their lifetime or until their departure from the
Holy Land, after which the property would revert to the Hospital's
use: no son or heir should have any enjoyment of the revenues,
but, if any came to the Holy Land, they were to be equipped with
horses and arms from the Hospital's stores.

(23) D'Al1xr aid Léaiard rn<e ro I-kiigarian sa.irces availle,
except for the reprock.ictim of a reference to the Tiple's I-biigariai Fster, Pons
de Cruis, antedated by a century. V .Hormayr provides a partial and i.nsourced
presentation of Teplar riiterial. The work of Srnitnr in the I-bspital 's Riigariai
archives, Aiich re separately preserved (see CC - Introdjction), is reprodiced
in Fejer' s sciirce collection aid in the Cartulaire Cënéral; it is likely, as with
the Prag archives, that trpiblished fwrteenth century I-kqitaller acts contain
usable Tiplar naterial. See also p 49 Nbte 39 below.
(24)CC 309
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This benefaction was matched by the transfer of two
hospital foundations in Hungary (25) ; the expansion of the
Hospital's Hungarian possessions should, however, be placed after
the preaching of the Third Crusade, when a crusadint appeal found
a broad response and Hungarian and Austrian contingents together
made a separate early departure for the Holy Land. Subsequently,
Hungarian society displayed a high level of engagement in
crusading ventures and the enthusiasm of the country's rulers,
expressed through benefaction to the military orders, matched
this effort. The testament of the regent Andrew from 1205, which
made his son Wladyslaw co-heir to a third of his estates alongside
the Temple and the Hospital, recalls the bequest of King Alfonso
of Aragon. (26) A privilege of slightly later date lists several
crusading orders as owners of property in the country, including
the Order of St.Samson and the Polish canons of the Holy Sepulchre
in Miechów. (27) It is also well-known that the Teutonic Knights,
who received valuable early support in Hungary and the Czech
lands, were given their first opportunity to perform the function
of a 'national' or regional military order in the Hungarian
kingdom's Kuman march, and were active there from 1211 to 1225
when they were expelled.
The Hungarian properties of the Hospital were not
originally intended to form a separate province of the Order and

(25) 23 3.ne 1187, Irnocent III offered protection for the
ftspital 's hospital of St. Stephen in Gri, (CC 831); (tiidated) 1193, Bela III
cmfind the hospital fcindaticn, also of St. Stephen ride by his rrcther,
(CC 936)
(26) 25 1pril 1205, CC 1218
(27) See belci p 112 Nbte 37
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were placed for administrative purposes under the Bohemian prior.
This, at any rate, seems the inference to be drawn from the
addition of 'in Hungary' to the title of the former Bohemian
prior Martin in 1186 and the possible earlier duplication of
function of the Hospitaller, Bernard.(28)

Widespread Austrian participation in crusading
expeditions from the Third Crusade produced benefaction to the
Order in addition to that previously noted supporting the
Mailberg house. A date of 1203 is offered, credibly, by Feyfar
for the dotation of Fürstenfeld in Styria, while the property of
Puist in Carinthia was founded from the bequest of a crusader,
Rupert. (29) The Viennese house of the Order, dated much earlier by
Feyfar, was more probably not instituted until the 1270s. The
occasional appearances of Austria in the multiple titles of
Hospitaller " Visitors" of the 13th century in association with
the Bohemian province suggest that at times the administration of
the Austrian, as of the Hungarian, possessions was a responsibility
of the Bohemian Priorate.(30)
(28) Bernard, in the at of 1163-9 (CC 309) was cmceivly the
future Bdniai prior jwrneying to the East as a intenidiary. The office of
the Bd1Eni prior Fhrtin is described in 1186 as: "cpndaii prepositus Pragensis,
ruc vero prathr Jerosol,initaiis et preceptor ftgarie, Bonie, et ciiriiin aliaruTi
terrarin oriente et neridicne et septentricre adiacentiun, licentian redewdi
Jerosolynan, de qua ante triemiun fere na-u missus huc fwrat, petere cepit."
(I81 I 341 (CC 802). In 1188 the I-bspitaller Bernard accepted benefaction, with
the style of 'magister' QB'1 I 325 (CC 840)
(29) For Carinthia, [ Salles, p 247 follciing Feyfar p 68 (whose
rding in this case is rore careful) siiificantly predates the 'cannandery' of
Pulst where the durth was only acquired by the Order in 1263, (CC 3052). The
sa year saw the appearance of a Prior in Austria and Styria (CC 3048). See also
A. von Jaksch - Die Einfthring. For tilberg, see thve p 30
(30) The Bdnian prior sthsequently had visitation rits. The
fwrteenth century disciplinary records fran the Austrian province are in P14
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(6)

The Proliferation of Templar Houses in Germany and
Eastern Europe

M.SchUpferling's work on the possessions of the Temple
in Germany has removed many legendary or erroneous dalings and
false identifications of Templar properties. What is immediately
striking in his results is the coincidence of the earliest
recorded dates of donations, supporting or eventually to support a
house, with periods of crusading agitation. Firm dates for
original donations which are available cluster around the two
dates of 1215 and 1227, when preparations were underway in Germany
for the Damietta expedition and the Emperor Frederick II's
crusade.(31)
The donations of earliest date are of particular
interest: that made by Thibaut, count of Bar and Luxembourg, in
1213 of the house in Pierrevillers, predates the formal preaching
of the Fifth Crusade which was begun by the Fourth Lateran Council
1215 * but coincides with a localised crusading agitation in the
Rhineland, which produced the Children's Crusade. (32) However this
house later formed part of the French rather than the German
province of the Order.
This leaves for consideration two German houses, both

(31)These ny be listed briefly as they pear in SchLjferling Die
Teipelherren-Orcn in Deutschlaid, th.is: Vic 1218 (p19), Bertjieisn 1220 (p23),
t&hlen 1227 (p31), l'oinz 1216, tA,ere the representative tocj3ther with a Hospitaller
was collector of the 1/20 th in 1218 (37ff), Roth 1228 (p72), Trier 1228 (p74),
Kcbem ad W,sel 1218? (p76), Niedertresisd 1227 (p77), Droyssig ? 1215 (112ff).
(32) cit 17ff

- 46* A.Forey, exnining this thesis, has pointed out that the start of this prea±iing
thxild be plaed in 1212, a detail tiith inproves the arnent presented here.

of which were later to discharge a role of supervision and can be
shown to have had an earlier date of foundation. One of these, the
Saxon house of Halberstadt, has had its origins dated firmly by
Schüpferling to 1201-8 (33) : the efforts of an earlier writer to
claim an origin for the house in Braunschweig in a grant of Henry
the Lion, and for the property of Süpplingenburg in a gift of the
Emperor Lothar made in 1130 are viewed by Schüpferling with
well-founded scePticism. (34) Likewise, if the Templar house in Metz
is not to be accepted as a gift of the Emperor Lothar, a similar
date to that of the endowment of Halberstadt would be credible to
account for its seniority. (35) An elevated tradition of foundation
by a great prince or Emperor may simply record the desire to
provide an explanation for the established fact of seniority
exercised by the houses of Halberstadt and Metz: perhaps this
accounts too for the tradition linking the Hospitaller house of
Heimbach with Barbarossa.

(33) [ cit, 93ff. Nbtwithstaiding Scfiferling's conints on the
transaticn of the first business of the house by a hurble brother, - as shall be
seen sibseciently, - provincial hierarchies developed slowly, and this is ro
indication of the inferior status of the house. Later heads of the province of
Aliinia and Slavia, Aiich shall be considered below, re associated with the
house in Halberstadt, viz. 'Widekinus' and Bertra'n von Esebeck, op cit pp 96-7. A
sthsidiary office is prthly indicated in the desiation in 1306 of a 'carfrEndstor'
in Oschersleben, cp cit p 103
(34) The case for the ixitative house in Brauistheig, considered by
Schferling, op cit 87ff, is sinply insatisfa±ory: it relies partly on the
tradition of foindaticri by Henry the Lion, but riore xii misinterpretation of
availle infonietion on the property of Splingerburg, kiith Sth.ferling
discusses at u-necessary length with the acknissim of irrelevant material, op cit
pp 91-2 viiich rather has to do with the Lthusz properties. The at of 1272,
(quoted bc cit), 4iich shows the provisor of SLjplingerburg in attenda-ce on the
official of the house of Halberstadt reveals the true situation.
(35) The case concerning the house in Hetz, as related by SchLferlinq,
op cit 14ff, is, as he recoijiises, entirely sippositious. In 1275 the house was
sipervised by a Brother Hertin, described as 'frgister' in Lorrair, bc cit.
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The orbit of the 'journeys of solicitation' made by
the Templar officials - ultimately supervised by the Paris
headquarters - also included the lands of the Empire's Slav and
Hungarian neighbours. The datings of donations in these countries,
where known, reveal a similar process to that observed in Germany.
The house in Prague and the first Hungarian donations probably
date from the first decade of the 13th century, although a
significant nexus of Moravian properties around Znaim was more
likely acquired in the 1240s. (36) The endowment of the Order on a
very large scale in and around the Lubusz region of the Polish
border, which will be described in detail later, seems most likely
to have been initiated by German officials from 1227.
The Templars were obliged, at this time, to undertake
their own work of solicitation and to appoint officials with
appropriate titles and responsibility. Cistercian patronage, in
particular that of the congregation of Morimond, which had the
greatest weight in Germany, had for some time been reserved for
furthering the cause of the Order of Calatrava: while individual
Cistercian houses and abbots, observing the model of Calatrava's
growth, had in some cases formed special relationships with
newly-instituted regional orders, which, in the Baltic region were
usually called 'Sword-Brothers'. The greatest and most successful
of these efforts of' solicitation was made on behalf of the
Sword-Brothers of Livonia and was nearly contemporary with the
German appeals of the three international military orders, only

(36) The sLbstaltial nexus of prcerties in Fkravia arcind Znaini
was the sLbject of early study by JE Horky.
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slightly predating those of the Templars and Teutonic Knights.(37)
Among the four competing orders the Teutonic Knights fared the
worst by far.
After solicitation and the completion of endowment,
the Templars continued to make use of travelling officials for the
administration of their properties. There is a letter from the
Master of the Temple from 1241 to St. Louis in Paris reporting the
death of six Templar brothers at the battle of the river Sajo, and
stating that others had shared the fate of Prince Henry the Pious
of Silesia at the battle of Legnica. (38) This same crisis, which
saw the appointment of the Templar official in Hungary, Pons de
Crucis to the regency (39) , has fostered ill-founded fantasies of
legions of Templars defending the frontiers of Europe, some
versions of which also introduce the Teutonic Knights. The
Templars' own account tells a different story, of a small number
of members of the Order overtaken by an unforeseen catastrophe,
which must surely be allowed to be the correct one. Once it is
recognised that to provide a bulwark against unidentified heathens
(37) F. Beminioven - Lr Orden der Schvertbriider, "Der Kreuzzug
vm 1200 uid die Ordensgrthin]" describes the regimal ccritacts of scire of the
ill ruiber of original brothers with Cistercian nrnasteries in Hesse.
(38) The actual course of events and the nature of the Trplar
participaticn, '4iich rrust have been severely restricted by the fact that mly a
handful of indivickials re involved, was investigated by B. Ulanowski-0 WspOlckjdziale
Trplaryuszdw w bitwie pod Legaicç, passini. The principal source, the Fster's
letter to St. Louis, (M]-I 26 pp 603-10) is translated by Ulancwdd, op cit. p 283.
(39) Pons de Crieis was prctly the resident Tiplar magister. He
was nared as the Order's representative as early as 1219 (Theiner's tn Vat -kng.
I pag 68 Nb 92, cioted in CD Slovac. Nb 238). Theiner's source nterial fran the
register of Pope Hcrorius III also allows the date of the Terplars' introd.jcticn
into F&ngary th be placed as early as 1198 (Theiner bc cit Nb 92, qxited in 0)
Slovac.) This prckly antedates the Order's Bohenian and frbravian cciitacts, whidi
are briefly discussed by Ulanowski op cit. p 280
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formed no part of the responsibility of either the Hospital or the
Temple (or indeed for a considerable time of the Teutonic Knights
either), and that the function of these orders was rather to
represent the ideals of the crusade in a local setting, then the
evidence from Germany and eastern Europe provides a strong
indication of the vitality and continuing development of the
crusading movement, in these regions at any rate, in the first
half of the 13th century.
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(7)

The Teutonic Knights

In the years of recovery and reconstitution which
followed the disaster of Hattin, German crusaders were thrown into
a role of prominence, which the weakness of the surviving Frankish
settlement served to emphasise. The greatest hopes were pinned on
the army of the Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa - although his
sudden death meant that it never arrived. For a time the defence
of Acre and of the Christian position in the East were in the
hands of Conrad of Montferrat. In 1199 German crusaders mounted
their own crusade.
The Hospital and the Temple had suffered grievous
losses, and, among the subsidiary possessions which the Hospital
relinquished in Jerusalem was its German hospital. When the Order
of the Teutonic Knights was first constituted as a field hospital
outside Acre, it used the name of St.Mary's - to quote Eric
Christiansen: "apparently.. .as an allusion to the German hospital
in the Holy City which had been lost to Saladin three years
previously. "(40)
The large influx of a new membership and the transformation of an existing dependent institution echoes the experience
of the Hospital of St.John a century earlier. The Order of the
Teutonic Knights is properly to be regarded as a separate entity

(40) thristiansen - The Northern Crusades, 74ff. The relatimiip
beten the earlier d later Gernn hospital institutions is me rTost conveniently
proahed by such ellisicri. Pccordinq to yer, in The Crusades, p 139 and Note
53, t& Favreau has clarified the situation, which in previous writers is certainly
extrly confused.
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from 1190; the later claim of the Hospital to control the Teutons
of Acre, made in the course of a dispute was simply vexatious,
even if a Pope gave it credence. (41) This later hostility should
not be used as evidence for earlier relations between the old and
new hospital Orders; more generally, whatever the rivalries of
Outremer, relations within European countries between all three
Orders seem to have been good. There is circumstantial evidence to
indicate that the Hospital backed the Teutonic Knights' first
European appeal, since most of the new Order's earliest benefactors
were the Hospital's own supporters.
Such help was the more welcome since the early
response to whatever general appeal the Teutonic Knights made was
meagre to the point of invisibility in Germany itself. It has
frequently been suggested that the principal benefactor of the
Order in its first decades was the Emperor Frederick II, but it
should be added that most of these donations were made either in
Outremer or in Sicily, and in the latter case involved the
transfer of Templar property as part of Frederick's policy of
dispossession of the Templars in his Italian kin9dom.(42)The
failure of the Teutonic Knights in Germany is striking and stands
in contrast to the successes of the three orders who were their

(41)Gregory IX's bull of 23 rch 1241, CC 2270, cf the prececnt
in a bull of Celestine II, 9 Decther 1143, CC 154/5 in both cases stbjecting the
Teutons of Pcre to the Hospital.
(42) Biniw cp cit, 127ff is instructive on this point. These
Siciliai benefaticrs accouted for a large part of the benefacticns of Frecrick
II noted by Oiristiasen, bc cit, tEio also notes that in the early decades the
Esperor was the sole GerTrn patron (thc4i not, it mit be added, in the GeriiEn
la-ds). The nrst spectacular early GenT1 benefaction, the fandation of the
church of St. Elizeth d hospital in F4rburg mid-it be argd to show a 'I-kiigaria-i'
rather thai a 'Genn' influerce.
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rivals in soliciting support, the Hospital, the Temple and the
Sword-Brothers of Livonia. The poor response within Germany may
also be contrasted with the early, extensive acquisitions made by
the Order in the Czech lands and the success of their appeals in
Austria and Hungary.(43)
There is a tendency, which has already been noted, to
magnify the role of the two Emperors Frederick as sponsors of the
Teutonic Knights; in the case of Barbarossa the supposition relies
on a misinterpretation of the context of the Emperor's privileges
for the Hospital. Where Frederick II's relationship with the Order
of the Teutonic Knights is concerned, H. Prutz's account is
unsatisfactory in certain of its emPhases. (44) In particular, the
Emperor's privilege granting the right to the Order's representatives to appear at the Imperial Court with the status of those
holding imperial fiefs in spite of their having none, is most
readily understandable as a diplomatic device, which conveyed the
privileges of lordship in the absence of the possession of
property. However, having been described by Prutz as the legal
foundation of the lordship later acquired by the Order, it later
became, in the version of less scrupulous commentators, a standing
commission to conquer large tracts of Eastern Europe for the
(43) 3. Hirrerle-Die Deutschordens Ballel Bthren, pp 10-11, lists
these sigiificait early axiuisitions in BcEinia aid Austria: Bozen (1202), Vienna
(1200-6), Trqpau (i.e. Cava) and Prag. (1203). The early favour of the ftngariai
rulers has already been referred to. Even the (rEll) Polish benefa±icn in
Silesia, see Ccrclusim belc, antedates any clear sigis of general GeriTal
enthusiaaTi.
(Li4) H. Prutz, op cit. pp 104-5. Frederick II's privilege was given
cii 23 January 1216, a date vhich exclucs any Prussian caitext. It was reissued by
I-nry VII in 1227. (The existing text of the Kruszwica ckxurent ny be a forgery,
bt this canot be discussed here). Prutz 's careful acoint ry be ccripared with
the &rphases of Kaitorcidcz and Ntschke, aid of course of Alfred Rosetterg.
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Reich, a proposition which the briefest reflection on the chronology and context of events in Prussia and Livonia should be
sufficient to expose as ridiculous.
If the importation of retrospective significance into
accounts of the early history of the Teutonic Knights through
awareness of later developments on the Baltic constitutes a trap,
(which some writers are more liable to fall into than others), one
additional consequence of over-ready acceptance of Germany's
nationalist myth has been a failure to appreciate the character of
the Order's involvement in Outremer, which fully justified its
characterisation, alongside the Hospital and the Temple, as an
international crusading order. Originally the work of the Order in
the East took priority; it could not be otherwise. However, the
difficulties already outlined in the case of the Temple applied
with still greater force to the Teutonic Knights. As a new order
it had to make its way in competition with two established and
vastly more powerful rivals. Its success was striking, if incomplete, owing much to a perceived usefulness for Frederick II in his
Outremer dealings as a convenient instrument to be employed
against the Hospital and Temple. Yet the Order could make bold
commitments on its own initiative, and was not simply an Imperial
tool; its Armenian march represented a venture greater in its
demands than the Hungarian enterprise or the early Prussian
involvement. 45

(45) Riley-Smith-The Teiplars in Cilicien Aiienia, eiphasises the
ccntiruirI] inportae for the Teiple of acq.iirinq new northern marthes in the 13th
century; they .ere joined as rivals in this activity by the Teutonic Kniits.
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The operation of prestige is hard to assess in the
remote past, but it should not be forgotten that the sellingpoint of all three Orders was their prominence in the struggle
characterised then and subsequently as the business of Christendom.
No local commissions to act against Kumans or Jaczwings could
rival the glamour of the contest for the Holy Places.
The Teutonic Knights' role in Outremer also offered
engagement in international politics as a consequence of their
active share in the cause that was a European obsession; accordingly, until the situation in the East was clearly lost no effort
or energy directed there could be considered wasted. It is true
that the Teutonic Knights were the first of the international
orders to resign from Outremer, but, the role of last-ditch
defender that they declined was one to which the older Orders were
more definitely committed by the logic of their situation.
The potential of the Order's role in Prussia and
Livonia was gradually revealed during the 13th century: it is a
very great error to see the final development of events in either
region as implicit in the terms of the Order's introduction. The
ultimate prize and opportunity, - that of sovereign rule in a
viable and defensible territory, - was only made manifest through
the success of the Order's coup against Cdarsk in 1308. The shift
in perceptions and the reassignment of priorities between Outremer
and Prussia was longer in coming than is frequently assumed, and
Outremer, for nearly as long as it survived, had first claim on
the Order's attention and resources.
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(8)

The Fall of Outremer and the End of the Crusades.

The thirteenth-century Latin settlement in the East
included the kingdom of Cyprus as well as parts of Greece and Asia
Minor that had been removed from the Byzantine Empire and needed
to be defended against both the Greeks and the Greeks' traditional
enemies. The Syrian and Palestinian territory of mainland Outremer,
greatly constricted after the losses which followed Hattin, was a
progressively narrowing coastal strip. The Franks' recurrent
strategic aim was to convert what they held into something more
secure: at first it was hoped to include a strip of Egyptian
territory, a sensible ambition but one that proved unattainable.
Other plans and devices included those of persuading the Greek
rulers who held residual Byzantine authority to accept ecclesiastical union with Rome: of building a wider system of alliances,
with the Armenians the Georgians, even with Prester John, if he
could be located; or most optimistically with the Mongols, who
were found to have other plans. All such hopes were added to the
traditional trust in support from the West; ultimately, all were
to be disappointed.

The character of the settlement in Outrerner also
changed. New acquisitions in Cyprus and in former Byzantine
territory diverted the energy of potential settlers. There was no
scope for settlement on the mainland and little to attract
newcomers. When Jerusalem was briefly recovered - as a result of
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the Emperor Frederick II's negotiations - it was held without
fortification. The coastal towns and fortresses were owned for the
most part by the Italian cities and the Military Orders within a
delicately-balanced commercial and diplomatic system, one which
its masters were reluctant to see disturbed.
The strategic quandary, the lack of land, the dominance
of established corporations, all left visiting pilgrims with
little scope for effective action, while the influence of the two
older Military Orders progressively increased. Only the most
forceful and powerful of visiting princes, Frederick II or St.
Louis, could attempt to impose their will. Others, like the
English crusading princes of the thirteenth century, Richard of
Cornwall and Edward, enjoyed a conducted, one might even say a
guided, tour - a procedure later adapted and employed by the
Teutonic Knights in Prussia.(46)

(4) The tharacterisation of English service with the Teutonic
iiits in the Prussian-Lithuanian wars of the fourteenth century as a 'safari' by
Christiansen, pp cit pp 148-51, riasks with irony a feature already apparent in the
13th century experience in (Xitrsier; a closer description of which wauld necessitate a revision of the conventional wisdcin on the abject, which for a long tine
postulated a progressive decline rather than an alteration in crusading practice.
An nbsolute decline is belied, for exaiple, by the extensive orecarations for
Richard's and Edward's crusades. (1scribed in Tyeniai, pp cit. esp. pp 154-8,161
Too iruch has been derived fran the arirents of Throcp-Criticisii of the Crusade.
Recently, N. ftiisley-The Avign Papacy and the Crusade ,pp 228-30 has pointed out
the similarities beten 13th and 14th century crusading practice, apparent in the
careers of later crusading prinees suh as ]oft of Bdieiia (pp cit, p57, 68, cf
the treatnent in Qiristiansen, bc cit, where King ltri is described as "the
leader of the fashion"). An additional point to energe fran Housley's analysis is
the desirthility of additional, indeed of any si.bstantial detailed information on
the I-bspital 's Eurppeai priories in the 14th century. (See pp cit pp 282-5)
lhfortuiately Tyerrra'i' s wark was written with a self-denying ordinance on enquiry
into the English Hospital. Any such investigation for the Gerniai and Bohenian
priory uld have to take into accci.nt that these had acquired their cvii local
aganda in the later period. The description of their evolution in the present wark
may help to exlain hc and why this was so.
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The Orders also controlled the transport of pilgrims
and the transfer of funds to Outremer. Their role in the latter
respect increased since, in addition to their own responsions,
they were frequently entrusted by the Papacy with the collection
of papal taxes for the crusade. The expedient of allowing rulers
to levy these themselves had not been a happy one.(47)
The formulation of criticism of the Orders' role
belongs to the last years of the Outremer settlement. When Matthew
Paris, whose tract is the most widely-quoted text on the question,
addressed the 'problem' of the military orders and the crusade,
his prescriptions were tentative: even the milder suggestions
which he made could not be applied for as long as the Outremer
settlement survived or the hope of action to secure its recovery
Persisted. (48) Yet such criticism, however unlikely to result in
practical measures against the Orders, was of a kind which
presaged their destruction, and it was the price they paid for
exercising not a proportionate share, but a near totality of
responsibility for the situation in the East. Crusading was
accepted as the business of all Christians. If Outremer was
failing, or if it fell, no effort of the Orders, while they still
manifestly possessed vast European wealth, could be considered
sufficient. Any disposal of their wealth could be justified. At
the same time, the idea that the solution of the crisis in the

(47)The I-bspitallers also took over the banking responsibilities
of the expedition of 1345, Hoosley cp cit po 194-8
(48)M. Barber-The trial of the Teiplars 13ff discusses the project
of Ftthew Paris, and of Pierre [thois an advisor of the Frerch king, kio, writing
in c. 1306, anticipated the rationale of the later legal assault on the Tple. Cf
I-kxjsley, cp cit. 241-5 on the ideas of Ramn Lull in the context of the I-kspitaller
crusade of 1309-10
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crusading movement involved doing something about the Military
Orders, once planted, was widely ventilated. The Papacy was
prepared, using its direct personal supervision of the Orders,
which had benefited them so greatly in the past, to consider
confiscation of the Orders' wealth to fund a new crusade. At the
very least, a merger of the Hospital and Temple, once an appropriate means of enforcement could be found, appeared the commonsense solution. What this meant in practice was judicial murder
and expropriation, the former confined to France, the latter
general.
The destruction of the Temple may be held to have
formed part of a long line of disasters of policy, initiated and
promoted by the Papacy, which were also human disasters; processes
below contemporary perception inexorably procured the sack of
Byzantium, the slaughter of Albi, and the burning of the Templars.
These, along with the Jewish massacres which frequently preceded
the departure of crusading armies, and the massacre of the
residents of Jerusalem in 1099, are among the monuments of the
crusading movement.

(49) Barber, cp cit. 179ff exanines the charges ageinst the 0rcr.
To cb so in aiy raticnal way involves certain difficulties since the vast rijority
of trks on the Tiplar trials to be fcnid in general aid specialist bibliographies
are ccrcemed with their stposed necraincy.
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(9)

The Aftermath

Acre fell in May 1291, the last fortress of size to be
defended on the mainland. After its fall, the Mameluke sultan
systematically destroyed all the former Frankish defences; this
was intended as a final act, and as such it was effective.
Christian power in the East continued to be represented
by the Armenian principalities and by the residual Byzantine
authority in Greece. The residue of Frankish power was to be found
in the kingdom of Cyprus and it was there that the Hospital and
Temple first withdrew. (50) For some time past, they had been
engaged in fierce competition to increase their presence on the
island; the fierceness of this rivalry showed some appreciation of
what was at stake. Although the Temple had once been offered the
rule of the island - following Richard's conquest - they had felt
unable to contend with the local unpopularity, which the assumption
of power would bring: they now found themselves at a disadvantage
in their relations with the ruling family and with local society,
a situation which hindered them in their competition with the
Hospital over the acquisition of property. The senior Templar
officials and the Master relocated in practice, if not formally,
to their Paris headquarters. The Hospital, too, was concerned not
to outstay whatever welcome it had in Cyprus. The conquest of the
island of Rhodes from Christian Greek defenders, brought them

(50) The experiences of both 0rcrs in Cyprus and the f-bspitaller
ccnqst of Fdes are cscribed in Riley-znith-The Kni4its of St. Jchi, (chter)
Part 1, Chapter 7, pp 198-226, "Interlude in Cyprus".
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their eastern seat. The resolution of this particular local
competition helped to seal the Templars' fate.
The first decade of the 14th century also saw the
seizure of Gdañsk by the Teutonic Knights. Their action likewise
reveals a morality born of desperation. Notwithstanding subsequent
distortion both the background and the course of events are
uncomplicated. The Teutonic Knights had always received support
from the Polish princes and enjoyed good relations with them. The
Mazovian prince, Conrad, who had made the original provision for
the Order, and his sans who succeeded him, maintained an alliance,
part of the usefulness of which was the inconvenience caused to
the princes of Gdarisk-Pomerania. (51) These, in turn, had considered
settling the Order of Calatrava to discharge a role corresponding
to that of the Teutonic Knights as originally conceived - that of
a 'national' order with a tripartite authority of bishop, Cistercian abbot and military order in the new territory.(52)
The regional political situation was altered by the
advance of the March of Brandenburg. From the 1270s, the princes
of Szczecin-Pomerania were forced to accept the status of vassals,
while the Lubusz territory had been directly absorbed into the
Mark in the two previous decades. This brought the margraves to a
common boundary with Polish principalities; only the small

(51)Christiansen, cp cit 1QJ-2 recogüses the sigiificare of this
local aitagnism, thich, hc&ver, extencd over a 1orxer period than is recogiised
in his accoirit.
(52) The early relaticr'is bet'een spsor (missionary bishcp),
Cistercian abbot, and military order were of great sigiificce in Prussia, as
originally in Livorua. The per-struggle there in hich the Strd-8rothers t
nestery at the cost of the settlnt 's destruction is the prircipal thene of
Berrii,oven-Oie SchwerthrCider. See also below, pp 355-7 for aller local military
orders in Prussia and the preserce of the Order of Calatrava in Gda(isk-Pcrrerania.
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Pomeranian principality of GdarSsk stood between the rampant
margraves and the lands of the Teutonic Knights. At the death of
the last of its native dynasty, Gdarlsk was bequeathed to Przemyslaw II of Wielkopoiska, and his claim passed, at his death to
W%adys%aw ILokietek, the claimant to the Polish crown. When, in
1308, Vokietek found himself under simultaneous attack from the
Czechs and from the Brandenburgers, who moved against GdarSsk, he
agreed terms with the Order for the defence of the city: in
accordance with these terms, the Polish garrison admitted their
allies, who proceeded to massacre them. The Teutonic Knights
followed up this coup with a treaty with the rnargraves of Brandenburg, under which they purchased the latter's claim to Gdarsk.
The treachery of the act is undeniable, but this
should not be the first and last word in the analysis of events.
It needs to be appreciated that the advance of the margraves posed
a threat to the Order in the creation of a common boundary with
its territory. As an ally of the Polish crown, which was at war
with the March, it could not expect to see this respected. The
margraves had made short work of the Templars during their advance
into the Lubusz region. It is arguable that Prussia was more
vulnerable than any Polish territory if the war continued. It was
doubtful whether the Polish crown could offer any immediate,
effective support. It is usually simpler, and sometimes more
effective to attack one's friends rather than one's enemies. All
of these considerations - not just the last one - contributed to
the Teutonic Knights' decision to seize Gdarisk and to make a final
breach with Poland. It was, accordingly, not the perception of any
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national or racial community of interest with the margraves, but
rather the realisation that racial ties counted for nothing and
that their own territory was under threat, which decided the Order
on its course of action. Once taken, it also resolved an anxiety,
probably present in their minds from the start of the Prussian
enterprise, that, whatever they achieved in Prussia would, under
certain circumstances, be liable to removal by their Polish
neighbours - as had happened in their Hungarian march. As it was,
the seizure of Gdarisk secured the Ordenstaat for a century.(53)

The suppression of the Temple proceeded from Philip
IV's compelling desire to expropriate the Order. His attack has
the distinction of being the first to involve the total destruction of a religious body and confiscati n of its property: the
grotesqueness of the proceedings may be taken as testimony to the
cultural inhibitions against such an action, and also to the fact
that such inhibitions are not insurmountable. Pope Clement V, in
ordering a general confiscation of the Temple's property while the
trials were in progress hoped to salvage it for the benefit of the
Papacy and the crusade. This decision was fatal to his own plans
as well as to the Order's survival, since the confiscated property,
(53) The Order s cbliged to secure its title nct cnly throu
ccrwenticxial defensive rreasures (including ccx.nter-attack), but also throt4
pearing as defend3it in a protracted law-suit which generated two partisai
accotnts of earlier events. 1-hisley cp cit 266ff exaiures a nurber of rescnances
fran the crusading noveient, including the hcpe of the Order's threstic cpponents,
headed by the Archbishcp of Riga, of sending than the way of the Tenplars. King
John of Bdiania, aloig his crusading services, made over the prcpriate portim
of the Czech crcn' s claim to the Polish rirnarchy. The ccntinuing sigaificace of
the law-suit in Polish politics throucj-i the first half of the century has been
aialysed by PW Knoll in his Casimir the Great and the Rise of the Polish ttnarc4iy.
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predictably, remained in the hands of secular rulers. While some
princes behaved more honourably than others, it eventually became
clear that the papacy could not realise the Temple's assets, and
it was then that a series of papal instructions, their force
weakened by the prior papal action, were issued for the transfer
of the Temple's property to the Hospital.

Obtaining the reversion of the Templar property was
one of several problems which occupied the attention of the
Hospital's displaced central authorities. The Hospital's own sense
of security was understandably severely shaken, although the
terrible example of what had happened to the Templars, - with very
few individuals actively willing such a result and most observers
appalled by it, - probably discouraged the start of any similar
proceedings against the rival Order. This source of anxiety merged
with other severe organisational problems, the effects of which
can be oberved in some detail in the particular context of the
Hospital's possessions in Eastern Europe. In Bohemia and Eastern
Germany, from the 1290s onwards, a power-struggle was played out
between regional officials, many of whom had traditionally
possessed, or had deliberately acquired, family ties with the
Order's houses, and who now attempted to convert their association
with the Order, their office within it, and their control of its
property into new, independent offices, approximating to the
lordship of minor secular or ecclesiastical princes. To secure the
new status contained in their office they adopted the title of
Grand-Prior, in both instances by a similar, circuitous route. In
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addition, the Grand-Prior of Saxony, Pomerania and the Mark, the
self-styled 'Herrenmeister', was briefly raised, as a reward for
political partisanship, to the rank of prince of the Empire.
In the creation of these local power-bases, the former Templar
properties in Lubusz (once they had been recovered by the Hospital)
and the Silesian province of the Hospital played a significant
role.

The destruction of the Temple and the struggles of the
Hospital during its period of transition and transformation into a
conventional religious order - albeit one with a particular and
highly individual history, ethos and vocation - are concluding
themes. Their context is the end of the crusading movement, the
point in time when the combined effort of Latin Christian society
in support of the Outremer settlement was winding down.
The idea of the crusade was longer-lived. Several
ventures, in particular those of the Hospitallers in Rhodes and
Malta, and of the Teutonic Knights in Prussia recalled the
traditions of the earlier period. Their participants may well have
considered themselves to be crusaders and the heirs of the first
crusaders, but they also knew that they would not follow the path
of Baldwin, Raymond and Godfrey.

(54) The evolution of this office is the st±ject of 3. von Pflu<Harttwg-Die /nf'ing cs I-rrerIreistertur5. Several corrections to this and
associated writirs on the sibject, particularly in regard to the cbscure early
histhry of the title and its 13th century antececnts in the I-bspital 'S achinistrative
hierarchy, will be offered at prcpriate points in the present &irk.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HOSPITAL IN THE KINGDOM OF POLAND

(1)

The Kingdom of Poland.

The use of the term 'kingdom of Poland' to describe
the area of rule of the Piast dynasty courts the obvious objection
that for much of that period there was no crowned king or single
ruler in the country: but the phrase 'regnum Poloniae' finds
sufficient support in the period itself to counter objections to
its use. The notion of a kingdom without a king was not in
contemporary terms the absurdity it may now seem.
The Polish term, 'Poiska Piastowska' (Piast Poland),
which is used by Polish historians to cover the rule of the Piast
dynasty from Mieszko I to Kazimierz the Great can be argued,
without difficulty, to discharge better its historiographical
function than such uncontentious, but far less exact, terms as
Capetian France or Ottonian Germany. All such terms must, in any
case, be held to carry with them their own internal qualifications and reservations.
Comparing the frontiers of the Piast kingdom with
those of the modern Polish state, one finds a similarity rarely
matched in the intervening period: necessary adjustments are few
- most present territory on the right bank of the Vistula and
beyond would be more appropriately termed Prussian: in the west,
some adjustment to the benefit of Poland along and beyond the
line of the Oder: and in Silesia the cession of Klodzko (Kladzko
/ Glatz) to the Czech kingdom would complete the definition of
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the territory of the 'regnum Poloniae'. The relationship of the
regions covered by the present voivodeships (wojewddztwa) of
Pomerania and that of Zielona Gára to the whole require particular
discussion, which will be given in a later chapter.

The largest influence on internal political divisions
within these boundaries was exercised by the provisions made
after the death of BolesZaw the Sneerer (Krzywousty, d. 1138),
which effected a patrimonial division, possibly intended to be of
limited duration, but in the event enduring. In Polish historical
writing it is more usual to describe these divisions of the
country as 'dzielnice' (singular form, dzielnica), a term which
does service for a province within a country while also conveying
the sense of a division or a share. For German writers to refer
to an undifferentiated series of dukes in unspecified duchies may
be a neutral, as well as the most natural and convenient,
terminology, although it must be said that the German equivalent
of the English 'prince t is also available and, in German, less
awkward to employ. In Polish, 'ksiz' (prince) is invariably
used to describe the rulers of this period. The alternation of
use of 'dux' and 'princeps' in contemporary Polish and Pomeranian
titles did not reflect any difference of category.

A more serious difficulty is presented by the absence
of an accessible framework in German historical writing and, by a
familiar process of transference, also in English-language works,
for the discussion of Polish affairs. It is not uncommon for the
casual seeker of information to find his or her attention
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consistently directed to works dealing with the imperial pretensions of Otto III. There is a tendency to restrict interest and
comment to the few occasions on which the Polish polity became
involved with the Empire. Thus, in a period of several centuries,
for which a rich supply of original source material is available,
two acts of homage made by Polish rulers to the German Emperor
have received disproportionate attention. The lasting significance
of these episodes is questionable; in the case of Barbarossa's
opportunist intervention on behalf of the exile Wladyslaw
(Wygnaniec, expelled 1146) and his invasion with Czech allies,
the Emperor achieved little beyond the display of his power.
The Polish and Bohemian situations were very different. Therefore, one should view with caution a tendency to cite
the emperors' assertion of their position with a view to denigrating the exercise of authority by Poland's Piast rulers in their
principalities: still more the argument sometimes developed in
tandem, that princes in Silesia and Pomerania, which formed part
of German states in modern times, aimed consciously at the
Germanisation of their principalities. Such views have been
formed more by the requirements of later nationalism than by
mature reflection on what can be established of the realities of
the past.

The practice of politics in the kingdom of Poland
among the generations of Boleslaw the Sneerer's sons and their
descendants is complicated by the sheer number of the participants. One recurrent theme is the difficulty of maintaining a
unitary political authority. However, this problem had existed in
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the more remote past when monarchical rule had the appearance at
least of being the natural mode of government.
The dilemma of whether to seek or accept coronation
had been faced in a variety of circumstances before BolesXaw the
Sneerer's death. His own father WZadyslaw Herman (d. 1102) had
ruled as undisputed ruler without being crowned, while coronation
had not prevented Boleslaw the Bold (Szczodry, expelled 1079)
from losing his position as ruler through internal revolt.
BolesXaw the Sneerer himself, as junior heir, had first needed to
secure his position against his half-brother Zbigniew, who, as
senior, had been more favourably placed in the division of their
father's property.

The patrimonial division on the Sneerer's death was
made in obedience to custom and tradition; nor can it be held to
have excluded the possibility of the restoration of unitary rule
by one

of the heirs. The oldest of the sons, WladysXaw, was, as

was the custom, most favourably placed by the division to convert
his status as senior prince into that of monarch, but he proved
unable to maintain himself against the concerted action

of his

mother and all his brothers.
After Wladyslaw's expulsion, re-division

of the

patrimony helped to reduce the authority of the new senior,
Bolesl.aw the Curly (Kedrziezawy, d. 1173) and to secure the independent
rule of his brother, Mieszko the Old (Stary,d. 1202) in the
province of Wielkopolska. The youngest of the brothers, Kazimierz
the Just (Sprawiedliwy, d.1194), had been excluded from the
original division, but as the nominated heir of Henry
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of

Sandomierz (d. 1167), the fourth son, he received Henry's junior
share of the Ma%opolskan duchy: and, after Boleslaw the Curly's
death, Kazimierz's position in Malopolska matched the independent
rule of Mieszko Stary in Wielkopolska.
Mieszko in Wielkopoiska was the third of the brothers
to succeed as senior prince, but Kazimierz, once established as
the ruler of MaXopolska, showed great energy in promoting the
historical associations of his capital KrakOw, allowing him to
reinforce a pretension - which gained general acceptance in
succeeding generations - that KrakOw was the proper seat of the
nation's capital, and to pass on mastery of the province of
Malopolska and these same national pretensions to his oldest son,
Leszek the White. Kazimierz's second son, Conrad established
himself and his heirs as rulers in the co-joined provinces of
Mazovia and Kujawy.

The return of the sons of the first, expelled, senior
prince WZadyslaw's two sons, Boleslaw the Tall (Wysoki) and
Mieszko the Flat-Footed (Pltonogi), to share the Silesian
portion of their father's inheritance (the undertaking to allow
their eventual return being the sole concrete result of Barbarossa's invasion), completed the conversion of the appanages of
BolesZaw the Sneerer's heirs in the first generation into
hereditary duchies or 'dzielnice'.
Henceforard these 'duchies' were units of political
rule. They were also counters in a political game, in which,
through annexation or the exercise of a regency, one of the
descendants of Boleslaw the Sneerer in the succeeding generations
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might aim to gain preponderance using the title either of senior
prince or of monarch, and so restore unitary rule. Naturally, the
rivals of any prince who displayed such ambitions, would seek to
frustrate him, and the division of power within the former
kingdom gave them ample means to do so. The declaration of his
own seniority was the closest any candidate came to the Crown for
a hundred and fifty years, although consciousness of the monarchical title was by no means lost, and Poland or 'Polonia' continued
to have meaning as the country and the kingdom in which the Piast
princes ruled.

The contenders for mastery in the next generation
were Kazimierz the Just's two sons, Leszek the White (Bialy,
d.1227) and Conrad of Mazovia (d. 1243), together with Henry the
Bearded (Brodaty, d.1238) of Silesia, who was the son of BolesXaw
the Tall and grandson of WXadysXaw the Exile and so was BolesXaw
the Sneerer's heir in the direct line of descent; the rivalry
between the princes became a national issue when Conrad and Henry
disputed between them the regency of Leszek's infant son,
Boleslaw the Chaste (Wstydliwy, d. 1279) of Malopolska, and with
possession of the body, the mastery of Krakáw.
Once BolesXaw attained his majority, a more quiescent
period saw the various branches of the Piast family confined to
the politics of their own duchies, where succession disputes and
further subdivision were not unknown. In 1227 two rival princes
for the rule of Wielkopolska had been distracted by their own
quarrel from participation in national events. Yet even in
Silesia, which underwent the greatest subdivision of all the
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duchies, one prince, Henry IV the Upright (Probus, d. 1290), was
able to assert ascendancy over his nearest relatives and local
rivals and from his Silesian power-base obtain control of Krakáw.
His actions revitalised the competition of rivals for the senior
rank and, according to some commentators, Henry himself contemplated prosecuting a claim to the Polish crown.
The situation developed further in the 1290s, when
PrzernysXaw II of Wielkopoiska, pursuing the same end by other
means, arranged for the metropolitan of Poland, Jakub Swinka, the
archbishop of Gniezno, to crown him king in his own duchy. His
next intended move must remain a matter of speculation, for he
was murdered soon afterwards (1296). The quarrels and rivalries
which had grown ancient among the branches of the Piast family
were ended in dramatic fashion when the Czech ruler, Václav II,
imposing his dominance over the princes of Silesia in the vacuum
following Henry IV Probus's death, proceeded to obtain control of
the city of Krakáw and have himself crowned King of Poland
(1300): he was succeeded briefly, after his death in 1305, by his
infant son, Václav III.
Wladyslaw Vokietek's standing as a junior Mazovian
prince would not ordinarily have made him a credible candidate
for the rank of senior prince let alone for the monarchy; but, as
the opponent of alien, non-Piast rule, he was able to assume a
role of leadership in Polish society. Vokietek ('the Dwarf',
d. 1333) derived support from the loyal subordination of his
Mazovian relations where his claim to the crown was concerned;
but, in a peculiarly Piast and Polish fashion, this support was
coupled with an insistence on his respecting their own autonomous
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standing within the Mazovian duchy, thus preparing the way for
Mazovia's equivocal and anomalous position in the restored
kingdom. This suited Vokietek, who was more concerned with
compelling acceptance of his claim to the inheritance of the
redundant branches of the Piast family: first in MaXopolska,
then, after PrzemysXaw II's murder, in Wielkopolska and Gdar'iskPomerania, where PrzemysZaw had succeeded the last prince of the
native dynasty.
In the course of a long career, Vokietek was expelled
or excluded from practically every corner of his kingdom; it was
his successor, Kazimierz the Great (1333-70), who reaped the
harvest of his father's efforts, and concluded the agreement with
the enemies of the new kingdom which tokietek's tenacity would
not allow him to consider. In the course of tokietek's struggles,
the threatening alliance which he had inherited, of Brandenburgers and Czechs, was replaced by a still more deadly axis through
the addition of the Teutonic Knights, creating a constellation of
enemies that could threaten the dismemberment of Poland. The
price that had finally to be paid for peace was the resignation
of substantial territory in the west, the loss of Silesia and the
abandonment of Pomeranian claims.

The Polish duchies of the period of divided rule
require some further description. They coagulated around natural
and older tribal divisions, but they were not ready-made units of
government. The institutions which were created within their
boundaries and their customs were those of the older Piast
monarchy.
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It is remarkable that sovereign authority in all the
duchies throughout this period was conserved in the hands of the
Piast dynasty, the more so since earlier kings had been gravely
troubled by over-mighty office-holders, as was the case for
Wladyslaw Herman in his relations with the castellan Sieciech. In
the period of divided rule, however, where a vacancy occurred in
the rule of a 'duchy', a Piast candidate would invariably make
good his claim: where the succession was disputed, as in Wielkopolska following the rule of Mieszko the Old, the issue was
resolved between two Piast candidates. Nor, with the exception of
Barbarossa's invasion in support of WXadysXaw the Exile, were
Poland's neighbours successful in exploiting internal rifts.
The internal harmony of political relations was on
occasion reinforced by formal meetings or 'wiece'. The princes of
Gdarsk-Pomerania were occasional and reluctant participants at
these events, on one occasion responding to an invitation by
procuring the murder of the senior prince. Among the topics
ventilated, - usually questions of foreign policy were prominent, - the question of the stateless or non-Christian territories
bordering Poland was considered a fit subject for the princes
joint discussion. It also seems, and evidence on this point is
germane to the topic of the present work, that a widespread
division of property between all branches of the Piast family had
been effected in the Lubusz region, which was under the claim of
sovereignty of no single duchy.
Questions touching the lands of the Pomeranian dukes
and their discussion might be influenced by a residual pretension
from Pomerania's pre-Christian past, when Poland had aimed to
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control the mission-field. The thoughts of Boleslaw the Sneerer,
when turned to Prussia, had recalled this Pomeranian precedent
from the time of Boleslaw the Brave (Chrobry

For the earlier part of the period under discussion
in the present work, German activity directed towards expansion
on the Baltic littoral and inland was remote from the traditional
Polish spheres of interest just described. For this reason, there
was no territorial rivalry to impede, for example, close relations between the junior princes and the margrave Albert the Bear,
who was bound to them by marriage ties and interceded on their
behalf at the time of Barbarossa's invasion, helping to persuade
the Emperor that no purpose would be served by the rigorous
prosecution of WXadysXaw the Exile's c1aims.
At the time of the Wendish crusade, the Poles saw no
reason to withhold participation and served willingly, although
the discovery in the course of the expedition that the crusade's
leader, the bishop of Havelberg, coveted the Porneranian city of
Szczecin may have given them cause for subsequent reflection. The
most ambitious German venture in the East, the early Livonian
settlement, impinged not at all on what might be regarded as
Polish or Pomeranian spheres of interest. By the middle of the
thirteenth century circumstances had altered. The growing power
of the margraves of Brandenburg, their annexation of the northern
part of the Lubusz territory and imposition of overlordship on
the princes of Szczecin-Pomerania, completed a swathe of conquest
which brought a powerful German principality for the first time
to Poland's north-western border.
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Two events in the north-east - the completion of the
Prussian conquest and the collapse of the first Livonian settlement, which the Teutonic Knights immediately took over - established the Order in a very short space of time as a power in its
own right, easily the equal in strength of any neighbour; but
this development was the less alarming since their relationship
with the princes of Poland remained one of close friendship until
the seizure of Gdarisk-Pomerania in 1308.

If the Polish princes lived for most of this period
with no apprehension over the activities of their German neighbours, there is less reason to believe that the German peasants
who settled in the Polish and Pomeranian principalities, the
German knights who served at the princes' courts, and the German
clerics who filled ecclesiastical benefices, were serving as the
vanguard in some great task of Gerrnanisation in precisely those
sections of the Polish kingdom which formed part of the German
state of the 1870s. Of the many possible historical models that
exist to describe the transmission of cultural influence and the
movement of population, it is remarkable that it should have been
so often and so unquestioningly assumed that the most appropriate
analogy to describe relations between Sla y s and Germans in the
Middle Ages is that (itself serving a national myth) of the
history of the Spanish and the Amerindians.
Subservience to the German nationalist myth consists
also in detailing manifestations of national consciousness and
national cohesion where these did not exist: but there is no
evidence of a broader German national consciousness among the
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many German elements which impinged on, or helped to make up the
fabric of society in Piast Poland: nor is it necessary to deny
the manifest and manifold German component in the life of the
medieval kingdom of Poland in order to support this statement.
Certainly there was an identifiable sense of racial awareness,
which at times was strong and factional allegiance in local
ecclesiatical disputes, in KrakOw and Wroclaw notoriously, could
be fierce as the rival parties proclaimed themselves Polish or
German. This is a long way - a very long way indeed - from the
conscious anticipation of German statehood, or even an invariable
racially-premised allegiance.
Nonetheless, although the statement may cause
surprise, it is not substituting one nationalist myth with its
dialectical opposite by any means to assert that the single sense
of nation- hood - as opposed to self-awareness in respect of
nationality or racial-grouping - in the territory of the Piast
kingdom was Polish: among the institutions of society promoting
such national cohesion and the consciousness of nationhood, in
the absence of a unitary state authority, the foremost was the
Polish Church, which had been established in the kingdom of the
Boleslaws under the metropolitan see of Cniezno.
Many churchmen sought to preserve, as a matter of
policy, the concept of the Polish crown and kingdom, remaining
aware of the territorial and jurisdictional ambitions of bishoprics outside Poland: their ambitions and apprehensions accordingly ranged further than those of secular princes; and besides, the
Polish prelates had pretensions and ambitions of their own, which
would derive an accession of strength from the enhancement of the
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rank of the secular authority with which they were associated.
The belief of the most eminent churchmen of the period that the
restoration of monarchical authority was required, is consistently
attested.

Societal cohesion was also served by the existence of
the particular Polish institution known as 'rody' (singular form,
rád), which were familial associations, sometimes credited with a
spurious tribal origin, that had arisen in the old Polish kingdom
and continued to cross the new internal boundaries; they also
served to bring Gdarisk-Pomerania into association with its Polish
neighbours. The 'rody' perpetuated networks that had existed for
the distribution of offices and patronage in the older unitary
Polish state and gave them new significance. Quarrels, rivalries,
mutual support and enmity were carried across internal boundaries
- sometimes with startling consequences; offence to one branch of
a 'rod' on the part of King Przemyslaw incurred the wrath of
their associates and was the cause of the king's murder.

The thirteenth century saw marked economic growth and
the progressive development of the whole country, albeit with
regional variations, which reflected the variegated effect of the
stimulus of trade. This stimulus, originating in the German lands
of the Empire, and accelerated by the creation of new eastern
German principalities, gave Poland more of a European presence
than it had previously possessed. Habits of distrust - if they
had ever been strong, which is doubtful - were discarded. Polish
society became prepared to represent itself from its position on
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the margins to a

wider world, whose common language and shared

custom was German in origin.
An enormous contribution to economic development and
to the adoption of new customs and practices was made by German
merchants and through the immigration of German settlers, even if
by no means all of the newcomers were of German origin. However,
in this connection, one has to deal with the expression in German
historical writing, particularly that of an older generation, of
a nationalist historical myth, whose general version might be
summarised as follows: that the purpose, indeed the specific
commission, of German immigrants was to found free peasant
communities, where the very idea of subjection to any Slav
authority was intolerable: that German merchants living in free
communes founded, and thenceforward exclusively populated, the
urban centres of Silesia as well as those in the less German,
more Slav, therefore more backward, Polish duchies: that before,
at any date in the future German princes, or German states
obtained the rule of any particular area of the East, these areas
had been effectively 'Germanised' (or reclaimed for Germans,
since prehistory, and its refreshing absence of definite information is also grist to the mill): the cultural development of the
remaining areas of Eastern Europe was therefore represented as
the exclusive activity, indeed the historical task (or destiny)
of German migrants.
None of this is sustainable or justifiable: that does
not mean it is not still liable to repetition. The earlier
influence of this conventional wisdom was sufficiently pervasive
to make its eradication in particular instances difficult: to
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give a single example - the scale of damage caused by the Mango!
incursion of 1241 was and remains) grossly over-estimated with
no attempt to make use of contemporary information, simply
because the favoured representation allowed a convenient dividing
line to be drawn between Slav Silesia, which was held to have
suffered annihilation, and its rebuilt 'German' successor.
It is charitable to assume that English writers, who
have taken the fruits of German 'scholarship' from this ideologically-poisoned tree, are simply ingenuous. It is regrettable,
nonetheless, that what one might describe as the National
Socialist version of '1066 and All That' has been so faithfully
imported into standard English works. It is rather more damaging
that it has, on occasion, suited the temper of Marxist and
nationalist Polish historians to accept the crude substance of
these arguments with a view to opposing them dialectically, and
by accepting the fact of a putative German 'colonisation' to
substitute another determinist version in order to read new
lessons upon ancient quarrels.
In truth, it is hard to find instances of conflict
premised solely on either national or racial differences in Piast
Poland. German knights served the Pomeranian dukes against the
Brandenburgers, and Slav princes were among the most significant
supporters of the early Teutonic Knights.
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2)

Henry of Sandomierz's Foundation in Zagoth

Henry of Sandomierz was the fourth of Boleslaw the
Sneerer's sons and the last to receive a share in his father's
division of his patrimony. Henry's share, the Sandomierz region
in Malopolska, was, in his lifetime, to be considered less an
independent 'duchy' than the appanage of a king's younger son,
governed in matters of importance with reference to his elder
brothers, and liable to revert to the patrimony of the ruler.
Following the ineffectual conclusion of the 'Wendish'
crusade, Henry was one of three representatives of the participating powers, the others being the two most powerful eastern German
princes, Albert the Bear and Henry the Lion, who made a personal
pilgrimage to Jerusalem: each of them also founded a house to
represent the Hospital in his own principality. Henry's last
recorded venture had something of the spirit of both the classes
of crusade which he had experienced in his lifetime - an expedition
against the Prussians, where he met his death in 1167.
Premised upon this 'curriculum vitae' there exists a
traditional view of Henry as mystical, idealistic, and perhaps
slightly out of tune with his brothers and contemporary Polish
society. He is the only Polish crusading prince of the crusading
period; the only other possible candidate is his brother,
Wladys%aw, who may have accompanied the Emperor Conrad, his
brother-in-law, at whose court he passed his exile. By contrast,
Leszek the White's response to the Pope on behalf of the princes
of Poland in 1221, - that he would go to no place where he could
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not get beer, - is well-known, and often quoted as accurately
representing a general Polish attitude. (1) The actual context of
this riposte was, however, the Polish senior prince's desire to
obtain crusading indulgences and papal support for Prussian
projects: it was made from a background of knowledge of crusading
practice, rather than from one of disinterest.
Equally, the recollection of events ahead of our
period, in particular the country's long wars with the Teutonic
Knights, has clearly influenced subsequent judgements. Revisionism
of this kind was at work as early as the 1320s, when, in the
first Polish depositions of the law-suit at Avignon against the
Teutonic Knights, it was argued that the practice of crusading
was one alien to Polish society, and, in equal measure abhorrent. (2) This viewpoint, which has been stoutly maintained even by
modern Polish commentators, is simply not true in the slightest.
The 'Wendish' Crusade and the later venture of the Teutonic
Knights in Prussia received the joint approval and support of all
the Polish princes. Henry secured the approval of his brothers,
and their promise of protection, for his foundation in Zagoth. It
is also unlikely that he proceeded

(1)SA Korwin-Stosuld Polski z Zii Swiçt, pp 37-57, discusses
early Polish crusading liil<s, starting with frndys '5 corciusions on WZadyslaw' s
participation in the Second Crusade. (The evidence for this is a reference to a
'Lechite' prince carpanying Conrad to a neting with Louis VII in Nicaea in
1147 with a large retinue. There is possible confusion; Aiile Lechite cai only
reen Polish, only the Czech, also WXadysXai, could have had a large retinue). A
possible Polish participant in the Fourth Crusade is less convincing. Cthnic ry
have gone with Ardrew of ftnary in 1217. Sate individjal crusaders have been
identified, particularly by R. Grodecki, (see Korwin bc cit.) A few rrore
suggestions will be rde in the course of this work.
(2) This was specious. Vddetek reqsted a crusading bull against
the Tartars to cbtain the use of crusading taxes as early as 1324, kile Kazirnierz
cbtained crusading taxes for caipaigis against the Ruthenians in 1351 aid 1355.
Housley-The Avicjtn Pacy and the Crusade p 97 and p 69.
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against the Prussians without their support; it is rather more
likely that he was pursuing, with their approval and encouragement, a traditional Polish claim to missionary activity in that
region, which had descended to the princes in common.
Rather than presenting the appearance of an obscurely
motivated mystic, Henry approximates more to the familiar model
of the crusading prince - an ambitious younger son, one for whom
the prospects in his own country were heavily circumscribed, and
crusading expeditions offered the chance of gaining a new
principality by his own effort. Henry had encountered the German
princes and bishops of the Wendish crusade. He had met Vladislav
II of Bohemia on the latter's return from the East. It is
scarcely possible to maintain that he proceeded to any of his
ventures in innocence or in ignorance.
The original undated document, which bears Henry's
name and describes (whether in part or in whole remains to be
discussed) his donation in Zagoth5, was issued to record the
establishment of the Hospital in their ownership of the property
and was subsequently used by the Order as its original title;
this act survives and is among the oldest of original Polish
documents. The authorship of a Hospitaller is to be assumed.(3)
The first matter to require attention is that of the
dating of Henry's document and the act of benefaction which it
records. Kazimierz Tymieniecki developed arguments, which had
earlier been put forward by A.Malecki and S.Krzyzanowski, to
(3) Lhdated 1154/5, QJP III Nb 4 (CC 213; Repertorjun pp 69-70 Nk
62 with the date of 1166); cf the descripticn in WX. Serr<ciicz's review of F4n.
Pol. Palaeog. in KH 1909, p 397
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oppose the dating of the act by its first publishers to coincide
with, or slightly predate the year of Henry's Palestine pilgrimage
- which took place either in 1154 or in 1155.(4)
The arguments of these commentators are premised on
the testamentary character of the act and its internal statement
that a period of time had elapsed between Henry's making of a
commitment to build a church to St.John in Zagoth and the
accomplishment of that promise. It is suggested that the promise
was necessarily made at the time of the Jerusalem pilgrimage
(1154/5), when the duke is assumed first to have come into
contact with the Order; the date of the Zagoth donation and the
document in question would consequently have to be placed in 1166
or in 1167, the year of Henry's final Prussian expedition.
Although Malecki's judgement that the act has a testamentary
character, and so was associated with the prince's settling of
his affairs before departing on a long journey appears wellfounded, his assumption that no previous opportunity for contact
between the prince and the Order existed before his pilgrimage of
1154/5 is incorrect.
From a significantly earlier date, Polish society was
alert to the preaching of the Second Crusade, as the invitation
of Peter Wlast and the bishop of Wroclaw to St. Bernard to visit
Poland demonstrates (5) Hospital officials from Outremer were
associated with the appeal in Europe; it would also appear that
the European representatives of the Order took an interest in the

(4) Tyiiüeniedd-1bjçtnoá ksizca w Zaqociu pp 340-2, rehearses
these arirnts, cf Repertorjun bc cit.
(5)Nhleczyriski's cainntary in KDS1. ft 17
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offshoot of that appeal which produced the 'Wendish' Crusade; the
benefaction of the two German princes to the Hospital suggests
strongly that their association with the Order was formed in this
context: still more does the adoption of the banner of the
Hospitallers by Waldemar of Denmark, a Baltic prince who did not
venture to the East, indicate the influence and presence of the
Order in the region, in spite of possessing no German houses
outside the Rhineland at this date. (6) Following the disappointment
of the 'Wendish' expedition itself, a vow to build and maintain a
Hospitaller church is a credible concomitant to whatever renewal
of their oaths brought three of the princes to Jerusalem.
A second opportunity for Henry's contact with the
Hospital occurred, when Vladislav II of Bohemia returned from
Outremer and passed through Kraków, accompanied by a Hospitaller.
Henry must have either learned then of Vladislav's association
with the Order, or at the very least received information about
his project for the endowment of the Hospital in the Czech lands.
The appearance of Vladislav in KrakOw also offers a plausible
occasion for contact between the enthusiastic Henry and Vladislav's
Hospital official, whose particular task was the securing of
donations for the benefit of his order. In this way it can be
shown that at least two credible opportunities for Henry to make
a formal undertaking to build a church, dedicated to St. John the
Baptist, in Zagoth existed before Henry's own visit to Jerusalem.
It is now appropriate to attempt to relate the
comments of the three Polish historians to the instrument of

(6) Oiristiaisen-The Nrthem Crusacs p62
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donation itself and attempt to discover what information on the
process of donation is afforded by the text of the act.
Henry's promise is recorded in his document in the
following terms:

"For althcx4i I LndertOd< fornerly/long age (ianixtrn) to build a church to
the glory of God aid hcriour of St.Jchi the Btist in one of the plaes
naied ove, rcnetheless, since I was sothed by the vanities of this
wand, while I miit have dcxe it being a sirner I did not; so nc I add
the beaver-lodges of Nhlogost aid of Kire for the p.irpose of fulfilling
this V1.(7)
An assessment of the length of the interval to which
'iamdudum' alludes would appear to be necessary. On the sequence
of events which the three Polish historians suggest, and have
won acceptance for (Z .Kozlowska Budkowa gives the date of 1166
as certain), the interval between the promise and its redemption
is one of eleven or twelve years. Tymieniecki, at least,
considers that a matter for additional comment, and suggests
that the prince may have repented of his initial enthusiasm and
was only moved to act upon his promise when making final
testamentary Provisions. (8) This explanation covers an awkwardness
at the expense of credibility.
It can be argued too that this explanation involves
too ready acceptance at face value of the formal expression of
self-reproach in the act, which is necessarily expressed in such
terms, and need not reflect an actual situation of long neglect.
Further consideration of the provisions of the act confirm the
impression that no genuine self-reproach for actual neglect is

(7)LIP III Nb. 4
(8)Tymieniecki, bc cit. develops the argiient for a testaientary
provision. 'Ccnpar±le' instaces op cit 341n are in fat 'conditional' donations.
It is hard to argee that the case of Zageé is an identical instance.
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intended. The phrase has reference to the single matter of the
building of the church and is connected with the specific
provision being made in the act for the completion of that task.
This provision is contained alongside a much more extensive
re-assignation of property, some of which had already been
transferred. The prince had not been indolent by any means and at
the time of issue of the act the process of collation was well
underway. Furthermore, once the nature of the provision for the
Order made in the act is made explicit - a task to which Tymieniecki himself has devoted great effort - the view that this was
a hasty or a grudging discharge of an obligation seems barely
tenable.
When other early benefactions to the Hospital are
compared, the usual procedure was that a project of endowment
would be completed by the Order taking possession of the church
at the core of the property. The process of collation of property
preceding the transfer was the responsiblity of the prince or his
servants appointed for the task: accordingly the duke's reproach
may be read as directed against himself for not having completed
the whole process of collation. It need not, and should not, be
taken to imply that he had not worked on it at all. Two comparisons
with other foundations establish the point. There was a gap of
some years after Vladislav's return in 1147 - with an accompanying
official and a clear commitment - before the dedication of the
Order's church in Prague. An interval of either five or ten
years, depending on whether his undertaking to build a church was
made at the conclusion of the Wendish Crusade or during his
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, may be postulated for Albert the Bear's
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transfer of the church in Werben, which took place in 1160.(9)
It seems clear, nonetheless, that at the time when
the Zagoth act was issued Henry of Sandornierz had not reached an
advanced stage either in making the collation of property or in
the construction of the church; the phrase, "in one of the places
mentioned above", in fact suggests hardly any progress in the
task of construction. Tymieniecki's suggestion that the project
had been neglected is rendered implausible by the vastly generous
character of the eventual endowment and evidence in the text for
the earlier collation of property. Therefore the alternative
explanation must be accepted - that the interval between the
promise and its redemption was not as long as the eleven years
suggested.
In conclusion, once it is accepted that a choice of
two dates, 1154/5 and 1166/7, exists for the issue of Henry's
document, the later date must be held to be at the very least the
less likely. One further reason for choosing the earlier date
will be outlined next.

Henry's completed donation - as Tymieniecki has
eminently demonstrated - involved direct alienation from the
prince's patrimony and the effective, eventual substitution of
the Order for the prince as lord of Zagoá. Such a procedure was
very rare - indeed, it would be hard to produce a comparable
instance. Generally, a different expedient was preferred.
Mieszko, Henry's brother, For his own benefaction to the Order

(9) See thve, pp 30/38. Albert's transfer of the church in
Werben: (Lrldated) 1160, CC 289.
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made over a hospital foundation in Poznari which he had previously
established, thus obviating the need for additional work of
collation. The three comital families who established the Order
in their earliest Silesian houses allowed, and provided for, the
development of the Order's secular lordship alongside their own
without making extensive alienation from their own demesne.
Henry's total donation, as it appears from a joint
reading of his document and Kazimierz's confirmation, comprised
(i) vills within the Zagoth estate as its boundaries had been
marked out by Count Peter and (ii) the serving-population on
these vills (with some adjustment and appropriate compensation)
including artisans and specialists. Part of the unique value of
this documentary survival lies in the detailed description of the
latter. Inconsistency in the two descriptions of the property has
been regarded hitherto either as a puzzle or a peg on which to
hang an argument for the falsification of one or both documents.
A further interpretation reconciling the two texts is nonetheless
available once the earlier date for Henry's document has been
accepted, for it is then open to question whether Henry in fact
transferred the whole estate through that single act.
Henry's document lists two vills, "Zagost and
Boreszovie (Wlaszow)", while Kazimierz's act refers to the
donation of the whole land of Zago, containing four vills.(10)
(10) "terran qae dicitur Zapst totan inteqral.iter villas
sdiicet qatwr cui cirni circuiticne, sicuti Ccnes Petrus F 4agiis ean circunivit."
(Kazmierz's caifirmaticn, CU III pp 8-9 Nb VI). Cf "villas das cjarun uia
Zast vocatur et alia Boreszovie et alio ncmine Wlaszci dun LX bi±uus et X eqJis,
et cuii aratoribus dj.. .Do etian in Zast iurEnta L cun V emissariis, servos
qoque etc."Henry's at (Ef' III 4ff Nb IV)" I cb not intend to ccnsider %ihether
this difference of foniulaticri is indicative of falsificatim. Cf Repertorjun p
69, for KozZcska-Buckowa' s disitissal of tte Gern writer, Seidel.
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The solution of the discrepancy is surely that Kazimierz, in
confirming Henry's donations, confirmed the total collation made
for the benefit of the Hospital by his brother. Therefore one may
deduce that Henry made donations subsequent to those recorded in
his own document, just as he had made some earlier unrecorded
provisions which his document confirmed.

In conclusion, the endowment of the Hospital in
Zago

was accomplished in at least two stages, of which the

document of Prince Henry summarises the first; the promise
referred to in this act was made either about the time of the
preaching of the Second Crusade, or at the conclusion of the
Wendish expedition. Henry's document, bearing a testamentary
character, was drawn up as part of the preparations for his
Jerusalem pilgrimage and its provisions, which provided the
initial endowment and support for the church there, established
the Order in possession of two vills from the estate.
The transfer of the residue is necessarily conjectural
since it can only be inferred from the comparison of the two
earliest documents. However, the transfer of the entire estate is
more credible as an actual rather than as a prospective testamentary bequest, so it is probable that this final transfer, involving
the whole estate, was made before the final expedition of Henry's
life against the Prussians and put into effect following his
death.
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(3)

The Liberties of Zago

The argument of the preceding section also supplies
a motive or occasion for the issue of Kazimierz's document - the
confirmation of Henry's second donation - which might otherwise
be difficult to supply, since, if its purpose was simply that of
confirming the provisions of Henry's act in identical terms to
those of Henry's own privilege, then that purpose had already
been served by the written record of Kazimierz's consent and
promise of protection along with that of the two older brothers,
Boleslaw and Mieszko in Henry's document. It is more likely that
Kazimierz's confirmation was intended to cover additional
donations made by Henry after 1154/5 than simply to provide an
additional documentary record.

In addition to the question of the date of transfer
and the two stages of donation, which it has been suggested were
involved, an additional topic which deserves detailed consideration is that of the terms on which the estate, once transferred,
was held, that is to say the character of the Hospital's lordship
in Zagoth. Lordship, or the franchise of lordship, which might
also be characterised as 'immunity' or 'liberty' is a subject
which has been widely covered. If one were to seek a microcosm
for testing some at least of the theories surrounding this
concept, then the differences in formulation between the five
surviving Zagoth acts which allude to the particular privileged
status of lordship to be enjoyed by the Hospital as owners of the
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estate offer considerable scope f'or commentary.
The first point to be considered is whether the texts
in their existing form are acceptable. Here, the differences of
expression between them actually speak in their favour; for,
while the confirmation of 1244 uses formulations consistent with
its period, the language of the two earlier documents reflects
the fact of their issue at a time when no consistent formulation
was prevalent; so, naturally, the language in which the grant of
immunity was expressed differs between the three. This is not to
deny that there are instances, indeed some will be considered
later, - where interpolation in the Hospital's documents can be
demonstrated: either on palaeographic grounds, or through the
presence of grossly anachronistic language and descriptions. This
is not the case, however, with the Zagoth documents. At the same
time, it is necessary to guard against an overelaborate exegesis
of the formulae conveying 'immunity' in the earlier acts. It
should always be remembered that these are among the oldest
Polish administrative documents which predate the existence of
ducal chanceries and a standard official language of government.
Some commentaries, heedless of the obvious warning to
be taken from this circumstance, postulate a series of individually-tailored concessions of 'immunity', with each privileged
property enjoying a particular status of exemption from some
obligations and not others and with individual 'immunities'
differing from each other as well as from the general customs
observed where no written privilege had been granted. Common
• sense suggests that it is more appropriate to use the fragmentary
record of the earlier period as a guide to the general situation
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and common practice employed, rather than to assume that the
purpose of the issue of privileges was to record a hotch-potch of
individual 'immunities' and that those granted under written
record were different from those which obtained without it. To
suggest further that 'immunity' was only conveyed through written
record goes against reason - it can in any case be readily
refuted - but many commentators appear either to approach such a
position or proceed with this as an unspoken assumption.

The "liberty" or 'immunity' of the Hospitallers in
Henry's act is given straightforward expression - the Hospitallers
are to hold the property under the same terms (ea libertate) as
the prince had himself. In addition:
"I ask my brothers, that is, my elder brothers BolesXaw and Mieszko and my
yariger brother Kaz.imierz as yell as all their posterity and nnst solemly
charge then, to maintain my gift to the Hospital in the sate liberty that I
have given for the rnission of their sins: nor should alyme, within the
liniits that Peter Bozerxiiz has set by my orders, seek to make any legal
extim, nor should the man of this plae be abject to any Polish jurisdiction, saving the service they e to the brothers of the Hospital (ne
videlicet infra terminos qtxus ibidi ma iibente posuit Petrus BozencMz
aliqiis qJicqJn iniuriae inferre cieat et eiusthn loci hanines rijili
iurisdicticni Polonic sibiaeant excepto servitlo co fratribus I-bspitalis
tenebintur. (ri)
What precisely should this be taken to mean? In the
case of Zagoc, in contrast to many other cases where one might
like to know the situation which lay behind a recorded grant of
'immunity', the make-up of the estate and its constituent parts
are known both at this date and in the future. This act contains
no reference to colonisation, or new settlement, or the creation
of an autonomous German peasant community. Neither in 1154/5, nor
(11) tLP III 'c 4
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subsequently, are the phrases 'location', 'colonisation' or
'German law' applied to the Hospitallers' Zago

estate. Yet the

telling phrase "nulli iurisdictioni Polonicae subiaceant" occurs
in this document, and is applied in such a way that the meaning
for the issuer and contemporary reader of the document may be
held to have been unambiguous.
But why should the peasant population of the estate
of a Polish prince, among whom lived and worked, as Tymieniecki
has shown, Italian as well as Polish cultivators, cattlemen and
artisans, be exempted from the processes of Polish law? For many
German and Polish writers it has been an automatic assumption
that the force of concessions of 'immunity', especially those
given in the form of a grant of 'German law' was to establish a
form of extra-territorial jurisdiction for the benefit of German
colonists. However, the purpose of granting a 'liberty', it may
be confidently asserted, was not to create islands of exemption
from Polish authority for free Germans, as if the Polish princes
of the 12th and 13th centuries appreciated the unnaturalness
perceived by German historians of some six centuries later in the
subjection of German peasants to Slav princes: rather such grants
were intended to create the benefits of a judicial and economic
franchise for the owner of the property. Such concessions,
necessarily made by the holder of sovereign authority, in
specifying that the inhabitants of the property should be exempt
from Polish jurisdiction were initially expressed through
reference to the jurisdiction of the princely authority represented by the ducal officials, the castellans. In Henry's case,
with no knowledge of how his principality might in future be
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governed, - hence the promise of support from all three brothers
who might succeed him, although Kazimierz was his intended heir no term could be more appropriate than 'iurisdictio polonica t . In
this way Henry's own case illustrates the point clearly, although
the phrase was, in fact, in general use throughout our period.
It is no quibble to insist upon accuracy in rendering the significance of this particular phrase - without the
necessary understanding on this point conclusions of any kind are
impossible. The accompanying prohibition of any 'iniuria' is
naturally to be understood as referring to the loss of revenue
through failure to respect the Order's judicial franchise: this
seems beyond argument, - the semantic content of the term is
hardly open to dispute, - and it would be ludicrous to substitute
the instantly recognisable English word 'injury' in its most
common contemporary English meaning. Regrettably, far too much
has been too readily recognised in the language of Polish
administrative documents of the early Middle Ages. It is equally
unfortunate that the refutation of error requires more space than
its perpetuation. The myth of free German peasants as the
builders of civilisation in te East is very deeply-rooted.
One aim of the following pages will be the reinforcement of the point introduced here - that in concessions of
'immunity' and indeed of 'German law' one has to do with the
concession of the franchise apropriate to lordship; it is hoped,
however, that a consistent argument on this point will be
maintained with minimal obtrusion of this topic upon consideration
of others which deserve to be discussed.
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Questions of judicial and economic 'immunity', the
preferred description of Polish historians for the processes and
the benefits involved in the creation of franchisal liberties
(which were most usually conveyed through the removal of the
demesne estates of church institutions from specified exactions
of ducal officials), have inspired a separate literature.(12)If
the social and economic implications of these developments are
not of the kind claimed by those who have set themselves the task
of describing the Germanisation of the East, they are nonetheless
significant.
It was for a long time generally supposed that such
franchises were created only on church properties: R. Grodecki
has demonstrated beyond doubt through interpretation of the
statute issued by Kazirnierz the Just at Vczyca that franchises,
at least in the exemption from the princely exaction called
'powoz', applied also to the demesne estates of great lords.(13)
To prove this much was a considerable feat, since the information
available, mostly bearing on the period before 1220 - after which
date the more usual form of concession of franchise was a grant
of 'German law' (14)_ almost exclusively derives from documents
issued for the benefit of religious institutions.
(12) Two general aialytical surveys of graits of iimi.nity exist:
J. ttuszewski-Inm.nitet ekcnaniczny, aid Z. Kazinarczyk-Irrnuiitet s9dcy.
Kazirczyk 's progressive nrxiel postulates three rktimal stages, kiich miit be
suu'rrised this: firstly, wder graits of 'iirm.rdty' the corcession of judicial
reverues: secondly, associated with graits of Gennai law, aid soietines specified
in such graits, the concession of jurisdicticn with a share of revenues: finally,
on large estates, the exercise of full private jurisdiction. The recogiition of
this dynanic in the 1-lospitaller cbcurents is at tines thrtucus.
(13) R. Grodedd-Statut Zçczycki. passim. in his 'Poiska Piastciska',
kiich also contains a useful sumery of earlier cpinims. See also, his Poczçtki
inuuiitetu w Polsce (book-there is ai article with the saie title).
(14) This is Kacznerczyt< 's eventual, iirportait conclusion.
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The considerable variation in the language of
documents which granted judicial or economic exemptions has
caused the view to be promoted that the establishment of franchises
involved some form of progressive concession. It may simply be
the case, though, that an exhaustive and appropriate listing of
the individual components of a franchise was only gradually
evolved for the purposes of record. The alternative is to accept
the existence of an impossibly wide variety of individual
franchises and the regular updating of privileges to include new
concessions. On balance it seems more plausible that a standard
judicial and economic franchise applied to the estates of great
lords, secular and ecclesiastical, and that church institutions
receiving new estates shared these privileges and did not
institute them. The appearance of progressive development in the
terms of franchise is more likely to reflect changes in administrative language and practice.

Three of the Zagoc5 texts which are available for
comparison allow the alternative theories of once for all
concession and progressive development of the franchise to be
tested simultaneously. Henry's provision for the franchise was
simple, - "ea libertate", - the same terms as those obtaining
when he held the estate. It is probable that Kazimierz's confirmation uses more specific language to specify the same concession:

"So I, Kazimierz, the heir and possessor of my brother's goods... grant
(corieds) all the thove prcperties, kiich he cthated to the I-bspitai. of
St .Jctn, to it for its perpetual possession.. .and additionally provide, for
all the ren of St.Ln the liberty of all tribute and service 4iich, by
Polish custan, the cowtr)lnen are lithle to pay: and so they are not to pay
market tribute (ne soluant tributus in foro), nor receive ests (ne
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hospites that vel pascait), nor entertain the falccners aid huiters with
dcxjs, nor out no expeditinos (ne in expeditimeii vadant), nor give
service or paynnt for fortifications (ne ad cpus castri seruia-it slue
soluant), nor rike payTrent no cattle (no post boues soluait) "(15)
It has to be admitted that if one chooses to treat
these provisions or some of them as newly conceded by Kazimierz,
this offers infinite scope for hair-splitting. In order to avoid
generating an unjustifably elaborate structure of analysis the
working hypothesis will now be adopted, anticipating its proof
which will be given shortly, that Kazimierz's confirmation was
just that - a confirmation in more explicit terms of Henry's
grant of franchise and that Kazimierz's act no less than Henry's
in granting 'immunity' had reference to an established body of
custom, under which certain estates, namely the demesne properties of lords of the first rank, were equally and systematically exempted.
Some explanation of the cause of the great variety in
listings of the component elements of a grant of 'immunity' in
the earlier period might reasonably be demanded at this stage by
a proponent of piecemeal evolution of franchises. What most
probably occurred was a dual process in which the standardisation
of administrative language was matched by the evolution of
generic names to cover exactions within certain categories
reflecting the conversion of payments originally made in labour
or in kind to money-payments with a specific and standard cash
value. The formulae granting franchises (or the enjoyment of
princely rights and revenues on a lord's demesne estate) increasingly summarised these concessions under distinctive headings,

(15) (DP III

pp 8-9 Nb 6
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with the services owed to the prince's officials listed under
names reflecting their origins: 'powod' and 'powoz' for carrying
or cartage, 'stroza' for a form of military service, and 'targowe'
to cover market dues. It hardly seems necessary to add that the
beneficiary of these concessions was the lord, who would levy the
dues within his lordship on his own account. At a later date the
character of a franchise as a privilege conveying the right to
make such impropriation might be specified in the language of the
grant. In Henry's act it is indicated by the phrase: "excepto
servitio quo fratribus Hospitalis tenebuntur."

The Zagoth5 estate offers in total four documents
describing the concession of

a 'liberty' for the further

comparison that we require. Tymieniecki's analysis identifies
several differences between the two original documents - those of
Henry and Kazimierz - and the two confirmations, that of Boleslaw
the Chaste from 1244, and that of tokietek from 1317. To summarise
his analysis on this point, the exemptions found in the listing
of Boleslaw's confirmation of 1244 which appear to be additional
to those contained in Kazimierz's concession are: exemption from
'powoz', the payment of 'stroza' and the reception of the duke's
beaver-hunters. The freedom from paying market tribute, which is
made in the act of Kazimierz, does not appear in the summarising
act of 1244, yet it is repeated in the confirmation of 1317.
(This is taken by Tymieniecki to be a simple omission).(16)

(16) Tymieniec3d cp cit p 337. Boleslaw's act, 30 Fy 1244 is
pi.blished in (If' III 45ff No 2.3 (fran original),(CC 2325, fran Enitnr's ccpy);
WZadysZaw okietek' s act, D)jJ II 567, confiri BolesXaw' s provisions.
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Since Boleslaw's act has as its aim the confirmation
of old privileges, Tymieniecki suggests that the discrepancies
between the listings in Kazmierz's and Boleslaw's documents form
the substance of new concessions previously made in an act of
Leszek the White, the text of which does not survive.(17)
This conclusion is convenient but not certain. The
Freedom from military service in Kazimierz's act and from the
payment of 'stroza' in Boleslaw's may refer to the same privilege
and reflect the conversion in the meantime of a obligation liable
to be performed into a money payment. The same situation could
conceivably cover the apparently new concession of 'powoz', with
the obligations to assist a number of named officials which had
probably already fallen into desuetude at the time of the earlier
act - having been routinely subsumed in standard administrative
language into the 'powoz' payment by the later date.
In short, it is the absence of Leszek's document
which allows a progressive scheme of concession to be postulated.
Against such a scheme, the grant of 'powoz' and 'stroza' under
whatever names as components of a franchise was surely usual; it
is an interesting question whether a grant of immunity specif ically excluding these could be adduced. Nor should it be
forgotten that Henry had granted the same franchise as he himself
enjoyed upon the estate, which may be assumed to have been
complete according to the customs of the time.

(17) Tiieniecki bc cit. The existence of saie privilege issued
by Leszek is krun fran the reference in the confirmation of 1244. Interestingly,
a grant of inrrinity on the 1-spital 's Kujan property is also krn to have been
made by Leszek, without, hcMever, any written record of it having survived. See
belcM, op 135-6; Kacrczyk, op cit p 183, ritly stresses that Tyieniecki's
speculation on its contents is just that, but pears to accept it nonetheless.
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In conclusion, it seems less likely that the customary
scope of exemption from princely exactions was progressively
developed, than that an administrative shorthand came into being,
so that the concession of 'powoz', 'powod' and 'stroza' conveyed
a general exemption, before this formulation in turn gave way to
that of a grant of 'German law', which itself implied the
concession of a standard economic and judicial franchise.

Tymieniecki was possibly also influenced towards the
conclusion that a more favourable concession or statement of the
Hospital's liberty was to be found in the lost act of Leszek the
White by the fact that, in the presentation of the Hospital's old
privileges at Chroberz in 1244 to BolesXaw for his confirmation,
the document of Kazimierz was not presented, while those of Henry
and Leszek were. From this the inference might readily, if
mistakenly, be drawn that among the differing descriptions of
concessions of economic 'immunity' that of Leszek conveyed a more
favourable status. This would hardly explain the choice of
Henry's act over that of Kazimierz, however.
The reason for the preference might more appropriately be sought in the bald, but absolute, statement contained
in Henry's document that the men of the Hospital were to be
subject to "no Polish jurisdiction". Here one has to deal with
the second, judicial element of the Order's franchise. Kazmierz's
act makes no reference to judicial immunity. Boleslaw's act, by
contrast, concedes what might be called a complete 'judicial
immunity', stating: "The men, if summoned, shall appear before no
- 102-

one except their lords." (18 It will be seen subsequently that it
was usual for the Polish princes, in creating jurisdictional
franchises, to make two reservations: firstly that a third share
of the profits of justice should be theirs; secondly that the men
of the franchise might be summoned under the ducal seal. In two
rare instances in Silesia, which will be considered later, the
Hospital did achieve two complete 'judicial immunities', but only
on properties where they held the principal lordship - as they
did iii Zagoth from the time of Henry's final donation when the
Order replaced him as overlord.
If, as suggested earlier, the donation was accomplished in two stages, of which Henry's document records only the
first, the Hospital's entitlement to a complete 'judicial
immunity' may have been open to question before BolesXaw's
confirmation. That this was obtained in 1244 has an additional
significance since the date coincides with their receiving
documents recording the full 'immunity' on their two Silesian
estates in 1238 and 1240.(19)
The force of Boleslaw's act was to accept and confirm
the absolute nature of Henry's grant - quite possibly against
usual practice. Since the provisions of Kazimierz's act in no way
(18) Kaczrirczyk, bc cit. recoglises the uiisual sccpe of this
concession of judicial frarchise in 1244, althoui his general position vculd be
against it having been exercised earlier: c cit pp 182, he offers the judenent
that the phrase 'iurisdictio Polonica' applied to a ccuession of isrn&rdty, "nie
oznaza praieri sçcbwych, lecz w ogole tpraienia iimtnitetoe i th w tym
wad<u, skarbcMe", effectively arçping that the earlier ccnessicn was of the
profits of justice, uile the later conveyed jurisdiction in the full sense.
Kaczrrerczyk further suggests, ibid. that tokietek's grant of German law to 2
additional prcperties in 1317 brouit tIn within the sccpe of the I-hspital' s
private jurisdiction.
(19) See belc pp 194-5 Notes 82/3 and 247ff especially Note 213
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supported this claim and did not mention any 'judicial immunity'
among its detailed provisions, this seems a far more plausible
basis for the failure to present the act of Kazimierz in 1244
than conjectured differences between the two acts of Kazimierz
and Leszek.

One additional specific claim to exemption or to
privileged treatment made by the Hospital deserves to be considered, and may reinforce the impression that BolesZaw the Chaste
was willing to make certain exemptions for the Order beyond those
which were customary.
Boleslaw's second privilege for the Order, given in
1257, specifies that:

"their conveyarce of salt and of other victuals sufficient for their
cooking, shall be free fran any exatbm or any treasury (i.e .custar)
paiit, and is to be freely transported throuqi all air thninicri. "(20)
The claim of the Military Orders to exemption from
customs duties on goods transported for the purpose of their
crusading activity rested on more general papal privileges. Such
an exemption is understandable in the context of the crusade,
and consistent with measures promoted by the papacy to support
crusading enterprise. However, in the south of France, such
exemptions had been converted into substantial trading privileges. (21) The Hospitallers may have hoped to achieve similar
advantages from this concession, which is similar to one they
had already received for their Wielkopoiskan possessions; the

(20)DJP III 76ff No 35
(21)Prutz-Die geistlichen Ritterorcrn pp 153-4
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Templars received a similarly worded privilege from the prince of
Szczecin-Pomerania. However, such privileges would not appear to
have been conceded in Silesia.

The linal question to be addressed concerns the
development of the property in terms of the foundation of new
settlements on the estate. There were probably, initially, two of
these, the vills of Janina and Januszowie, which are first
mentioned in the 1244 act in apparent distinction from other
vills the listing of which concludes: "and others whose names are
to be found in the old privileges." 22)
It is self-evident that the ordinary processes of
economic development involved the creation of some new properties. Consideration of the appearance of these two new properties
among the Order's Zagoth holdings, whether they were planted by
the Hospitallers or acquired in some other way, simply does not
permit the conclusion to be drawn that the motive or purpose
behind the concession of immunity or franchise which the Order
received was the facilitation of colonising activity yet this is
axiomatic in the works of the 'Germanisers'. It has frequently
been argued that religious orders played a particular role in the
creation of new settlements (23) on occasion, the first documentary

(22) (1P III t'.b 23. It is possible that the two vii.ls granted
GerTrn law in 1317 were acc!iired or planted between 1244 and the latter date.
Kannarczyk, bc cit. writes rather airily of other thresne vills not covered by
the jurisdicticn Aiith he postulates withcxit naning them. Grodecki-Studya, makes
saie inportant identificatims of the cwriership of neibouring prcperties which
si.pports the view that vills in other ownership existed within the territory of
Zacjxc5. 23) F. Winter-Die Zisterzienser, set the trend. The comectim
between dcnations to religious orders and the creatim of new settlement,
ccrceived in these terma, has mly ever been asserted, and never sustained by
apprqriate analytical work.
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mention of any new property, more particularly if there is a
grant of immunity or of 'German law' becomes grist to that
particular mill: some writers reach a position where the entry of
all properties into written record is interpreted as revealing
the advance of Germanisation.
It is probably more appropriate to attempt to assess
the activity of particular religious orders as creators of new
settlements by comparing the genuine appearance of such planted
or resettled properties with the endowment originally received.
In the case of Zago, it would appear safe to state that the
largest part of the wealth and property held by the Order was
transferred as part of the original endowment in Prince Henry's
two donations. The economic interests inherited from Henry in
Zagosc were considerable, as the provisions in his act for the
specialist craftsmen of the estate to remain in their occupations
demonstrates.

As Tymieniecki has pointed out, the reference to old
privileges is, at best, an ambiguous indication of the existence
of privileges additional to the two surviving and one missing
documents, which can be proved to have existed in the 12th
century. (25) However, it is not necessary to assume that every
donation became the subject of documentary record; indeed this

(24)Tymieniecki cp cit pp 420-1, ccncludes his discussion of the
specialist artisans by considering the vine-dressers and g.jldiths (readirq
'aurifices' rather than 'artifices'(which is in (IP), resident on the estate
u'der Henry's rule and rining after the transfer.
(25) cc cit p 340, Tymieniecki is inclined to seek an explanation,
if me is needed, in the discrepancy beten the 4 vills of Kazirnierz's act
ainst the 2 vills of Henry ' s. This the 'old priviles' phrase could ply to
the act of Kazimierz tiiith was not presented in 1244.
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was manifestly not the case. It is only necessary for the
"fratres de Zagost" who solicited the act of 1244 to have had
knowledge of the existence of Kazimierz's document, which they
were not called upon to present, but not of its contents, For the
reference to other old privileges to become understandable.
Even if the set of original documents is not complete
- at least one, Leszek's is missing it would seem that it is
nearly so. Where it is possible, in the case of other Hospitaller
properties, to demonstrate substantial completeness in the
archival holding, the number of original acts from the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries is not substantially larger. Access to
documentation, which might yield further information on the
earlier period, resulting from more extensive recording practices
in the fourteenth century is excluded in the case of Zagoth5 by
the house's confiscation during the reign of WladysXaw ILokietek.
The "brothers of Zagoth" who are mentioned in the act
of 1244 are the only 1-lospitallers to be directly indicated in
documentary sources, and little is known about the character of
the foundation. Nonetheless the indispensable element for the
constitution of a Hospitaller house, possession of a church, was
present: the reference in Henry's original act was sufficient to
secure title to its ownershiP.(26)
(26) The possessicn of iirprq)riated tithe contingent on ownership
of the parish cm be inferred frcin an act of 25 Frch 1248 KEt Nb 30, inder
i-ith Bishcp Prancbta ccnfirnd the exctmje of a prcperty of the Order near
Kcprzywdca for i.riecified interests (which nust have been resickial titheriits pertaining to his prend) owned by the Dean of Sandanierz ("cun ithn
decanus cpasdan res sue decanie pertinentes prcpe Zaq.st in Vislicensi districtu
heret." E. Winiowski-Prepozytura Wilicka pears prepared to accept, as the
Liber Beneficiorun of Dtucpsz has it, that the Zaqo parish as later constituted
was as it had been nder I-bspitaller ownership.
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(4)

Jaksa of MiechOw and the Canons of the Holy Sepulchre.

Jaksa of Miechów, a Malopolskan noble who made a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem in 1162, also became the sponsor of
another crusading order in Poland, that of the canons of the Holy
Sepulchre.
The original community that was planted in Miechów as
a result of this contact evolved into a separate religious order
with many dependent houses in Poland as well as in neighbouring
countries. The filiate houses of the Miechów congregation
discharged the functions of a hospital order, constituting the
Polish equivalent of the Order of the Holy Ghost in Germany, or
the Knights of the Red Star in the Czech lands.(27)
The canons of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, as
possessors of the holiest shrine in Christendom, the ostensible
objective of the First Crusade itself, were successful in
attracting early benefaction from European supporters of the
Crusade - above all in Spain. Some benefactions made to the
Hospital also made mention of the Holy SePulchre (28) ; such a
juxtaposition of the Hospital and the Holy Sepulchre in the
invocation also occurs in several early documents for the
Hospital in Poland. However, the Hospital showed more energy in

(27) There is no trodern aialytical study of the Order. A useful
coflatiai of early information is provided in the trk of Z. Pçckowski, fran tAian
I have taken all u,attributed details in this section. The early decui€nts of the
Mied-wy4tes are also well represented in piblished coflecticns, on acccuit of the
a±ivity of their early histhriai, Nakielski.
(28) Riley- Snith- The J4 1iq1ts of St. ^hi p40; suh references
cxcur in 10 of the first 50 acts in CC (ibid.)
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the cultivation of European contacts; in the negotiations to
compound a settlement following the provisions of the testament
of King Alfonso of Aragon, under which the Hospital, the Temple,
and the Canons of the Holy Sepulchre were named joint-heirs, and
were each to receive a share of a third of the kingdom, the
interest of the canons was represented by a Hospital official.(29)
Although the canons remained a significant element in
the Latin settlement, they did not maintain a high profile or
promote themselves energetically in Europe. Alfonso of Aragon
contemplated joining their prestige to the creation of a crusading
order, but to little effect. (30) Nonetheless individual contacts
with visiting crusaders continued to produce isolated gifts of
churches abroad, one such being made in Cambridge. (31) It would
not have been unusual for the Patriarch and canons to have
received a request for the dedication of a church under terms of
association in his home country from the Polish pilgrim, Jaksa,
or to have granted such a request.
Whatever the scale of his original intentions, the
response to Jaksa's project within Polish society was striking.
Poland had already been opened to the influence of the crusading
movement through participation in the Wendish crusade and Prince
Henry's pilgrimage (separate traditions, neither of which can be
substantiated, assign two previous visits to Jerusalem to iaksa in 1147 and in 1153, the latter, presumably, would have been
undertaken as a companion of Henry of Sandomierz, 1153 being a

(29)Forey-The Trplars in the Corcna de Aran pp 20-1 and
bte 32
(30)Prutz-Die qeistlichen Ritterorden p 72
(31)Tyerman-Englaid and the Crusades p 32
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variant and incorrect date for the prince's pilgrimage). The
contacts with the Hospital outlined in the previous chapter
almost certainly predated Jaksa's crusading interest; accordingly,
Jaksa's sponsorship of the canons of the Holy Sepulchre and the
far broader societal response which was achieved on their behalf
is a matter of some interest. While it might be argued that the
endowment of Henry's Zagoth house shows little interest in Polish
society as a whole for the crusade, the true measure should
rather be taken from the early support for MiechOw, which was
extensive. the dominance of Henry's interest in the Zago
endowment, as well as the speed with which the dotation was
provided may not have allowed the foundation to take full measure
of potential benefaction.
In the case of Miechów, too, the normal processes of
dotation which Henry was compelled, perhaps through the pressure
of time, to suspend are more clearly observable. The start of the
process should be placed at the time of Jaksa's pilgrimage of
1162. The church in Miechow is reported to have been dedicated by
bishop Gedka of Krakow in c.1170.
The grant of some privileges consistent with the
establishment of new lordships occur in the period before an
important exchange of letters with the Patriarch Monomachus, of
which the Patriarch's reply listing the benefactors of the Order
from 1198 survives in two versions. (32) BY this date the core

(32) The two texts, (I1 II 376 (fran Nakielski's Miechovia), ard
Lfl II 375 (Kraki original). Discussim of these in Repertorjuii pp 132-4 Nb 143
a-id pp 135-6 Nb 144. See also Nbs. 112/113/135 ttere the existence of earlier
ckrurentary record of acts is inferred fran these cbctnents. In additim,
Repertorjun Nb 88 is inferred fran a later papal bull, and Nb 70 fran a privilege
of Henry the Bearded.
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endowment in Miechów may be held to have been complete; the
Order's property remained largely confined to the Malopolskan
province.
From around 1226 the Order was able to attract new
benefaction further afield by discharging a specialised hospital
role. (33) EventuallY the Miechowites became the Polish national
hospital order. For a brief period they may have considered
themselves engaged in competition with the Military Orders,
which were, in theory at any rate, also hospital orders themselves; but, in practice, the Hospital, the Temple, and the
Teutonic Knights were only willing to take over existing
hospital or hospice foundations in Europe if it suited their
purpose to do so: and their few appearances as recipients
suggest that they were not at all keen to assume a general
hospital role. (34) An additional motive can be attributed to
every such acceptance; for all recorded instances were of the
kind to give entry to a a particular region where the Order in
question had previously held no property.
The proliferation of the bona fide hospital orders
(in Poland of the Miechowites) and their final near-exclusive
discharge of hospital responsibilities tells its own story: a
particular illustration of the point may be found in the fact

(33)The Silesian hojita1 fciidation of Nysa was ccnfirned on 11
January 1226 (KDS1 314/5), althouçji there had been sate earlier benefaction. A
series of Mazovian acts frcni 1227 ([1 p 259 Nb 245, p 263 Nb 248 aid p 260 Nb
249) nrk the start of haspital respcxisibilities and the expansion of property
in that region. The Miechowites' cnership of property uider terTns of frarchise
in Wielkopolska aid Mazovia was already of long-standing, as shc by Conrad's
privilege of 1243 caifinminq earlier grants by Mieszko the Old and Boleslaw the
Curly. (C*1 p 520 Nb 434)
(34)Reicke-Das cutsche Spital bc cit
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that the Temple relinquished their hospital foundation in
Gniezno to the Miechowites within twenty years of acquiring
it.(35)
It is important nonetheless to stress that the
original endowment and establishment of the Order of the Canons
of the Holy Sepulchre in Miechów was secured by their position as
a crusading order - a religious congregation to be identified
with the task of the crusade. This definable status can be
established by their exemption alongside the military orders from
the payment of papal crusading taxes. (36) In their ownership of
property outside Poland they enjoyed the status of an international
exempt order, which their ability to represent themselves as a
crusading order most likely facilitated.(37)
The growth in Poland and outside it of the filiate
houses of MiechOw represents a rare success for the canons of the
Holy Sepulchre in establishing a European provincial organisation.
The later autonomous national organisation of the Miechowites
under the Prior of Miecháw is the first Polish religious order.(38)

(35)10 Nby 1253,
VI pp 14-15 r\b 10 Prznys1aw's confirmatim
of the prcperty assbled for the cbtatim of the Miediciites in Qiiezno is
headed by the Cniezno hospital. The act sugsts the recent caipletion of the
collaticr of prterty, but the hospital may have been the first prcperty transferred.
(36) Pçckciski, cp cit. 5/1 Ni 257/8: 2 bulls of Inrocent IV
(1249) and Alexander IV (1256) ((E* II, Nbs. & 12) convey the Order's exarptim
fran contributions to the I-k)ly Land.
(37)(1)Slovac. (iridated) 284, a ckriation of Pndrew II of lingary
"fratribus sa-cti Sepulchri de Polonia". Also
(38)Szczeniak-The Kniits of St. 3ho in Poland p 15
5zcze,iak indicates that the bull of 1489 ordering the incorporation of the
Miechcwites into the Order of St. .1*n was not put into effect; that the I-kspital
sot4it to absorb than is an indication of the general revival of interest in
performing hospital tasks on the part of the order of St. Jctn in the 15th
century.
i<i:.

9
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5

Mieszko the Old and the Poznari Hospital

Mieszko the Old was the third and longest-lived of
the sons of Boleslaw the Sneerer; yet his prosecution of the role
of senior prince was not especially vigorous, and in his last
years the rank of senior was conceded, first to his youngest
brother, Kazimierz of MaXopolska, then, perhaps more reluctantly
to Kazimierz's son, Leszek the White. Mieszko's achievement was,
as third son, to secure the integrity and independence of his
share of his father's patrimony in Wielkopolska. The mark of his
success was the ability of his successors in the duchy, his son
WZad y sZaw Spindleshanks (Laskonogi) and grandson Wladyslaw,
called Odonic, to pursue their protracted struggle for power.
Wielkopoiska, alone of the 'dzielnice', did not
undergo attachment to any of its neighbours during the period of
divided rule until, after the death of PrzemysXaw II, WXadyslaw
Vokietek claimed it as Polish monarch. Yet Wielkopolska, if
mostly aloof, also possessed in the metropolitan see of Cniezno
one key element for the reconsitution of the Polish kingdom and a
counter to Malopolska's ancient capital of Krakow.
It was the archbishop of Gniezno, Jakub Swinka, who
promoted one solution of the monarchical question when he crowned
Przemyslaw II of Wielkopolska king. One possible interpretation
of this action is that Wieikopolska alone was intended to provide
the territory for a Polish kingdom: the long unbroken rule of one
family in a single territory had laid the foundations for such a
step, unthinkable in connection with any other of the 'dzielnice'.
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Mieszko the Old, the rounder of the political entity
of Wielkopoiska, was the first secular sponsor of the Hospital in
the principality. His earliest contact with the Order may have
been against the background of the Wendish crusade, and he had
given his approval and promise of protection to Henry of Sandomierz's foundation in Zagoth5.
Mieszko's own earlier foundation, the hospital of St.
Michael in Poznari was transferred to the ownership of the Order
of the Hospital of St. John in 1187 and became the core property
supporting the Hospitallers' Wielkopoiskan house; from it the
Hospital's possessions in the eastern 'dzielnice' of Kujawy and
Mazovia were administered.
The Poznari house has attracted particular interest
since, after the suppression of the Zagoth house in the reign of
WZadyslaw kokietek, it survived as the principal Polish 'commandery' and seat of the Order in the reconstituted Polish kingdom
until modern times. It has thus served as the narrative focus for
two modern works, the monograph of S. Karwowski and the uncompleted study by P. Czerwirski, the last of which aimed to describe
the history of the relationship between Poland and the Order over
an extended period.

Although the core of the Hospital's property in
Poznar was acquired through the transfer of the existing hospital
foundation dedicated to St. Michael - Mieszko had been its
sponsor at the time of its consecration by Bishop Radowan - there
is no indication that the initial establishment was made with any
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view of eventual transfer to the HosP1tal. (39) Rather the
occasion for the transfer can be inferred from its date of 1187,
when the news of the disaster of Hattin reached the West and a
fresh crusading appeal was launched, in conjunction with which
the Hospital's own acquisition of possessions, particularly in
Germany and Eastern Europe, markedly increased.
The donation of the Poznar'i hospital represents an
immediate response to a crusading appeal; unlike other Polish and
Pomeranian donations to the Hospital, which were only recorded in
subsequent years although they probably also originated in the
response to the appeal made in 1187, the grant of the hospital of
St.Michael could be made at once.
The dating of 1187 is certain; it is given in the
first extant document concerning the Hospital's Poznar'i possessions,
Bishop Benedict of Poznari's confirmation from 1193 or before.(40)
The circumstances of the donation are further described in Pope Celestine III's bull of 1193:

t have been inforned by the letters of our reverend son in Christ,
Mieszko, cki<e of Polaid, that. . .at the reqiest of Benedict, 4io is ni
bishcp of this place, he was noved to give the said house (i.e. hospital of
St. Michael) to ycxilus aid ccnfinred his gift in authentic writing.

(39) Predating of the transfer to Bisiq Racbwai's rule is a
mistake in DXuosz's accouit, and in NbXecki-Z dziejc i literatury, VI 332ff,
Nbte 3. The correction is given in Repertorjun, pp 112-3 \b 115.
(Ls]) KL). I 29 (with 1191?), Repertorjuii, pp 121-2, Nb 126 (with
1187- begirning of 1193) (CC 903 uicr 1191).
(41) K[) I 30 (with 1192), RepertorjLrn, p 126 Nb 132 (with 1193)
(CC 9Li4, uider 1192). Antnq 6 corrections to the text of CM), KozlowskaBuckcwia has 'vobis' for 'ncbis'. The original, forirerly in the Vilnius Pthlic
Library uitil the 1914-18 war, is nc lost. The correction was presuly nda
frcn the ccy of the 18th century in the Praqie archive listed in Repertorjun,
ibid. It uld seen odd, but not inpossible for the bull to have had 'nobis', but
stranger for it to have been read so, if not there; the sthstituticn of 'vcbis',
on the other hand could be an autciitic or sthxriscious correction. It seers
inpossible at present to check on the truth of the rrtter.
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There is a signilicant additional indication of the
circumstances of endowment in the statement that the transfer was
made at the bishop's request, which will be considered in more
detail shortly. This, the first of several papal confirmations to
be discussed, illustrates the special relationship between the
Papacy and the Military Orders which helps to explain the
extensive use by the latter of the usually costly expedient of
seeking papal confirmation of their original documents recording
dotal grants. These early confirmations were apparently solicited
by Hospitaller officials administering the Order's acquisitions
in Poland and Pomerania on behalf of the Bohemian Priorate.(42)

The obtaining of a papal confirmation was a course
taken twice in respect of the earliest donations made to the
Poznarl house: firstly in the case of the documents - the bishop's
and the prince's - recording the transfer of the existing
hospital foundation of St. Michael: secondly when in 1201
Innocent III confirmed Bishop Arnold's donation of a prebend in
Poznañ cathedral. (43) The prince's hospital and the cathedral
prebend were the two principal property interests constituting
the Order's holding in Wielkopoiska, and were transferred as the
original dotation of the Poznari house, although initially the
provision of revenue to support the Order's work in the East was
more important than the performance of any local function.
(42) See belci, p 308 tes 5/6
(43) "Our venerle father A. bishcp of Pozna has inforrred us
that noved by God 's piety, with the assent of the cims of the church of Poznai,
he has grated you with ckwout nerosity a prebend in that sate church."
2 Aust 1201, KLYJ I 37 (CC 1149). See also bte 49
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The papal confirmations of 1193 and 1201 provide
corroboration for the early documents issued by the bishops of
Poznari for the Hospital which are extant; they also provide firm
evidence for the issue of two early documents which no longer
exist: Mieszko's original act covering his donation of the
hospital of St. Michael, and Bishop Arnold's act covering the
donation of the prebend. The former is one of relatively few acts
admitted by Z. KozXowska-Budkowa to her listing of twelfth
century Polish documents as a vanished document, known only from
external references.
It is worth enquiring how the two acts covering the
original donations came to be suppressed. A. Csiorowski is
certainly correct in his suggestion that this occurred at a very
early stage; once they were antiquated the motive for their
suppression was removed. (45) It has already been seen how a
genuine document, that of Kazimierz the Just for the Zago
house, might be withheld, while others were chosen in preference
to be presented for confirmation. (The lost act of the Zagoth5
holding, that of Leszek the White is, however, more likely to be
a genuine loss in that the Zagoth acts passed as titles to new
owners in the 14th century.) The Poznari holding of documentary
acts was retained in the Poznañ house until they attracted
antiquarian interest in the 18th century: successive removals

112-3 Nb 115 gives the additicnal corrdoratory
(44) Repertorju'ri
refererxes for the existence of Mieszko's chuiient, tiiich shall shortly be
discussed.
(45) Gsiorowski-Njstarsze cbkunty, (second part, section VII,
e. carirnt follcMnq Nbte 141) describes the fate of the originals aid their
surviving copies aid registrations.
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prompted by an ill-fated aristocratic revival of the Order of St.
John in Lithuania brought the earliest documents to the Wilno
Public Library, where they perished in the First World War.
The suppression of documents, therefore, occurred at
a time when some slight difference of phrasing determined the
choice of which of the earliest acts was to be preferred as
conferring title. Thus, the confirmation of the bishop and pope
was held preferable to the original act of Prince Mieszko, and
the papal confirmation of 1201 to that of Bishop Arnold. The
general and explicit confirmation of Bishop Paul of PoznarS given
in 1218, which reinforced and restated the provisions of the
earliest documents, possibly with some elaboration, was evidently
the most useful of all.(46)

It is possible to reconstruct the contents and form
of the two missing originals with some confidence, since their
language and provisions were clearly repeated in later documents. In the case of Mieszko the Old's act of donation from 1187,
the form of Bishop Benedict's confirmation suggests strongly that
it reproduced the language of the earlier lost document nearly
exactly in the following phrases:

(46) 30 Nbvber 1218, KL
I 104 C GsiorcMski provicbs a rnch
corrected text); for a discussicn of the provisims of this at see below, 121ff.
The caiiiEnts in Repertorjun b. 126 p 122 m the differences beteen this
ckjcuient aid that of Bisftp Benedict (CC 903) ccrclude: "sprzecznoá... kazuje
na chté przypisania w r.1218 caXej niial fuidacji biskipan poznaiskini (The
inconsistency is indicative of the cbsire in 1218 th acredit the entire ftion
to the bishcps of PoznaS)." This rey also have relevae in the rrtter of the
sippressicri of the twa early cbcunts, if it is accepted that this was done on
preferential groinds. See too Nbte 52.
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"In 1187, Mieszko, the illustrious ciike of Poland, was moved by feelings of
piety and charity in reverence of God, the 1-bly Sepulchre and Saint Johe the
Btist to rreke hiirself, his wife and his sons, col1orators and participants
in the aJsw and benefits that are adriinistered to these poor nrbers of
Christ, pilgrirrs and the sick, by the brothers of the Jerusaln I-bspital:
and gave to the brothers of that saie !-kspital the hospital and house of St.
Michael in PoznaS, so that divine office miit be caraiically celebrated and
poor pilgrirr and ciests caning there mi4it receive the brothers' ministrations, according to the facilities of the house: and if, by God's aid,
sarething could, at any tine, be saved over and wove the necessary expenses
of the house, then, so that the a1Hs thuld have a th.ble effect, this
resickje should be sent for the sqport of Christ's poor and sick beyond the
sea
This formulation, somewhat abbreviated, occurs again
in the privilege of Laskonogi from 1225, and with three small
alterations to that version in the privilege of Odonic from
1238. (48) It undoubtedly formed the body of the text of Mieszko's
lost act.
One provision which, on the basis of Pope Innocent's
confirmation, was contained in the lost act of Bishop Arnold
granting the cathedral prebend, was that the surplus revenues
from this benefice, once the cost of maintaining a vicar had
been met, was to be transmitted overseas to support the Hospital's
work in Outremer. (49) This indicates not only that the original
motive for both donors was to support the crusading activity of
the Hospital, but also that the representation of the Order in
the Poznar house is likely to have been low.
One should not, it seems, think of a congregation
larger than the minimum necessary to meet the requirement
expressed in the original donation of Mieszko that divine office
(47) CC 903
(48) CC 1802; CC 218€)
(49) ".. granted in such a way that tAiatever is left over fran
the cost of nintainirq the vicars tkian you (i.e. the bishcp) shall appoint
there shall be sent (i.e • overseas) for the sipport of the sick." CC 1149
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should be celebrated there. However, the evidence for the
numbers of Hospitaller congregations and their distribution
among the Order's houses requires a broader context for discussion. It seems a safe general conclusion that their numbers were
never large.(50)
On the other hand, the presence of Hospitaller
officials accredited to conduct the Order's business is
attested at several points. The bishops' acts of 1187-93 and
before 1201 and the prince's act of 1187 were almost certainly
all of Hospitaller authorshiP: (51) however, the writers and the
soliciting officials need not have been resident. Of the
contacts with the Curia in Rome to obtain papal confirmations in
1192/3 and 1201, the earlier, and presumably the later also, was

the work of a procurator rather than of the Hospitallers
themselves. That officials were appointed after this to represent
the Order's interests in Poznari is no more to be assumed: the
bishops of Poznañ were active on the Hospital's behalf in
procuring the updating and confirmation of their privileges.
This later cooperation was anticipated by the issue of Bishop
Paul's own privilege in 1218.

(50) For a general discussicn of the prcbles of rurbers ad
pointnent of representative officials, see belc, Chter 5 aid Ccnclusim.
(51) (hly me of the first three ats, that of Bishcp Benedict
survived the rredieval period. Althouçi that original is na.i lost and was never
sib jected to palaeogrhic analysis, Gsijrc,ski plansibly points to similarities
in the la-qiage aid ccristrt.xtim of the text with Kaziinierz 's privilege for
Zageá aid Bishcp Zyroslaw' s a± of 1170-1189 (These tt also have similarities
bebeen theselves in the hand, see belci p 156 Nkte 7). Gçsiorski, cp cit.
Secticn 5, also sucjsts that the later PoznaI a±s, fran that of Bishcp Paul
(1218) cniards tere of I-kspitaller authorship.
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(6)

The Liberties of the Poznari Properties.

Bishop Paul's privilege from 1218 itemises the
property transfered to the Order as follows:
(1) The church and hospital of St. Michael with its
dependent properties - "cum sanctuariis et servis ascripticiis

Si

qui. fuerint ecclesie nostre." This last phrase conveyed the right
to the ownership of parishes on the properties transferred in the
total donation. Although the Hospitallers appear at a later date
as the owners of parishes on their demesne properties in other
parts of Poland, it can only be inferred in such cases that the
permission for this ownership had been given by the appropriate
episcopal authority. This is the most explicit statement of the
granting of this permission to appear in any of the Polish and
Pomeranian

documents recording the original dotation of the

Hospital.
(2) The donation of tithe on some of the hospital
foundation's properties ("in villis vestris"), listed as:
(a) "Milostovo, Andreovo, Wigonovo apud hospitale" vills situated close to the city boundaries of Poznar, and
(b) "( Veli.ke, Zuchilez - these names are supplied by
Csiorowski as editor in the 1218 act through comparison with the
listings of 1225 and 1238) Obezerze, Lipnizka cum servis asscripticiis,"
(3) a further donation of tithe made by Bishop
Radowan for the hospital of St. Michael before its transfer. It
is to be assumed that these were not demesne properties of the
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Order. This grant had been made in the Kostrzyri region - to be
identified as the Wielkopolskan territory of this name rather
than the identically named region on the Wielkopolskan-Pomeranian
border (later absorbed into the Mark of Brandenburg), where the
Temple had extensive possessions.
(4) The property conveyed in the gift of the cathedral
prebend, which is not described at all.(52)
The Hospital's share of the cathedral revenues,
possibly obtained under an agreement of confraternity was
made up of a parcel of residual tithe interests as well as the
revenues of a number of diocesan parishes. There is an extensive
description in the fifteenth-century 'Ksiqga Uposazenia (Book of
Endowment)' under the heading, "Prebenda S. Johannis." (54) This
later record probably reflects accurately the formal division of
the cathedral revenues between bishop and chapter required by
canon law, which may be placed in the second half of the twelfth
century. It is highly unlikely that the Hospital had any freedom
of disposal of these revenues, and their description in the act
of 1218 was probably considered undesirable, for this reason.
(52) Gsioraski-cp cit. cf p 118 Nbte 46 shove. A nisrber of
differeries betteen this act and the earlier bishops' instrurents are noted in
Reperthrjun, Nb. 126. I-kever, altftuçi the listinq in this act pears to be a
caiprehensive description of the I-kispital's cbtation, it is not. Carparisai with
the act of Laskonogi fran 1225 (kL4 117, CS 1802) shws that "Drosin cun foro et
ththerna" and Czeresin have been anitted fran the bishop's listing, Aiereas
'Velike', hich Csiorowski feels shwld be sipplied here, is shsent in Laskonoqi 'S
act. "Drosin", if granted with rrerket riits is likely to have been the original
pririipal denesne property of the hoqnital of St. Michael (later Sedlcze s held
on similar terne). The discrepancy ney be taken to indicate that the Order had no
tithe-riith initially on these t& of their denesne vills. Similarly 'Velike'
ney not originally have been held on tenre Aiich allced the grant of an 'iimuiity'.
(53) See belai, p 158-9
(54) 3. Nbiacki-Ksiega i.posazenia
and the t
rks of Vii<aszewicz offer extensive descriptions of the final
holding.
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The bishop's purpose in issuing his own listing of
the Hospital's dotal properties in 1218 was probably two-fold:
Firstly, as already suggested, the bishop was able to stress the
role of his predecessors in the original endowment of the
hospital of St. Michael and in its transfer to the Hospital, as
well as the specific episcopal concession which permitted the
ownership of parishes and tithes secondly, it was desirable,
since the Order by virtue of its possession of a prebend also
owned tithe interests and parish revenues, which were properly to
be considered part of the endowment of the Poznarl church, that
such a document should exist to make clear, should it prove
necessary, that anything not specified in this act, was cathedral
property, which could only be alienated or exchanged with the
consent of the bishop and chapter.

The bishop's confirmation of 1218 makes no mention of
the franchise or 'immunity' given on the seven properties which
constituted the demesne vills of the hospital foundation,
presumably since such a concession was a matter for the prince
alone. It is probable that some statement concerning the grant of
'immunity' or franchise was contained in Mieszko's document,
which the confirmation of 1218 replaced. Certainly both the
confirmation and grant of franchise made by Laskonogi in 1225 and
that made by Odonic in 1238 may be read as inferring a grant of
'immunity' made by Mieszko. (55) If the form in which this immunity
(55) "donaimen cn. .pater nEus. .ccritulit. .dixi cmfirrnaithn: ab
arni servitute povos vel prevod et stroze hcinines predictarui villarun isriruies
ca1stittcE.." I1YIp 117 (cG 1802) ; "dcnacian et libertateii ciam. .sco (ctd)
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was expressed was of a kind to be considered unusual or incomplete
by the time of the later grants, this too could have constituted
grounds for the suppression of Mieszko's original act. It was
suggested previously that the rudimentary expression of franchise
contained in Prince Henry's instrument of donation in Zago, transferring the property under the same terms as applied under
his ownership, - could have been considered advantageous under
later circumstances. The same is unlikely to have applied in the
case of Mieszko's document, since the grant was not made directly
from the prince's own demesne.

In the 1220s and 1230s, when the original endowment
of the Polish Hospitaller houses had already been achieved, a
policy of obtaining specific additional confirmation of franchises
can be observed. Such grants of written privileges were obtained
in turn for the possessions of Szczecin-Pomerania, Poznail, the
Kujawan possessions, and in 1244 for the Zagoth possessions.
Several new privileges for the Silesian possessions of this date
contain franchisal provisions. (56)

et. .Wladislaus. .in villis hiis. .ad thrun Hoita1is in Poznai
ccntuleruit. .ciixi. ccnfimare.. etc." KL) 213 (CC 2180). Kairczyk, cp cit.
266ff reads these t phrases as excluding a grant of ininriity by Mieszko, tthUe
(siorciiski, icr. cit. t<es an opposirçj view. Kazmarczyk's efforts, tdnq the
refererres to 'ascripticii' as a ct.e, to dslisnit a 'free' (aiuig .iiich he
includes putatively located Gerirns) id uifree pcpulatim cii the Itspital' $
estates for the 4ioie period, bc. cit. strike ne as entirely misiided. Rather,
these ccnstituted either the jeciaiist serving-pquiaticn of the estates, or th
juck]e by the bishq 'S use of the term in assigininq the cure of souls, siirply the
pqxxlatim, not a differentiated serf elenEnt.
(56) See above, p 103 Nbte 19. Since the inpilse to record the
'iiTnLnity' of the PoznarS prcf)erties in 1225 aid 1238 caie fran the I-kspitallers,
I ju1d sujgest that a grant of 'irmuiity' was prcbably either nErely isrplicit in
Mieszko' s act or specified there in sare way hith was later censidered inadequate.
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In 1238 the Moravian prior or his representative
presented for papal confirmation the original privileges covering
the donations in Poznarl and in the two Pomeranian principalities
in the case of Poznari the document of Laskonogi covering the
grant of franchise was also Presented. (57) No Hospitaller official
with a specific Polish responsibility is identifiable between
1205 and 1246; since intermediaries were used to obtain the
grants of franchise in Wielkopoiska (twice), in Kujawy in 1232
and in Malopolska in 1244, while the privileges were relayed to
Rome in 1238 by the Moravian prior, it seems allowable to suggest
that the request for the intervention of the intermediaries also
originated with the Moravian or the Bohemian prior. It seems less
likely, as Gçsiorowski has suggested, that there was a scriptorium
in the Hospitaller convent in PoznarI, or a congregation that
might reasonably be described as conventual.(58)

Gçsiorowski's analysis of the two confirmations of
the terms of franchise given in 1225 and 1238 has led him to
suggest that the latter has been interPolated. (59) The two items
that excite his suspicion are the addition of an additional
(57) 23 rch 1238 - Bull of Gregory IX, addressed: "priori et
fratribus I-bitalis Hyerosolymitani in Fkravia" RTh I 208 (CC 2194) "Dcnun c
Poznan cun villis pertinentibus ad eaithn, cpan dare nttrie M. ac V. filius
eius ci.ices Poloniae, ab aTnibus exactionibus secularibus exenptan vcbis. .caicessisse dicuitur, velut in eonni litteris confectis exinde asseritis plenius
cciitinetur. .ccnfinius"
(58) Gsiorc,ski, op cit, Part II Section 5, Nbte 126, quotes an
article of Z. Fiala-K otzce fui<ce nasich listin do kcnce 12 stol. tkiere the
existence of suh 'scriptoria' of the Bciiian Hospitallers is projected: these
ccrclusicr do not necessarily transfer to the Polish situation, the nnre so
since the context of issue of rraiy early Polish acts sugsts that travelling
officials of the 8ciiiian Hospital ere involved.
(59) [ cit, Part 1, Section 2
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element of economic 'immunity' in the second act, and what he
considers the addition (in one case judged to be clearly anachronistic) of three names to the listing in the act of 1225 of
properties covered by the concession of 'immunity'. However, it
is not intrinsically suspicious that there should be some
variation between the two versions of 1225 and 1238, and it is
possible that differences between the listings of 'immunity'
provisions simply reflect the different official procedures of
the dates of issue. (60) The alternative view, that franchises were
invariably entirely piecemeal affairs with a vast variety of
exemptions applying or failing to apply to estates on an individual
basis, does not appear convincing.
However, to take first the second count on which
Gqsiorowski suggests interpolation in the act of 1238; his claim
that in this document the name of the vill of Pogorzelicze has
been inserted in order to claim for it favourable provisions of
immunity, whereas in reality the Hospital only acquired it at a
later date, is worth investigating in some detail because it has
bearing on the larger question of the chronology of the Order's
acquisition of property subsequent to its original endowment.
Przemyslaw I of Wielkopoiska made a substantial
exchange of property with the Hospital, which Gçsiorowski places
plausibly in 1250-3. This exchange was recorded in a privilege
(60) Cf Nbte 52 for differences beten the bishcp's act of 1218
aid Laskcnogi's act of 1225. These, taken either in caijincticii or separately
into consideration alongside the fuller listing of 1238, it nust be acknowlecked,
offer scope for speculation; but it ckes not sees riit to insist, as cbes
GqsiorcMski, bc cit. that the new nares of properties in the listing of 1238
ere necessarily interpolated into that decurient, kien a rurber of alternative
explaiaticns are available. See also Nbte 64 below, for a fuller discussion of
the details in the 'iimuiity' provisions.
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which became the third missing or suppressed original act of the
Poznari Hospital. the existence of PrzemysZaw's document is known
from a separate privilege issued by Boleslaw, Przemyslaw's
brother and joint ruler, in 1256.(61)
References in this 1256 act indicate that the missing
document contained an extensive listing of the property involved
in the exchange, including tithe-areas, and also a formulation of
'immunity ' (confirmamus libertatem que in eodem privilegio est
contenta). BolesZaw's act continues:

" confirm the liberty which has been recorded as given by our brother in
that privilege and desire that in the viJJ.s, which are situated in our dxhy
and which belong to the sate Order, like Radlc, Sedlcze and Pohorelicia
the sate liberty which is recorded as given.., shall ply (volentes ut in
vihis qie site suit in rostro cicatu ce ad eanthn religionan pertinent ut
Radlco, Sedlcze, Pdiorelicia ipsa hibertas c!..ie data est et ccnscripta...
teneatur.)5'(62)
Gsiorowski believes that the wording of the act of
1256 definitely indicates that Pogorzehicze (Pohorelicia) was
obtained through the exchange made with PrzemysZaw in 1250-1253:
this, however, is not correct. Pogorzelicze appears in this act
as one of three properties listed by BolesZaw as lying in his
duchy and possessing (or to possess) 'immunity' on the terms to
be found in Przemyslaw's privilege; however, this is at best only
an indirect indication that Pogorzelicze was exchanged: more
specifically, of these three vills only Sedlcze appears in the
listing of exchanged properties which is given at the head of the
1256 document; there is no direct indication, therefore, that
Pogorzelicze formed part of the exchange with PrzemysZaw.

(61) Gsiorowski, bc cit. where PrznysXaw's act of 1250-3, is
listed as the third missing (or st.ppressed) privilege ainig the Order's original
titles.
(62) (uidated) 1256 KL)4 I 344 (CC 2278)
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Such a blatant interpolation as that postulated by
Gqsiorowski might in any case reasonably be considered implausible: instances of interpolation can usually be identified with a
particular subsequent dispute, and it was difficult to carry a
point, or maintain a claim simply by outright forgery. Since
Pogorzelicze clearly belonged to a group of properties acquired
subsequent to the initial endowment, any attempt to insinuate it
into a list of the original properties would have been lacking in
subtlety.
If Pogorzelicze was not transferred under the
exchange with PrzernysXaw, it seems reasonable to place its
acquisition by the Order before 1238 when it is first mentioned,
and probably between 1225 and 1238 (although the vill or a share
of it could have been owned for a time before it was felt
appropriate to concede a grant of franchise there). Sedlcze and
Obrzyck (not the same as Obiezierze, later appearing as Brzezie)
in the 1256 act are definitely listed as having been acquired in
the exchange with PrzemysXaw and so came to the Order in 1250-3.
Finally, Radlowo and BieXawy - which are mentioned for the first
time in BolesXaw's act - would have been acquired at some
unspecified date before 1256.
These new properties and those, including the church
in Rogono, which is named in the listing at the head of Boleslaw's document among properties passing out of the Order's
possession through the exchange with PrzernysXaw, can be seen as
representing a different type of property from the seven demesne
vills transferred under the original terms of endowment, whose
'immunity' was provided for under the acts of 1225 and 1238.
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The implication of Gasiorowski's approach would be
that the newer properties were covered by a lesser category of
'immunity'. Another, preferable explanation is available. IL may
be that, in order to obtain the concession of seignorial franchise those holdings which were acquired subsequent to the
initial endowment first needed to be or to become of an appropriate character and size: and that to achieve proprietorial
rights of this kind, the Hospitallers would have had to rely on
the tolerance of neighbours as well as of the sovereign authority.
The processes involved in effecting such an elevation in status
of particular demesne holdings will be considered in more detail
in the discussion below of the development of the Hospital's
Silesian properties, since there individual details are available
which are lacking here.
The general conclusion must be that a uniform
franchise covered the Hospital's demesne properties under the
grants in turn of' Mieszko, the two Wladyslaws, Przemyslaw and
Boles%aw (except where a major holding with market rights was
concerned), but that its form of expression, and its detailed
provisions at all these dates differed slightly: finally that the
new demesne properties from the first acquired, Pogorzelicze to
the last acquired, BieZawy, were each conceded the same franchise
at some appropriate point, prior in most cases to the issue of
the written acts through which these concessions were confirmed.
Something of these processes can be seen when the
provisions for seignorial franchise on new and old demesne
properties are examined in detail. It is readily apparent that
the character of the franchise or "immunity" enjoyed by the
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Hospital on the properties originally granted for the Poznañ
hospital dotation by Prince Mieszko the Old was essentially
merely restated in the two acts of 1225 and 1238. The provisions
contained in the 1225 and 1238 acts are nearly identical: these
acts in turn are derivative in their remaining language from
Mieszko's lost original donation. To give the expression of the
'immunity' in detail: firstly, the exactions of "powoz", "przewod"
and "stroza" were lifted; the judicial immunity was expressed in
terms of removal from the authority of the castellan, although
the inhabitants of the property could be summoned under the
prince's seal. (63) OnlY the 1238 act specified 'Podvorowo'.(64)
A third element, already discussed in the case of
Zagoth, (65) was the exemption of tax or customs duties on "domestic
necessities". The relevant phrase in the act of 1238 - the act of
1225 has two insignificant differences - may be quoted:

• . for buying aid selling Aiat pertains as necessities th the cbiestic
care of the bulEe, they shall be free fran treasury exactims aid fran any
other form of paymient (vendendi et ndi cie ad necessaria chTestice cure
pertinent ipsius thius th exactime i.psius thelcnei et cuiuslibet alterius
solucicrds sint liberi)."
It might, of course, be argued that the intention was
merely that the Poznañ hospital should be free of duties on its
purchases, and certainly the phrase "ad necessaria domestice
cure" is suggestive of such a meaning, while the provision for
"buying and selling" could simply be a manner of expression.

(63))Thp 117 &
(64) 'Podvorc'
belc, p 135 .Aiith was granted
(65)CI* III Nb

213
was roved in the Kujawan privilec of 1232, see
to ccnfirm an olcr (pre 1227) iiim.nity.
35 (1257). See wove, p 1[Y-5
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Nonetheless this must count as a trading privilege, albeit of an
indeterminate kind, and its possession by the Poznari house may
have influenced the solicitation of the specific privilege on
this issue for the house in Zagoth5.

It is certainly true that some direct evidence on the
franchise provisions of the early documents has been removed
through their suppression. BolesXaw's act of 1256 refers to the
form of 'immunity' contained in Przemys%aw's privilege, but
Przemyslaw's privilege is missing and it would be otiose to
speculate on its probable contents. However, in a privilege dated
25 April 1268, BolesXaw made an additional grant of German law
for Sedlcze which deserves detailed examination.(66)
We know that a concession of franchise for Sedlcze
already existed under the provisions of BolesXaw's act of 1256.
The grant of 1268 is as follows:

" We have made over to tIn full cuTpetence (liberaii facultath'n) to locate
their vill of Sedice, with the lands adjacent iiich belong to the saie
house, and as the fixed bowdaries of the said vill have been rrrked cut,
wder Teutonic law, that is to say by the custcii of kvun Fonin
(iure videlicet r'bvi Fori)."
Thus, significantly, adjacent properties which had
been acquired by the Order, for which no privilege existed, were
included in the terms of the new concession. Later the general
(66) 25 Ppril 1268, I<I)4 I 433. Cf Kacirczyk, bc cit. who notes
the iirpflcations of the differences of judicial iniruiity conveyed here aid those
'Aiith are to be inferred as having been granted inder the teru of frarthise of
1256. His inference that the soltys (scultetus) actually exercised the jurisdiction
is inferred frcn the delegation of this authority in me later contract on
another Itspitaller estate ()i 1558). It would be preferle to stress that
where this judicial ccipetence of the soZtys was exercised, it was a matter of
ecific deleqatim.
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aim of the Hospital would be to include all their possessions
whether covered by privileges or not under a single franchise of
lordship. Such a concession as that of 1268 may be seen as the
start of this process which was completed in the next century.
What exactly the grant of German law, or the customs
of Sroda Novum Forum/ Neumarkt) meant in general practice need
not become a matter of contention in this case, since the act
proceeds to specific details:

granting to the irtiitants of the sare viii ten years of liberty
(decgn anis libertatan): reserving no riit for ourselves except in great
or capital cases, these being: decapitation, or rrutilation of the hand or
foot or any other rrerber, and in stch pleas the procedire shall be that the
third pemy is ours as lord, 4iile the t remaining pemies are to go to
the scultetus of the vill and the lords of the vill."(67)
The ten years of "immunity" (in this additional
sense) would have covered residual princely exactions. It is
likely, too, that the free period offered to attract settlers
would also have involved the waiving of the lord's own exactions
or a portion of them. However, at the end of this period the
rights of lordship, the prince's and the landowner's were
reinstated. This, too, is not a matter for speculation since it
is specified in the act. It should, finally, be noted that
Sedlcze, notwithstanding its name (which means 'settlement'), was
not a completely new plantation of the Hospital's; indeed, it was
an existing settlement when they acquired it. The additional
permission for location was in this case reflective of the
Order's position as principal lord, and the estate later appears
as the Poznari Hospital's major demesne property.

(67) KLMp I 433
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Judicial provisions in other equivalent concessions
equally make clear, if there was ever room for doubt, that the
operation of the franchise was intended for the financial benefit
of the lord. The 'scultetus', having purchased his office, stood
in a relationship of vassalage to the lord. The inhabitants, new
and old, were to have what were called German customs, on the
model of the Silesian town of Neumarkt (Sroda). There is no
specification that the newcomers were to be German, although they
probably would have been.
One senses a desire for clarity and standardisation
of custom as well as the wish to avoid vexatious disputes in the
final provision of the act of 1268:

*atever rid-it plies in the other vills of our cichy located uder this
law, we wish also to be observed in this after the expiry of the "liberty"
(Qjxkue cjod iuris in ceteris villis per terraii nostran eothn iure locatis
fuerit hobitun et in hac post libertatis exitun voluius ±servare.()
It may be that the history of seignorial franchises
should be written with a very long perspective. It seems that
ultimately the majority of the Hospital's demesne properties were
covered by the possession of a franchise, which eventually would
have been viewed as a concomitant of their rank and status as
feudal lords. At a later date, the fact that this lordship had
needed to be established, in some cases gradually or from small
beginnings, would be capable of being forgotten.
Franchises invariably existed for the benefit of the
lord rather than the inhabitants, even if it is possible through
highly selective quotation of ornamental rather than prescriptive

(68) ibid.
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phrases in the oldest and least accessible documents to outline
the existence of a system of colonisation, settlement and the
creation of free German peasant communities which bears no
relation to the historical reality.

PoznarS remained the only Wielkopoiskan 'house' of the
Order until the second half of the 14th century. (The reference
to a house in Miçdzyrzecz, which apears in A. Malecki's listing,
rests on the confusion generated by the purported border-treaty
between Poland and the Mark from 1251. (69) )The project for the
creation of a filiate house in Rogofno may be suggested by the
fact that a church and tithe-rights were for a time held there,
until they were surrendered to Przemyslaw in the exchange of
property he made with the Order. It is possible that a close
association with the bishops of Poznar and the princely family of
Wielkopoiska discouraged the proliferation of houses under the
sponsorship of individual families which shall be observed in the
case of Silesia.

(69) MaXec3d,loc cit. The treaty of 19 Nbvrber 1251, Vf)4 297 is
readily identifile as a forgery, possibly dating frcin the fourteenth-century,
by its specification that tEat re in fact forner Tiplar possessions in the
Faikerburg region belonged to the Order of St. Jcin; naturally this cwld have
only been the case after the slçpressicn of the Trple, a-id nore prcbthly after
1350. (For the border caiirmcbries of Lagow (Va) aid Tipelburg (Czsplinek)
see below Dqter 6 Section 8.) what is striking in FXecki 's ccimints is the
very isidistirct knowledge he ths of the foriier Tiplar preserie in this region.
It ny also be warth pointing out that particular provisions of the putative
treaty of 1251 relate nore to the Lagow aid Li.busz holdings; the "Trpelberq"
nntioned there was a prcperty belonging to the Teiple's Lietzen house, aid not
the separate Fxise of Tsrpelburq (Czlinek) in the Drieim (Draisko) district.
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(7)

The Hospital's Possessions in Kujawy and Mazovia

In 1232 the Hospital obtained a privilege from Conrad
I of Mazovia confirming a grant of franchise on two properties,
named as Zblçcz and Niemojewo, in the province of Kujawy, in the
following terms:

"Cmrad, cU<e of' Cuyavia. . .e grant the sare liberty which they possessed in
the tine of our father, dti<e L. (Leszek - KL)4D has C., but it should surely
be L.) to the vills of the 1-buse of St. Jckn of Sc1lacz and Nyerroyet, fran
all riits belcnging to us, naily: posz and podvorc and lawsuits
(iudiciis) and everything else, and e free then caipletely Lrlder ccnfirmaticn of our seal..
At the conclusion of the privilege, after the witnesslist, there is the following phrase:

" So that these things should gain the strength of fixity, we have fortified
then with the plaing of our seal. And so that these letters and this
written privilega ny be held true and certain, they have been witnessed by
Lord Gregory, dean of Poznal and Brother Villielsn of the ftiniriican Order who
have fixed their seals to this privilego which they have read (c.ii vera
privileqio viso sigilla ipsoruii jposuennt) ."
The context of the solicitation and grant of this
privilege may be established by reference to the Hospital's
practice, which will be more fully described in a later chapter,
of employing procurators and intermediaries in conducting the
business of their Poznarl and Zago houses. This surely also
provides the explanation of the involvement here of the dean of
Poznañ and the Dominican. The concern of the higher officials of
the Hospital's Bohemian-Moravian province to seek documentary
(70) (tndated) 1232 K[,j I 140 (fran a Poznal cmfirntion)
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confirmation of their concessions of franchise in the 1220s and
1230s has already been described. In the present case, as also
with Pomeranian documents to be considered later, the confirmation of a privilege of immunity also served as a documentary
record of an earlier unrecorded original benefaction.
When the two Kujawan donations were made is not
known, but the fact that a grant of 'immunity' had been made by
Conrad's father removes the original donations into the period of
rule of Leszek the White in Kujawy and Mazovia (1194-1227). A
further indication is given by the circumstances in which the
Order's possession of Niemojewo was challenged and adjudged by
Prince Kazimierz of Kujawy and Vczycza in 1250 to two Hospitaller
brothers against the claims of a Count Janusz. (71) Other instances
of legal action, where the Order was obliged to defend its
possession of testamentary bequests against the actions of heirs,
involved the estates of crusaders, and a similar origin for the
grant of Niemojewo in a crusading contract offers the most likely
explanation.
Selection of the likely date of transfer of the
property may be made from three possible periods of crusading
agitation: of these, the expedition of 1227-9 is probably too
late, while a donation in association with events of the Third
Crusade is more likely to have been recorded in a document,
since, as far as can be established all major original donations
(71) 10 I\ugjst 1250, (If' 11(1) p 43 Nb 56. The provenance of this
act in the Ftrica Req-u Polmie suqgests it was used as an early title by a
later ner of the property. It was prthly, as thut three-quarters of Kaziiiuierz's
extant cbcunts were, issued by the prince's chancery, according to 3. MitkowskiKancelaria Kazimierza Kmradicza ksiçcia kujawsko-Xçczyc3dequ.
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of this date were recorded in some way. This leaves the expeditions of 1217-19, which also provided the background to Seteh's
donation of Makowo in Silesia: the documentation of this property
also demonstrates some similarity to that of Niemojewo in that
the eventual title to the property was recorded in a judgement of
the prince's court.(72)
The unidentified "Zblcz" probably came from a
separate source, even if the context of its acquisition was
similar to that of NiemoJewo. (73) The site of Niernojewo was near
Chodecz (74) ; that the property existed within the orbit of the
Strzelno convent, and under its ecclesiastical direction is
evident from a Strzelno act from 1312 where "Otto commendator
Nemoiow" heads the witness_list (75) , and also from another
document of 1299, issued in the Prague house of the Hospital on
15 June 1299. (76) In this act the 'magnus preceptor' Henry of
Kindhirze records an agreement made by Brother Herrnann, "commendator de Nemoyovo", with the prepositus and convent of the house
of Strzelno on the payment of tithe from the possessions of the
'domus' of Niemojewo.
The additional interest of this act is that it
indicates clearly that the Order had not received the grant of
(72) See belcv, pp 244-5 for the original thiation in I<o,
thich derived frcn a crusader's finacial arraients. The case of the crusader
Dzierzko, identified by R. Grodecki fran his will, and other instances are
discussed in Korwin-Stosuld Poiski z Ziani Swiçt, 37ff.
(73) NbXecId, bc cit. Vnlecki places Soblacz in a separate
locality, in the Brzeá region: the identificaticn can be confirfred by reference
to a series of acts fran the 1 32Os. See Nbte 77
(74) lbith.
(75) 14 Nby 1312 (tY4 955), covering the sale of the thbey's mill
in Kwiecisze to Coint Michael the castellan of Kcriin. This act may be indicative of a recent sale of one of the Niercje house's local interests.
(76) 15 Juie 1299 DI'31 p 131 Nb 19.
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tithe-areas on their Kujawan properties. While in Wielkopoiska
and Silesia the Hospital had enjoyed the support and tolerance of
the local episcopate, the same indulgence was not offered by the
bishops of WZoc%awek. Their tithe-quarrel with the Hospitallers
of Cdarlsk-Pomerania was pursued by the Hospitallers over several
decades, and latterly with such ferocity that their behaviour
furnished the grounds for the legal action under which the Zagoth
house was forfeited.(77)

If the core of the Kujawan possessions were provided
by noblemen's bequests, some arrangement with the diocesan
authority would in any case have been necessary before the Order
could own church property, whether tithes or the patronage of
churches, and it is clear that the possibility of such co-operation can be excluded from a relatively early date. The act of 1299
specifically excludes the ownership by the Hospitallers of
tithe-rights in Niemojewo, their principal demesne property.
Elsewhere the ownership of such rights was an important component
in the dotation of the Order's houses. It would seem, therefore,
that the 'commander' encountered in 1312 did not preside over any
sort of conventual body, or anything that would normally be
understood as a regular religious house: moreover, this official
(77) Tymieniecki-Proces polsko-krzyza3d z lat 1320-1 (Pppendix),
142,
Nbte
5,
(cJoting (IF 239), gives the form of the nares of the t, prqertp
ies as Niiijci a-id "Szczeblaicz". Five separate instncticiis of the Ard'tishp
of Qiiezno and Bishop of Poznal as juckjes-delegate in the l-9Jit nu.nted at
Rare by the bishop of WlocXavek (Preuss. Lb. II (1) Nkjs. 287/327/330/346/473)
ccnfirm the icntificaticn of their siting. The Kujai properties there joined in
the aticn against the houses of Zagaé aid Libieszdw, all of tküth ..ere initially
adjucked to the bishop 'caisa rei servaic'. The judgas' instrtrtiai of 6 me
1324 (Preuss. Lb 11(1) 473) reveals difficulties in enforcing the transfer of the
Kujawa-, properties even Aien returned to Polish central. (See Nbte 80).
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was appointed at a time when the rank of 'commendator' also
covered the function previously encountered under the style of
'provisor': such appointments of commanders, made from 1290
onwards, were also influenced by the desire to provide rankconferring titles for members of a local hierarchy.
MaZecki's listing of several Mazovian properties
derives from a confusion with a hospital in Rypin unconnected
with the Order of St. John. (78) The Hospital's single Mazovian
property, Mnichowice, is first encountered at the point of its
alienation and sale to the cathedral church of Gniezno, recorded
in two documents, both from 1348, that of the commander of Poznari
being issued on January 15, and the confirmation of the Bohemian
Grand-Prior, Callus de Lernberch following on December 7.(79)The
prior's document is by far the more instructive on the previous
history of the property, recording that the transfer has been
made:
"(of) the hereditas or vill called F4iyctxMce, situated in the Ravensis
district of the land of frzovia, Aiich has belonged to us fran of old with
every ritit, lordship a-id liberty, with its fields aid na±ws and every use
that can be had there... and with the recogiiticn of the illustrious princes
Zieimiit aid Kazimierz sons of lord Troydsi, cbi<e of zovia, that this
property should be free and absolved fran their goverrint, authority and
lordship (ipsan hereditatan ab cnni eorun dicicne potestate ac thriinio
aitic!Jo fore liberan et absolutan) as providsd for in the iJ<es' cwi
letters."
Xedd, inc cit. aid 1'kjte 7 (citing an act of Floria,,
(78)
Bishop of Plock, 1325, in Kod. Izowiecki. p 46); the fouidaticii of the Rypin
hospital aid its cnership by the Ordsr of the Holy Ghost cai be readily seen in
a series of acts pthlished in C4<N, \bs. 18 (24/6/ 1323), 19 (1/8/1324),
23 (20/3/1326), 27 (24/6/1345) etc.
(79) KED 1264 & 1278. The latter act was issued in the Ordsr's
Silesian seat of Wielki Tyniec (That Zakrzewski, the editor of confuses
this house with the Malcpoiskai Benedictine abbey of a similar nate is perhaps
indicative of the general icjoraice of the history of the Hospital in Poland.)
The originals of both these acts have survived as titles in the possession of the
church of Cniezno. It is possible that no earlier docuintary record existed thai
the privilege given by the two naed zovian princes.
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Any earlier documentary record covering the property
was doubtless also transferred to the Gniezno church, the new
owners, but the 2 acts of 1348 are the earliest to have been
preserved. The language of the act of 1348 is striking, nonetheless, sugesting that Mnichowice, no less than the Kujawan
properties, might be regarded as a principal component in the
Hospital's estates, albeit one, through the absence of ecclesiastical property, not amenable to development as a religious house.
It is also clear from a comparison of the two acts
and from the difference in formulation covering the identical
transaction, that in the 14th century a standard conception of
franchise as a component of lordship prevailed. The Hospitallers,
holding even minor properties on such terms, could freely
alienate these rights to an appropriate purchaser - such as the
church of Gniezno was. For such a transaction the administrative
shorthand of the commander's act, far less explicit than that of
the Grand-Prior, was sufficient: this is also instructive.
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(8)

The Poznari House in the 14th century: Kociar

The Poznari hospital in the 14th century occupied an
anomalous position as the sole representative house of the Order
of St. John in the reconstituted Polish kingdom. While justice
and judgement against the Teutonic Knights could only be sought
at Avignon, the Order of St. John, which had made common cause
with them in order to pursue its long-standing quarrel with the
bishop of WXoc%awek was also justiciable in the royal court: only
a series of wars could dislodge the Teutonic Knights, but the
confiscation of the Hospital's Zagoth property finally required
nothing more than an administrative decision. (80) The house in
Poznari probably owed its survival in this period to its close
relationship with the Poznañ cathedral church: subsequently its
Bohemian provincial obedience was regarded as tolerable, in a way
that association with the 1-lospitallers of the Mark and the East
German Grand-Priorate would not have been.(81)
(80) K. Tymieniecki-Proces polsko-krzyzacki, 141ff. The series of
instri.etims issued by the papal juckes delegate (See above Nbte 77) also
establish the political character of the proceedirqs against the Order. Lbiesz,
Zageé and its dependencies, Zblz aid Niirjewa ware all, awarded to the bishcp
of WXocXawak, first as a preliminary rreasure pending the hearing, then, following
the ccntuiy of the I-bspitaflers, in judgarent. Conrad of Dorstat, who appeared
before the judges only once, described hinseif, possibly with deliberate maccuracy, as 'viceanrendathr' in LibieszOw. (This was not his title, nor was Libieszów,
as Tymieniecki suggests, the seat of the Order of St. J±ri in Poland.) Given
difficulties in effecting the transfer in Kujawy, it is likely that a judcprent
of the royal court follcd the prcriowcerents of the arcttishop and bishcp.
Hcver, in effect the matter was settled by force: Li.bieszá# always riined
beyond the reach of Polish pcer, but the ft)spitallers' estates in Kujawy ware
lost to the Order at the ckchy 's recapture fran the Teutonic Kniçftits. The house
in Zago5 was prcbably lost first. Sare information on the ultimate fate of the
Zacjric5 possessions is provided by Szczeniak-The Kniits of St. Lk*n in Poland,
pp 23-4 Nbte 18, according to which the prcperties ware in the hands of the king
and the Krakc5w cathedral chapter in the middle of the fifteenth century. These
proceedings ware of a kind to leave the Poznad house uiaffected, which was
(81) See below, 297ff, 324ff
dcthtless also intended.
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The continuing closeness of the Hospital's association with the Poznar church, where it had perpetual enjoyment of a
prebend, is shown by a series of arrangements adjusting the
ownership of tithe. In 1309 the Hospital received the vill of
Popowo, which adjoined their Sedlcze estate, in exchange for
their own vill of Szymanowo. Under this exchange the former owner
of Popowa, the archdeacon of Poznari, was to receive a fixed share
of its tithe, while the Hospital was to receive the remainder in
respect of its standing as overlord.(82)
The settlement of a dispute with another Poznail
cathedral prebendary, the archdeacon of PZock, is recorded in two
acts from 1338. (83) A further act of June 30 1338, issued by
Bishop John of Poznari, allowed the Hospital to acquire the
bishop's tithe on two of its properties: "Brseze" (Brzezie),
which it had owned from the time of the original endowment and
Sedlcze, which, since its grant by Przemys%aw II and location
under German law, had been one of the Order's principal Wielkopolskan estates. (84)
(82) "Nbriine vera decine in villa Pqovo archidiaccno Poznanieri
debite. .non aiplius repetetur c.iaii ferto argenti usualis de nso qxlibet;
cetera vera cirnia ad rostran [hruii spectuit, qecinqe in ipsa ratione thninii.
potuerint obvenire." (uidated) 1309, KL)IIp 929. This division between the tithe of
the overlord ad that of the bishop aid chter was usual: the carplicatim in
the Hospital's situation was entitlrent in sure cases to tithe in the tc
categjries. In kL the reading of "dlcze" (Jedlec) is surely a misreading for
Sedlcze, (Siedlec). (CC 4834, repeats this error).
(83) 14 February 1338, KI)lp 1176 and 31 N 4ey 1338, KLMp 1182. A
property was cbtained by the Order in Maniewo in 1360.
(84) "Decimae. .ad rostran episcopal.eii rrensan. .in Brseze et in
Sedilcze, cun adiacencia dicta Cborsiro..(et)..Prisodliki." 30 Jine 1338, KIY4
1184. The exchaige rrore cbviously favours the Hospital, in allcing the bishcp 'S
riçtts th tithe on its principal chresne property to be irrprcpriated in addition
to the riits the Order already owied there. This arrariTent represents a rare
breach in the principle of rintaining a separation between the two categeries of
tithe interests in the Order's possession.
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Not only because the Poznari hospital was originally a
princely foundation, it was vulnerable to rearrangements of its
property-holding to suit the ruler's needs. This has already been
seen in the case of the exchange made with Przemys%aw under which
the Order lost its church in Rogo±no. S. Karwowski first made
available the record of the later, important exchange carried out
with King Kazimierz in 1360, under which the Hospital surrendered
two of their demesne properties, Brzezie and Siedlec (Sedlcze).(85)
This exchange was made in spite of' the fact that the transactions
of 1309 and 1338, and a further exchange from 1335, (whose
details also are only to be found in Karwowski's account)(86)
were clearly designed to promote consolidation of precisely these
interests. A number of properties were granted German law under a
privilege of King Wladyslaw JagielXo, which, in combination with
the information already considered, helps to reveal the final
shape of the Order's demesne holding.(87)

The activities of the commanders and conventual
brothers of the Poznarl house, as well as those of their superiors,
(85) The exchange is recorcd in a privilege, iiith escqed
irclusiui in VTh, aid is cscribed by KarMSki, p 13, as 'a privilege foind in
the altar of the diirch in Poznal' in the following ternE: "In 1360 King Kaziinierz
gave the brothers, in exchange for Brzezie, Siedlec and half of Pcçx.&, the royal
vills of Viiewo (see btes 83 aid 84), Radzim aid Brzeziny in perpetuity, as
well as the parish church in Radziin, where they were to present a brother fran
their ccrivent."
(86) Kar,ski, op cit. p 12, fran the sate source, ". .they also
aquired in '1335 Kanclerzewek and Raigocino ai the lake of Wielki (Velike, above)
fran Stefai of GOrka in exchange for Jçdrzeje (Andreovo, near Poznal), fran
iiich, however, the caniider and ccnvent reserved their tithe."
(87) 1 Ny 1394, KL)4 1943. This privilege ccntains a grant of
carplete imn.nity for the properties of Rabowice, Krzesiny, Pogorzelicze (again),
Wierzchjcin.
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the Bohemian priors are revealed in a number of 14th-century
acts. On occasion the bishop of Poznari negotiated directly with
the Bohemian Grand-Prior, as an agreement of 1362 published at
the Order's chapter held in the Silesian house of Reichenbach
(Dzierzoniáw) demonstrates. (88) On another occasion, in 1348, the
conventual brothers of the Poznari house attended the chapter in
Wielki Tyniec, seemingly en masse.

89) The commanders of Poznari

appear to have proceeded scrupulously in conducting business with
regard both to their superiors in Prague, and to their congregation
of conventual brothers in Poznari. It was important for both sets
of interests to be stressed. There was no contact with the East
German Grand-Priorate or cooperation with the exceptionally
bellicose and anti-Polish Hospitallers of the house in Czaplinek
/ Tempelburg after that was once more included within the Polish
kingdom.
The Hospital's final acquisition was of the parish
church in the town of Kociari and at least one dependent estate,
which the Order had the right to locate under German law. This
much can be derived from the single existing document of the
period which concerns the Kocian church - the privilege of
location of the estate, Wydzischevo under German law in 1356.(90)
The creation of this new house in Kocian can perhaps
be seen as a mark of recovered confidence, showing that the funds
and revenues of the Order, perhaps including some of the

(88) "in Reicherbach. . .capitulo nostro generali ibid celebrato"
16 Fy 1362 KD(4 1475.
(89) 7 Decther 1348, KEMp 1278. Sulislaus, the 'plebans' in
Poznari and 6 ccnventual brothers attencd this gathering in Wielki Tyniec, See
Nbte 79 ove.
(90) 17 Jaruary 1356, KL)p 1335
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proceeds of recent sales of Polish property, could be applied for
the purposes of the Poznari house. Such a project also indicates
the presence of a sponsor. In the preceding period, in Silesia
and in Pomerania, a new set of sponsors had evidently been
attracted by the possibility of attaching the Order's properties
and revenues to make foundations which they could control. This
was most likely also true for Kocian, and the Hospitaller Martin
who witnesses the act of 1356 as commander of Kocian may be
tentatively identified as a member of just such a sponsoring
family.
This at least seems the most apropriate explanation
of the appearance in the act of 1356 of two commanders: the
issuer of the act was "frater lohannes commendator Domus et
rector ecciesie Costanensis Ordinis sancti lohannis una cum
fratre conventuali Adam...", while among the witnesses "fratre
Martino commendatore Costanensi" appears. This juxtaposition has
been described by Karwowski and Czerwirski as a riddle.(91)
It seems quite clear, nonetheless, that although the
first of these styles is awkward, it was intended to refer to the
commander of Poznari. The title of 'rector' has some history of
use to indicate the authority of a superior rather than a
resident official. In the case of the attending conventual
brother, the lack of specification surely implies that only the

(91) K[)D 1335. Karwski cp cit. p 5 and 18ff, and Czerwir2iskiZakm F1taSski, p 76, both take 'fratre Petro Poznaniensi' who heads the witnesslist to have been the ccnn]der of Poznal at this date, rather than Jctr, who
describes hinself as a(n uispecified) camaider and issues the act. The juior
positim of the ccnrrnder frrtin, witnessir after Peter, xild suit the explanatim of his recent entry to the Order. The attarpts of both works to list 'carnr,ders'
of the Pozni house assure an ackninistrative and hierarchic fixity which is at
ockis with available infourticn.
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Poznarl congregation could have been intended. Additionally, the
information available on the holders of the office of commander
of Poznarl supports this identification. Between Nicholas Ursus in
1348 and Nicholas Poppo in 1366 there is no intervening reference
to exclude the brother, John, who issued the act of 1356 from
holding this office. Indeed the list of conventual brothers from
1348 is headed by one "Johannes", who clearly enjoyed seniority
and so may have succeeded Nicholas Ursus in the office. (92)

The location of the estate of Wydzischevo belonging
to the church in Kociar1 may be seen as part of the process of
endowment of the house there. The 'sculteti' of other vills who
witness the act were more probably vassals of the sponsoring
family, rather than representatives of other Hospital properties.
KociarS remained a separate filiate house, and the
title of commander there a dependent dignity, of the Poznarl
hospital. The church was the core of the property and can best be
regarded as having the status which can also be attributed to the
Silesian town parishes in the Hospital's possession in the
fourteenth century; these supported a commander or a priest, and
sometimes both, but still a number of conventual brothers, if
any, so small as to be barely reckoned a congregation(93)
(92) 15 Jaruary 1348 (K1Y 1264) contains the last rrntion of
Nicholas Ursus as caiinarder, Aen he received the paynt for frhichciice. In the
sate year, 7 [crber 1348 (KC*' 1278) six conventual brothers fran Poa1
attended the chter in Wielki Tyniec; lYi 1558 (1366). The size of the conventual body in Poznai thus pears to be equivalent to those encouitered in the
larger Silesiai arid Pcnieraiian houses in the sate period.
(93) Czerwiiisid-Zakon rraltaSski jp 77-96 provides a c.iaitity of
infoiiiticri on the sthsequent holders of the office of cczruErlder in PoznaS arid
KodciaI, iich lies outside the period of the present study.
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CHAPTER 3

THE HOSPITAL IN SILESIA

(1)

Piast Silesia

Following its conquest by BolesXaw the Brave (Chrobry)
in the early 11th century, Silesia was integrated into the
political system of the Piast kingdom: the conscious effort in
the deployment of office and patronage necessary to achieve this
gave the province a disproportionate influence in the internal
politics of the kingdom. The castellan Sieciech intimidated
WXadysXaw Herman from his power-base in Silesia: Zbigniew and
Boleslaw the Sneerer fought out the succession there: BolesXaw's
eldest son, the senior prince WXadyslaw, was established in a
Silesian power-base with the intention that he should dominate
his brothers; the most powerful of subjects in the period of
divided rule, Peter WZast also derived most of his power from a
Silesian base.

WZadysXaw the Exile's failure as senior prince
brought about, in due course, the invasion of the Emperor,
Frederick Barbarossa in 1157. The quarrel was strictly one
affecting Frederick's predecessor, Conrad, since Wladyslaw was
his brother-in-law, but Barbarossa was happy to inherit it and to
pursue it in alliance with the Czech ruler.
The terms of settlement following their invasion,
apart from the act of imperial homage required of the junior
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princes, provided that not Wladyslaw, but his Sons should return
and inherit Silesia as their share. These terms ensured that,
after the seniorate of Boleslaw the Curly, no senior or aspiring
senior from outside the province could use Silesia in support of
his claim to primacy. It did not, however, exclude the possibility
that some powerful descendant of WladysZaw!s might make his
presence felt in Poland as a whole - and three of his descendants
did precisely this.
The ploy of the Czechs and Germans, if it may be so
termed, was perhaps only partly aimed at punishing usurpation,
and was intended rather to deny the usurpers, or any one among
them, full enjoyment of the Piast patrimony: a further aim,
desirable for the Czech rulers, possibly also for the Emperor,
was to weaken the political bond between Silesia and the older
lands of the Polish crown, which, as already suggested, was the
stronger for being new.
Historical and political analysis must involve the
setting of events against an appropriate timescale, and so the
utmost caution should be exercised against misapplying the
fore-knowledge that ultimately Silesia was to revert to its
former ownership, or that it would, later still, become a German
province. Any intention of the invaders to make of Silesia a
satellite which a strong Czech monarchy might drag into its
orbit, was within the time-scale appropriate to this work
disappointed. Piast rule was conserved within the two branches of
WXadyslaw's family, the senior branch of which produced a
succession of dominating figures, who, for a hundred and fifty
years, the Czech rulers were unable to influence or control.
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There is, therefore, a particular period in Silesian
history, when Piast princes ruled as Polish rulers and Silesian
society was as involved as it ever had been in internal Polish
politics: this involvement is so repeatedly made explicit in
contemporary sources as to be barely open to question.

In the period under discussion, the Silesian province
remained under the control of the same two branches of the Piast
family: the senior share passed to the descendants of WZadyslawts
older son, BolesXaw the Tall, while the three principalities of
Upper Silesia, of which the Opole principality was the senior,
remained under the junior branch descended from the younger son,
Mieszko the Flatfooted (Pltonogi). The boundary of the first
division of the province as a whole, and the early subdivision of
the lesser share between three new branches became permanent
early on: however, subsequent subdivision in the Lower Silesian
share was resisted by senior inheritors, or at least the more
successful among them could insist on a position of eminence.
Once the influence of the last senior, Henry IV, was
removed, the minor principalities in Upper and Lower Silesia,
and, indeed, across the Moravian border, all bore a similar
character: WrocXaw the capital, previously the seat of the
senior, became the administrative centre of the new royal
authority, while its bishop and commune developed their own
autonomous secular authority.
Three dominant Silesian princes played a role of
importance in the internal politics of the Polish kingdom: Henry
the Bearded, (Brodaty, d. 1238) contested the guardianship of the
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infant Boleslaw the Chaste of Malopolska against Conrad of
Mazovia: he was sufficiently successful to add the title of
KrakOw to his own, although both he and Conrad had to contend
with internal Cracovian resistance in their attempts to convert
control of the Malopolskan principality into something more
permanent. Henry the Bearded's son, Henry the Pious also used the
KrakOw title during his three-year reign. Henry IV Probus, who,
having secured control within Silesia, added the title and claim
to KrakOw after the death of Leszek the Black, was briefly senior
prince of Poland, and is supposed to have considered seeking
coronation.

Before the episode of Piast Silesia was closed, the
province's principalities constituted an integral part of
Poland's polity, whose study is entirely justifiable in a Polish
context, indeed it is essential if the life of' the whole country
is to be understood. In this respect, the detailed examinations
of conditions in Piast Silesia in Benedykyt Zientara's work "Henryk Brodaty i Jego Czasy", which analyses the political
system of the two dominant Silesian princes of the earlier part
of the 13th century, - Henry the Bearded and his son and successor
Henry the Pious, - helps to provide essential perspectives. Not
least of the value of this and other recent works is the provision of a corrective to earlier versions of Silesian history. In
the absence of' any recognition of the entity of Piast Silesia all
that could be offered was a generalised and inaccurate overview
supported for the most part by lessons read on single selected
incidents.
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Many instances of misrepresentation in what would
have to be considered standard accounts could be cited: the
exaggeration of the destructive consequences of the Mongol
invasion of 1241 is a case in point, where the putative destruction
of 'Slav' Silesia provides a 'tabula rasa' for the description of
Silesia's German FrUhzeit. This complements a further instance of
received wisdom, which states that the grant of 'liberties' or
'immunities', and specifically of charters of 'German law' before
and after 1241 (unsurprisingly, they occur in greater numbers
after 1241), was allied to, and so is an indicator of, the
process of replacement of Slav inhabitants with Germans: and that
such privileges were issued for the benefit of autonomous German
peasant communities. Although these views are not capable of
being sustained in a comprehensive, or indeed in a consistent
argument, some writers have gone so far as to write the history
of 'German' Silesia on such a theoretical basis, admitting a
region to consideration only after the grant of an appropriate
charter has bestowed on it the necessary racial certificate.
On such insecure premises particular

'racial'

policies have been attributed to the Silesian and Pomeranian
princes; they are held to have particularly favoured the 'Germanisation' of their principalities, a judgement which ignores the
fact that the processes involved were common to all eastern
regions. It is hoped that the particular description of one
section of Silesian society in the following pages will provide a
background against which the 'racial' components which have been
so grievously misrepresented can appear in something approaching
natural relief.
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(2)

The Tithe Endowment of the First Silesian Houses.

The first task in reconstructing the Hospital's
Silesian possessions is one of investigation of the circumstances of donation of impropriated tithe to the planned houses of
the Order in Wielki Tyniec (Gross-Tinz) and Vosiów (Lössen) in
the Brzeg (Brieg) region: and Strzegom (Striegau) in the Swdnica
(Schweidnitz) region. This is necessary because there is no
contemporary documentary record of donations of secular property
at the time of the Order's initial endowment.

The first record of tithe donations occurs in two
acts of Bishop Zyros%aw of WrocXaw: the second act is dated 1189,
while the first, which is undated, is usually published with a
lower limit of the start of the bishop's rule, its upper limit
being provided by the year of the second act. (1) These two
documents record three separate grants of tithe-rights in a
number of named regions. From later information it is clear that
the secular or lord's demesne properties in these tithe-areas
were in various ownership: the acts themselves contain no
description of individual properties, nor is the Order's ownership of demesne property within these regions referred to.
The purpose of the second act is to record a new
donation, that of the church and parish of Bardo: but, since it
also recalls the previous donations, it may be treated as a

(1) 1170-89?, SW I 56, Repertorjun pp 116-8 Nb 120 (CC II p 26
Note 1); (udated) 1189 SW I 57, Fepertorjuri pp 118-9 Nb 121.
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summary and update, giving the situation reached in 1189:

I have given the church in Barchi to the brothers of the Hospital to
possess in perpetuity.. .not forgetting. . . the naies of the vills whose tithe
belmgs to this church, which we (sic) also grant. The first of these is
Berckv itself, the seccnd Prilarc, the third Cebamv, the fourth Sluscov
.and the tithes which we previously caifirned and piaed uider anathema
at the caisecraticn of the church in Tirchia, naiiely those of Tindiia
itself, of Piiauia aid Qjstiziauia, and those of anther viii Mlocksscuiz
and of arKJther viii Gliniz. ."
That two separate earlier donations were involved is
made clear by the wording of the earlier, undated document:
I have given the Jenjsaleii Hospital the tithe of the vill called Miodosscuici

ai the Nizsa to possess in perpetuity: also the tithe of the viii called

ClLiniz, which I have ccmiuted with Jthi the sai of Bemicus, to whose
prdend it belcnged. We also granted the tithes of the vills of Tincia,
Gostizlauia aid Pilauia, with the cciisent of the Wroclaw chter, at the
caisecration of the church in Tincia. . .
Thus, the first donation, unrecorded at the time, but
confirmed in the first two documents and in subsequent acts as
well as in a papal confirmation of 1203, was made at the consecration of the church in Wielki Tyniec. In that first act of
benefaction tithe-rights were assigned in three distinct areas:
Wielki Tyniec, Pilawa and "Gostizlauia".
These places constituted three distinct parishes.
When the church in "Costizlauia" was completed in 1203, Bishop
Cyprian of Wroclaw again confirmed all the earlier donations and
added the tithe of a further viii, Psar, presumably for the
benefit of the new church. In this later act of Bishop Cyprian,
the listing of the tithe-areas originally donated is slightly
more extensive and requires additional comment:
(2) SW I 57
(3) SW I 56
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"The donations are these.... the churdi in Bardo with all its riqits aid
the tithe of these vills: first Barck itself, seccnd Prilaic, third
Cebaicu, fourth Slusew. Besides these, at the consecratim of the church
in Tinchia, he (i.e. ZyrosXaw) granted the tithes of these vills t.nder
amthes, of Tirchia itself aid of the sare prcperty on the other side of
the river which is called Tinchia Michaelis, of Pilauia aid "carerariorun"
(i.e. Kmerercbrf), Goscizlau, Mlocbseu.iz, and Cliniz whose tithe used to
belcrig to the prebend of the carui 1*iames, but he has been given aiother
plae, called Vilcov."(4)
What emerges from a comparison of the confirmation of
1203 with the two earlier acts is that in the case of Bardo a
complete listing of properties in the tithe-area was given on
both occasions that it was mentioned, while in the remaining
cases a notional method which had been employed in the two
earlier acts was reproduced, one which named only the principal
vill in order to designate the tithe-area. Bishop Cyprian in 1203
saw fit to make additional specifications: in the case of Wielki
Tyniec, he included the adjacent property of Tinchia Michaelis,
and, in the case of Pilawa, that of the chamberlain's vill, Kemmererdorf, as it later appears, - which bordered on Piiawa.
The repetition of these additions helps make clear
that it was Bishop Cyprian's act of '1203 which formed the basis
for Innocent III's confirmation of December 15 in the same
Year. ()

This series of' acts, although they were later capable
of employment as titles for the whole of the Hospitallers' core
endowment in Silesia, at the time of their issue dealt only with
the provision for the impropriation of tithe made by the bishop
and chapter of Wroclaw on the Order's behalf.
(4) (uxtted) 1203, 5113 I 89
(5) 15 Decarber 1203, 5113 I 90 (CC 1180)
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It has been shown that bishop Zyroslaw was less
elaborate in identifying the properties covered by the first
tithe assignment than he might have been. It is noticeable, too,
that the donation of the church itself is specified for Bardo,
but not for Wielki Tyniec itself or for PiXawa, Clinice, "Miodossouica" or "Gostizlauia", although the 1203 act and subsequent
references establish the Order as owners of the patronage of
these churches and of the property of the Parishes.(6)
It might be argued that no mention was was made of
the transfer of secular property because none was made at the
time of endowment, and the tithe interest was the sole subject of
early donations: this would mean that the bishop and chapter were
the only donors at the time of introduction of the Order. This
matter, and the reasons for the rejection of such a view will be
examined later.
For the moment, a matter still claiming attention is
that of the time-scale of Bishop Zyroslaw's three acts on behalf
of the Hospital, of which only the third can be definitely dated
to 1189. Before this there occurred the addition of the titheareas of Mlodossouica and Glinice, and before these (and undocumented at the time), the transfer of the three tithe-areas in Tyniec
itself, in PiXawa and in "Gostizlauia". Apart from the limits set
by the bishop's dates, which gives an earliest possible dating
for the first, unrecorded act of 1170, further clues to a

(6) See H. Nuling-Schlesiens Kirthorte, for Glinicia (Clirdce /
Gleinitz) p 71. 'Vilcov'/ Wilscov (Wilkai) which the Order exchaid had a parish
ct-urth in 1335, cp cit. p 343. Pccordinq to K. Eistert-Die mittlelaterliche
I-kjjitaler der Stadt Brieg (Quoted in frhrschall-Patrozinien, p 16), 'Gostizlauia'
is Gross-t'txbrf, near Brzeq.
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possible dating of the undated document, and consequently
towards an upper time-limit for the first donation made at the
consecration of the church in Tyniec, may be sought in two
quarters - firstly in the palaeographic indications to be
gathered from the two existing documents, and secondly from the
pattern of donations to the Order in neighbouring Moravia.

The earlier of the two acts demonstrates similarities both to the act of Kazimierz the Just for Zagoth and to a
Hospitaller charter issued by Bishop Henry of Prague in c.1186.
Appelt further cites stylistic resonances in the act of Imbram
(Hemeramm) from 1201-3, which was certainly of Hospitaller
authorship, as confirming the impression that the earlier act of
Bishop ZyrosXaw was also drawn up by an official of the Order.(7)
The case is clearer for the second document from 1189, for which
Koz%owska-Budkowa has noted very great similarities to a charter
of Otto of Bohemia for the HosPitallers.(8)

The original association of all Hospitaller property
in the Czech lands with four religious houses, eminently with
the Prague convent, has already been described. The organisation
of certain of the Order's properties into independent units and
particularly the creation of Moravian houses with a parish at
their core and the appointment of a Moravian prior should be
placed in the liBOs rather than the 1170s. (9) Since it is
probable that familial contacts between Silesian and Moravian

(7) S.B I 56, Repertorjun 120 (8) 51.8 1 57, Repertorjun 121
(9) See thve pp 39, r'btes 20-1.
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nobles were the source of plans to create similar houses in
Silesia;

it is unlikely that the formal institution

of the first ilesian house in Wielki Tyniec by the consecration
of the church there occurred at an earlier date than 1183.
The particular history of one of the Moravian
parishes, KXodzko Kladzko, Glatz) should also be recalled. The
initial donation of one of the churches in this town was extended
by Bishop Henry's confirmation of both churches in the town in
1194. It was suggested previously that this expansion of property
occurred under the influence of the crusading appeal associated
with the preaching of the Third Crusade; and that an originally
more limited intention for the endowment of a house in K%odzko
was revealed in the act of 1183.(1O)
There is a comparable instance in the Silesian record
of benefaction to the Hospital. It will shortly be demonstrated
that the Pogarel family were the actual donors of the church in
Bardo and also the principal sponsors of the Order in Mlodossovica / Vosiów. On the analogy of the Klodzko donation it seems
appropriate to place their earlier donations before the crusading
appeal of 1187. This provides a dating for the earlier of Bishop
Zyroslaw's two acts assigning tithes (which was not recorded in
any document and was made at the consecration of the church in
Wielki Tyniec) of 1183-7; while the second such act, the subject
of the first document may be placed in 1183-9.
It has been sufficiently demonstrated that the
existing document recording the act of 1189 was issued between

(10) See thve, p 40 Nbte 22
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1200 and 1206. (11) This need not be interpreted as complicating
the process of transfer or suggesting a later date for actual
possession of the church in Wielki Tyniec or the remaining
properties. It does, however, have one additional implication of
interest which deserves to be considered.
This has bearing on an aspect of the bishop's
involvement which remains to be discussed. The assignment of
tithe to a religious order, although a practice observable
elsewhere for the benefit of both lay and secular proprietors
where church-building and the extension of the parish network was
involved, was, nonetheless, a signal mark of favour and tolerance
where a new religious order was concerned. The particular
generosity of the bishop and chapter of Poznai in donating a
prebend in the cathedral to the Order has already been discussed:
that donation may have been the consequence of a similar arrangement of confraternity to that described in the second of Bishop
Zyroslaw's documents:
"... for fraternity beten us has been ordained in this way, that, hen
any of wr canors dies, his thseq.ies shall be cbserved by then as for any
other brother, and they shall send a written record of his death to
Jerusaleil.
(12)

(11) Repertorjun pp 118-119 NO. 120, cf SIB I 57, (H. Appelt's
camntary), and Silnicki-Dzieje i Ustrój kociola na Slsku, 110ff. "Both its
editors, and W. Kçtrzyski, have recoçyiised the indoibted authenticity of this
cbcuient; against this, according to A. Lerche (Die territoriale Entwickliriq der
schlesischen Jdiniter-4<cxtrnden, Gross-Tinz, etc. Diss. Breslau 1912, p14),
"the internal form of the dacuiEnt is basically false." The author offers no
proof of this beyond the say-so of L. Schilte." Repertorjuri, icc. cit.
(12) SIB I 57, Silnicki, bc. cit. notes the similarity.
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If the dating of 1200-6 for the actual production of
Bishop Zyroslaw's second document (dated 1189) is correct, then
it cannot be stated with certainty which of the two arrangements
of confraternity with the Polish chapters of Poznari and WrocZaw
was made first. In both cases, however, the particular support
and tolerance of the episcopate should be noted. The tithe
assignations made under these two agreements were an essential
component in the eventual construction of the Order's property
interests, helping to ensure that collations of secular estates,
as well as the houses and churches which they supported, would be
treated as church property. Nonetheless, as shall be seen, the
bishops in both dioceses invariably insisted that their episcopal
rights should be respected. It would be incorrect, as has too
frequently been the case, to speak of a far-reaching 'exemption'
from the bishop's authority.
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3)

The Donations of Bardo and 1/osiciw

In 1189 Bishop Zyrosjaw's document recorded the
donation to the Hospital of the church in Bardo, a town which was
later the object of pilgrimage by virtue of its possession of a
miraculous image of the Blessed Virgin. It is not possible to
trace the town's history as a pilgrim destination back to the
brief period of the Hospital's ownership: however, the Order's
own churches in Bohemia were approved pilgrim destinations, as a
privilege of Bishop Paul of Krakäw from 1291 indicates.(13)
The purpose of the act of 1189 was also to provide
for the transfer - with a detailed decription - of the tithe of
the parish of Bardo. In spite of the bishop's identification of
himself as the donor of the church, which the donation or
transfer of tithe (which only he could effect) offered an
opportunity for him to assert, his status in the donation of the
church itself might more appropriately be characterised as that
of one granting permission for the transfer of ownership, since
the donor, in the sense of the previous owner and the intending
benefactor of the Hospital, was Count Vincent of Pogarel.
This is made clear in the document of Bishop
Laurence from 1210 recording the redonation of the property in
Bardo to the canons of Kamieniec:

(13) The later history is given in Sthter's Warthe; Bishcp
Paul's privilege was given in Prague on 24 Aug.ist 1291 (CC 4169). The Ftspitaller
durdies in the Silesian provirce re also the destination of this kind of
pilgrimage. Bishop Paul gave a similar privilege to the church in Zittau in 1289,
accordinj to Wienand-Der Lthamiter-Orden p 425; Bishcp Przeclaw of Wroclaw gave
an indilgence privilege to the church in LwOek in 1342, Nailing. op cit p 175
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"[, Laurence, bisà of Wroclaw hereby aiiowce that, ulck?r my cannissim
fran the Fbly See to determine the status of Lord Vircent [note in (DS X
açplies .. de Poqarell (Pogrell) 1, o, - althouji he was not led astray
fran the Order of Arrovaise, as the ccnlTassion stated, since he had rrade no
firm v to than - in consequence of the order it contains, I have provided
for him to nake his profession elsewhere and have considered Kaienech
suiteble for this purpose, since a ccngregaticn of the sare cbservance is
being fonred there with God's help, and Lord Vincent is helping in the
task.. (14)
The events behind this preamble can be readily
understood if it is read in conjunction with an earlier papal
letter, addressed in 1199 to the bishop of Lubusz: the position
of the bishopric at this time has not been completely clarified,
but it is probably still to be regarded at that date as a
suffragan see of Wroclaw. Laurence, who succeeded Cyprian as
bishop of Wroclaw, may have inherited authority in the affair
after his translation. In any case, it was by no means unusual
for a papal commission to be sent to a neighbouring diocese.(15)
The subject of the papal commission was the behaviour
of a young man, who had taken vows in the Order of Arrovaise, but
had been sufficiently excited by events in the East to go to the
Holy Land and enter the service of the Hospital. This provoked a
complaint from the congregation of Arrovaise, who demanded that
he should be compelled to revert to his former obedience.(,6)
The circumstances of the two documents, the preamble
to the bishop's redonation, referring to the earlier commission,
and the text of the papal letter conferring the commission match
(14) 1 Nbvrber 1210 (Llxch d.Kl. Karenz p 1, Nb.1)
(15) Reperthrjun, p 136-7, Nb 147. KozXvska-BucI<ca 's cainent
that the letter of 1199 is the first rrentiai of the presence of I-bspitallers in
the Lt.busz diocese is tiifortuiate, althoucj correct in the limited sense that
there is no evidence at any ti.ire before the sqpressim of the Trple of property
there in Maspitaller oiiership.
(16) 8 May 1199, SIB I 67 (CC 1082).
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exactly. It can be instantly seen that much of the commentary
which they have attracted separately is otiose. For example,
Schweter explains the redonation of Bardo to Kamieniec with the
comment that the Military Orders frequently lost properties
through the legal action of heirs. This is not true generally,
nor does this provide such an instance. (17) At the same time, the
redonation of Bardo in 1210 makes clear the substance of the
grievance of the Order of Arrovaise in 1199, and helps to explain
the vigour with which their complaint was pursued, since it
indicates the material loss which the young man's defection had
brought with it: here, beyond doubt, is the context of the
donation of Bardo to the Hospital in 1189, and here too the
explanation for the Order's short term of possession.
Juxtaposition of the two problematic acts provides
the sequence of events; the young canon who went to the East
(although in 1210 there was reference to his declaration that he
had made no solemn vows), was the subject of the letter of 1199,
and was the ultimate donor of the church in Bardo in 1210 was
Count Vincent of Pogarel. Bishop Laurence, while accepting the
contention that Vincent had not made a formal profession,
nonetheless implemented his papal commission to the extent of
assigning the property of Bardo, the root cause of the grievance
and the complaint, to the new Arrovaise foundation in Kamieniec.
In the abbey's possession, the scale of the Bardo donation, its
tithe-area and dependent properties is revealed as large: as was
the case with the Tyniec grouping, the properties within the

(17) Schweter-Warthe pp 4-6.
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tithe-area became the subject of settlement activity (revealed by
name changes) and supported subsidiary parishes. Prilanc, renamed
Frankenberg was the site of a church in 1230.(18)

The Pogarel family maintained an association over
several generations with the Hospital's house in Vosic5w (Lössen).
Vosiáw has been identified as the locality referred to in the

original tithe-grants as Mlodossouica. (19) To the support for this
identification which Koz%owska-Budkowa has described as insufficient (2Q) the history of the Bardo donation may be added as
evidence with a strong circumstantial value. It might further be
observed that the name of Mlodossouica, although it appears at
the head of a tithe-area does not recur in any later act, which
is itself indicative of a name change. The Pogarel family had
interests in the Brzeg district, quite apart from their donations
to the Vosic5w house. Some of these were later used for the
benefit of the relatively remote foundation in Kamieniec with
which they continued to be asociated.(21)

(18) W d.K1. Kainz b. 5 describes the durdii in Fral<erberg
(Prilarc) as being in the cnership of the abbey of Kariieniec at this date.
(19) H. Richter-Kctrnnde Lössen, p 3, citing the researches of K.
Eistert (Beitrage zur genealogie des Breslauer Bischofs Preczlaus von Pogarell)
into the gerealogy of the Pogarel fanily (vich evidently had a Silesian-Wraviai
backgroind in the larger Miadatha fariily groip, Eio there also associated with the
Hospital in Horavia). Additional ccmrents (Richter, bc cit.) on the s.pposed
Viking ancestry of the Pogarels, (p 13, after H. Ai.bin), and the section on
'cobonisation' begiming "Die Polen waren arm uid fail. ." (p 10) are dispensable,
th say the least.
(20) Repertorjun Nb. 120, p 117 Nbte 2.
(21) An act of 1276 (Lbuch d.Kl. Karnz Nb 32) indicates that the
Pogarel fanily 'S interests in the Brzeg regicri tre also rpboyed in the cbtation
of the abbey in Kanieniec.
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To identify the Pogarel family as the donors of the
property interests in Miodossovica / Vosiów which complemented
the bishop's tithe-grant of 1183-7 as well as of the parish in
Bardo in 1189 is helpful in one further respect: the development
of the property of the Vosiáw house after 1210 (22) rnay be seen as
originating in the family's desire to compensate for the loss of
their previous additional donation in Bardo.

The second donation in Bardo also prompts a question:
why, if the Pogarels were the original donors of property in
Vosiáw, and later aided the development of the property there,
was their additional benefaction of 1189 made in Bardo? It seems
appropriate to infer that their original donations in Miodossouica / Vosiów (related to the tithe provision confirmed at the
consecration of the church in Wielki Tyniec) were not intended to
support a separate house. Circumstantial indications may be
called in support of such a view. The geographical proximity of
Vosiáw to Wielki Tyniec in itself suggests that the original gift
there was made in support of the project to endow a house in
Wielki Tyniec. One may conclude that the donation in Bardo
(particularly the transfer of the church) reveals an ambition,
which was ultimately frustrated, to found a separate house there;
this project was finally accomplished through a new arrangement
of the holding in VosiOw.

(22) See belci, Section 6
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In addition, the treatment of the several original
tithe-areas made over by Bishop Zyroslaw as a single group for
the purposes of record, notwithstanding their geographically
disparate situation reinforces the view that, originally, the
foundation of only one Silesian house, that in Wielki Tyniec, was
intended. The Order's earliest administrative provision also
bears this out.(23)
In conclusion, it would appear that the additional
support for the Hospital generated by the crusading appeal which
was made from 1187, perhaps too the requirements of financing
individual pilgrimages, brought the Order an accession of
donations, which allowed them to contemplate the creation of two
new houses in addition to the one already established in Wielki
Tyni.ec. The core of the new houses was to be provided by the
acquisition of two town parishes. One of these was Bardo: the
other, where the transfer proceeded satisfactorily, was Strzegom.

(23) See beli, p 309 r'bte 11 and 316-7. Silnicki bc cit mistakenly
regards Strzegn as tIe senior Silesian Ixuse and provincial seat.
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4)

The Donation of Strzegorn

The document of Imbram, (Hemerammus), the son of
count Gniewomir Gnevomir), which records the donation of the
church in Strzegom (Striegau) to the Hospital, was issued before
the start (December 8) of the second year of Prince Henry the
Bearded's rule, thus according to Grunhagen in 1202 or 1203:
although the authorship was that of a Hospital official stylistic similarities with the act of Bishop Zyroslaw from 1189,
remarked by Appelt, have already been noted - it bears the oldest
surviving example of a Silesian noble's seal.(24)

The authenticity of the four acts covering the
donation of the church in Strzegom is also supported by their
mutual corroboration. The first confirmation of the donation was
given by the Silesian prince Henry the Bearded in 1203, and
Bishop Cyprian's confirmation followed in the same year. Finally,
the Strzegom donation was confirmed by a bull of Innocent III,
dated November 5, 1205, which recalls the permission for the
donation granted by the prince and the bishop, an indication that
both earlier confirmations were presented when the bull was
obtained.
Appelt accepts all four documents as authentic and
disputes the suggestion of' K. Maleczyriski, the editor of the
Polish Silesian document collection, that the duke's document was

(24) 8 Decrber 1201 - 8 Decrber 1203, SW I 86 (SR 76c, CC 1130)
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written slightly later than its given date. (25) More significantly,
Appelt also reports, and rejects, an argument which opposes the
authenticity of the bishop's document, and by inference the group
as a whole; these arguments are principally premised on the
inconvenience of the documents' existence for the theories of F.
Schilling on the Germanisation of Silesia. (26) More profitable
consideration might be given to the question of whether the
differences of expression between the three documents - those of
the count, the bishop and the prince constitute an actual
inconsistency, or whether they can offer an insight into the
context and circumstances of the donation, and the early history
of the property in Strzegom.
The donation of the count contains the following:
I, I-irarrrus, son of ccuit Gneanirus have given the brothers of the
Fkital of St. Jc*ri the church of Zrem with all its attenthit prcperty to
possess in perpetutity.(27)
The act of the duke granting permission:
my rcble, coint I-iira'iirus, castellen of Rechen gave the church of St.
Peter of Ztregcin, with my consent end permission, to the I-kspitaflers of
St. Join of Jerusal with all its attendent prcperty to possess in
perpetuity. (28)
(25) 1203, before 8 Ccrber, SW I 87 (CC 1168), cf K)Sl 99
(26) 1203, after April 6, SW I 88 (CC II, p 20) "(The cbcuient
is) uicixbtedly genuine. Althoi4 Schilhing (p 576, Note 993) casts ckitt on the
charter since the Hospitallers cnhy received permission to locate Lüssen uider
Gerna-i law in 1239 (SR 539), this (argilEnt) is without foiridation..." Appelt's
cctmentary to SW I 88. ftfortwately, A. Lerche' s rririogrØi uld pear to
have acbpted Schilling 's thesis in its entirety. Ilppelt 's groinds for rejection,
Eiith will be ccrisidsred in rrore dsthil thrtly, are thelves to sate extent
misccneived, sire the crtxiaJ. point that 'Lussyna' (Lüssen) was not created by
its 'location' is circuiiented by his disputing the aithenticity of the provision
for its location in the act of 1239, See be1ci 178ff
(27)SW I 86
(28) SW I 87
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That of the bishop confirming the donation and
approving the transfer of property and tithe:

" This is the ckxiatim: the church of St. Peter of Ztreqon with all its
attendant prcperty and with the viii, called Lussina. Pand these are the
naves of the vills those tithe my predecessor of blessed rrennry, Walter,
with the advice and consent of the Wroclaw chapter, granted and placed
inder anathana at the consecration of this church: the first is Ztregn
itself, Ztaicuischa, Chehi, Tiri-ie, and on the other side of the water,
Lussina, Libessov, and Rssna. "(29)
Finally, the papal bull of November 5 1205:
" Irncxent, etc. . . th Hegister Rcbert and the brothers of the house of the
hespital of Jerusales in Silesia (Zlesia). . . confirm... the riit of
patrma of the church in 5tregn, kich the ncble, HemraTus is knn to
have given, with the permissicn of our beloved son, the ncble Henry, cU<e
of Silesia."()
There are several points arising from these provisions, which might usefully be clarified here. The first of these
is the suggestion that the mention of Lussyna in the bishop's
document, and in that act alone, is anachronistic and indicative
of the document's invalidity. It should be evident from the brief
quotation of the four texts just made that opportunities for
specious objection on the grounds of mutual incongruity could be
multiplied indefinitely. If the form of expression and the
contents of the bishop's document are held to be suspicious, a
more helpful line of approach might be to ask what in it appears
plausible, and then consider why the differences which can be
noted should appear.
It is immediately apparent that the bishop's act is
the only one of the four to offer specification of the dependent
(29) SW I 88
(30) 5 Nbviber 1205, SW I 98 (CC 1225)
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properties of the church. In its description of the tithe
provision originally made some decades previously by Bishop
Walter, the bishop's document of 1203 strongly recalls the
original assi9nment of tithe made in the case of the church in
Bardo in 1189 (but written in c.1200-5) and again in 1203.(31)
Nor, on balance, does it seem inherently objectionable that only the bishop's act should mention 'Lussyna', since
only the bishop's act is at all specific about the church's
dependent property interests: furthermore, it is probable that
the bishop's document was particularly concerned with specifying
the property of the church in Strzegom, including the vill of
Lussyna, and so designating it as church property: the more so if
the vill was only transferred at the time the Hospital took
possession. It was not unusual for parish churches, particularly
those of towns to have property interests as part of their
endowment, and under such arrangements former secular estates
received the protection of church PropertY.(32)

It is not unusual for the surviving form of the
oldest privileges to bear alterations or interpolations made
under the influence of the requirements of later claims or
disputes. It is preferable to attempt to identify such instances,
rather than to issue a blanket rejection as "forgeries" of
documents containing inconvenient references. The 'location' of
Strzegom in the early 1240s demonstrably brought about a significant

(31)See ove p 154 F'bte 4 ad p 158 Note 11.
(32)See below, Secticn 9, here scire attenpt is node to describe
the variws cbtal enthiients of the urban parishes later acciired by the I-bspital.
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expansion in the size and importance of the town, which had
implications for the Hospital's ownership of the town's principal
parish. Among the religious orders who were represented in the
expanded, or, if one prefers it, the 'located' town, a congregation of' Benedictine nuns disputed the Hospital's parochial
rights. (33) Since the four early Hospitaller documents taken
together were unassailable, the point which was selected for
attack was the dedication of the church. W. Kuhn's view that the
rebuilding of the Hospitallers' church, the principal parish
church of Strzegom, occurred at the time of the location seems
correct (34) . It can, as Kuhn suggests, be clearly demonstrated
that the original dedication to S. Peter only was also transferred.
Not only the bishop's act of 1203 (which has been suspected), but
also the duke's confirmation of the same year gives the dedication
of the church as being to St. Peter. The further papal confirmation which the Hospitallers obtained in 1246, after the location

(33) The Benedictine convent was fouided in 1307, Neuling, cp cit.
Strzegni entry (SR 3012). 3. Filla-Chronii< der Stadt Striegau, p 90, SchadeGeschichte der Ritterlichen Johniter-Kirche md Ccznthjrei, p 31 places the
start of the cparrel in 1309, a date of sigiificaice in the forry of tta of the
Strzegin priviles, see belc,p 177 Note 51, p 178 Note 53. This dispute
parently settled by ai agreelEnt of 1370 inder thich the I-bspitaller Prior was
accepted as the 'provisor' aid protector of the Benedictines, uider the corditicri
that the ±ess could herself ccxitrol the choice of a Nospitaller as their
confessor. Filla, cp cit, p 91. The terss of this dispute recurred in the
conflict with the tcn's Cauilite fowchticxi after 1380, op cit 111ff. Schade,
lcx cit. reports a tradition that the Benedictine house was fouided on the gifts
of pilgrims, vAiich could be interpreted as ai indication that the Fbspitaller
durch of Strzegcxn in the 13th century was indeed a pilgim destination.
(34) W. Kthi, cp.ioted in Pçelt's ccmrEntary to SW II 170. Filla,
p 65, li-correctly believes that the new church was dedicated to 55 Peter aid
Paul. Nkrietheless this a-imaly is surely the source of the later assailts on the
I-bspitallers' position in the tcwn A-iich he recorde.
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and reconsecration repeats that the dedication was to St.
Peter. (35) This also removes a putative reason for interpolation
in the bishop's act of 1203, since insertion of the dedication to
St. Peter would not have helped in the later dispute.

The exemplar of the seal used for Imram's document of
1201-3 was one belonging to his father, Count Cniewomir.(36)
Although there has frequently been confusion of the original
consecration of the church by Bishop Walter in the 1160s, while
it was still in the family's possession, with the transfer to the
Hospital, which is a straightforward error (37)it may nonetheless be possible to see a suggestion, in the invocation of
Gniewomir in Imbram's document, and the use of his seal, that the
project of donation to the Hospital originated with him. Since he
died in 1186 this plan would have predated the crusading appeal
of 1187.
It is equally noticeable that the handling of
business involving the property in Strzegom was kept separate
from that of the early Wielki Tyniec project.(38)Accordingly
there are two strong circumstantial indications of the formulation in the 1180s of a project of endowment in Strzegom of the
separate Hospitaller house which was eventually established

(35)OctcEer 1, 1246, SW II 309 (CC 2426)
(36)See Nbte 24 above. Ccuit Pail later used his father Lrbrai's
seal for his c-i dxurents of 1239 (kiith were written by I-kjspitaflers).
(37)This date is incorrectly given, for exarple, in the respective listings of Feyfar, [ Salles and Szczeniak. I-kever both Silnic4d aid
Xecki avoid this mistake. The inforireticn in [ Salles aid Feyfar is generally
wreliable. (38) For exaTple, tt separate pal ftills were
cbtained fran Pcpe Irnxent III, 15 Decrber 1203 (CC 1180) for Wielki Tiiec aid
5 Nbvarber 1205 (CC 1225) for Strzegen.
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there. It may be, as in KXodzko, that the decision to make over
the town's principal parish was taken under the influence of the
crusading appeal of 1187, and just conceivable that some local
memory that the first plan had involved the construction of a
church in the town for the Order and not the transfer of its
parish fuelled the enmity of the Hospital's rivals many years
later.
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(5)

The Development of Strzegom

The property of the Hospitaller house in Strzegom may
be divided into three categories: firstly, the existing dependent
rights and revenues of the parish church at the time of its
transfer; secondly additional property within the town itself;
thirdly the two demesne vills with which the Order was provided,
and which they were enabled eventually to hold on terms of
lordship.
The effect of the multiple transactions surrounding
the transfer of the church of St. Peter in Strzegom, which was
the subject of four documents was to accomplish and to record
complete handing-over of the, - in part formerly secular, property dependent on the church. (39) Further supports may be
adduced for this interpretation of the Hospital's status as that
of sole and protected proprietor. The Order was the single party
conducting negotiations with Bishop Thomas I over tithes from new
properties in the Strzegom tithe-area, in the dispute concluded
by the compromise of 1255. (40) In other Hospitaller houses, too, a
complete freedom of disposal of the property of churches held by
the Order existed. The most that sponsoring families could hope
(39) t'sbtwithstading the fact that the papal ccnfirrieticris of 1203
(SW I 90) ad 1246 (SW II 309) specify the patrcnage, or 'ius patrmatus', the
later dnaticn of the church in Brzeg of 1280 was rrcIe in similar tenrs; Cf
Silnicki pp cit. p 113, T\bte 3, where the point is nwe: "There is no th.bt that
the grt of the church rather thai the riit of presentaticn was involved, but
the Curia was applying the legal ccrcept, according th tich, frau the tine of
Alexader III lay onership of churches was uithii1<le."
(40) See belci, Secticn 5, tkiere this agreenent which affected
both the Strzegan d Vosici heuses will be discussed nrre fully.
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for was some preferential treatment, evidenced by a number of
later agreements with the Order under which such families were
exempt from the payment of tithes on their demesne properties. In
these cases it would appear that the Order was negotating as a
free party, exchanging a portion of its tithe-rights in order to
secure land and rights necessary for the construction of its own
demesne-holdings. Such agreements would, however, hardly have
been necessary if the sponsors had retained free disposal of the
property of the church.(41)
Even, - or perhaps especially, - in the case of the
larger town parishes which the Order subsequently acquired,
although these had previously been employed by the Silesian
princes as benefices and so had stood to them in the closest of
relations, allowing control of the parish's property, there seems
no reason to doubt that complete ownership and control of these
properties also was conveyed to the Hospitallers when they took
possession. (42)
The ducal family were the proprietors of the town of
Strzegom; at its location in the 1240s it fell within the share
of the duchess Anna, widow of Henry the Pious.

(43)

The Order's own

eventual holding adjoining the located area is described in a

(41)See below, p 2W Nbte 92

a]d p

231 Nbte

155

for instarces of

this pra±ice.
(42)See below pp 216/7. Prince Henry IV rrede alterations in the
enth€nt of the Brzeg thirch preparatory to its traisfer to the I-bital.
(43) (Lbdated) 1242, B II 239 (CC 2283), Aiich is the ckichess's
a± granting the Orcr canpensation for its prcperty taken for the location of
Strzegcxn. There are ny indications that the tcn itself' was, and reseined the
prcperty of the clical family, sane of iich will be ercouitered in the following
pages. Filla pears to believe that the Hospitallers were the 'locators', in the
sense of the rebuilders of the tcn following the txngel devastation. He irxiilges
this tEünsy th the full in a ludicrous purple passage, cp cit pp 7-8.
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privilege of Prince Henry IV of February 22 1272, to which the
Order attached enormous significance. (It was confirmed by Bishop
Thomas I on June 17 of the same year and in 1299 they obtained a
further transumpt from Bishop John of WrocXaw. (44) .) The original
act provides as follows:
" Henry, cki<e of Silesia and lord of WrocX.. .at the recpest of Henry,
ccmendator in Striri, have received inth the protectiai and tutelaga of
ourselves and our accessors (the I-hspitatlers of Strzegin), absolving than
and their house and the areas situated beten the boindaries of its court
(curia) fran all exations, jards, and other cues by kiatever ne, wishing
also that they should not be boij-id to nke ditches, or fences, or walls, or
boirdaries arotnd the tcti (civitas), but grating than pennissicn to
caistruct buildings for their own use against and xn the walls of this
saie town of ours. • .we nke this ccnditicn that, in tine of war, they shall
post twa iards and be held to serve at their own cost and expense; e also
grant than a riit of way (via) by the bouidary of the caetery to the
entrance of the brothers' own court.. .aid k'atever riit or liberty other
dotal lands abject to my thiiinion have, e wish that the sate should
pertain to this land aid to lands tkiich lie adjaent to it."
The intention of this privilege was to convey a form
of exemption or 'immunity' appropriate to an urban land-holding
of a kind which provided for a fixed obligation, expressed in
terms of an existing service, to be discharged. Its concession
may have been influenced by the activity of Henry, the commander
in Strzegom, as a representative of the duke; the details of a
significant service performed by him in Strzegom itself comes in
a declaration, issued by the dean of Holy Cross in Wroclaw and
the prior of Pizen, that:

(44) 17 ire 1272, SIB IV 180 (Pt1 11 / Ct 3456) aid
5 N¼varber 1299 (u-piblished), t41 16 (SR 2571) are twa early ccnfiruetions of
SIB IV 163 (the privilege of Prince Henry of 1272); the tra-euipt of 1299 was
granted at the saie tine as &cutents ccnfirming the transfer of the parish of
Brzeg aid its prqerty, see belai pa 218/9 N.btes 125/6
(45) 22 February 1272, SIB IV 163 (t1 10 / CC 3439)
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" the late Henry, cariinr in Strigw, uic.r the ccirniissicn of the illustriajs prince, cU<e Henry, the father of lord Bolco, ni (1299) dike of
Silesia aid lord of Fürsterberg, and with the prince's ntrey, built all the
tor wall of Strin. We further state that the land of the Brothers of the
Cross (Cneiferi) there extencd frcii the ceietery as far as the "pareriun"
(i.e. open space beten private building and tcn waLl) of the Brothers.h'()
The wording of the last phrase of the original
privilege ("quicquid iuris uel libertatis alie dotales aree meo
domjnio subiecte habent coram aream cum areis sibi adiacentibus
uolumus obtinere.") might be held to cover the property-holding
in the town of Strzegom, as it then stood, whatever its provenance, as well as all subsequent aggregation: thus new acquisitions would be brought under the terms of the privilege; nor was
its scope confined to the town of Strzegom. Although, at the time
of its issue, the only practical application of this privilege
was to the Hospital's possessions in Strzegom, subsequently this
last ambiguous provision could be applied to other towns where
the Order acquired the dotal endowment of parishes, indeed could
be cited as the usual terms and conditions of their ownership of
urban property. Thus, when the church of DzierzoniOw (Reichenbach), the last to be acquired by the Hospital in this period,
was transferred, it was provided that it should be held on the
same terms as Strzegom and the other parishes of the Order in
Silesia.

The Hospitallers' possessions in the Strzegom region
also included two vills, or estates, of which they were the
principal proprietors, or overlords; these were 'Pazeczyno',
(46) 2 August 1299 (trpiblished) PJ4 15 (SR 2560 / CC 4773)
(47) See below, p 226 Note 145
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later renamed Sedlitz, and Lussyna. Lussyna was given at the same
time as the church, in 1201-3. Sedlitz was given by Count Paul,
the son of Imbram in 1239.
Paul's original act of donation of 'Pasezno'/
Sedlitz, is surrounded by a number of difficulties. Many of these
are unnecessary and derive from inaccurate recording of the
archival holding. According to Colmar Grunhagen (48) , two nearly
identical acts from 1239 (49) ) record the transfer. The commentary
in Schlesisches Urkundenbuch is puzzling (50) , in part implying
that there are two broadly identical versions, as Crunhagen had
it, and defending their authenticity against some shrewd criticisms
of their witness-lists reportedly offered by Loesch. At present,
in the Prague Archive, only two documents are listed (51) , but
they are not identical or nearly similar. It would appear that
one of these is the original, the other is one of two later,
falsified versions, which were those registered together by
GrLinhagen.
(48) 1239 (uidated) SR 524 aid 525 (CC 2215/6) cf SW II 171] / 171
SR 528 indicates the existerce of a third djcunent, aid seer to describe the
original. hleczyrSski-0rlik describes what I also fotnd to be the situation in
/14. (49) There are minor differences - SW 11170 (SR 525) is dated
"on the day of the consecration of the church in Strzeqzn" aid has three additional I-bspitafler witnesses. These are not ercointered again, hoever; aid, since
the style of 'calliEndator' iild be aiachronistic at this date,and that of
'vicecamEnchthr' even rore so, the Hospitaller witnesses provide a sipporting
indication of the prththle date of the forgery, which is c. 1310.
(50) SIB II 170 / 171 while pi.blishing two acts pears to
incorporate camentary prcpriate to the three versions.
(51) (1) Pt11 5 (SR 524/SW 11170: "I)-, the back in a 13th
century haid, "de cbnacicne et libertate thius in Strig.n Pezeycna", aid in
a-other haid "siper villas Czedlicz, siluan. .et fluviun."
(2) 14 6 [this according to t4 Cataloje is SR 525, but SR 525
has "the sare charter as 524", which is clearly not the case / SW II 1711). '[h
the back in a 14th century hard, "siper villas Czedlicz cpe prius dicebatur
Passeczna." /1J11 6 is the original. Pt1 5 is me of two falsified versions. The
cr.casion for the forgery is likely to have been the sane as that denuistrated by
the ditors of 5113 for SE II 431], Aug.ist 29, 1239. See Nbte 53.
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The provisions of the original text of the 1239 act
are straightforward:

" I, Paji, the son of the late couit I-nrarus, considering the great
devotion that my father bore to the hospital of St. ktn of 3enjsaln, hith
was niifested in the cbnatim he node in his 'hered.itas' in Stregcxn for the
reiiissim of his sins, aid, wishing to follc in his footsteps for my part,
I have given to the sae house my 'hereditas' of Pasezno with the mill, aid
river, aid od beyond the river, aid with all the benefit and use tiiith
exist at present or nay cczie shcut; this I have given in perpetuity, with
the ccrisent aid by the wish of my rnther
It may be noted that there is no specific provision
for location or settlement, and no grant of German law. It is
probable that the fact of direct alienation of the property from
the count's patrimony, with all dependent rights, in itself
conferred such permission. The grant of the mill is also a
significant indicator of lordship and the Order's carrying out
demesne cultivation.

It is now time to consider the second act of Count
Paul from 1239, containing the provision for the location of
Lussyna under German law. (53) There can be no doubt, on the

(52) (uidated) 1239, SIB II 171 (P4 6)
(53) 29 Ptiist 1239, SIB II 430 (P41 7 / CC 2238) The editors of
SW have ccnsigied its piblicatim to an jpendix: Loesth' s critici of the
witness-lists are accepted in this case, aid reinforced by the palaeogriic
juckesent of a similarity in the hand to an act of 1310 (PI4 199 / SR 3166) for
the house in lLosiOw. [he miçht add that the t atterpts at rewriting the wdated
1239 act for the Strzeqan house nay also in part have been prciipted by a desire
to hariiuiise their eppearace with the forry of the act of Augjst 29 1239,
.hjse provisions re the nnre sigiificait. The dating of 1310 sugsts that
these three instaces of rewriting coincided with the fcuidaticri of the new
Benedictine house in Strzegan. See shove, p 170 Nbte 33.
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palaeographic evidence given by the editors of SUB that the
extant version is a forgery with substantial alteration of the
original text. In the case of the 'Pasezno' act, the original has
survived alongside the two falsified versions, while only this
later falsification of the 'Lussyna' privilege is preserved.

The existing, falsified text of the rewritten act of
August 29 1239 makes the following provisions:

I, Paul, the son of couit HyanraliTus give notice... that the Brothers of
the Cross of Strin care to me reciesting a favour, saying that my men, the
residsnts of their parish, vexed and eiied than thn with lor des and
services greater thai those tAiith other parish priests had to bear; they
asked that I should free than fran these isrpositims, thich they oixjit not
to bear, aid I, to grant their just reciest, have shsolved than and their
lands, in the y that I myself as baird, fran all exa±ions, services aid
cbligaticris of Aiatever kind. . .it is also my wish that the saie brothers
shall not be expected to buy at their an expense either chalices, or bod<s,
bells, rcpe-cord, flour, charcoal or any other of the necessary provisions
for the diurd'i, with this exception cnly, that they shall maintain within
their congregation there, t lettered scholars in holy ordsrs as custodians
for the ministry of the altar and the cftirch,aid shall cb this at their an
cost aid expense."

Rejection of the text in SUB is on palaeographic
grounds. Notwithstanding an understandable unwillingness expressed
there to speculate on the composition of the text as it stands at
Present (55) there is a matter of legitimate interest in the
separation of the elements of the act, as it was rewritten in the
first decade of the 14th century, from its probable original
form. The editors' own commentary is most prepared to exclude the
final provision, permission to locate Lussyna under German law,

(54)SLB II 430
(55)"The t..nisual content, specifically the dstailed listing (i.e.
of provisions concerning the church's maintenace) gives pause for thouit,
without, meyer, allcMng one to draw firm conclusions." ibid.
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on the grounds that Lussyna had already been mentioned in the act
of Bishop Cyprian of 1203. Indeed, part of SUB's acceptance of
Bishop Cyprian's act as authentic, is premised on the assumption
that the provision for its location in the act of August 29 1239
is an interPolation.(56)
This is not, however, a necessary conclusion, nor
even a justifiable inference, for location is not equivalent to
the creation of a new property, nor is permission to locate
synonymous with the grant of a piece of land in order to create a
new property. Rather, the meaning of such permission is to be
sought in the additional statement of Count Paul's intentions,
which appears in this rewriting of later date, namely that the
Order's obligations should become of the same kind as those owed
by the lord's own privileged demesne property,("ut teneor" - "as
I myself am bound..."). (57)
The basis for the original of 1239 probably was a
grant of permission to locate the Order's existing possesion of
Lussyna under German law, and thus to enjoy the privileges of
lordship: such grants were frequent on properties transferred
from sources other than seignorial lordship; where the transfer
had been made from the lord's demesne, such permission might be
specified, or simply implied. An example of the latter, implicit
permission occurs in the grant of Pazeczyno/Sedlcze, made in the
same year. That a 'location' in the sense of redevelopment of the
property and the introduction of new cultivators followed upon

(%) cf Slfl I 88, see also ove, p 167, Nbte 26
(57) SW II 430
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the grant of 1239 may be readily demonstrated (58)yet the
instrument of donation makes no specific reference.

One may therefore observe in passing that to attempt
to chart the development of German or 'new' settlements by a
count of tiocationsi is futile. The references which apparently
refer to this process do not, under examination, indicate that it
involved the wholesale plantation which is frequently assumed:
while the introduction of new inhabitants clearly occurred in
instances where it is not indicated by any location charter, or
permission for location or the introduction of colonists.(59)

The elaborations in the rewriting of the August 29
1239 act are themselves informative in that they are indicative
of the situation facing the Hospitallers in or around 1310, when
the falsification occurred. At that date Prince Henry's privilege
of 1272 covering the Hospital's possessions in the town had,
presumably, gained acceptance, and it may have been felt desirable
(58) The actual progress of the creation of new prcç)erties in the
tithe-areas of the chorches in Strzeqari and VosiOw can in fact be given with
ccnfiderce sirce it was at the heart of a tithe-dispute with the bishcp of
Wroclaw, the final ccipositicn of iiich will be described in the following
section of this chapter; the infortion given here on the resettlnt of
Secilcze anticipates these conclusions. See below, 188ff. Even without this
additional evidence, the change of nare is clearly indicative of sare reorgalisation of the prcperty.
(59) The nDst faitiliar expression of these ideas is the chapter
written by H. Pbin for the Caibridge Econcsnic History (ed. 1+1 Postan). The rrodel
presented there is deeply fla.ed and misleading. The ccrcepts of 'Ostforsch.nq',
'Siedlu-igsgeschichte' aid 'Kulturbothi t are extensively described in M. BurleiGerrraiy Turns Eastward. Sare particular points in the work of H. LLke and W.
Ktin, vAiose careers and ideas are also discussed there, will, be encowtered at
various points in the present work. It is inportait to realise, as Burleii
brilliantly establishes, that such ideas represent a particular strand and
tendency in Gerrrai historiography, kiith althoucji it was originally far frctn
thiiinant, later acquired its n institutional, culture.
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to provide some concomitant formulation covering the terms of
their original endowment by the comital family, and the 'immunity'
covering their two demesne properties outside the town; accordingly
the two originals f'rom 1239 came to be rewritten.
What at first sight appears the laying of obligation
upon the Order in the act of August 29, could rather have enabled
it to enforce traditional obligations owed to the Strzegom
church, which were distributed among the surrounding properties;
some of these had formed part of the church's original property
at the time of its dotation, while others had arisen through
later arrangements. Although it was unusual for these to be
recorded (6Q) an act of February 17 1326 records the earlier
existence of one such arrangement in the Strzegom district:

I, Fritzko Grellenort, hereditary scultetus in Gerschci... since,
fornerly, my predecessors made a pernaient beq..iest to the lords of the Cross
of the Order of St. Jctn of Jerusaln, who there and are in Stregn and to
their church, niely of me and a half neasures of the best wine, trodden
and mt pressed and six talents of wax - which they assigied to be taken
fran my cpods and five vineyards in the vill of Gerschci, which belong to
the scultetus...(61)
The rewriting in c. 1310 of Paul's act of 29 August
1239 could, accordingly, be pleaded in support of a particular
interpretation of the earlier conditions of benefaction: namely
that the Order was not expected to meet the costs of maintenance
and service of its church from its properties, nor had its
privileged demesne status been instituted for this purpose.
Moreover, since Strzegom was to serve as the model for the

(60)The start of the practice of recording specific cbligatims
of this kind for the maintene of a church, especially the praiisim of wine
for the altar, may be cbserved in an act of the KXodzko camEndery. 29 Jaruary
13(X), CC 4483/ SR 2590.
(61)17 February 1326 (trpblished) PI1 18
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Order's ownership of urban parishes, such clarification of the
original arrangements for Strzegom might be applied with advantage in other cases: in Lwdwek, for example, the landed dotation
of the parish church was specifically linked in an early act to
the defraying of building costs. (62) The rewritings of the acts of
1239 helped to provide a corpus of privileges which could be
pleaded against unfavourable interpretation of the Order's rights
and obligations in Strzegom and in its other town parishes.

The charge laid on the Order to maintain two scholars
in Holy Orders in its congregation at Strzegom, whether or not it
formed part of Paul's original document of 1239, had significant
implications. This was also subsumed into the Hospital's standard
terms of ownership of its urban parishes, and provided the
foundation for the extensive educational activity which the Order
undertook in Silesia. The schools on the Hospital's Silesian
properties, especially that in Brzeg, acquired a substantial
reputation. (63)

If one is prepared to forego the doomed ambition of
writing the history of Germandom in the East on the basis of the
early privileges of the religious orders, these can be informative
nonetheless on the development of estates conceived in less

(62) See belci, pp 229/30 Nbte 152
(63) The Order of St. Jthi played a distingiished part amxç the
rredieval school fouidaticns of Silesia. Strzepii had ith i school frcn 1385,
accordir to Filla, p 76, vkere its directir by the Order of St. Joha is
inferred. A possible aluinis, ibid. p 80, was a future rector of the wiversity
in Leipzig, "Grerius Steyrbrecher de Streiia, Pobmus."
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grandiose terms. The status of the Order's Strzegom house and the
scale of its property-holding in the Strzegorn district was the
subject of gradual development and was significantly augmented at
various points. In 1277, Prince Henry issued another privilege
for Lussyna:

" l-nry, cU<e of Silesia and lord of Ja&5r... recalling the faithful
service .4iith Brother Henry, ccininder of 5trexn has shan us, in gratitude
for these, aid in recaipense of a loan of 13 rrrks, iich he rade to us in
tine of need, we have exrpted 5 rnansi, situated in Lussyn, k'ith had been
freely held fran air predecessors, fran all payrents aid exacticns aid
service m expediticxis and other burdens of any kind, in perpetuity,
desiring that these thuld be forever freed fran any kind of task or
dity.
(64)
It is hard to reconcile the existence, still less the
language of this eminently feudal privilege with the belief that
the 'location' of Lussyna in 1239 was productive of a German
community which was thereafter self-governing and hermetically
sealed from "Slav" rule; rather, as always, this act involved the
extension of the Hospitallers' seignorial franchise. Yet the
extent or value of their holding was not substantially altered by
such later acquisitions; the bulk of property was conveyed under
the original dotation of which the acts of 1239 in their original
form marked the completion.

Sedlitz, whose development was completed by 1255 when
it appears as a property containing new settlement in the
composition of the tithe-quarrel between the Order and the bishop

(6L) 22 Nbvarber 1277, SW IV 318 (CC 3639 /SR 1551/ PM 12)
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of Wroclaw, is later described, in an act of 1305 as a 'curia' of
the Order.

Further opportunity for expansion of the Order's
property holding within the Strzegom region existed in respect of
the subsidiary parishes of the district in addition to the
churches on their demesne properties : the Hospital obtained the
grant of the parish church of Chmielno (Rauske, near Strzegom) in
1288 by Bolko of Lwówek. (66) This act was confirmed by Bishop
Thomas II on 31 August of the same year, with the provision that
the 'plebanus' John should continue in his office for the term of
his life, and with a detailed assertion of the bishop's diocesan
rights. ( 67)
(65) 4 [ceiber 1305 (ui1lished) A14 17 (SR 2869). Nk*withstaiding
the cczmEntary in the /I1 catalogue, it is not clear Aiether Guitler, the
cariader in Strzegczn was acting in a judicial capacity, "uxori, pieris, ceterisc!Je
cog-atonn occisi fecit rendan cmsilio proborun uriroruri. .congruas et hcnestan."
The situation was caiplicated by the fact that the accused was Conrad "cpnthn
rector( is) curie in Scedelitz." The ciichess Beatrice as ruler, confimed the
arrancjrent. "Dines auteii prefati habita cciipositicne in iudicio coran ackiocato
et scabino abreruiciaueru-it cnni actimi que fieri posset pro anicidio ncbis
gratas reddentes de iudicio gratioso." This is evidently a me-off instance,
1iich rrBkes juckients on the normal cperatim of the relative jurisdiction of
the prime, the Hospitallers and the ccmiuie difficult.
(66) Jaroszów, (see also above p 182 Note 61) and ftinielno
(Rauske) ware within the Strzegan district but not included in the original
tithe-area. Apparently they were lirI<ed in a groiping in two acts of 1193, ith
riy also have included Lussyna. An act of 1248 susts cArership at that date by
a-other religious house (Filla - 'Die Dörfer irn Striegauer icftilde" cp cit.
9ff). The cknatim of the church in Chnielno, and by inference the iole nexus of
church prcperty is krin frcn two transuipts of 9 April 1304 by Bishcp ktn of
Prague: the first of these (upblished) At4 350 (SR 2789 /CC 4010, note),
records the original donation by Bolko. Its text is given in CC 4010 (SR 2077). A
confusion with the privilege confirming the church in L5wak in 1282 has caised
it to be listed in the LwOwak holding. Cf belcfri, p 222 Note 136
(67) The second transuipt of 9 April 1304 (upblished) N4 1699
(/1 catalogue also cites SR 2789 here, but there are two separate docurents)
31 August 1288, Bishcp Thcmas's transuipt of Bolko's act of 2 August 1288, with
his cwn additional provisions. Cf belc, p 222 Note 136
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Subsequent acquisitions were on a lesser scale,
although their cumulative effect is not to be discounted. In the
14th century, when more detailed information on minor interests
becomes available, the Strzegom house can be seen to have had
greater freedom to dispose of its own revenues and to apply them
to the development of its local property-holding as a result of
the general relaxation of the Hospital's centralised authority.
One may equally assume that gifts made locally were the more
likely to be applied for the benefit of the Strzegom house.

Two examples of the later form of benefaction can be
given in connexion with the Strzegom house.
In 1334, the castellan of Strzegom, Conrad of Cirnen
whose name reveals a local connection, made a benefaction for the
creation of a new altar in the church of Strzegom, donating an
annual rent on the scultetus's property in 'Gebharczdorf'
(Udanin). (68)
An act of 1340 describes an arrangement which was a
usual concomitant of membership of the Order - the purchase of a
rent on property in the vill of 'Pilgimshayn' (Zolkiewka) to be
paid to the Hospitaller Nicholas for the term of his life, and
thereafter to be owned by the Order.(69)

(68) 25 July 1334 (u-çxi)lished) P44 19 (SR 5359). Bolko of
Fürsterberg and Swi&iica records the gift of 2 mansi for the new altar.
(69) 17/23 Cbtcber 1340 (up.blished) P4 20 (SR 6504) The legal
form was that the son renouiced his patrinony in the Order's favour. His father,
Netza, t.ndertook to pay an amual rent frau his holding in Pilgrimshayn, 4ich
would ccntirue to be paid to the Order after Nicholas's death. This is sliitly
different fran other arraicints here a luip sun was transferred on entry and
the Order would desigiate me of its existing prcperties to provide the arruity
fran its reverues Lritil the recipient's death.
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Such benefaction while useful, offered little
prospect of augmenting the Order's property-holding in the region
on anything like the scale of its earlier acquisitions. The major
rearrangement in the duchy's pattern of land ownership, which had
elped to establish the Order's dotal base and

its seignorial lordship

belonged to the earlier period. One may conclude that the initial
provision for the Strzegom house, generous by any reckoning, was
related to the enthusiasm and support generated by the Order's
crusading association. The later management and development of
its interests in Strzegom required careful manipulation, patience
and probably, in the second half of the 13th century the outlay
of the Order's own funds.
14th-century acts also record the growing power and
authority of the commune, which in 1309, 1341 and 1356 entered
into transactions with the Hospital in its own right.(70)These
should be set against other indications, some of which have been
considered in this chapter of the importance of the prince's
authority in questions of justice, defence and local exactions,
before any firm conclusion is reached on the scope and range of
communal self-government.
(70) 22 February 1309 CC 4848, irider hith the Prior I-lperich of
RÜdIçj-eiJTI nck an agreeiEnt to cbtain pasture riits, surrenderir prqerty in
Georgsberg, '.Aiose possessicn ras previously uirecorded; 1 ft±ober 1341 (upblished) N1 21 (SR 6683), the ccrclusicn of a dispute with the ccmruie's newlyfowded leper hospital, with a third of its parish dies assigied to the Hospitallers without performance of any religious dities ai their part. (Several of the
tca- Aiere the Order cned the parish had hospital fandatims. [hl.y in Zittau,
Ló.d<, aid WrocIa did the Order uidertake this respcnsibility); 2 [cber
1356, (uTthlished) Pt1 22, uider which the camuie confirns a rent foriTerly
purchased for the Order fran Bolko of Swidiica in Poschewicz (Bocjdaszcice).
There ere ln±iLbtedly tensicrs beten the nascent ccsiiiuial bodies aid the
lad religious ccporaticns tAio had ancient riqits in their tot.ns. Nicholas of
[ava issied a-i order for cclTpensaticn in 1282 (Bocek VII 776 / CC 3775) follcir the razing of the house in Grthniki by the citizens of CZthcze (Hlticice).
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(6)

The Development of Vosiów

The early circumstances of the donation of property
in Vosiow (Lössen) / Mlodossouica before 1189 have already been
discussed. The donation of the church and parish in Bardo in 1189
was surely intended to foster the development of an independent
house comparable to that which has just been described in the
case of Strzegom. Once this possibility was removed, through the
redonation of the Bardo property to Kamieniec in 1210, the
Pogarel family undertook the sponsorship of a compensatory
development based on their original grant in VosiOw, whose later
history shows some sign of its confused origin, particularly in
that the demesne properties of the Hospitallers' lordship there
were completely new creations.

Evidence for the development of the Order's possessions in losiáw is to be found in the conclusion of a tithe
dispute between the Hospitaller visiting official, the preceptor
Henry of Fürstenberg and Bishop Thomas I of WrocXaw. This
agreement was recorded by the exchange of two documents, one
issued by each PartY.(71)

(71) 4 February 1255: [The precepthr's ckjcuint], 5113 III 145
(Fürsteftergiscl-les Urkuiderbuch IV p 437 Nb 483 / SR 890 / CC 2713) was fonrerly
in the Wroc%aw archives; [The bishc's ck]cu1,t], SIB III 144, (/M 9 / CC 2713n
/ FUstert)ergihes tJrki.riderbuch II, 385), has minor but sigiificait differences,
particularly of orthography. The registratiai of both a±s in CrCstiaçn 's
Sthlesische Reqesten is irxJTplete and at points inaccurate, in particular with
regard to the identity and status of the Hospitaller officials involved, see
belcM, p 313 Nbtes 30/31
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The substance of the dispute was the ownership of
tithes from newly-created ProPerties. (72) In the case of the
Military Orders the particular privileges which had been granted
to the Military Orders by the Papacy to cover their possessions
in Outremer, by force of which they were entitled to possess
tithes on lands which they had themselves Planted (73) , probably
exerted some influence, even if this is not made explicit. An
early agreement between the Temple and the bishop of Wroclaw on a
newly acquired property, (which was part of a tithe-area not
owned by the Order itself), specified that its tithe payment
should be at one rate if it remained in the Order's own demesne
cultivation, but would owe a higher rate if it were granted out
as a fief.(74)
(72) This was the sobstarce of the dispute of 1226/7 in t.tich the
t parties tere Bishop Lawrerce of Wroc% and I-nry the Bearded, and 4iith had
bearing on the respective clams of lay proprietors and the bishop to the tithe
of a grci of Genien colonists. This dispute is frecpently incorporated into the
narrative structure of acouits of the deve1cpnt of the eccnciiiic and parochial
system of Silesia. Freq..ntly, as is the case in F.X. Seppelt's Real-Hancbxh des
Bisturs Breslau ard E. Michael-Die schlesisdie Kirche i.nd Ihr Patronat, the t
are u-ated. Fvbre recently this earlier dispute has fotd the starting-point of
an essay covering a wide rai of tithe prcblens in a Polish and primarily a
Silesian ccritext, P. GOrecki, Parishes, Tithes and Society in Earlier Ndieval
Poland, ca. 1100-1250. 1ff. The I-bspitaller dispute of 1255 may be helpful in the
interpretation of the earlier dispute.
(73) Prutz-Die istlichen Ritterorden, pp 49, 144-5. There are
earlier intisiticns of the eventual dispute in a letter of Crecpry IX to the
archbishcps of Gniezno, Fgde(ijrg and Meinz renewing several bulls of Alexander
III, (11 march, 1223, CC 2045), and an instruction of Bishop Robert of Olarow on
the sibject of tithe to the archbishop of [iiezm, dated 21 Decrber 1230 (CC
1971 / IYi 102). These disputes were clearly mt restricted to 'colonising'
regions, or the prthlrs addressed in them a specific feature of German settleTent.
(74) See below, pp 339 \bte 48. In this case the Teiplars were rot
owners of the tithe-area and the privile was granted at the expense of the
tithe-proprietor. '*iere the Orders did c
the tithe-area, resiciial tithe
ranained payable. See above, p 142 Note 84 and below, pp 331-2 Notes 11/12.
The disputes that were cci-icluded in the WrocYaw diocese in 1226/7 and 1255 were
in both cases presented as thci they revolved on Eiether particular practices
or custcms should be observed, but the rLb in both cases was whether the bithp
should retain his absolute riit to prescribe in tithe matters.
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This agreement made with the Templars shows awareness
on the part of one bishop of WrocXaw of the particular claims the
Military Orders might choose to make to special consideration, as
well as the willingness to indulge these up to a point in a
situation where the Order did not own the tithe area. The dispute
of 1255 covered the apparently more sensitive situation where the
Hospital was arguing for a particular interpretation of its
rights as owner of a tithe-region conceded by previous bishops.
The Hospitallers for their part were doubtless aware
that the ecclesiastical property which they had already acquired
depended to a large degree on the goodwill of the diocesan: thus,
the Order took care to maintain that they based their claim on
the custom and practice of the Polish church.

The prosecution of this claim may have owed something
to the apointment of a new official, the first prior of Poland,
'Gedolfus'; when it was refused by the bishop of Wroclaw, the
matter was referred to the Holy See. The course of the dispute is
described in the bishop's act (and in nearly identical language
in that of the 'preceptor') as follows:
Thais, bishcp of WrocXaw... since a dispute had arisen between wrselves
as me party, and brother Gedoiphis preceptor of the Jenisaln I-bspital in
Poland as the other, over the tithes of all new prqerties in Streg:iii and in
Lossou, kich we, m the grouids of law and estlished custan, freciently
elsewhere enforced by legal judgarrent, maintained belcn] to us, in so far as
both in the WrocZaw diocese, aid in all of Poland, tithes which are foind
not to have been assigied to any particular church, be they old or new,
belcri of riit to the bishcp's tle; the said preceptor asserted, against
this, that these tithes belcnd by ri rit of parish aid frau their privilege
as lawful prcerty to the churches in Stregin and Lossou: so, accordingly,
both parties were surrroned before the archbishcp of Qiiezno aid his co-jucke
who had been pointed by the 1-bly See, where, on accoint of the ccntipt of
the cçposinq party, we were put in possession of the tithes uider the 'i
process, a-id at the end of a year were judgad the true possessors by a
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seccrld decree. Thereipon the rratter was referred to the Roi curia and
there discussed at length. I-kever, since the siccessim of another
preceptor, (siperveniens alter preceptor) Brother I-nricus cie Werster'berch,
appointed Grand Preceptor for all Geriiiy, Boheiva, Poland and t4jravia,
have agreed beten us cxi a lasting settlenent.
Firstly, whatever privilege was granted to the church of Stregan
and the brothers of the Jerusalea I-bspital by Cyprian, our predecessor of
blessed rreTory, notwithstanding that the additim of new tithes wauld appear
to involve us in loss, te new confirm it fully with the consent of our
chapter. We have rrade over the tithes of all vills naied in that privilege,
nalely those of the tcn of Stregan, of Stanouischa, of Chechi and of Cyrne,
which is row called Cyrla, Lussina, Ltljesov, Renzno To cbtain a perpetual
menorial in the prayers aid nErits of the sate brothers, we have added, as a
special favour, with the consent of our chapter, the tithes of these vills,
Grabina, Zedice or Pasecha, Heyda or Hedireche, and of those vills which the
brothers have newly located (de novo locaven.nt) arou-id Lossov, nately
Rosental, Bil-lusen, Jazona, a-id we also confirm all the tithes which belong
by custcin to the parish of Lossov. In addition, we confirm, with the consent
of air chapter, everything else that the said hospital justly possesses
within our diocese, reserving all resicijes (resickia cmiia) to ourselves and
our swcessors.(75)
As far as the named vills in the Strzegom district
are concerned, the Order was the proprietor, or principal
landowner only in Sedlitz (Zedice); thus, the argument citing the
rights to tithe on their own new settlements could not have
applied. It would appear, rather, that it was the clear geographical delineation offered by Bishop Cyprian's original privilege
(itself reliant on a much earlier demarcation of the parish by
Bishop Walter) (76) which aided their case. The Hospital therefore
obtained the impropriation of tithes from all new properties
within the Strzegom tithe-area under the settlement.
In the case of Vosiäw, no written privilege being
available, existing custom was confirmed. However, judgement was
given in subsequent tithe-disputes with reference to custom in
(75) SW III 1L14
76) See above p 168, Nbte 29. Bishcp Walter's desigiation of the
tithe-area was carried out before the I-bspital's cnership, althouçji misinderstanding on this point has led on ocasiai to antedating of the transfer of the church
in Strzeqcin th the Order. ci Silnicki, pp cit p 112 Nbte 1.
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terms which make it clear that the absence of written record
should not be taken to imply the absence of detailed knowledge of
the specific tithe rights of the church in Vosiáw. In 1284, an
instrument of sale of BoqusXaw of Pogarel for property bordering
the town of Lewin records that the tithe on this land was shared
by the proprietor, which was the Pogarel family, and the Hospitallers in Vosiow. (77) An act of Bishop Thomas II from the same year
deserves quotation in the same connection:
Thais, bishcp of WrocXaw... a dispute arose beten curselves aid the
brothers of Lossuv cmcemir the tithe of Hildebraidi villa, 4iich is
situated rear Lossen, and the point at issue was that the brothers maintained that it was theirs, while our procurator clai.ned it for the bishcp' s
tle, and sir,e cbtht existed on this point, e est±lished frciii the
testiirny of several credible witnesses that the brothers had always been
in possession of this tithe, frctn a tine of which rr1ury ±es not survive;
accordingly, e have restored this tithe to the brothers and desire that it
should belong to then and to their church of Lossc (sic) in perpetuity
just as it has in the past. (78)
Both of these acts throw a significant light on the
early constitution of the parish of Vosiáw. Firstly it is clear
that a portion of the tithe which formed part of the original
dotation was shared with the Pogarels, the original donors on a
number of other indications. (79) Secondly, it can hardly be
disputed that the customary rights which the bishop confirmed in
the agreement of 1255, but failed to specify in the documents
issued on that occasion, were of a formal and precise nature. It
(77) 29 Nbvrber 1284 (uthlished) Pt4 196 (SR 1859 ICC 3883)
(78) 15 Verch 1284 (up.blished) Pt4 197 (SR 1775)
(79) ft the tithe care to be in the cnership of the sponsoring
fanily is a matter of saie interest. The farilly may either have retained it at
the tine of endcwirent (if, as seeis rrost likely the parish was fonied frcn
Uthe-riits forrrerly in secular trership); or a sLbsecJent are nt could have
'been nc to exipt the lord's threaie frcin titi-e payT1t (ti-us restoring the
advatas earlier enjoyed throuçf lay isrpropriation); in corpensation for this
concession, the Order could veil have cbtaired sme extension of its prqerty
riits in the locality. For a similar exarple, see be1c pp 200-1, Nbte 92.
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may be noteworthy that the listing of vills owing tithe in the
case of

Vosiów was not written down; probably this was to avoid

providing just such a delineation of the geographical limits of
the tithe-area, whose existence in the case of the Strzegom
church had prompted the bishop to assign tithes from all new
properties.
The information contained in the settlement of the
tithe-dispute in 1255 is extremely valuable: it allows definite
conclusions to be drawn on the creation of new properties within
the whole Strzegom tithe-area, and identifies the proprietary
vills dependent on the Losiów house: Rosenthal, Buhusen, and
Jazona (Jeschen). The foregoing comments on the nature of the
agreement suggest, however, that the listing of 1255 is not
necessarily a complete record of new plantation in the case of
the VosiOw district, although it would appear to be so for the
Strzegom district.

The initial core, or demesne holding deriving from
the Pogarels' donation was the viii of Vosiáw itself; the three
newly planted vills were of sufficient size eventually to support
dependent parishes, and these were also in the possession of the
Order. (80) One may equally conclude that they had been settled
well before 1255, since the tithe quarrel was already of long

(80) 12 r\bventer 1310, /. t4 199 (SR 3166), the 'plebarus' of
Rosentai was Arnold, and the 'viceplebaius' of 'Buc±usen' was Joharnes (fran the
u-ptblished original in /14O. The 'sculteti' of the two vilis also witnessed this
a2t. A 'Jdiames' was 'rector ecclesie In Rmzetal' cii 4 October 1318, cording
to Nulinq, op cit p 265. H. Richter-Katholisdie Pfarrqareinde Ldssen, (Typescript
in the J-G Herder Institut) 1962, 68 ff, contains riure details on the localities
of the district than his later Geschichte der KcmrEnde uid des Dorfes Lossen.
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standing at that date. Recalling the earlier disappointment of
the Bardo project, one might suggest the date of transfer of that
property to the abbey of Kamieniec - 1210 - as a plausible date
for colonisation activity to have started in the kosiów district.
An earlier date is in fact given as firm in De Salies's account,
although without supporting evidence.(81)
An act of 1238 (after 19 March, the date of succession) issued by Henry II the Pious, granted the viii of Lossowe
for location under German law in the following terms:
I-nry, cki<e of Silesia and Krakáw... te have given to the brothers of the
house of the Hospital for the honour of God and for their oi profit, and to
Magister Jctri, brother of the sie order, aid to other brothers 1io rrey
succeed him in its rule, the viii, 4iich is called Lossc to locate by
Gerira-i law (villas.. . iure.. . Thevtonicali locandan) and with all lawsuits
(iudiciis) in the aforeintimed prcperty (hereditate). have also
conferred the full riit to ju&je in all cases of hcmicide on the saie
prcperty; when a ni has been killed there or is to be condenned to death,
our representative (nuicius) is to be present to jucke alongside the juckje
of the viii, in such a way that two parts (i.e. of the profits of justice)
shall ge to the said house, and the third to ourselves."(82)
Such is the charter for the location of llosidw under
German law. On any reading it seems perfectly obvious that the
creation of a judicial and economic franchise is involved in
these 'German law' provisions; rather less so that the creation
of a new property, or the Germanising of the viii was involved.
The concession of what may be regarded as a particularly favourable judicial immunity with the right of 'haute justice' was
(81) [ Salles, pp 246-7 " In 1207 (!) the Kniith possessed the
the rich ccxmaidery of Lossen.. . to hich re attached the villages of Rosenthal,
Jeschen aid Buchusen, which are still part of the parish of Lossen, as yell as,
later, Glosenau aid Lichten. The carnindery of Lossen was one of the rrost ancient
of the Laicjie of Germany, in the principality of Brieg." This is a word for word
traislaticn of' Feyfar-op cit, p 67, (riitly, as it turns out) cinitting Feyfar's
"which -nry 1 oF Silesia foinded".
(82) After 19 March 1238, SW 11146 (SR 514 CC 2195)
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subject to certain important reservations; the franchise provided
for the Hospital as overlord to take two parts of the profits of
justice in capital cases, while the prince was to receive one
third; the further implication is that the lord would have
received all profits from minor cases.83
The additional significance of this act is that it
marked recognition of the transfer of the principal lordship in
kosiów to the Hospital. This was the first such transfer in
Silesia; the principal lordships of Strzegom and Wielki Tyniec
remained in the hands of the local comital families, and the
lordships which the Hospital developed there were parallel
creations.

There is further evidence for the expansion of the
Order's interests in the Vosic5w region after 1255, with the
difference in the later developments that these were fuelled by
the Order's own revenues and resources. The expenditure of effort
in this respect to secure relatively small gains, is indicative,
as in the case of Strzegom previously considered, of' the fact
that the initial dotation and endowment accounted for by far the
greatest proportion of the property in the Order's possession;
(83) This division of the three pemies was certainly the usual
arrangent. The argiicnt that the Military Orders had an early and full enjoyrrent
of these revers seis uifoinded. E, op cit, quotes the opinion of Pnzel that
the Military Orders acquired 'iura ckcalia' and 'haute justice' at an early date
on their possessions. That the Order had this jurisdiction on the properties
tAiere it occtpied the prircipal lorchip cbes rut rrean that it possessed suoh
riqits iiere its status was evidently siEordinate. See also below, 247ff,
especially Nbtes 213-6 for the Order's lordship in ftkowo.
(84) In Strzegan the tcn was owned by the dwal fiily, tile the
canital fanily was principal lancliolcbr. In Wielki Tyniec Couit Francis carried
out the location of the town. 1282 (wdated) (u-çxblished) P4 595.
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subsequent purchase, and accumulation through more ordinary
processes, accounted for comparatively little.
Three documents record the construction of the
Order's mill on the Nysa at Wroblin. By the first act of 1257,
Nicholas, the son of Boguzlaus of Wroblin records the sale to the
Hospital and to Walter, the 'monetarius' in Lewin, - possibly a
representative of the Order, - of his family's mill on the Nysa,
with provisoes which allow for its maintenance and rebuilding,
while reserving the family's use of it and also imposing a rent
of two marks - probably as a token of overlordshiP.(85)
The Pogarels themselves were originally joint
overlords of the Wroblin property; in 1297 Bogussius of Pogarel
sold the house in Vosiáw his rent and judicial rights "in the
brothers' mill near Wroblyn". (86) In 1310 Nicholaus of Unscalue
gave the Order his island in the Nysa, situated "near the mill of
the same house, called Wrobelin. . .purely for the love of Cod."(87)
The ownership of a mill may be taken as evidence of
demesne cultivation. In the case of Vosiow, the demesne properties
to be associated with the mill are already known - they were

Vosiów itself, and the three new vills of Buchusen, Rosenthal and
Jazona. It is noteworthy that they had entered the Order's
possession some time before the transfer of the mill.(88)

(85)(undated) 1257, SIB III 258, (PI4 195 / SR 955)
(86)25 Phrch 1297 (irçxblished) Pt1 198 (SR 2463 / CC 4366)
(87)12 Nbvrber 1310 (uix1lished) It4 199 (SR 3166 )
(88) The os'nership and coistructim of mills certainly provide
sigdficant evidence, saietines in the serce of other indications, that thresne
cultivation was practised, The ciiership of denesne prcçerties may, hcver,
predate the cwrership of a mill, as in this case.
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A later development of considerable interest involves
the process whereby all property interests associated with a
given house of the Order, regardless of their status or provenance, or the particular privileges which had been specifically
conceded for them, were gradually included under the single terms
of lordship which the Order enjoyed on its principal demesne
properties. In the 14th century, by a variety of expedients, such
general universal privileges might be granted or purchased,
initially under a fixed-term agreement. Vosic5w itself had an
identifiable standing as the first property where the Order had
obtained the status and the franchise of a principal landowner; a
century later, by an act of 1342, the Order's lordship in VosiOw
was recognised as covering all properties dependent on the house:
" Boleslaw, cki<e of Silesia aid lord of Legiica. . (ordains). .that all the
laid and fields which belong to the curia at Lossaw can and should be given
out or located by the mansus throui the whole prcperty (hereditas), in
whatever way the brothers wish, at a fixed amual rent in perpetuity and
retaining all liberties and lordship just as the brothers have held them
hitherto, and wherever it pleases them: and hoever they may be located,
each aid every piece of laid shall runain free fran all exactions in nrney
or in kind and fran rnxetary, obligatory, or ccmanal iripositions and
reciirnts, aid sisrply fran all camni services, and that this provision
shall be observed by ourselves and our successors. • "(89)
In this way the comparatively large documentary
record covering the properties of the Hospital's houses in VosiOw
and Strzegom has allowed some description of the processes of
development of their demesne properties and other interests, as
well as the terms on which they were held. Some of these conclusions may now be applied to assist examination of the development
of the house in Wielki Tyniec, the Order's seat in Silesia.
(89) 15 October 1342 (trp.blished) Pt4 203 (SR 6935).
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(7)

The Development of Wielki Tyniec

Apart from the grant of tithe in the parish of the
Wielki Tyniec church, which, it has been suggested was most
probably effected between 1183 and 1187, the secular and ecclesiastical property transferred to the Hospital's first and
senior (90) Silesian house is not preserved in any document of the
12th or 13th century: there is nothing comparable to the detailed
information which can be derived from references in the earliest
documents of the Strzegom and VosiOw houses. Indeed, one may be
confident that no such written title was preserved and that at a
distance of time, the provisions of the tithe-acts themselves
stood service as the Hospital's title on general and particular
points. Memory and custom were the principal defence and, as has
already been seen, an effective one. Further examples from the
Wielki Tyniec region may be added to the two already cited in
respect of' ILosiáw, of the adjugement of tithe on the evidence of
customary memory. (91) Privileges had their uses, but both their
initial and their subsequent application had almost nothing to do

(90)For the early appeararce of the house in Wielki Tyriiec as the
seat of the Order in Silesia, see belci, Chapter 5. Althcuçj-i the house in
Strzegin also later had responsibility for other possessions, particularly in
ZXotoryja and Lwók, Silnicki, op cit, p 113 is mistaken in considering Strzegan
to have been the Order's original Silesian seat.
(91)(he of t disputes in 1297 was so settled by the 'official'
of the WrocXaw diocese, 4iose jucnt provides the text of an act dated 19
Decaiter 1297 (rpiblished) Pi1 601 (SR 2482 / CC 4396). In the original dispute
tithe fran 3 mansi apparently bordering 5 vills within the Tyniec parish was
clained by the procurator of a WrocXaw cairn. The cariinder Peregrin successfully
defended his case by pleading custanary entitlint.
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with exact specification or the delineation of every detail of a
donation.
Some might argue that the existence only of tithe
listings from the earliest period constitutes a genuine negative
record and proves the complete absence of landed donation:
further, that the demesne properties which can be described in a
period of more abundant record, were acquired through a process
of gradual accumulation, into which one might weave a tale of
locations of new properties, of settlement and colonisation, and
the introduction of useful Germans; indeed might even tell, as
many writers have sought to do the tale of "Germanisation" in a
regional setting along the way, using the documentary survivals
as mosaical indicators of the larger picture, which are to be
regarded as necessarily fragmentary and preserved only by chance.
Another view is possible, and to be preferred. It
should now be clear that the earliest documents had each their
own particular purpose and context. They slightly predated the
beginnings of the princes' own chanceries in Silesia as in the
rest of Poland: they also answered to the Hospitallers' own
perception of their administrative needs.
Documents of slightly later date recorded acts or
declarations made in the presence of the prince and were drawn up
by his officials. When, still later, standard formulations of
privileges emerged and documents became more commonplace, they
became in some respects less instructive. However, neither the
rare individual privileges of the 12th century, nor the concessions of franchise of the early 13th century, nor yet the more
commonplace record of smaller transactions from the middle of
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that century can be held to offer, in themselves, a comprehensive
picture of land-tenure either in Silesia or in Poland as a whole.
Approaching the problem f absence of any early
record for the landed property of the house in Wielki tyniec, one
may note a possible implication of the tithe-quarrel with the
bishop of Wroc%aw which was settled in 1255, and has already been
discussed. In the settlement of this dispute, the Hospital
obtained tithe from all new properties in the Strzegom parish,
and around Vosic5w the tithe of those vilJ.s which they had
planted. For no claim to have been made or disputed in respect of
the Wielki Tyniec region suggests that, before 1255 at any rate,
no new settlement had occurred. This is, admittedly, an argument
'ex silentio', but it may be called in support of a number of
other indications, which will shortly be considered.
The first transaction that has been attributed to the
house of Wielki Tyniec (almost certainly, as shall be seen,
mistakenly) is recorded in an act which has been assigned a date
between 1234 and 1240. As was also the case with the originals of
the Strzegom acts of 1239, this was drawn up by the Hospitallers
on behalf of the issuer, one Count 'Adlardus'.
The terms of the donation are these:
I, Ccnt Adlardis, have given a porticn of my prcperty (hereditas) to [d
and St. Jovi aid to the hospital across the seas and th the brothers of the
Cross in Tircia th st.çport the ccnstruction of a mill for than to by
hereditary riit, with this caidition, that the tithe tAiich I pay each year
fran my plcx4ilaids iall be caipletely solved in perpetuity. This
arent was rrde with the brothers of Tircia, tiose nas I have had
written cbr Wilcec, Renoltec, Rados.. (92)
(92) (uidoted) 1234-40, SIB II 197 providos the doting, after SR
429a (CC 885 uidor 1190 / Pt4 587). 'Adlarcbjs' witnesses as 'dcissae cairarius'
in charters of 1238-40 (StE bc cit.) For 'Wilcec' aid the circutaes of isue
of this act, see belcA' , p 311 Note 19 and p 313 Note 29
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This act is preserved among the Wielki Tyniec
documentary holding and has always been held to apply both to the
Wielki Tyniec house and the Wielki Tyniec property; but, from the
text of the act one can be certain only that Adlard's patrimony
was in one of the regions where the Order held tithe-rights,
where it was in consequence in a position to make the exchange
exempting the count's arable lands from the payment of tithe.
This could have been at Gostiziavia (Gross Neudorf), PiXawa or
Glinice equally well as at Tyniec.
The act contains, nonetheless, an indication that the
Order owned from the start, or had been acquiring, demesne
properties in at least one of these areas where they had received
tithe-rights, since the possession of a mill is an indication of
demesne cultivation. The acquisition of a mill by the house in
Vosiów is not significantly later: yet there 1 demesne properties
were owned for some time before the acquisition of the house's
mill. (93) The tentative identification by A. Lerche of the site
of the mill in one of the Tyniec vills, is unsatisfactory and
would appear to be contradicted by later information.(94)There
are much stronger grounds for believing that Count Adlard's act
of 1234-40 refers rather to the demesne holding of the Hospital
in the Pilawa region.(95)

(93)See ove, p 195-6 Nbte 88
(94)"According to A. Lerche. the mill, if it was ever built at
all, would have stood in the neiixurhood of Klein-Tinz (Ty(czyk) ."(SW bc cit)
I-kever, the provenaice of the cnership of that mill, is indicated by the grait
of a share in it in 1290, see belci, p 205 Nbte 101
(95)Adiard filled the office of chatherlain, aid the 'charberlain 'S
viii' (Keierercbrf) adjoined Pilawa and was part of its tithe-reqion. (SW 189 /
90) The carrmui boudary of the two vills, and the I-bspitai 's cnership of a
'curia' aid thesne prcperty in PiXawa is noted in 1302 (CC 4563)
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The acquisition of one of the Hospital's vills in
the region of Wielki Tyniec can be reconstructed in substantial
detail from a series of documents, which begins with an act of
Boleslaw II from 1244 recording the declarations made at the
ducal court of both parties in an exchange of property:

"Boleslaw, cki<e of Silesia end Poland... co..rit Mychael, standing in our
preste, and with our consent, resigned in perpetuity a part of his
prcperty, iiich he had bot4it fran his nephews the sons of Luassius, to the
Brothers of the Cross, of tAicn several attended also, brothers that is to
say of Tyrchia, receiving in exchange the vill nared Grodische, so that the
said couit M(ychael) along with his heirs becares the true possessor of that
vii. In record of tA-iich, and so that the said exchange shall not be
disturbed in any way, at the recpest of both parties, the couit and the
brothers, v have ordered the present cbcuient to be corrcborated by our
seal.
(96)
Two identifications of Grodische, which the Hospital
surrendered, have been offered. (97) One

Lampersdorf, might

credibly be represented as a residue of acquisition in the region
of the intended house in Bardo. In any case, the Hospital would
have acquired a certain number of properties at the time of their
introduction which were not to be conveniently associated with
their planned houses: such properties could become the core of a
new possession, or, more likely, would, at a convenient date, be
exchanged for a more useful property, should one become available.
The failure of Count Michael to specify the site of
the vill of his nephews, the heirs of Lucassius, can be explained
by the fact that such description would have been otiose. Count
Michael was the representative of the comital family in Tyniec
and the inheritance of the Lucassii was in CXownino, a vill of

(96)(undated) 1244, SW II 273 (SR 613 / CC 2311 / PI1 591)
(97) These are discussed SW bc cit, cf SR 613 which has the
preferred identification of the priperty near Ziçbice (t'üisterberg)
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the Tyniec region: the next two acts in the archival holding make
the identification certain.
The first of these, an act of record, issued by Henry
III on November 18 1254, covers an extremely involved exchange of
property connected to the settlement of a law-suit:

"Henry, cike of Silesia...
have granted to the brothers of the F-Ijspital
in Tincia 14 siell rrnsi frcm our large clearing in the sate plae, lying
adjaent to their curia in Clovnim, kiich they chose as carpensation for
their vill of Iat.bow; these sare rrnsi Cowt Joharnes [)yca bouit fran us
with a view to presenting them to the said brothers, and did this on acca.nt
of the law-suit between himself and his relations, Danazlaus and his
brothers over the requisition of the vill of Ltiassevici, kuich shall now
cease, with Daizlaus and his brothers receiving Iactbow as their PrcPertY"(98)
The nature of this complicated settlement may be
described with reference to the act of 1244. The Hospitallers
gave up one of their properties, JacubOw, in order to settle the
claims of Domazlaus and his relations, whose grievance was
related to the requisition of the vill of Lucassevici, the
subject of the transfer to the Hospital in 1244. For the settlement of the outstanding claim of Domazlaus at their expense, the
Hospital received in compensation property from the prince's
clearing, which Count John Doyca had purchased for this purpose.
The Hospital gave up a property, whose situation is
unspecified, but was, probably, like 'Grodische' in the preceding
act available for such purposes; they received an addition to
their existing holding in Glownino, which formed part of the
Tyniec nexus. The additional force of this settlement was that
the Hospital were enabled to keep the property acquired through
that earlier transfer.
(98) 18 Nbverber 1254, SW III 137 (CC 2696 / SR 885 / At4 593)
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The strong circumstantial proof of the proximity, if
not the identity of Glownino and the viii of the Lucassli
(Lucassevici), is supplied by a third act, by which a small,
(probably residual) property-holding of that family in GXownino
was purchased by the Order, a transaction also carried out at
court:
I-nry, di<e of Silesia and lord of Wroc%aw... N.czeslaus, the scri.-in-law
of Dcmsiaus Lucassewiz peared before us, aid, being of soind mind, sold
to the brothers of the Cross of Tyncia two rrisi situated near Gicmin with
all their facilities and reverues as they are marked out within their
ba.ndaries, aid with the tithe, thich the said brothers are accustaied th
receive each year, aid he has freely resigaed their possessicri for 35
marks.. .allowing then to benefit or make use of thri in any way they please,
and the sate Nczeslaus has renoirced these nsi for hinself and his
reiati.ms in perpetuity, and frciri all legal action in respect of the
sate..
The viii. of G%ownino (Giofenau) is therefore the
first demesne property in the region of Tyniec that can be
identified in the Order's possession from documentary sources.
However, its acquisition involved the progressive removal from
ownership and lordship of a branch of relations of the comitai
family. (The family's former status of lordship is also indicated
by their responsibility for the collection of tithe, which is
implied by the provisions in the act of 1282.) It is unlikely,
that only the property acquired from the descendants of Lucassius
was involved in the creation of the Hospital's holding in
G%ownino, since the act of '1254 shows the Order in possession at
a time when their title to the Lucassii's former property was
disputed. Therefore it may be inferred that this dispute was
exacerbated by the Order's accumulation of property in a place
(99) 16 Ppril 1282 (u-piblished)
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P44k

594 (SR 1701 I CC 3783)

where the Lucassii family exercised the principal lordship. The
resignation of 1282, although involving a small portion of the
total estate may mark their final replacement by the Hospitallers as lords.
It would seem that the comital family of Tyniec,
although sponsors and benefactors of the Order in the Tyniec
region, whose principal lordship they held, effected the transfer
of the demesne property in GXownino for the Hospital's benefit at
the expense of their relations. A direct alienation from the
patrimony of the main branch of the family is recorded in 1290 by
an act of sale at the ducal court:
" I-nry, di<e of Silesia aid lord of ifroclaw... our fidelis, Michshel,
called Wilschitz, of Tinz, has sold, in our presence, his prcperty situated
in Tinz of 13 mansi to the brothers of Tinz of the house of the hospital of
St. Jthi of Jerusalei for 13 marks of Wroclaw weicit, with the sare law and
honor (eodn iure et ftnore) in kiich the saie belonged to him; with the
provision that, should the said prqerty be fQJid to rreasure either nore or
less thai the 13 mansi specified, then the ccnputation of the price is to be
adjusted accordingly. The sale also includes a part of the mill and fish-paid
whith belonged to the sare Michshel, with no condition of nEasurfflent,
add that Peter of Lindauia sold the rreining share of this mill to
arid
the brothers aid resiied his c.aiership in our presence, with his wife."(lW)
It may be noted here that the site proposed at
Tyiczyk for the mill granted in the donation of 1234-40 should
rather be associated with this donation (101) : however, that
neither the property conveyed under this grant, nor GXownino was
the first demesne property held by the Hospital in the Tyniec
district is suggested by an act of Prince Boleslaw, from 1306:

(1cxJ) 30 Nbvøther 1290 (Lrqxblished) P4 599 (SR 2172 / CO 4132)
(101) See ove, p 201 Note 94
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" BolesXaw, cii<e of Silesia and lord of Wroclaw.. .bearing in mind the
pressures and grave burthis tich the vills aid prqerties of the brothers
of St. ktn of the order of the I-bspital in Jerusalaii, that is, Thincz, aid
Glovini, and Racziniwicz and Thimzia Michaelis, have hitherto had to bear
irder Polish law. . . have solved, reioved, and in every way liberated the
said vills and allods and all their irliabitants aid dependencies frcmi Polish
law, Aiich is cairii:nly called "scuda", and e grant and concede to the said
prcçerties and to all their irliabitants Teutcnic law to enjoy and rejoice in
for ever, so that they shall be held to aisr uider Teutonic law and none
other.. (102)
This is a grant of German law, rather than a location
under German law. The phrasing specifically excludes the possibility that the creation, or even the resettlemement of properties
is involved; rather the force of the concession or privilege has
to do with exactions and obligations imposed on the inhabitants.
Whether or not the peasants rejoiced in their Teutonic law, the
principal and the intended beneficiaries were the Hospitallers
themselves. Such a privilege constituted recognition of the
Hospitallers' lordship and created a particular form of judicial
and economic franchise for their benefit. Clearly, too, these
properties were not created by this act. The history of the
G%ownino property is already known: one or other of the two
Tyniec holdings here listed, 'Thincz', or 'Thinczia Michaelis'
(it is not possible to say with certainty which) was surely that
acquired from Count Michael in 1290.(103)
This leaves two demesne properties, one being
Racziniwicz, and the other whichever of the two Tyniec vills was
not acquired in 1290, as possessions, whose acquisition was not
previously recorded. The implication, to which the fact that no
contentious demesne properties were created in the Tyniec area

(102)183aiary1306,CG4710(SR2877/Pt4604)
(103) 'Thirczia Michaelis' pears in Bishcp Cyprian's act of 1203
aid the papal bull of the sate year. (SW I 89 / 90)
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before 1255 may now be added, must be that these two demesne
properties formed part of the original dotation of the Order, and
were transferred at the time of the endowment of the house in
Wielki Tyniec in 1183-7.

Appropriate contextual examination of the Hospital's
surviving documentary record produces the conclusion that no
explicit and comprehensive listing of the sum of the Order's
property rights was intended to be conveyed: at various points it
has been seen how the possibility for further specification
existed but was not made, for example in the two forms of listing
of tithe-areas employed by bishops Zyroslaw and Cyprian, or the
two separate descriptions of the tithe-areas of Strzegom and

Vosiáw in Bishop Thomas's act of 1255. To this may now be added
the conclusion that the demesne holding of the Order at the time
of its endowment in the tithe-areas linked to the Wielki Tyniec
house was not specified in any part of its twelfth-or thirteenthcentury documentary holding. A series of supplementary acts
records the acquisition of GZownino, while one of the Tyniec
estates was a late benefaction. Two of the Wielki Tyniec properties, however, were not mentioned until 1306.
Demesne holdings in the Pilawa tithe-area are
indicated by Count Adlard's act, and by a number of references
from fourteenth-century records. (104) It seems likely that these
too were owned from the time of original endowment, although some

(104) There is sare qestim Aiether Pilawa sftuld be regarthi as
a house of the Drcr, althoi4i the title of 'cainnder' was associated with the
prcperty held there. See below, pp 233-4 Nbtes 168-73
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processes of adjustment and rearrangement clearly occurred. The
same early origin might reasonably be inferred for the Order's
holding in Glinice, although this is first referred to in an act
of 1353, by which Bolko of 5widnica sold the commander in Wielki.
Tyniec the revenues collected by two ducal officials in Wielki
Tyniec, Glinice and KarczYri.(105)

In conclusion, this survey of the transfer and
development of the original dotation of the three first Silesian
houses of the Hospital, establishes three comital families in the
respective districts as sponsors and benefactors of the Order at
the time of endowment; their subsequent involvement in the
development of the properties, entailed in varying degrees the
use of their own status, influence, and local standing, as well
as the deployment of portions of their patrimony in order to
secure the creation of lordships for the Order.
Of the three houses considered so far, that in Wielki
Tyniec occupied a position of seniority, and was (albeit for most
of the period only nominally) the seat of the Order's senior
official in Silesia. The evolution of the Order's structure from
the middle of the thirteenth century, and particularly from 1291
onwards, assigned a special significance to the Wielki Tyniec
demesne goods, and a series of transactions involving them
provides evidence of the rise of a series of Silesian nobles to
high office within the Order: the original sponsoring family was

(105) 22 Jaruary 1353 (upiblished) Pi4 634
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prominent among them. Donations made at entry and the purchases
of officials of high rank within the Silesian hierarchy brought
the Order two new demesne vills in the fourteenth century,
Karczyñ (106) and Radomierzyce. (107)

Three authors who have attempted to outline the
history of the Hospital in Silesia, - Feyfar, De Salles, and B,
Szczeniak, - have suggested a particular role of sponsorship at
the time of the Order's introduction for Prince Henry the
Bearded. More facile observers have linked Prince Henry's
supposed favour of the Order with his no less suppositious
Germanism. Others have been more cautious about this relationship, and, it can now be seen, with good reason.(108)
(106) Half shares in Karczyri were purchased by Dietrich, carnader
of Wielki Tyniec in twa separate purchases: 11 Nbverber 1346 (up.bflshed) PM
627 fran I-Ienryki (acquiring as title the instrurent of 20 Septerber 1335
(up.blithed) PI1 620, with ccnfiurticn of pa.iit 13 Jaivary 1348 (uçxbflshed)
PM 631; the share of the Wroclaw burer Christii of Kait was ck:nated m 23
Septenber 1347 (t.rp.blished) t4 630 (acquiring as title the instrunent of 24
Harch 1344 (up.blished) 1M 624). The act of 22 Jauary 1353 (upiblished)
634, discussed cii the previous page, recorded the Order's purchase of certain
princely riits in Tyniec, Glinice aid Karczyri. The latter had been, as a vill in
split owaership, availle for purchases to rike provisions for fanily r,tters,
as in the act of 9 Septenter 1321 (up.blished) Pl1 613 (SR 4154), Aiich was
later acquired by the Order of St. Joim airnq its titles.
(108) Racbnierzyce was fonnerly a property of the Tyniec fartily.
Prior Michael, as camnder in Tyniec, exchanged properties there in order to
recover the Tyniec house's denesre estates; 20 Harch 1312 (uçthlished)
606
(SR 3261). Twa privileges conveying exenpticn fran lour services were cbtained
by Michael: 28 [tiber 1329 (upiblished) i1 615, aid 19 C)ctcber 1331 (uTthlied)
Pt1 616 (SR 5059). Thus the prcperty was already described as ai estate of the
Order before the purchase of Ulyan's holding for 170 rnerks; 28 Octcber 1342
(upiblished) PJ4 622 (SR 6944).
(107) Feyfar, op cit, 67ff credits Henry with the fcundaticn of
ccmi'ideries or hospitals in Vosi&i, WrocXaw, Lwciwek; De Salles, op cit, pp 246-7
repeats this infonetion. Zientara-Henryk Brodaty, Vir virttxsus et utilis
pcpulo, (chapter) provides a detailed exaiünaticn of the devoticnal interests of
Henry, his wife St. Jad'aga, and his father, Boleslaw the Tall, fran kiich the
Order of St. 3d-n is riitly excluded. I an grateful to Czeslaw Deptuja for
pointing cut to ne that the views I originally acquired cii Prince Henry's
relationship with the I-bspitallers were carpletely erroneous.
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(8)

The Acquisition of Town Parishes in Silesia.

(i)

Zlotoryja Goldberg)

The good relations which the Hospital enjoyed with
Henry IV (109) maY be contrasted with its conflict with the
previous senior Silesian duke, Boleslaw, which produced the
following papal commission to investigate the Order's complaints:
"Clerent IV... to the dean, prepositus aid scholasticus of the Vysehrad
churdi in the Praie diocese... Dr beloved sons, the prior and brothers of
the Jerusalen 1-lispital in Poland have carpla.ined to us that the rthle
Boleslaw, cU<e of Silesia, in the diocese of WrocXaw, has caused then injury
in respect of the tithe, lands, revenues aid possessions of the durch of
Aureus F&ns, to thi.ch the said prior aid brothers have full legal title;
therefore e charge you by epostolic letter, at your discretion, to suiiirn
the parties and hear the case, and having taken the evidence to give a
decision, ensuring the acepta-ce of kiat you rry decide throucji ecclesiastical censure, with the provision that you shall not lay a sentence of
excarnuiication or interdict on the laid of this ncble without receiving our
special rTwxiate.(110)
This legal action against Boleslaw was contemporary
with similar law-suits mounted by the Order in Rome in respect of
claims in Pomerania and in Austria. ( , 11) The outcome of the
Silesian investigation did not, apparently, favour the Hospital,
since two documents from 1268 and 1269 indicate that the 'plebanus'
of the church remained a ducal chaplain, one Conrad Hake(112);
nonetheless, the Hospital did ultimately obtain possession of the
(109) See shove, pp 175/6, 184
(110) 1 1ily 1267, SLI3 IV 24 (CC 3266 / SR 1266, Wroclaw transcript)
(111) The papal carrnission for the Austrian claim, addressed to
the dean of Olciinx, 27 J..rie 1274 is CC 351d]; for the Pcreraiiai law-suit of 126970, see belc, 273ff
(112) 20 Ecenter 1268, SW IV 82 (N1 228/9), 24 February 1269,
ae IV 91 ( pIv1 230)
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church, and their grievance against BolesXaw could well have had
some foundation.
The date of transfer of the Zlotoryja church remains
problematic. Colmar Grünhagen, in 'Schlesische Regesten' has
devoted an extensive note to a passage in a much older work,
Sutorius's 'Ceschichte von Löwenberg', which gave a date of
c. 1270. (113) CrUnhagen's comments are apposite, but his own
knowledge of the "charters in Zlotoryja" cited by Sutorius as the
source of the date, is limited to the registrations of Smitmer
and Schwandner.(114)
In fact, the documents of the Zlotoryja church from
the period predating Hospitaller ownership were acquired by the
Order, and are now preserved in its Prague Archive. With this
knowledge of the original documentary holding of the Zlotoryja
church, it is possible to state, with some confidence, that
Sutorius's date is indeed derived from the last document predating
Hospitaller ownership, which was issued in 1269.(115)GrUnhagen's
conclusion, that the Hospitallers had some rights in the church
around the turn of the century, in its vagueness reflects the
(113) ""In c. 1270 DJ<e BolesZaw the Bald granted the Hospital1ers
several d-urch patrcnages, ainig them that in Golcberg." Fran Suthrius, Gesch.
val Löberg II, 51 citing the charters in Golcberg." SR Vol 7 (2) p 128 (note).
(114) These t archivists, whose reqistraticri of acts in the
Praie and other archives ere used by Grütan and the editors of 'Schiesisthe
Regesten' in place of direct ncile&je of the original acts, did not apparently
indicate clearly the provene of the cbcurxnts which they suirirised or
transcribed. t4st of those cited in SR are in fact in the PracjJe Archive.
Piblicatim in the continuing series of 5113 has been fran Praie originals:
F"hleczy'1d, in KDS1 and in his article on the Hospitafler archive at the tine of
its relcxaticn in Orilk, drew attention to the valuable sl4Jplerentary nterial,
but his pblicatim was restricted to the earliest cbctnents. Sl.plenEntary
infomticri will be given in these footnotes for indiviclial cases, where necessary.
(115) SR bc cit. credits this cbservation to Hensell's marginalia
in a copy of Sutorius's work. The last act before I-kspitaller cnership cbes
appear to be that of 24 Febniary 1269, (5113 IV 91)
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fact that the earliest certain reference to the Hospital's
ownership, in 1328, is too late to be helpful.(116)
The impression that the acquisition was made some
time earlier is, however, reinforced by a phrase in the act of
1269, which also appears to refer obliquely to the contested
possession. In recording the grant of an allod to his chaplain,
Conrad Hake the 'plebanus', Prince Bolestaw's document made the
following condition:
• . .once he (Ccrirad) has follcied the way of all flesh the said allod shall
belmg to the church of St. I 4ary (in ZZotoryja) for the sustenance of its
ministers and to enshie it to display ntre widely the hospitality die to the
poor of Christ (pro. . . et haspitalitate Christi paLperibus eisdea propensius exhibenda perpetuo Pertinebit)"(117)
This allusion to the usual phrase describing the
work of the Hospital may be considered unusual for an act
securing a benefaction to a parish church, and could have
provided a way of recognising the Hospital claim and of alluding
to an intention to make the church over at Conrad's death, but in
deliberately equivocal terms. Churches subsequently transferred
to the Hospital in Silesia remained in the possesion of the
incumbent for his lifetime.(118)
(116) "Naietheless it is clear fran the old docuiients that in or
before the year 13(X) the Order cied riits in the Golcberg churches." (SR bc
cit, qiotinq Hensell 'S rrrqinalla). I-kever, the earliest ckcurent in the
ZXotoryja holdLir in AM is dated 25 Auist 1328, (u-çxblished) P11 232 (SR
4761). uling, tkiose t.rk is an effective index of SR for church mtters, has ro
earlier reference. [ P41 231, (uidated, c.1 320) is a notarial instrutient and ccpy
of a bull of Jciri XXII dated 9 CktcAer 1320 a the transfer of Tiplar prqierty;
its inclusim in the ZZotoryja halding raises interesting cpestiais, but allcs
no definite ccrclusicris.] 232 nares as ccmnander in ZZothryja cre "Rudegenus";
this is probthly Rüdiieiin, the site of a I-kispitafler house in Hesse, and sumaie
of a faiiily associated with, and occt.pying hii rar* within, the Order.
(117) 5113 IV 91. It should be noted that SR 1332 (fran Sdiai&ier's
Viema He.) cbes rot give any indicaticri of this phrase. (118) This was
specifically provided for in the case of Chiiielno, the Strzegcsn filiate and
Dzierzcni&i, and is indicated also for the churches in Brzeg aid Lóiek.
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Once the example of these later donations is admitted,
the context of the dispute with BolesXaw also receives clarification. The privileges obtained from Henry IV for Strzegom and the
extension of the demesne property there which have already been
described, so too the later grant of Cieplowoda (WarmbrUnn), all
originated in the Order's financial subvention of certain of the
Silesian princes against the background of their fierce mutual
rivalry; later, there would be a price to pay for this policy.
Nonetheless, at any time, for churches to have been explicitly
granted or conveyed under such an arrangement would have outraged
canonical practice, and any formal mortgage agreement or reference
to the same is, for this reason, unthinkable. (119) This circumstance would also, naturally, make the revocation or ignoring of
any arrangement which involved the promise of a church's transfer
that much easier.
While it is not possible to reach any conclusion on
whether the Hospitallers succeeded in obtaining the grant of the
church in ZXotoryja during Boleslaw's rule, - they would in any
case have needed to wait for the vacancy, - it seems certain that
the claim would have been enforced at the first opportunity under
his successors. Boleslaw's first successor in the Lwáwek principality, Bernard, was beholden to the Hospital in a greater degree,
as several alienations (presented either as donations or as
sales), derionstrate; these included the donation of the parish of
Henry the Bearded's new-town foundation of Lwówek itself, as weJl

(119) See below, 223ff tiere, in the transfer of dotal. prcperty
for the CiepXoda Ixuse • alienatim of landed property is recorded as a sale.
Aiile the alienation of ecclesiastical riits are recorded as cknat ions.
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as the extensive alienation which permitted the endowment of the
Ciep%owoda house. Bernard's successor, Bolko, was also a benefactor, probably under similar circumstances, granting the Order
the church in Chmielno (Rauske) and additional rights in CiepXowoda. Among the alienations made by these two princes the quiet
and unrecorded transfer of the ZXotoryja church is to be assumed.
In this way a model can be introduced for a series of
transfers which vastly augmented the Hospital's property-holding
in Silesia; above all these brought into the Order's ownership
the parishes of some of the largest SiJ.esian towns, benefices
which had traditionally been granted to the first rank of the
princes' clerical servants. The power to grant out these prime
benefices evidently presented a temptation for princes anxious to
raise large sums at short notice. The additional temptation, to revoke an agreement which was canonically unenforceable, - was
in future obviated by the Hospitallers' more cautious approach.
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(ii)

Brzeg (Brieg)

In contrast to the case of ZXotoryja just considered
where everything surrounding the transaction is uncertain, or
perhaps deliberately concealed, the Hospital received the
donation of the parish of Brzeg in the glare of publicity. Henry
IV made the donation in Vienna in the presence of King Rudolf,
while the recipient for the Order was the Hospital's visiting
'magnus preceptor', Hermann of Brunshorn.
The document recording the act is dated 4 March 1280.
That 1280 is the correct date has been conclusively demonstrated
by Delaville le Roulx. (120) Gr'inhagen, believing that a choice
existed between 1280 and 1284, was possibly inclined to the later
date by the existence of a document of 1283 concerning the Brzeg
church, from which it is clear that the Order had not taken
possession by then; the

fact that the document of 1283 was

issued after the donation of the church but before its transfer
has significant implications, which will be considered shortly.
The donation of the church was received in Vienna by
Hermann of Brunshorn, who employed the title of "magnus preceptor
per Alemanniam et Poloniam" (121) and under this same style
visited Silesia in the following year to accept the donations of

(120)4 frbrch 1280, SW IV 387, (CC 3718 / /I 533 still gives the
ircorrect dating of 7 F 4arth 1284; I'44 534 is given as uxiated, 1284 / SR 1770 is
after Scsaicbier). CC's dating of 4 t4irch 1280 has been estlished by refererce
to the Austriai witnesses ard rTust be accepted. ere [èlavile le Roulx writes
of three separate exarples of the original, the third rry be assured to be the
trarsuipt of Athn of Racibórz, 24 Jjly 1299, (lrpLblished) Pt4 536 (SR 2559)
(121)For Hernm's title d office, see below p 319 Nbte 63
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Lwówek and Cieplowoda. He was thus the responsible official
acting in the acquisition of three major new properties. His
activity can be seen as representing a change of policy, or at
least of procedure in respect of the acquisition of new properties. The litigious habits of previous years were no longer to be
indulged, but the desire to extend the Order's European presence
and property-holding, given the situation in the East, was all
the stronger. The political situation in Silesia afforded
particular opportunities, while the Hospitallers were willing
purchasers.
The parish of Brzeg is easily identifiable as an
object of the Hospitallers' ambition. It was the regional capital
of the district, later an independent principality, where two of
their houses, Wielki Tyniec and Vosiów were situated. As in the
case of Zlotoryja, the parish of Brzeg had been used as a
benefice for the Silesian princes' chaplains. The incumbent, who
was not a Hospitaller, witnessed an act of 1283 touching the
property of the Brzeg church: but, rather than assuming that
Henry intended to repudiate the transaction he had so ceremoniously
performed in 1280, one should read the provisions of the act of
1283 in the context of the earlier donation to the Hospital, and
as part of the preparation for eventual transfer. They are as
follows:
I-bnry, cbi<e of Silesia a-id lord of WrocXaw.. .since the vill, called
Mir1<eru, t4iich belcngs to the prcperty of the Brega church, has fran of old
been located ir'ider Polish law (polonico jure sita) and prodced a nocrate
inccn for the church (rrodictin eichn ecciesie carnDditatis af ferret), and
since it caru)t, withut our licence, be located wder German law, or turned
to riore profitàle uses, and since e wish to rke better provision for the
sare church, we have nide an exchange with the twiiourle nen, Bernard the
prepositus of tissen, the priest (pleba-us) of the church, by which we have
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restored the viii in cjestion to our on lordship, so that the priest aid
his successors shall have no future riit there, excepting the tithe which
the cultivators and irtabitants of the viii pay.. .in cciipensation for this
we wish to provide the church with two vills bordering on our town of Brega,
of which one is called Rathayka and the other Old (ktiqa) Brega. These we
have granted freely, caipletely and irrevocably to the church, within their
rreasured limits, which cclTprise 49 saail rentable 'rrisi', of the kind
called "flningici" - not including the 'mansi' of the 'schulteti', which by
riit of location, they may choose to have. Fran each 'mansus' the priest
shall receive half a mark as amual rent, this not to include the 'maldratae',
which already belong to him as tithe-payuent. By a special act of our
riuiificerce we have added to our grant the riits of the 'schiltetus' in
two vills, with all the services and paymants which they ce to us, aid all
the prcx±ice and utilities of the maacb.'s, pastures, scrU, and swaip, and of
all dependent land, within the limits of the prcçerties, to own in perpetuity
as their prcperty.(122)
This act provided the church in Brzeg with a viable
demesne property and appropriate rights of lordship, which it had
clearly not previously possessed. The special arrangement for the
impropriation of the 'mansi' of the 'scultetus' meant that, as
elsewhere on the principal demesne estates owned by the Hospital
and Temple, the 'scultetus' could be installed by the lord under
obligations of vassalage. (123) The particular status of the
prince, not only as owner of the town, and of the two properties
outside it named in this act, of which one was the original
(122) (u-dated) 1283, CIDS IX Urk'.rderbich der Stadt Brieg, p 224
lb.6
535, SR 1729)
(1 23) There wes fonierly saie debate on whether the office of
'scultetus' should be regarded as one held by the official of an overlord or by
the head of an autoncirous caiiruiity. W. Kitn's Introdction to 'Die deutsdirechtlichen Stacite identifies the recogiitim that the title covered a variety of
situations, and could include the pointnent of a princely official as a
permissible ccncessicn frcin the 'Gernan' to the 'Polish' side. The persisterce of
confusion is parent in the forinilation of H. Sarecnowicz, covering thirteeenthcentury conditions, in the mast recent general work, M. Bogcka, H. Sa1EoncwiczDzieje miast i mieszczaSstwa, p 53 Notes 34-6 where 'sculteti' in urban and other
settings are not distinçpished. The privileges of fourteenth-century city
corporations have reqilarly been assured to be identical with the terms of
settlenent of isrrnigrants involved in saall-scale peasant repcpulations, or the
creation of market towns in the cership of feudal prcprietors. It should be
thwdantly clear that the 'sculteti' in this act were not urban officials but the
'headien' (or vassals with kni-itly status) of thresne vills located uider German
law. ft, the Trplar estates in Silesia and Li±usz the 'sculteti' clearly held
their prcperty and offices uider the tenr of a fief.
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settlement (Antiqua Brega), is noteworthy. As in Strzegom, the
representation of the town by communal officials makes a gradual
appearance. Complete and formal autonomy is to be placed in the
next century. (124)

While the arrangements of 1283 may be seen as a
preparation for the transfer of ownership, the actual date of the
transfer is unrecorded. It certainly occurred before 1299, since
in that year the 'villicus' of Schreibendorf (villa scriptoris)
near Brzeg acknowledged the payment of a 2 mark rent to "the
lords, the brothers of the Cross, resident in the parish of Brzeg
(cruciferis dominis in parrochio Brezenzi residentibus)"(125)
This same year of 1299, although it may seem late for
the actual transfer, given that the original donation had been
made in 1280, saw a bout of official activity on the part of the
Hospital in respect of the church in Brzeg: in this year a copy
of the privilege of 1280 was obtained from the notary Adam of

(124) The nodal prcçosed by W. Kttn-Die deutsdirechtliche Städte,
bc cit. is scarcely recogisle in the ccrditicns of the thirteenth century.
Sirce Kthi is quite explicit in his intention of assuiiing the conditions of
Ngdeburg or Kuim law which are described in the fairteenth century to have
apjilied to aiy identifithle 'location' of atever kind ad of whatever date, the
source of the error is evident. Sasauicz, bc cit. aspearas surprisingly
willing to incorporate a similar error into his acouit at several points. The
misidentification by KtEn of the Hospital's prcprietorial tcwi of Hokc& as a
failed' location, will be considered belc (po 249-SC, especially Note 215). The
case of Strzegan, kiere the prince was clearly still 'overlord' follcdng the
ton 's location, ati contirued to exercise authority over its affairs thrcucjiout
the period of rnce of the carmiiab authority has already been described.
(125) (uidated) 1299 (u-pblished) P11 537 (SR 2536) ScheerbornBrieg, p 32 gives the vills of the parish of St, Nicholas in Brzeg as "Paulau,
Briegisdxbrf, Scliiffelrthrf, Horrrscbrf a]d Schreibencbrf."
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RacibOrz. (126) Since an arrangement is to be assumed that the
transfer would only take place at the next vacancy, it is
conceivable that the Order was obliged to wait until this date.

The first reference to an (unnamed) commander in
Brzeg, occurs in one of a series of documents concerning the
church in Kothierzyce (Nonavilla) recording its acquisition by
the Brzeg house in 1335. (127) Against this a donation of 1345 of a
property in .]ankowice, which was apparently made to the Brzeg
house and was eventually administered as part of its property was
received by the Bohemian prior, Callus of Lemberg.(128)
There are later, more distinct positive indications of the
existence of a commander and convent (doubtless small) in
Brzeg. (129) One Walter of 'Colonia' was active with the commander's

(126) 24 lily 1299, At4 536. This year also s the traisuiptirij
of the 1272 Strzegan privilega by Bishop ^hi of WrocXaw, (5 Nbvber 1299, At1
16 / CC 2571) whose provisions (see shove, p 175/6 Nkte 44) ere cshle of
.plicatiai to the property held in the tc of Brzeg.
(127) These are preserved in a later notary's ck,curent fran 11
Jiivary 1374 (upiblished, AJ4 548). The fourth chuent in this letter, fran 29
Aust 1335 records the cbnation of this fiiate parish th Qiither of Pilawa who
a±ed as proxy for the 'Comendathr' in Brzeg. (Cuither' s owa title was itself
not aie which cai recessarily be assured th have carried with it ccnventua].
responsibility. (See belcM, p 234) Schoerborn-Brieq (in ai pendix) p 372 Nbte
27 ccrsidars the qesticn of whether twa separate 'ccmidaries' in Vosiow aid
Brzeg existed prior to the Feforireticn. An earlier writer, Stehr, who gave a date
of 1334 for the "fcu-idatim" of a carrrdery was criticised by Crüiiagen as
editor in Lui dar Stacit Brieg p 14. }-bwever it is clear encucji fran the refererces
given here that the camidsr' s title was separately apalied to the possessions
in Brzeg in the fourteenth century.
(128) 5 Septarber 1345, (irpthlished) Pt4 540, in which Prior
Callus ccrifinlEd Henry of Bischofsheiiii's testarentary beciest of his aflod of
7 nsi in JaikcMice. ft aiother cccasim property in Jatl<cMce was treated as
pertaining to the O1enica house; this raises the possibility that a forner
Tplar interest was involved, aid a property there could have been originally
caiprehended within the old Wizów parish, where the Teiple are known to have
received ai original cbiaticn. It seor nost likely that a later raticnalisatia,
broucjit the property in Ja1<aiice uider the control of the Brzeg house.
(129) This phrase occurs in two arts of 29 ft±eber 1343 (irpi.blished, At4 539) aid 19 February 1354 (trçxblished, PJ1 541)
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title from l354. (130) ln 1372 the 'Conmendator sive Rector
ecclesiae sancti Nycolai in Brega' was one Conczko. (131) If the
intervention of the Prior in 1345 can be ignored, the fourteenthcentury record suggests that the office of commander was regularly filled.
With the existing dotation of the urban parish and
the special arranqement of Duke Henry recorded in 1283, which
brought it two demesne properties near the town, the property of
the church in Brzeg approximated to the type of aggregate holding
which had been gradually established in the houses of Wielki
Tyniec, Strzegom and g osiów. There is later evidence, too, that
the 1-lospitaller house here was treated as a property-owning body
of the first rank. An act of 1342 records the jurisdiction of the
'commendator'. 32

541. The earlier act of 1343 inplies that the office of
cunnicr of Brzeg existed at least rotionally, that of 1335 that it could be
uifilled. Walter's purchase by this act of 1354 of a rent in the Heyda prcerty,
fonied part of the Strzegan tithe-area rry (as in Nbte 128) have fonied
part of the finarcial provision nc1e at his entry to the 0rcr or at his pramticn
to the rar< of caiTrrder.
(131)16 Aust 1372 (uilished) /44 546)
(132)10 February 1342 (Lrpibflshed) P1t4 538 (SR 6753)
(130)

I't1

ktith
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(iii)

Lwdwek (Ldwenberg)

The instrument of donation of the patronage of the
parish church in Lwáwek was issued by Duke Bernard of Lwówek in
1281. (133) The arenga, "Si loca religiosa", is identical to that
used for the donation of the church in Brzeg, although another
was used for the donation of CiepZowoda, which was made on the
same occasion as the Lwówek transfer. In all three cases the
'intervention' of the 'magnus preceptor', Hermann of Brunshorn,
is indicated. (134) The presence of "Bertoldus, plebanus de
Lewenberc", among the witnesses indicates that the Lwówek church,
too, would have had to await a vacancy before its actual transfer.
Bernard's act was confirmed by Bishop Thomas in a
document dated April 19 1282, with an extensive statement
reserving the disciplinary rights of the diocesan. (135) This date
of 1282 for the episcopal confirmation may indicate that the
Lwáwek church was taken into the Order's ownership relatively
quickly, and if the transfer was indeed contemporary with the
confirmation of 1282, it could in fact have been the first of the
large town parishes actually to have been received.
(133) 18 March 1281 SW IV 406 (SR 1655 / CC 3745)
(134) For the itinerary of Manran of Brtnshorn and his calpanicris,
see belct, 224ff 4iere the CiepZcoth dnaticn is discussed.
(135) 19 Pipril 1282 (u-pilished) /*1 349 (SR 1703 / CC 3745 Nbte)
The formilae used here and in other caifin1Bticr of similar date by the biths
of WrocXaw provida for the riits of the diocesan to be cbserved rployiri a
carprehensive fornula. Althoucjni it is rt prcposed here to enter into detail
on the cjesticn of the exrption enjoyed by the Maspital, it is clear here as in other
cases that the tern of nuth later quarrels are not of direct relevance. The
situatim addressed by the Hospital's genera]. privileges was me where a degree
of episcopal tolerance was necessary for a religious order th fuictim at all
within a given diocese. Bogdan-Sprawa wyjecia pears at fault on this point.
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The situation surrounding the transfer of the church
in Lwówek, which would appear to be the most straightforward of
those to be considered in this section, has been needlessly
confused by an error in the early cataloguing of the Prague
archival holding, which has produced misleading information in
Schlesische Regesten. There is no second act of donation of the
church in Lwciwek by Duke Bolko in 1288 nor a second episcopal
confirmation in the same Year.(136)

(136) Delaville le Rcxilx CC 3745 (note) corrects the pantan
listing of SR 2064, 4iich redates the ca]firrticn of 19 pril 1282 to 1288, but
is hiirelf at fault in piblishing as CC 4011 infoni'iaticn frczn SR 2079 and 2080.
These four entries, CC 4011, a-id SR 2064, 2079 and 2080 do not exist. The source
of the error is rniscataloguing of the tt transuipts recording the donation of
the church in Cftiielno in 1288. Both are dated 9 Ppril 1304. The first (P4 350)
is in the Lwdk holding, and is a transuipt of Bolko's act of 2 Auist 1288: the
second is inthe Wroclaw holding (Ai1 1699) and is a second transuipt of Bithp
Th]Ts 'S transuTpt and ccrifirntion of P14 350, thich was dated 31 August 1288.
The contents of these docurnts have no comectim with Lwek: hcever, a dorsal
carnnt in an 18th-century hand to P1 350 ruis, " vidimata thiacio juris
patronatus ecclesiae in villa Rusch s. Lodwiscbrff, hodie dicta.. . .Lerrberg." This
caused the inforiraticn th be misapplied to Lwdwek in SR 2079 and 2080, and, in a
further nig1ing, the 1282 caifiniiaticri to be redated to 1288 in SR 2064. A
further error is that the two transurpts of 1304 receive a single listing as SR
2789.
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(iv)

CiepXowoda (WarmbrUnn)

On the same day, March 18 1281, as Prince Bernard of
LwOwek donated the parish church of Lwówek to the Hospital, he
also issued an instrument with a differing arenga recording the
donation and sale of the property of Callidus Fons (CiepXowoda /
WarmbrUnn); this place as its name suggests, achieved later fame
as a hot-spring and spa resort, although it is not certain that
these curative activities can be placed in the Hospital's period
of ownership. This extensive alienation of property was recorded
in the following terms:
Bernard, cU<e of Silesia aid lord in Leiterg.. .at the intercession
(interveniente) of the honourable, religious and inckistrious man, brother
Heniarus de Brwshorn, the rrgiis precepthr of the hcuses of the sar
Fbspital. throuç$iout Geniiaiy aid Poland.. .we have granted to the Order to
possess in perpetuity the place which is called Caflicb.is Fons, in the
Wroclaw diocese with t huidred and fifty naisi, with rTeaths and waters
and water-courses, with fishing aid ftnting riits, aid with its vills, and
with aLl. its riits (cxiiii lure plenitud(ud)ine) for the salvation of
ourselves and air arrestors: in addition we have sold to the sare brothers
and transferred to them for the sun of one huidred marks and t vases of
wine, a further 100 mansi, to possess by prcçrietorial riit in perpetuity;
and we renance, for ourselves and our heirs, all canonical and civil
riits, whether established by statute or by custctn, aid the riit to charge
by letter uider any fonn of rds, except where there has been fraud, or
outside the district covered by the price a-id sale. . . for those who rent or
cultivate the said mansi (maisionariis eciai seu colcnibus mansoruii eonnthn), frc.m the tine they receive their ftldings and beqin cultivation, we
grant freedaii fran every kind of service and cbligaticn: and we add the
follcing to the above conditions, that if anyone should attipt to usurp
their riits in these prqerties, we carpletely absolve the brothers frcni
(defending) petitions or law-suits to this effect."(137)
The reference to canonical rights is noteworthy,
because no separate title covering ecclesiastical rights, tithe,
or the patronage of the church in CiepXowoda, all of which the
(137) CO 3744 (SR 1656, fran the Jawór Archive)
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Order nonetheless possessed, survives. If such a transfer
including church property was made in this first transaction of
1281, this would have inhibited its being recorded as a sale; as
it is, a part of it only is itemised as having been a sale. The
sale by the same prince of a further property of 100 mansi,
called Zachun, was recorded on 13 July 1281.(138)
The recipients of this second act, issued in Jelenia
Gdra, (Hirschberg) were the Hospitallers in Strzegom. This
provides significant evidence for a regional division of responsibilities between the older houses. A connection of the Strzegom
house with the Lwówek and Zlotoryja churches, perhaps too with
former Templar possessions in the Swidnica region may also be
Postulated. (139) This is distinct from the conduct of business by
the nominal head or senior commander of the Order, a role which
was discharged at various times by the resident official in all
three of the original houses in turn.(140)
The attendance of officials of the Hospital in
Germany at the transfer of Lwówek and Cieplowoda is, nonetheless
a matter of considerable interest. Hermann of Brunshorn's title
and function is best understood as that of a visiting official,
whose authority superseded that of all local officials of the

(138)13 3ily 1281, SW IV 418 (CC 3762; PI1 14 also records a
±rsaJ. inscripticn in a 13th or 14th century hand: "privilegiun spra calithn
fmtøn"; SR 1667)
(139)23 me 1335 (t.rçiblished) Pt4 351 (SR 5470) records the
purchase of a rent m a Lwek prcperty to provide an ircare for a Hospitaller in
the Strzegin ccnventual body: the final devoticnal aim was, hcver, ccrrcted to
the Lwdk church. This a&uinistrative liil< with Strzeqczn may suggest the abserce
of any ccnventual body in associaticii with the Lek church.
(140)See belci, 315ff shere it is established that the resident
head of the Order in Silesia in this period was the senior curmander Thiiiian of
Vosiow.
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Hospital, not only the senior commander, - at this date Thilmann
in Vosiow , - but also the Polish prior appointed from time to
time in the Bohemian priory, and the office of the Bohemian
prior. At this date his commission covered Germany and Poland and
he was accompanied by the prior of Heimbach, who was the resident
official with responsibility for the western German province of
the I-tosPital. (141) This German prior and his companion, Conrad
'Thuringus', witnessed the Lwc5wek donation in a position of
precedence to Thilmann of Vosic5w: only the two German officials
witnessed the CiepXowoda act.
A subsequent donation made to the house (claustro) of
Cieplowoda by Bernard's successor, Bolko of Lwówek, in 1288 was
made "honorabili viro et religioso domino Conrado commendatori
Fontis Callidi". (142) If this is the same individual as Conrad the
Thuringian, then here, rarely, is strong circumstantial evidence
for the direct involvement of the German Hospital in a project of
foundation and plantation with some suggestion of separate
control. In this case the involvement of the Strzegom house in
the second donation of 1282 may reflect a temporary arrangement
of supervison while the establishment of the new house was in
progress.

hierarchy, the pointnent of these visitir
(141) The Geni
officials and the scqe of their activity will be discussed in Chter 5.
(142) 20 Nrch 1288, CC 3993 (SR 2060, frcii the Heriidorf Archive)
The petmissim to raintain a tavern conveyed in this privilege was an inportant
feature of lordship. The loss of the CiepXcoda possessions in the fourteenth
century was proved by Heyne (bc cit), ho suggested that they rry have been
rerwived as early as 1360 to provide a fief for Gotsche Schoff. Heyne pthflshes
t acts fr 1381, and dated 6 January 1384, hich eruierate his possessions
ircludinq Cieplowoda.
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(v

Dzierzoniáw (Reichenbach)

The last acquistion of a parish in the period under
consideration (the Order's church in Kole was acquired in the
15th century, thouqh earlier rights may have existed there
was made in the town of Dzierzoniáw, the regional centre for the
Order's property and interests in Pilawa and Clinice.
The donation is recorded in two acts of Bolko of
Fürstenberg: the first was issued on 11 April 1338(143); the
second was issued on 3 June by the same prince under a different
style with the additional description "of Ziçbice" (Münsterberg)
replacing "in Swidnica", which appears in the first version.(144)
Both donations were made to the Grand Prior Callus of Lemberg,
described as prior of Bohemia and Poland in the first act, prior
of Bohemia only in the second; at that date, the title "of
Poland" in the Grand Prior's style was both implicit, and in a
Silesian context irrelevant. Apart from these minor differences,
the second act contains the following provision:

have given the riit of patronage of the durch in the city of
Reychertah, purely for the sake of God, to lord Callus, brother of the
Cross, prior in Bc4nia of the Order of St. Jcin of Jenjsalan, to possess
and to control mce lord I-niaii the 'plebanus' there has died, with all the
sate riit, custcin, rrode and fonn (aird eo iure, ccrisuetudine, rrvcb et
fori), by tAiich the brothers of the Cross in Strinia and elsekre i
and control their parish churches.. •"(145)

(143) 11 pril 1338 (trp.blished) PJ4 94 and 95 (SR 6090): the
second of these is a transuipt.
(144)3 1re 1338 (trçxblished) PiM 96.
(145)ibid.
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The first presentation to the church was made by
Andreas, commander of Wielki Tvniec in 1340(146), which indicates
that the Order had a relatively short time to wait before gaining
possession. The 'plebanus' appears in an act of 1349 as the
representative of the property; however, a commander, Nicholas,
is recorded in an act from 1363.(j47)
The context of this final acquisition was doubtless
similar to those already noted: there were, however, other claims
on the Order's funds at this date; specifically money was being
raised and spent in furtherance of the Order's ambition to secure
adequate and appropriate dotation of the house in W roclaw, as
well as to recover through purchase rights inherited from the
former Templar house in Olenica. The purchase, if it was a
purchase, in DzierzoniOw was the last of its kind, and the
properties obtained there were soon employed along with the
estates of other houses to raise funds for these two important
projects.

(146) 16 JLrle 1340 (trpthlished) PI1 97 (SR 6461)
(147) 30 August 1349 (uxblished) Pt4 99 records an agreeient to
s&bidt ntters of dispute with the ccmruiity of Austin heiinits in the tcwn to the
arbitratiai of certain ecclesiastics and representatives of the ccrrnine. 14 fry
1363 (trçjiblished) t1 102, hse provisicns are discussed below, p 235 N.bte 174
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9)

The Dotal Endowment of the Hospital's Town Parishes

A feature already remarked upon of the parish
churches which the Hospital acquired in Silesia in the last
quarter of the 13th century was their previous use as benefices
of the Silesian princes' chaplains: these, as court servants, had
access to the chancery for the purpose of recording the dotation
of their churches or significant alterations to it. The documentary record which survives in the Hospital's Prague Archive is a
correspondingly rich source for the town parishes of Silesia in
the 13th century.
In gaining control of several of the principal town
parishes of Silesia, the Hospital obtained valuable property
interests: yet, the transformation from parish to house or
commandery of the Order, if indeed this occurred, is by no means
easy to describe. (148) The appropriate dotal endowment of a
parish, no matter how large and important, was different in kind
to what might be considered the appropriate endowment for the
support of a religious house. Although the churches and dependent
estates of the houses in Wielki Tyniec, Strzegorn and Vosiów may
certainly be regarded as religious houses, whatever parameters of
organisation, representation or economic support are set. For the
new acquisitions, some process of adjustment was necessary.
(148) It is frequently asserted that the apprcpriate classifier of
a I-bspitaller or Tenplar house is the 'caiTdery'. I-kever, the rar< of caimder
was not assied before 1250, ad thereafter there ere certain arunalies in its
use. Heyiie-Bistun Breslau, I 291ff ccntains by far the best early attrpt at a
cou-it of 'cczmnderies'. In this section it is intended to caisider the a±ual
property-base of the I-bspital 's 'houses' aid churches in Silesia.
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In Brzeg, where two new estates were acquired by the
parish before its transfer, this probably occurred in preparation
for the Hospital's ownership: here, the purpose of the transaction
- to provide an estate that might be held under terms of seignorial franchise - was made explicit. The references to a conventual
body and the lordship of the commander in the fourteenth century
have already been discussed •(149)
By contrast, the acquisition of a new dotal property
by the incumbent for the church in ZXotoryja, made at a time when
the Hospital had at least a pretension to the church and possibly
the promise of its reversion, did not provide any opportunity for
the exercise of lordship. Two acts record this transaction, the
sale of a former possession of the 'advocatus' of the town by his
daughter Benedicta: one, a document issued by the commune in
1268(150), the other Prince Boleslaw's confirmation of the
transaction given in the following Year.(151)
In LwOwek, the Hospital inherited the unusually
detailed confirmation of the church's dotation given by Henry the
Pious in 1241(152); according to this act an estate in the

(149) See above, .p 216-7 ftites 129/30
(150) 20 [carber 1268, SW IV 82, (Pt 228 a-id 229 / SR 1321,
frcn Schwacher's registratim is very usatisfactory. -iat is referred to as a
cbrsal note is in fat part of the text. The nares of the 'ngister burgensiun',
Side]jrri of 'Salburc' a-id witnesses are anitted, also the details of the legal
resigation of the prcperty before the 'iudex provincialis' Ccrirad of 'Senecter'
(151) 24 February 1269, SW IV 91 (M 230 / SR 1332, t.rider 21
Septther 1269) Further details absent fran the registratim after Schwader,
are the naie of the prcçerty, 'vbershcare', kiich is lakinq in the earlier at
a-id its chara±erisatim as a-i estate caiprising three Fraiccniai 'rrnsi'. The
witnesses, ircludi.nq several citizens of Zlotoryja are also uirecorded.
(152) SR 569 / N4 347
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neighbourhood ol the town was to be made aver to the parish once
it had served the purpose of meeting the building costs of
another church. ZXotoryja and Lwówek may represent special cases,
being new foundations of Henry the Bearded's reign, and it is
probable that from an early date property which might be held as,
or might become, a lord's demesne was not available in their
vicinity. The rise of the power and authority of communes made
the acquisition of new properties under seignorial franchise all
the more difficult in those towns where the Order owned the
parish. In Zlotoryja, it is noteworthy that the purchase of 1268
was approved by the commune before it was confirmed by the
prince; but equally noteworthy that the prince did confirm the
transaction and controlled the parish before its donation.
The wealth of the parishes might derive in each
particular case from a variety of sources, including traditional
tithe portions, which could have considerable financial significance. In Brzeg the Order had the right to a tithe from tolls.(153)
In Zlotoryja, a mining town, a gold-share was assigned to the
church (154) : this may have been a more profitable source of
income than actual tithe-rights, since there is a suggestion that
(153) 16 Jaruary 1357 (upiblished) 11 545. Princess Catherine of
Brzeg prncured an agreenent beten the bishcp and the I-bspitallers in Brzeg cn
their respective shares of toll in the Brzeg and OXa districts. The damE of
both parties are nnst likely to have originated in a tithe entitlnt of far
older date ("ab antiquis habere dinoscitur"). It is also generally notable that
any ownership of tithe coiprised a resickjal portion tiiich the bishq miit claim.
Lb-der this aqreenent, the payiint of tithe m tolls was to be node directly fran
the treasury, and the determinaticii of the respective portions to be paid was
rride thrai4 desigiation of set periods in either case curing which the whole
revenue uld be rride over.
(154)10 Line 1349 (up±lished) N4 237
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the prince's property in the district had its tithe reserved.(155)
Although these records appear at a relatively late date, they can
be credibly represented as having bearing on agreements instituted
at the foundation of these two towns, or at the transfer of their
parishes to the Hospital.
In Dzierzonic5w the Order were able to inherit a dotal
estate held under terms of seignorial franchise. The privilege of
1262, by which Prince Henry III gave 7 'mansi' in Ernstesdorf,
including judicial franchise, for the dotation of the church
while it was still under the ownership of the chaplain, Henry, is
possibly to be regarded as an unusual concession for a parish
church. (156) Henry's successor obtained a confirmation of this
privilege from Henry IV in 1290. (157) Under Hospitaller ownership
this combination of privileges would have stood service as the
title to seignorial franchise on the property.
The settlement of a dispute, recorded in an act of
Henry IV from 1282, provides an instructive insight into the
ownership of property and rights within the town area, which the
'plebanus' owned, and the Hospital in due course inherited.(158)

(155) This is nEick Darent in a cbnaticn of Václav of Legdca
ur kidt the prirce' s tithe is specifically reserved. 14 Iiist 1359 (irpblished) /W 239
(156) 23 Ji.rie 1262, SIB III 412, (I1 90 / SR 1128 ucr 23 Jt..ne
1261-3? is fran Schwandier and two WrcxXaw archive ccpies. The editor of SR was
inaware of the locaticn of the original).
(157) 24 .me 1290 CO 4107 (t1 93 / SR 2141)
(158) 27 Juie 1282 (t.rçthlished) PIVR 92 (SR 1714, 'Aiere, again,
the infontim fran Schwaickier is irccnplete, aid no witress-list is given.)
The chjlain a-id parish-.priest I-knry ±tained redress fran the prince aid an
award of cciipensatim over a nurier of grieva-ces against Ccnrad the hereditary
iudex' of the tcMl; additicnally, it was provithi that neat-stalls for the use
of the 'pleba-iis' shcxjld be nde available in the ti 's nrket.
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All the town parishes had defined tithe-areas at
their transfer, but only that of Lwówek is listed in detail in
any act contemporary with its creation, when the existence of a
filiate is also recorded. (159) However partial information on
the processes of evolution of the parishes, the delimitation of
their tithe-areas and the creation of smaller filiate parishes
within their boundaries is occasionally provided. Compensation
was given to the church in Dzierzoniów in 1258 when the chapel
in Peterswald was elevated into a separate Parish. (160) A dispute
over the obedience of the vill of Culerdorph was resolved
through the choice of the inhabitants, - since the facts of the
case could not be established, - in favour of the Dzierzoniáw
church. (161) The church in Brzeg received tithe from a number of
vills which in due course supported their own filiate parishes,
to whose number the church in Kocierzyce was added through its
resignation to the Order by its lay proprietor in 1335.(162)
While it seems firmly established that the Hospital
enjoyed full freedom of disposal of these new interests, their
transformation into houses or 'commanderies' of the Order (once
it has been decided what significance is to be attached to this
description) remains less clear.
(159) SR 569. Lhr this act, in addition to tithe-riits cthated
by the bishc and the prirce, building reverues trporarily assid to another
church, the church of S. Bartholarw with its 4 rrisi in Borisserffin, were th
revert to the church in Lw,ek after carpleticn ad the church itself was to be
its filiate. Gárecki's recent essay-Parishes, Tithes and Society discusses the
processes of parish creation in Silesia in this period. The work of E. Michael
on the sibject was flawed by an insisterce on reccqüsinq only Geni / 'Gemai
law' / located parishes. These three entities he took to be eciiva1ent and
cthle of a specific legal, cultural and eccmnic cfiniticn.
(160) 13 February 1258, SW III 264, (Pt4 89)
(161) 24 February 1268, SW IV 53 (t4 91)
(162) PM 548. See above p 219 Nbte 127
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It is appropriate in this connection to consider a
fuller range of material dealing with the property of the Order
in PiXawa. It has hitherto been usual to count Pilawa among the
original houses or commanderies of the Order dating from the
early period of acquisition. (163) A tithe-area in Pilawa, and by
inference, landed property there certainly formed part of the
original project to which the act of 1183-7 of Bishop ZyrosXaw
alludes. (164) It is also most likely that Pilawa was the site of
Count Adlard's donation of permission for the construction of a
mill in 1234-40 and the site of demesne cultivation.(165)The
'curia' of the Order there is mentioned in an act of the duchess
Beatrice from 1302.(166)
Nonetheless there is no succession of heads of the
Pilawa house, as is the case with Wielki Tyniec, Strzegom and
Vosiów, or evidence of conventual life there. The single appearance of a commander in Pilawa, - of Theoderic in the thirteenth
century, - appears to be a case of the use of a courtesy title by
a former 'magister'. (167) After 1290, particularly, the usefulness
of a subsidiary or courtesy title based upon the Pilawa property
can be seen in the new circumstances of the Order's operation

(163)For exaiple, De Safles, p 253 assxiates "sais doute" the
fcudatiou of 'les ccimnderies do Kosel et de Beilau' with the activity of
Hemari of Bruishorn, after Feyfar p 80, who ccntents hinelf with indicating a
date of fouidaticxi in the secaid half of the century. Szczeniak op cit. p 19,
inaccurately cpoting De Salles' already nig1ed infotim, brackets ZZotoryja
aid Pilawa as fcx.ndations of Henry the Pious. The title of A. Lercha' s study
appears th pranise ai accouit of the develq nt of the 'camndory' of PiXawa
(as wall as that of Alt-Zülz (BiaXa), where the Ordor held the diirch).
(164)See above, pp 153-4 Nk)tes 2-4 (SW I 56/57/89)
(165)See above, pp 200-1 Nbte 92 (SW 11197)
(166)2 Hey 1302 CC 4563 (SR 2709)
(167)See below, p 315
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which generated its own internal politics. It is possible to
catch glimpses of the careers of the Order's new class of
associates and members. One of these, Gunther held the title of
commander of Pilawa in the early fourteenth century, first
appearing in 1317 when he obtained permission for two censual
'mansi' that he had purchased to be held under terms of franchise, that is without the payment of certain princely obligations. (168) Gunther subsequently appeared as the proxy of the
commander of Brzeg in 1335 (169) and as a subordinate in a general
listing of commanders in the Silesian Province. (170) BY 1345,
however, the PiXawa estate had been mortgaged. (171) The highranking official, Knecht of Hugevitz made provision for his own
annuity by a purchase in Pi%awa in 1355, and it would appear that
by this date the property was under the effective control of the
commanders of Wielki Tyniec who purchased the right to levy
princely exactions due from the estate for a fixed term on a
number of occasions. (172) FinallY an act of 1373 recorded the
permanent attachment of the property in Pilawa to the house in
Wielki TYniec.(173)

(168) 29 /pri1 1317 (uxblished) PM 607 (SR 3681). Lkider this
act Bernard of FLirsterberg allowed Gwther to purchase 2 nsi kith would be
held exrpt frcii exacticns, or as the text has it, be ccnverted into a 'hereditas',
so 1mg as they were retained in deresne by anther and his sccessors as
(169) PI1 548
caivaider of Pilawa.
(170) 29 \bvrber 1331 (u-piblished) /M 754 (SR 5070) Prior
Michl recorded purchases ride by Kitthel of Kitlitz. The caiinaiders of Brzeg
(Dietrich), Pilawa (anther), and Vosi (Ccxirad) witnessed the act.
(171) 13 February 1345 (lrçLblished) PI4 626 ]iiigllng, called
Cyrner, returned an estate in Piiawa 4iith had been pleckd to him for a LiD mark
loan after repayiint.
(172) A relatively large nurber of stxh purchases are recorded,
anther cbtained a concessicn m this point in 1334 (AM 619), Aiith was followed
by a series of fixed-tenii purchases aid other ccrcessicns of exenption, I4
(upthlished) fsks. 623 (1343), 637 (1355), 639 (1356), 644 (1364), 648 (1369)
(173) 29 Septenter 1377 (t.rpublished) Pi4 650
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For the houses of the Order which had originated in
the grants of the larger town parishes the same half-existence as
'commanderies' might be postulated. There was not, one may be
certain, conventual life in all of them, as there was in the more
established houses. Although the record must admittedly be
considered fragmentary, the appointment of commanders in these
parishes appears irregular and where such officials appear, as
with Gunther in Pi%awa, a particular context for their activity
can usually be supplied. Thus, the commander in Dzierzoniów,
Nicholas, witnessed an act of 1363 to raise a mortgage on one of
the church's estates alongside the commander of Wielki Tyniec;
the large sum of 160 marks was raised, almost certainly to fund
purchases for the dotation of the house in Wroclaw (174) ; this
commander had the same family name 'of Gubin' (175) as the former
'plebanus' John, who appeared in 1349.(176)
The family name of the commander, John, who is
documented in ZZotoryja in 1349 (177) was Ber, and one Nicholas Ber
was a near-contemporary commander in Poznar. (178) The purchase by
Walter of Colonia, the commander in Brzeg, of an annuity in
Heyda, is comprehensible in terms of a donation made at the time
of his entry into the Order.(179)

(174) 14 F 4ey 1363 (u-piblished) P44 102
(175) It is given in 22 Jivary 1364 (tipthlished) PW 104
(176) 30 &ijst 1349 (up.blished) P4 99
(177) 10 me 1349 (irp.bliied) AtV 237. The earlier ccirnicr,
a1so naed 3thi was a different individjal (de Grusba) 8 February 1336 (trpthlished)
235 (SR 5563).
(178) KE*'j 1264 (1348). See above p 146 N.bte 92
(179) /44 541. See above p219 Nbte 130
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As far as the number of the Order's own clerics is
concerned, the terms of their ownership obliged the Hospital to
maintain two clerics of their Order in their town parishes,
although later agreements suggest that this condition was not
always resPected. (180 The earliest general survey of' the conventual bodies in the Bohemian and Moravian houses was recorded
during the visitation of 1373.(181)

It also seems clear that appointments of commanders
in the subsidiary provincial titles constituted one level,
somewhat higher than the ordinary, of entry into the Order. The
admission of this class of entrant, who brought with them
desirable property-holdings purposefully acquired, was a practice
similar to the purchase of annuities on the Order's estates with
the income to revert to the Hospital at death, which was usual

(180) See wove p 179 N.bte 54, and pp 182/3 for "Strzegi
terma". A donation for the estlithrent of a new altar in Lóek, 3 March 1355
(trçxblished) PI4 354, specified that a mass should be said by a nnter of the
Order, with a fee and penalty if this condition was not cbserved.
(181)The general visitation had been ordered by the Order's
central authorities to satisfy its n and papal curiosity as to the extent of
the Order's ealth, aid was ccndx±ed in the pragie diocese by Ardtishcp Jan
ftzkáw. The figures frczn this enciiry are given in De Salles-cp cit, p 259. and
have sare carparative value. Thus, for the main convent in Malá Strana, there
ere 17 chaplains, 9 serving-brothers and 2 kriiqits, while the church of Ma
BojisU had one chaplain. The remainder of the houses had congregations as
follcs: Strakonice (3 churches) 15 chaplains, 4 serving-brothers; Ploskovice 1
chaplain; Mlade BolesJ.av (3 churches) 3 chaplains; Svetla 6 chaplains and 5
serving-brothers; Zittau 12 chaplains; Klodzko 13 chaplains and 1 servingbrother. These nurbers prcbly transfer readily to the Silesian situation, with
the churches in Zlotoryja and Lw&k, for exarple, apporting a aller body,
prcbthly restricted to the nuiber of priests recjiired for the service of' the
altar: and the mre estthlished houses having a hiier nuther of resident
F-kspitallers, who cwld be described as a conventual body. In the eastern
Pcnranian provire, and in Poznai, fourteenth-century witness-lists sucjjest a
similar situation. Fbever, exact infornticri fran the Wroclaw diocese is not
availle. Religious orders vh had inprcpriated parishes there long resisted
episccpal visitation, according to H. Richter-Die Visitation der Joharniter-KcnnEnde
Lossen im Jshre 1610.
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for the ordinary membership. (182) Transactions accompanying the
entry or promotion of members of a select and powerful group of
families who aspired to the highest rank in the Order were on an
appropriately grander scale.183)
The relative importance or standing of the houses in
the fourteenth century Silesian province is also demonstrated by
the direction of revenues towards two particular projects: the
first of these was the recovery and reconstitution of the former
Templar property of O1enica (184) while the second, of slightly
later date, involved the securing of an adequate dotation for the
Order's new house in Wroclaw. (185) These new priorities also
brought about the elevation in rank of the titles of the two
houses of Wroclaw and Olenica to a positsion of seniority
immediately below the headship exercised by the commander of
Wielki Tyniec. If the prior retained the Tyniec title, his deputy
would be either the commander of O1enica or of Wroc%aw.

(182) 23 J&ne 1335 (upi.blished) PM 351 This purchase of a rent
in Lik for a brother in the Strzegan house indicates that service overseas was
still conteiplated as a mmBl feature of nEntership. Again, in an at dated 16
I\bvrber 1354, (upiblished) A'1 635, the Bohemian prior recorded the purchase by
Knecht of I-kjgevitz, his deputy in Poland, of a rent on the Order's prc.perty for
the benefit of a Hospitaller Peter, terever he mi$it be stationed (Lbiculq.e
locorun in ordine fuerit ccx,stitutus). The reverues at Peter's death re to be
divided beten the house of Wielki. Tyniec and that in Zittau. Several further
exaiples of the purchase of arnuities could be given: these transations played a
sigilficant part in a ccntiruing expansion of the Hospital's property interests
thrcx4iwt the fourteenth century.
(183) The purchases of Michael of Tyniec, Knecht of Rigavitz and
Dietrich ccmrender in Wielki. Tyniec have already been described. Those of Kitthel
of Kitlitz for the house in Olerdca will be discussed below. For their careers
and the rise of Prirce Zienowit of Tesin and Hovel of Leirberg in the provircial
hierarchy see below, 319ff Dter 5 Section 5.
(184) See below, Section 10
(185) See below, Chter 6 Section 3
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(10)

The Corpus Christi Hospital in Wroclaw

The original endowment of the Hospital in Silesia was
effected in several localities. Three have been indicated for the
period 1183-7, and a further four by the end of that century,
even before the transfer of the church in Strzegom. In these
regions the Order received the right to impropriate tithe and to
own churches, and was able through its crusading promotion to
assemble the dotal endowment of three houses: through its own
financial outlay, it was later able to direct its purchasing
power towards the town parishes.
There remained some property interests which were not
associated with any of the original houses or estates, such as
those the Hospitallers in Wielki Tyniec made use of in exchanges
to increase their demesne holding in the Tyniec region. There is
also a donation made by BolesXaw the Bald in 1251 at the request
of two brothers, called the Bolzones, of an estate called
Wilscov, which can not be associated with any particular house.(186)
Particular interest attaches to two properties in the
Wroc%aw district, since the Order long remained without represent
ation in the Silesian capital. These are first mentioned in an

(186) 6 Ccrber 1251, E III 21 (CC 2578 / t1 592 / SR 778)
This cbctirent is held in the Wielki Tyniec section of the I-bspitaller Archive,
but the prcperty cbes not reqpear as a possession of any Hospitaller house. The
only acditional circurtantial irxiication to its siting is that the Hospital may
have reriiced a grant of tithe here at the tinE of their initial enthnt (see
above, p 154/5 Nbtes 4 & 5), but as Delaville le Roulx riitly points out the
nate is a cantn me. A feature of interest is the wititiolding of judicial
frchise in the donation. (libere possidenduti... exceptis nostris juribus, que
advocatia prcprie ninct.patur, q.ian pro nthis voluTus cbservare.")
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act of location for the viii of 'Razomericz' issued by the Prior
of the Hospital in Poland and Moravia, Crafto de Bogsbergk, in
1269. (187) This contract with the 'locator' specified that the
rent due to the Order as lord, should be paid to the 'curia' in
Turdw (Thauer). (188) The latter was still in the possession of the
Order in the 14th centurY (189) : on the evidence of this act, the
acquisition of both properties should be placed before 1269.
The Hospital's second 'curia' in the WrocXaw district
was referred to without being named in an act of 1273.(190)The
Hospital were, however, neither overlords nor tithe impropriators
there, since these rights belonged to the canons of St. Mary on
the Sands in Wroc%aw. (191) Information on the actual situation in
Herdein can be substantially reinforced by reference to the

(187) 18 Septrber 1269, SW IV 102 (after SR 1331) The locator
was the 'scultetus' in 'Perzvericz' h was to receive 2 free 'mansi' and the
third pemy of the profits of justice. The prior pears in the cacity of
overlord in making this grant. 5113 IV bc cit. cpotes arçjuTEnts against the
association that was fonerly made beten this act and the ton of [Xirrjentsch.
(188) At the end of the me-year grace period the colonists vre
to pay an prqriate rent, and in addition each e me day's l±cur at the
suwer aid winter sowing to the 'curia' in TurOw. Sumery in SR bc. cit.
(189) In 1207 aid 1265 the church was in the cership of the ftly
Cross fouidaticn in WrocXaw (Neuling, op cit. p 320). Fkever, an act of 14
N.bveiter 1366 (irpiblished) Pt4 1719, by which the 'plebaiis' in TurcSw recorded a
sale of one 'maisus' belonging to the 'scultetus' in PJ1 was presunly later
acciired as title.
(190) 25 October 1273, SW IV 212 (PM 1697 / SR 1434 / CC 3520)
The sthject of the act was the share of the Schertzelan fanily of WrocZaw
burers. The principal feature of the property, tiiith was in divided, possibly
nultiple ownership, was its silver-mine. Cf \bte 193
(191) The tithe-cnership is made explicit in an act of 1245
(i.ndated), (PI4 1696 / SR 631), which was confirnd on 24 February 1283, (irp.blished)
4t1 1698 (SR 1742). The overlordship of the obbey of St. ftry 's in WrocXaw is
parent fran the issue by the bot of acts frcin 1319 (P4 1704 / SR 3904), 1326
(M 1706) aid 1338 (Pl1 1708).
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holding of the Wroclaw cornrnandery in the Prague Archive. The
provenance of several of the major interests in the property
later acquired by the Order, which comprised shares of its
silver-mine, is well documented. The first of' these acts predating
the Hospital's ownership, but later used by the Order as titles
was a grant by Abbot Vincent of the abbey of St.Mary on the Sands
(Sandstift/ Klasztor PM Na Piasku) in Wroc%aw in 1245: the same
provision was confirmed in 1285. (192) Before the Hospital obtained
this and other holdings, they were frequently transferred between
a number of families of Wroclaw burghers. (193) The eventual sale
of one of at least three principal shares for 400 marks to the
Hospitallers occurred when they were already owners of the chapel
of Corpus Christi in Wroclaw. (194) It is probable that in 1273
they held only a single major share.

(192) Pt1 1696 and 1698. This prqerty of 3 'nisi' had changed
hands at the tine the earlier title was confinred in 1283.
(193) An estate of 5 nisi (possibly the sare as in 1273) was
sold in 1304 [4 lily 1304 (iipblished) PM 1 7[1] (SR 2798)] to me Ccrirad: and
thereafter in 1309 to Herman and SolcrTul, who were WrocXaw burçiers [3 April 1309
(rqtblished) AM 1701 (SR 3051)]. The interest was divided between the two
fanilies, a sitution revealed by an act of 1318 [12-18 Novrber 1318 (trpthlished)
At4 1703 (SR 3854)]. A separate share rrede over by me Katherine to her husband
Jctn in 1314 [27 August 1314 (trthlished) P1 1702 (SR 3415)] was possibly the
sa as that exchanged by ]ctri 'Schertzelan' burer of WrocZ .i for other
possessions in 8ogdaszciice (which can also be identified as a vill in split
oiiership where prcçerty was available for the Hospital to puithase later in the
century), in 1319 [28 Fkirch 1319 (u-çx.blished) At4 1704 (SR 3904). ft the sare
day another transaction involving an estate of identical size was permitted by
the abbot of St. Fbry's [(upiblished) 141 1705 (SR 3905)]. ithi and Jaccb
Schertzelai's foniEr estate was the stbject of a rerLriciatim by another fanily
of Wroc% burcj'iers in 1326 [26 April 1326 (irxblished) P14 1706]. Herdein's
estate was provided as a cbwry nder the guardianship of a Wroclaw citizen in
1332 [2 0ctder 1332 (ujiblished) Pt1 1707]. I would ccnlude fran this series
of transactime that a mininun of three separate interests in the vii of Hercbin
s±irinq the period of split oriership were involved. The overlord and tithe
prcprietor thrc4 this period rEuined the abbey of St. N4ery 's.
(194) 4 April 1338 (u'p.blished) AM 1708. The abbot of St. try's
attested the sale of the forTrer Schertzelan share (see previous note) for 40J
marks to the F-kpitaflers in the Corpus Christi chel in WrocXaw. The necessity
for the abbot's consent and his reservation of the canons' tithe is noteworthy.
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The earlier transactions in the Herdein property have
an additional significance in that they illustrate the processes
involved in the foundation of the hospital of Corpus Christi in
Wroclaw by the commune before its transfer to the Order of St.
John. (195) They help to establish that the WrocZaw commune and
individual burghers acting on its behalf experienced considerable
difficulties in securing an appropriate endowment for their own
hospital foundation; nor can there be any doubt that the intending
benefactors, having earlier been in competition with the Order of
St. John, later resisted the decision to admit the Hospitallers.
The completion of the Hospital's dotation in Herdein was protracted.
In 1348 the Order obtained confirmation of an additional purchase
of 8 'mansi' in the silver_mine.(196)
In 1354 the Order made what was apparently their
final purchase of property in Herdein (197) : although only this
interest is specified as having formerly been assigned to the
commune's hospital, it is probable that some other of the
interests in Herdein had been purchased by the Wroclaw burghers
for their own failed project of foundation.
(195) I. ndt-Joh-niterkcimEnde Corpus Diristi, p 156 describes
the confusion in the earlier accotnts of Lwhs and Krrbflch, consideration of
iiose conflicting views miit suggest that no certainty cii the original relaticnthip betten the Order of St. Jctn, the Ispital aid the ccirnuie was possible.
ndt adciced additicnal references concerning the critical period fran the
Wroc%aw archival collections prcxiiced over the years by Coiner Grütegen, and
concludes: " Sicher ist dess des I-bspital Corpus Christi ui 1319 van Rathe der
Stadt gegr(iidet / uid in den ersten Jahren z .B. 1322 uid 1326 audi von ihii
venqal.tet trden ist." In sipport he cptes original acts fran 1319, 23 Jaruary
1322, 29 kiist 1326, and 26 lily 1337. If these can be accepted as indicative of
cawu-ial rraiarent, then 1337/8 can be given as the date of the foijidation' s
transfer to the Order of St. Jchi. The dates in Feyfar aid De Salles cb not
require serious consideration. See wove p 209 r\bte 107
(196) 18 Nbvrber 1348 (trpthlished) PM 1712.
(197) 22 February 1354 (up±)lished) 141 1714
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Even with the removal of the competition of the
intended communal hospital, the Hospitallers evidently experienced
difficulty in obtaining a sufficient endowment in the Wroclaw
district. They obtained permission from John of Luxembourg, the
Czech king, to make purchases in the Wroclaw principality in
1339. (198) This privilege was twice reissued by Charles IV: in
1343, before his succession, and in 1348. (199) This may indicate
difficulties in making suitable purchases, and it is possible
that the bulk of the final endowment of the Wroclaw house needed
to be sought in other localities.
The efforts towards securing this endowment followed
on from similar exertions directed at the recovery of former
Templar interests. (200) Fourteenth-century Hospitaller transactions
were complicated, and there is some indication of overlapping.
Money might be raised for purchases by the sale of rents on the
Order's own properties. Rents might be purchased in a property
where the Order hoped to acquire a holding. It is probably
correct to identify the task of extending the endowment of the
WrocZaw house as a priority from the middle of the centurY.(201)

(198)10 kijst 1339 (uxblished) /1 1709 (SR 6322)
(199)22 Octcber 1343 (uptb1ished) PJ1 1710; 18 Nbventer 1348
(tipiblished) PJ4 1711.
(200) Informaticn Iran 14th- century ftspitaller records is
essential to a reccnstruction of the earlier Tenplar lx1dirx; to avoid d.plicaticri
a fuller discussiai of the recovery is given in Chter 6
(201)See above p 235 kte 174
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(11)

The Possessions in Opole and Opava - The Houses of
Grobniki and Makowo

In the 14th century, the Hospitaller houses or
parishes of Klodzko and Zittau which had not formed part of the
historic province of Silesia were asociated in a single province
with the several Silesian houses and parishes whose earlier
history has just been related. There also remains to be considered one Silesian group of properties whose history was complicated
by the adjustment of political frontiers, comprising an older
house in Grobniki (Crobnig / Hrobniki) situated in a district,
which temporarily during the period under discussion came under
the control of a Piast Silesian prince, and another house, that
of Makowo (Makau) in Upper Silesia, which was of slightly later
foundation; both houses were incorporated at the end of our period
into a new foundation by the prince of Opava (Troppau). The
idiosyncratic later history of this 'commandery' of Opava in
Upper Silesia resulted in the removal of the earliest documentary
holding from the Prague archive, with the result that the record
of the early period has been preserved by indirect means, and is
both less full and less reliable than in the case of the other
houses which have been described in this chapter.

Under the division of the province of Silesia which
was made on the return of the sons of WXadyslaw the Exile, the
share of the cadet branch after further subdivision ultimately
constituted three principalities in Upper Silesia, which were
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retained among Mieszko the Flat-Footed's descendants. The princes
of the branch in Opole were supporters of the Hospital, and one
of them Mieszko, a particular sponsor of the Order, became a
confrater'.
It is likely that some influence on the development
of the Hospital's influence in Opole was exerted by the proximity
across the Moravian border of the house of Grobniki (Hrobniki /
Crobnig), which was among donations in Moravia recorded in 1169
and confirmed in 1183. The donation of the church of Grobniki by
Count Bogussa the Bearded is also confirmed in c.1186.(202)The
acquisition of the parish of the town of GXubczyce (Hlubcice /
LeobschLitz) mirrors the Hospital's extension of its influence in
Silesia through the acquisition of urban Parishes.(203)
The first recorded donation to the Hospital in the
Opole region involved the transfer of a property in Makowo itself
by a crusader, Seteh, which was referred to in a judgernent given
subsequently at the court of Kazimierz of Opole in 1224. Schiesisches Urkundenbuch provides this registration of the act:

Kazimierz, D..ike of Cole declares that Stoçpev had maintained an exclusive
claun to frekc against his ccusin Dirsicraus, but that, since Stogiev' s
half-brother, Seteh, Aiile serving overseas, had made over the prcperty to
the brothers of the Hospital in Jerusal, Stogev himaelf also granted his
riits there before the cU<e and his barcris .
(202) See ove pp 39/40 \btes 21 and 22. (203) A series of
acts of (ieen Cuiegnd frcn 1279 mark the actual transfer: that of 11 February
(Bcxek IV 221, CC 3689) records the intervention of Hennaii of Bnrishorn, that of
13 (]ctcber (Bocek IV 168, CC 3707) caifiurs an earlier cbnaticxi of the church by
Otakar. SR 1599 describes the act of 13 Octcber as a transurpt of that cthation,
(dated 17 f\bvrber 1259), but this is incorrect: instead, a third act was issued
by the queen on 11 February 1281 (Bocek IV 264, CC 3738) in the form of a
traisuipt. Bishcp Bruio' s confirmation of the church's ckxiation was given on 18
Oct±er 1279 (Bocek IV 2.30). Since Nicholas III had instructed the Bishpp of Gurk
to cbtain the restoration of çpods witli,eld frcin the house of Grobniki ai 15 y
1278 (SR 1562), I xild interpret the later series of acts as providing a
retrospective rectification. (204) (indated) 1224, SW I 249 after SR 27
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There was a second phase to this law-suit which is
more fully recorded. Stognev's heir, count Resco, with his
brother, also named Stognev, had a later claim to Makowo rejected
by the baronial court of Mieszko of Opole and judgement in the
matter was recorded in 1240.(205)
The possibility has not hitherto been considered, but
should be given serious consideration, that a project of donation
was in progress in Makowo before Seteh's death, comparable to
those observed in Wielki Tyniec and Strzegom. The family of
Stognev and Seteh possibly acting in association with the family,
of Count Goslaw can be seen as the sponsors. Following results
obtained previously from examination of the endowment of the
Hospital in Zagoth and in its Silesian houses, it can be seen
that such a project would ordinarily have involved the development of a parallel and subordinate lordship. The alienation of
the principal demesne property may be explained, as in the case
of Prince Henry of Sandomierz's generous gift, by the enforcement
of a testamentary bequest, following a crusader's death abroad.
The view that a project of endowment had been
prepared gains support from an act issued in 1223 by Bishop
Laurence of WrocXaw at the consecration of the church of St. John
the Baptist in Makowo, under which he made provision for its

(205) 1 Ny 1240, CC 2252 (SW II 178. Since this aid two other
acts fran 1240/1 were forirerly preserved in 18th-century ccpies in the Wroclaw
archive kuich are ruw lost, the texts with conjectured corrections to CC have
been taken fran SIB). The editors of SIB carnEnt that Stcxjev' s acts of benefaction
to the Lbiz ntrtery were also contested by this heir, there too withciit
siccess. In this case the Hospital s le to prodce six oath-takers, Eiile the
heirs could produce roie; this is hardly evidence of a prejudice in society
ainst benefaction to the Order.
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tithe_endowment. (206) There is no mention of the Order's ownership
in this act, but if, as seems likely, the pending law-suit was an
obstacle to the church's transfer, its donation is surely likely
to have followed swiftly on the first judgernent in the lawsuit in
1224.

The Makowo property probably supported an early house
of the Order. In 1239 it was specifically described as such, and
as the recipient of a further patrimonial donation in the Kofle
region; however the language of the act suggests that the Order's
official in Makowo was subordinate to a 'magister' in the house
of Grobniki. (207) Count Goslaw who made this donation and the
Goslaw who headed the list of oath-takers in the law-suit of 1240
are surely the same person. In addition to recording the donation,
the prince specified the terms of franchise for the estate: this,
as has already been demonstrated, was a principal focus of the
Order's solicitation of privileges at this date. (208) The form in
which the concession of franchise was expressed deserves quotation:
Mieszko, son of Kazisnierz like of the Cole territory.., in the presence
of n'self and rriy barons aid court attenthits, ccuit CosZaw (GoszJ.ais) has
granted to the hospital of St. Joho aid to the house of Grobnic, - with
ngister Bogvs rulirq that house of Grcbnic aid brother Potrco rulirq the
other house in frcov (ipsan cbTun rragistro Bagvsa in Grcbnic retnte et
alian thTun in cov fratre Potrccne regente), the shares of land tAiIdi he
had sthject to the castellany of Kofle (sortes cpas habuit s_b castro
Odisle), Aiich are called Chischi. And I, Mieszko, for my salvatim and the
sake of the soul of my father Kazimierz, have given to the sate prcperty
(eiscm sortibus) full liberty frcn sumnns uider the castellany (plenarian
libertatan a provocaticrie coran castro) and fran strosa aid fran stai aid
fran prevod (rid-its) of my land. I have also granted thBll a tavern in the
sate plae aid the riit to enclose a fish-pond in the river, which is
called the Odra, so that the txuse rry have an abwdaice of fish."
(209)

SR 276

(206) 19 r'bveither 1223, (In kow in cdicatiaie ipsius ecciesie)
(Fran the sate collection in the Wroc%aw archive as SR 279b)
(207) See below p 312 t'bte 22
(208) See above p 125 Nbte 58
(209) (before Septenter 24) 1239, 5113 11165 (fran A14, CC 2214)
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While the original of this act of 1239 has been
preserved, a series of acts of nearly contemporary date exist
only in what are described as unattested copies. They are:

(1) May 1 1240 - the second declaration of the court
in the case of the Makowo inheritance.
(2) May 25 1240 - permission for the "location" of
three properties, "Makow, Repic and Blotnitza" under Teutonic
law.
(3) August 27 1240 - permission for the "location" of
the town of Makow.
(4) May 8 1241 - a composite act elaborating several
previously recorded concessions.

The last of these acts, which has the appearance of a
summary, may be considered first:
Wesko... cthe of pel, we solve all the possessions 'Aiith the house of
the hospital of St. Jcin the Baptist in Jerusalan of Cod's poor and sick
possesses in air dxhy, that is in Makow, Repze, Blcriicza, Ciska, on accx.nt
of their siperxndait ats of piety for the poor aid sick and for the
benefit of pilgrims, fran every rid-it that belcngs to ourselves or our
sucessors or the officials of our laid, and we have set this don so that
ncody in future may dispute it. In addition we have granted to the brothers
of the sane house the liberty in respect of every riit ich belongs to our
standing as di<e acording to the statutes of the Teutons of Nbvun Forun,
that is to say as a fief, with Aiatever acnjes fran thefts or hctnicidss to
belong totally aid without dimiruticn to the sane brothers (libertatan in
cmii lure quid ad nostrun d.catun pertinet secinckin statuta Theutmicorun
.bvi Fori in feoda scilicet cpicciid accident in furtis et hcimicidiis ut
sine dimirLcione totun eisthn fratribus pertineat). We have also given the
brothers the niit (potestatan) to make a pond aid to foind a tavern in
Cziska to possess perpetually aid to hold with all inpediinent ceasing fran
the castellan of Cosla and other lords. Pnd so the istiitaits of Czissek
may enjoy every kind of liberty we have granted that they should be iniruie
fran every sumnis aid vexation by the man of the castellaiy (Et ut hthitaites
Cziskan arnisroda gaudsait libertate concedirius ut cmii citaticrte et
vexatiaie castrensiun sint iirmuies), naiely poz, bcbito, mirze, strosa,
stan, dan, prevod, zarque aid tatever other riits exist
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pertaining to air sta-iding as di<e. In addition wa add a second lot
(sortem) in the sare place, Cziska, with its dependencies (cuii filiis suis)
to the saie brothers to possess in perpetuity. "(210)
This document has the appearance of a composite,
recalling in this respect the documents for Strzegom in the form
in which they were rewritten in c. 1310; specifically it shares
with these undoubted falsifications a repetitious combination of
specific and general provisions, which suggests that later
official formulae have been transplanted into an earlier, genuine
original. (211) According to the act of 1241 a complete concession
of judicial and economic immunity was to be applied to all
Hospitaller properties, although those specifically listed in the
act were Makowo itself and two others, Repze (Repsch) near
Prudnik (Neustadt), and Blonicza (Blottnitz). Such a concession,
however, for these properties alone constituted the substance of
the act of 25 May 1240. (212) A privilege to allow the Hospitallers
as lords the profits of justice in all capital cases is common to
both acts, but in that of 1241 it can be read as a concession on
all the Order's estates. If genuine in both cases, it would have
been a remarkable, although not an impossible concession.(213)
(211) Cf SW II 430.
(210) 8 Fy 1241, CC 2273 (SW II 210)
See above 178 ff
(212) 25 y 1240 CC 2253 (SLB II 180)
(213) StE II 210 quotes the general judgrent of tnze1 in his
'iira thafla' that the l-kspitallers enjoyed these rits on their properties at
ai early stage ("die geistlichen Ritterorden sich schcn fr(iizeitig eine Sanderstelluig zu verschaffen ussten"), - but it ca-i easily be thruistrated that this
was mt invariably or even usually the case. The only caTparthle concession in
Silesia to that made in respect of the three F4ikcMo estates is to be fouid in the
privilege for Vosiáw frcn 1238 (see above, p 194 Nbte 82) ; there, as in Fkc,
the I-hspital held the principal lordship but in Vosic5w the third peony was
reserved. The 1-kispital tere parent1y able to maintain a claim to their n full
jurisidiction aid enjoyrent of the profits of justice in Zageéc5, aid, if these
provisions are genuine, for kc&i aid the other estates of the Makowa hcxise;
but to suggest that this was the recjilar arrangenent on all Hospitaller properties,
still mare on those of the Teiple, for Aiich, in Silesia, ro direct evidence on
this point is available, th,s a fuidarental mianderstading.
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The most plausible assessment of the relative
authenticity of the four documents would appear to be one that
accepts as genuine the three acts of 1240, - that is the confirmation of the court judgement, the grant of complete judicial
franchise for the three estates, and the location permission for
the town of Makowo, while regarding the act of 1241 in its
existing form as a rewriting, which summarised the provisions of
franchise in the 1240 acts with the intention of giving them a
general application.

The 'location' privilege of 1240 for Makowo, which
merits detailed consideration in its own right is worded as
follows:
"Mieszko. . .di<e of Qole. . .we have contributed to the brothers of the
hospital of the house of St. Jdri the Btist in Jerusalan, on accoint of
their speruidait werks of piety for the poor and sick, a rtrket in the
viii of N4ekcM to locate and hold and on in every way, so that neither the
charberlairi oor any of our officials iall have any riqit there (foniii in
villa Fkc locaidi, terendi et cmii nrxb hjendi, ita videilcet q.iod
caierarius nec alic!Jis officialis noster ad hoc respectun habent) aid
similarly we ccnfinB in perpetuity all the riits and liberties granted
throi4i air rruiificent benevolence aid with our barons' advice. (214)
The interpretation of W. Kuhn takes these provisions
as revealing the existence of a project to 'locate' or found a
town in Makowo, which did not, however, proceed: yet it is
instantly apparent that similar provisions have already been
encountered in the present work in the case of Sedlec (in
Wielkopolska) and in Vosiaw; they can therefore be matched with
other examples where no such intention can reasonably
(214) 27 kjjst 12LC, CC 2259 (SW 11188)
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be inferred. (215) Indeed on this point, - and the range of the
Hospital's documentary record in this period constitutes it a
unique source for thirteenth—century conditions, - there is
explicit refutation of Kuhn's characterisation: for there was a
town in Makowo, but a 'miasteczko' rather than a metropolis. In
1261, the Hospital's prior in Poland and Moravia, Maurice issued
a ratification of the sale of the hereditary office and its
attendant rights of the 'villicus', or official of the town to a
certain Frederick, in the following terms:
(frater Mauritius ftnülls prior sarcte ckiius I-kspitalis Jerosolimitani per
Polcr,ia-n et F4jravian) .. . .Joha-nes, called de Crew, negetiating with our full
ccnsent, has sold to his brother Fridericus the office of vililcus in our
town of F4ichc, (vendidit Friderico fratre suo villicatimn ville mstre in
Ffti) and another 9liall free half 'maisus' aid an erciosed garden in the
sae ti, as well as the third pemy of justice, by the saie law uider
which the vills of Nbvun Forui, are located, to possess with his heirs in
perpetulty.(216)
The origin of the Order's status of lordship in
Makowo should be sought in the terms of the original donation of
Count Stognev's family estate; by this the Order were established
as principal lords, or overlords, of the property. This status of
ownership, possessed by the Hospital in only a few other instances,
was of the kind to permit the concession of privileges appropriate
to a proprietorial town or 'miasteczko'.(217)
(215) Kth-i, cx)ted in SLB, bc cit. Kth]'s definitions in Die
Mittelaterliche Stadte postulate the existence of ccimu,al gaverrrrent uider an
estálished "culturally" German form. Since this situation hardly plied in
several of the larger urban centres in the later, let alone the earlier, 13th
century, it is still less likely to have plied in the naller proprietorial
towns or 'miasteczka', such as Makc was.
(216) 29 May 1261, au III 354, (CC 2989 / SR 1084 frcsn a 17th
century copy in the [bole / Raibárz holding of the WrocXaw Archive)
(217) For exarple, in Wielki Tyniec, the privilege of 'location'
595
was isstd by the ccsnital fanily. (Lhdated, 1282)
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When, in the 1330s, Prince Nicholas of Opava effected
a reconstitution of the Hospital's property in Grobniki and
Glubczyce to form the commandery of Opava (218) , over which his
family subsequently exercised strict control, he adopted a course
which had already been taken by a number of families, who had
found through a combination of donation and manipulation a means
of obtaining the use of the Hospital's considerable local
resources. The Hospital's higher offices also attracted the
attention of princes, the more so since they now had a solid base
in territorial and seignorial rights and existed within an
identifiable nexus of political relationships; an added attraction
was that revenues were less liable to be directly applied to the
Order's traditional crusading enterprise. It is therefore
unsurprising to see, at the end of our period, Prince Ziemowit of
Tesin crown his career within the Order by occupying the rank of
Bohemian Grand-Prior. (219)
If the Order of the Hospital inevitably declined as a
body marshalling support for the East, as a local institution it
flourished. A commentary on the intricacies of the new situation
might usefully be written from a deposition presented to the
papal collectors in Krakow by the Silesian commanders in 1336,
which declared that losses suffered in the course of the Silesian
princes' recent wars excluded their paying the papal tithe.(220)

(218)Lè Salles p 257 gives 1333 as the date of fotndaticxi of the
hospital of St. Nicholas in [ava, later core of the ccrnidery.
(219)See belci, Dter 5 Section 5. The prince thserved hierarchic
decencies th the extent of serving in the jiriior r< of ccmlEnder in Oleiica.
(220)2 Hoy, 1336 PiP 202 SR 5630. This extrly lengthy deposition
could rather be described as a paiphiet, or pertisps as a nifesto, in hich the
Hospital's Silesiai hierarchy excused threlves fran flEeting their cbligations.
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The properties in Wielki Tyniec, Olenica and Brzeg were said to
have particularly suffered. The Hospital as a crusading order had
long been exempt from crusading exactions but now that this
reasoned defence was removed the local officials were clearly
determined to avoid making this payment, and seem to have been no
more eager to meet the financial demands of their own central
authorities. (221)
this episode also offers an indirect clue to the fate
of the Makowo property. Since one of the belligerents cited in
the document of 1336 was the prince of Opava, it is probable that
its incorporation, attempted or achieved, into the new Opava
house provided one issue of contention and grievance between the
Parties. (222) Ecclesiastical property in Opole subsequently
furnished (albeit outside our period) two commander's titles for
use in the Silesian hierarchy, which were derived from the
Hospital's ownership of parish churches in Alt-Zülz (BiaZa)(223)
and Kole (Kosel).(224)
(221) There was a cyneral tenderxy at the close of the crusading
period tc.iards inpropriation of the Military Orders' property by their msibership
atng local ndilities, a develcpient 1iith they ware ill-plaed to resist. The
local Spanish orders ware thsolutely defenceless, cf Housley op cit. p 51
(222) The Kitlitz fanily, 4io provided the first Hospitaller
comender in the forrrer Tiplar Silesiai house of Olenica ware nared as a party
in the wars of the 1 330s alongside the several Silesiai princes (t4 202). This
suggosts that I-bspitaller properties ware aijng the spoils and prizes in these
conflicts. (223) The thtim of the church in PJt-Ziflz was made and ccnfirmed in 1285 (CC 3897, see also SR 1899 and 1916). Lerche has parently desigoated
Alt-Zülz a thirteenth-century 'ccmT1dery', but it is hard to see shat such a
desig-iaticn should be taken to rreai. It seems mast likely to have been an
existing older parish, like amielro, shose value as an accRjisition was similar
in extending the scope of the I-kspital 's tithe reverues and parish rits, rather
than bringing with it any accession to the Order's thresie holding: a carbinaticii
of these t property categories was usually necessary to sqport a house.
(224) The house in Crctniki cwned the parish in Kole in 1449.
(Nuling p 135). The earliest act in I\M indicating ci-iership is dated 1 Ja*iary
1414 (Pt1 178). 'O.nsle' was the site of an early denation to the Iko house;
the Order retained a transuipted act of 22 Ja-uary 1293 (Pt1 177) for its church.
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CHAPTER 4

THE HOSPITAL IN POMERANIA

(1)

Poland and Pomerania in the Piast Period

The political entity of Pomerania was created through
the consolidation of authority among a section of the Sla y s of
the Baltic littoral in the early 12th century, a period which
also gave birth to the principality of RUgen and saw the incorporation of the Lusatian Sla y s within a number of new German
principalities. Eventually all the components, both Slav and
German, of this Baltic constellation of authority were eclipsed
in the middle of the 13th century by the growing power of the
Mark of Brandenburg, into which most were ultimately absorbed.
Pomerania proved the most resilient among them, and
its relative success in resisting the advance of the Brandenburg
margraves, although aided by its remoteness, was not entirely
conditioned by it. Even though the power that was finally brought
to bear upon its two constituent parts was formidable, Pomeranian
resistance was protracted; its princes had had a long schooling
in the protection of their independence, and had proved more than
competent to deal with previous attempts to undermine them.

The inception of the Pomeranian principalities was a
process which went hand in hand with the introduction of Christianity. This was the first occasion where the Pomeranian princes
had an opportunity to demonstrate their considerable cunning and
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grasp of larger political realities. In persuading their missioniser, Otto of Bamberg, who arrived under commission from Boles%aw
the Sneerer in the 1120s, to revoke his original sponsorship, or on receiving the bishop's advice to that effect - the princes
bound themselves to a policy, which later developments reinforced,
of adopting German models for their ecclesiastical plantation; in
doing so they were following the pattern of behaviour previously
demonstrated by other eastern European Christian rulers, one
which involved distancing themselves from the ecclesiastical
supervision of neighbours who were too near and too eager to
exercise it. In the Polish Church for example, as late as the
reign of Boleslaw the Sneerer, models for religious life were
sought in France and Italy rather than in Germany.
For the Pomeranians Germany was sufficiently remote,
while Poland was uncomfortably close. Perhaps there existed, too,
an awareness of the démarche of Boleslaw the Brave (Chrobry), who
had flattered the imperial pretensions of Otto III in order to
gain recognition of his own Pomeranian and Prussian claims. For
Otto III, Pomerania and Prussia were beyond any ambition of
direct control, but their possession by a Polish ally and nominal
vassal was suffciently attractive a prospect, given the disastrous
failure of Otto II's eastern policy, for him to lend practical
support and encouragement to Boleslaw's pretensions. Even so, St.
Adalbert's mission to the Prussians had produced some tensions
between the Polish and German rulers. Although by the period
under discussion these events were remote, the history of this
episode was well-known; a century later, the Pomeranian princes
were better acquainted with the rules of the game, success in
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which was necessary to secure their survival.

At the start of this period, the territory of
Pomerania extended some distance to the west across the left bank
of the Oder, but it continued to undergo constriction throughout
the 13th century: for descriptive and administrative purposes,
Pomerania as a province of a succession of German national states
had some of this western loss restored, and in this form is
recognisable only as the western part of the ancient Slav
principality.
The complete and lasting severance of the eastern
part of Pomerania which was effected as a result of the conquest
of Gdañsk by the Teutonic Knights has led some to feel that a
separate name - Pomerellia - should be applied to this territory,
a view which would appear to gain support from the fact that the
division between the eatern and western parts was already of
long-standing before 1308, deriving originally from the insinuation of rival rulers in Gdarisk and eastern Pomerania by BolesXaw
the Sneerer. However political divisions in Pomerania, as in
Poland, obeyed a patrimonial logic, albeit less directly. For
this reason the application of the later name of Pomerellia is
liable to be misleading in the earlier period, and it seems more
appropriate to use the names of Szczecin-Pomerania and GdarSskPomerania to indicate the two Pomeranian principalities.
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(2)

The Hospital's Beginnings in Szczecin-Pomerania

On the basis of the earliest documentary record from
the Polish Hospitaller houses, official activity directed towards
the recording of the original Polish and Silesian dotation ended
in 1205. Only one Pomeranian act ostensibly, but by no means
certainly, assignable to this period survives; whether or not it
should be redated, what it records is only a minor adjustment;
consequently it does not alter the fact that of the wider
original endowment of the Hospital in Szczecin-Pomerania no
direct record remains. This is perhaps not remarkable, since it
has already been seen that the secular property conveyed in the
first Wielki Tyniec benefactions was never recorded. It should
also be borne in mind that in the period before the establishment
of the princes' own chanceries, the Military Orders and a small
number of other religious houses, who were atypical in their
desire to have the terms of ownership of their donations recorded,
were obliged to undertake the authorship of documents.
This first act for the Hospital in Szczecin-Pomerania
was issued by BogisXaw of Slawno and his sister Dobroslawa: published under the putative date of 1200, it provides as follows:

" I, Bcqislaus aid my sister Dcbroslaia of Slauia have given these vills th
St. ,Jctn aid St. Jaccb and to the Jerusalem I-bspital, of which the principal
nas are Scarnino aid Co grevo, wder such a form (i.e. of exchange), that
have cbtained a vill, which e reciire, called Selgic within its
bouidaries to possess by hereditary riit "(1)

(1) 23 April 1200, Perlbach 11 (CC 1116)
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This act suggests, from the incorporation of the name
of St. Jacob, that the Hospitallers were already the owners of
the church of St. Jacob in Slawno. (2) The property in 'Seiglaw'
which they relinquished, is believed on linguistic grounds to
have been part of their original dotation around Slawno, while
the two properties which they received in return formed part of
their dotation in the Skarszewy (Schöneck) region in GdarskPomerania.
The witnesses to the act call the dating of 1200 into
question. (4) Although this may be attributable to an error in
transcription, since documents were not at this time a simultaneous validating record, but rather distinct entities from the act
which they recorded, it is also possible that the act of exchange
was written up later with its original date. A more likely date
is c. 1223. The Hospitallers' known procurement of documents in
the Polish part of the Bohemian province would appears to have
concluded its initial phase in 1205, and until 1237 there is a
perceptible gap; one Silesian Hospitaller document, which is
dated 1212, has been shown to have been written up in just this
manner in the following decade.(5)

(2) For the cnership of the thirch of St. Jacob, id the further
evidential value of the seccnd S%ano act fran 1223 (CC 1762), see 1-hogewegDie Stifter, p 869-70, also p 870 Nktes 1-3. (3) Kien-pin RB 138
(cited Peribach ibid.) identifies '5elglci'; Peribach (ibid.) provides the
Skarszewy identificaticns, i,ich I-kogeweg (bc. cit.) pears also th accept.
(4) "It shctild be noted that three of the witnesses recur in the
Hospitaller charter of 1223: Vlisco (there Lisco), Radico (Radeac), Steç±aiis; it
cwld easily be the case that there is a g in the date, -d the charter was
issued later." Peribach ibid. (5) SIB I 134 (wdated) 1212, was
actually written at a later date, and certainly after 1219; this has been
ccrclusively thiinstrated in SLB (See belci p 309 N.bte 11). This neans that, with
the exception of the act of Biicp Pani of PoznatS, the original of vkiich does not
survive, there are no I-kspitafler acts for Poland and PalErania fran the period
1205-1223.
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More definite information on the Hospital's original
possessions in the Stargard and SZawno districts is provided by
two acts issued in the 1220s, that of Prince Racibór dated 1223,
and that of' Prince Barnim dated 1229: these were presented at
Rome by the Moravian Prior and resulted in the issue of two
papal bulls dated March 16 and March 19 1238. (6) Two Pomeranian
princes are cited in the first bull as benefactors of the Order,
"Ratiborius" and his son B., while the second names as benefactors the two princes Bogislaw, and so Bogislaw I and Bogislaw II.
Since a bull of Lucius III from 1182 refers to the houses and
brothers of the Hospital in Bohemia, Poland and Pomerania
Hoogeweg infers that this date supports the identification of
Racibár I Cd. 1155-6) as the original sponsor of the Order.(7)
However, the bull of 1182 could also refer to the original
donations made by BogisXaw I (d. 1187), and in fact this is far
more likely.
It is surely right to regard the activity of the
Hospitallers in soliciting and accepting donations in SzczecinPomerania as originating in the Bohemian priorate and equally as
being not at all likely to stand outside the chronology of
benefaction that has been established for Silesia and Moravia
where the regularisation of holdings and designation of houses
took place in the 1180s, and where the acquisition of new
(6) 16 March 1238, CC 2191 (Hasselbach 247 / PW 345) for SXano;
19 March 1238, CC 2192, (Hasselbach 246 / RB 355) Cf below, p 275 Nbte 49 id p
290 Nbth 82 for the bull for the cjite different prqerty of Stargard in
21 March 1238 (CC 2193, RB 576)
Gd'Ssk-Pcireria issued
(7) I-hogeweq-Die Stifter, (p 869, Nbte 3) in saying that this
&uld correond to original ckriaticris by Racibár I is influerced by the cç)inia1
of Scmrfeld (c!.x)ted in l-k)ogaweg, bc cit, N.bte 5) that the Hospitallers had
begn 'Gerniising' Pcxrrania in erowd 1150.
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property occurred as a result of the agitation and preaching of
the crusade from 1187 onwards. The few acts of benefaction that
can be reliably placed in the 1150s can be shown to have been
generated by contacts made during the Second Crusade. There seems
no reason to add benefaction by RacibOr I, which is unsupported
by any evidence to the list.(8)

The 1223 and 1229 acts have both been thought to
contain problematic provisions, not least because they share a
common introductory formula. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that both can not be accepted as genuine. Nonetheless,
it appears sufficiently established that the existing text of the
1223 act includes at least one demonstrably false provision in
its concluding phrase:

Ratiborius. . .called prince of the land of Slana... I have given to the
brothers of the aforntimed house, the vii called Baitov, with its
dependencies, lands, tods, rreadcs and lakes, (to hold) in tndisturbed
pea'e, with the chorch of St. Adalbert and its t dat4iters for their
possessici.
The Hospital's church in Slawno was not dedicated to
St. Adalbert. The act of 1200 indicates that the Order's church
there was that of St. Jacob, and its redotation by the bishop of
Kammin in 1273 confirms this. (10) Furthermore since the claim to
a second church (the question of the two filiates will be

(8) Ad early writer, Bugertiagius, reported the deeds of a legendary twelfth-century crusading prince. Local patriotisa is to blai.
(9) (udated) 1223, Peribach 23, cf 1-bogeweg, p 870, Nbte 2.
(10)22 N.bvarter 1273, PIE (VI) 3977. The first rntion of St.
Adathert in the I-bspital 's SIasno church occured in 1326 ihen a new vicary bore
the saint's nate. N.bte 1-bogeweg, p 870, Nbte 3.
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reserved br later discussion (11can only have been credibly
entertained during a relatively constricted period, a plausible
date can be deduced for the falsification and alteration of
whatever were the original provisions of the act of 1223.(12)
For the moment it is sufficient to note that any
arguments premised on complete rejection of the 1223 act are
misdirected. (13) The 1229 act has generally been considered far
less open to reproach. It records the likely initial dotation in
the two localities of Slawno and Stargard as follows:
Barnim, &<e of Pcmjrania... all the properties which were given thra4'i
the devout generosity (pia liberaLitate) of my grandfather and my father of
blessed rreniry, cii<e &.igslaus, to the brothers of the fore-nrd house
(i.e. the F-hspital in Jerusalem), Stargart, Zalotino, Srachto, Wlicovo,
Cocoilciro, Coziow, Sadlow, Clapino, Qirence, Lecnicea, (]ogolow: all of
these with their lands, waods, waters, lakes, neackw,s, and everything else
that belongs th them: 1, his son, have remitted to God and to St. Johi the
Baptist, solutely on all of them, all exactions of my court, aid all
benefits cke to ne, which are custcirary in my land: narez, ossep, the
building of forts and bricies, and any other paylTent which miit arise, aid
I confer them willingly (pace traiciilla) and confirm them for the perpetual
possession of the brothers.h'(14)
This provision has been added after the witness-list:
This, too, has been provided, that we freely allow the brothers of the
house of the hospital to settle (collcxare) çjests (hospites = colonists) of
whatever kind, inder Teutonic law in all of their vills."(15)

(11) l-bogeweg,(p 870, Nbte 1) offers no identification, but there
is a strong circuistantial indication that the churches in DarXc (RUgeriald)
aid Zizow, were the twa filiates, see below, pp 270-1
(12) Kleipin's caTrrentary in PLU 215 cf Peribach, bc. cit. That
is to say, fran the start of the preparation of the Ebspital's law-suit (1262-9)
to 1273 when the bishop's redstation of the church in SZawao brot4it the episode
to an end.
(13) Hoogeweg pp cit. (p 871, Nktes 1-2) sunnarises the argurents
of J. von Pflt<-Harttuig, which appear not to take accouit of the existence of
twa separate papal bulls fran 1238 for SXawio and Stargard.
(14) (iiidated) 1229, Peribach 42 (CC 1936)
(15) ibid.
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Apart from this additional phrase with an apparently
universal application, the formula of 'immunity' which appears
within the act is entirely consistent, allowing for the differing
names of Pomeranian princely exactions, with the forms of
expression already noted in the franchisal confirmations received
for properties in Wielkopoiska in 1225 and 1237, in Kujawy in
1232, in Malopoiska in 1244, in Silesia in 1238-40: in the case
of Conrad of Mazovia's privilege of 1232, as here, the confirmation of immunity provides the first written reference to an
earlier donation. (16)
The properties listed were identified by Perlbach as
Sallentin, Colow, Zartzig, Wulkow, Köselitz, Zadelow and Klempin
in the Stargard principality, and Tychow, Gumenz, and Jugelow in
the Slawno region. (Two of the sites, Cozlowo and Lecnicea, have
not been identified.) (17) Hoogeweg points out that while the
Slawno properties described here would appear to have been held
by the Order only briefly, if at all (18) the Stargard properties
agree with the much later specification in a general confirmation
of BogisZaw X from 1487. (19) This is hardly a reliable indication,
however, of the authenticity of the 1229 listing, since the state
of the Order's possessions was liable to disturbance and alteration
in both regions, and what was eventually held in Stargard was won
in an open conflict with the Szczecin-Pomeranian princes, in
which the Order did not scorn to use forged privileges.

(16) See above, pp 135-s
(17) Perlbach, bc cit.
(18) Hoogeweg p 871, althoufi Tychci was included in the parish of
the church of St. Jacb. Cf the list of SXano properties, op cit. 884ff
(19) Hoogeweg, op cit. p 871 ftte 2 (frcn a Szczecin archival
source). Cf Prince Frederick's privilege frcm 1460 in CD Continuatus 234ff
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(3

The Houses in SXawno and Stargard

It seems appropriate to speak of houses of the Order
both in SZawno and in Stargard from the period of the original
dotation, even though no early instruments of transfer or
references to these properties survive.
The possession of a church was an essential component
of a viable house in which the Hospital could be represented as a
religious order. For Slawno, the act of 1200? suggests that the
Order was in possession of the church of St. Jacob in the town.
The confirmation of its dotation, in an act of Bishop Hermann of
Cammin from 1273, is not necessarily a reliable guide to the
original dotation of the property - even though that act stressed
that the Order had long been in possession of the named v].11s.(2J)
That the properties named in this later act mostly do not
coincide with the listing in the act of 1229 can be explained by
the fact that these dotal vills would have been the church's
original property rather than demesne estates given to be held
under terms of secular lordship, as were those listed in 1229.
This allows the further conclusion that two distinct categories
of property, secular and ecclesiastical constituted the original
dotation of the SXawno house.

(20) 22 Nbverrt,er 1273, RE VI 3977 (see also wove, p 259, Nbte
10) The statient in the bishcp 'S act of 1273 that these had long been held (as
cktal prcçerties) by the Order shculd be vied against the backgrowd of the
disputed clams aired in the law-suit of 1269-70 and the prcble dispossession
of the I-hspital fran its original prcperties, and exclusion fran the to'..n of
Stargard. See below, 273ff
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While demesne properties to be associated with both
the Stargard and SXawno houses are listed in the '1229 act, no
direct reference to possession of a church in the town of
Stargard occurs before the 14th century. (21) Nonetheless the
circumstantial indications are strong that a church was held in
Stargard, as in Slawno before 1270, although it may have been
lost in the aftermath of the Hospital's law-suit against the
duke. (22) The strongest circumstantial indication is the reference to both Stargard and SZawno as houses of the Order in one of
the bulls of 1238. (23) A letter of Gregory IX in 1230 to a papal
collector, which prohibits the levying of papal tithe from the
houses of the Order in Bohemia, Moravia, Poland and Pomerania
adds to the impression that the Hospital were in possession of at
least one church in Szczecin-Pomerania. (24) The single direct
reference to the Order's administrative provision in this early
period, which occurs in a Templar document of 1234, is the naming
of "Chalo, magister in Staregarde", who is most likely to have
been a Hospitaller. (It is generally accepted that he cannot have
been a Templar official, since the Temple's Pomeranian properties
can be fully accounted for and were situated elsewhere.(25))

(21) The Order certainly cned the patrcrage of the church of St.
ftry in 1324 and also, later, its fiflate, St. Jcèm's. Rjogeweg, op cit. p 892.
(22)See be1c, pp 282-3 for the prcbable loss of the church.
(23) The existence of a house (ctnus) cai be taken to inply
possessicn of a church, either an established parish or a chapel. CC 2191/2
(1 238) desigiate both Slawno Erd Stargard as 'dawns'. Hooçjeweg and Peribach both
iqre the indicatim fran CC 2192. I-k,ever, the boll of 16 Nhrch 1238 (CC 2191)
also describes the Order's two Kolcbrzeq properties as houses, kiich it is
certain they rover were (cf Ftaweq, op cit p 874).
(24)PW 267
(25) PW 308. The possibility that Chalo, tose thedience is not
specified, was the representative of sare other order, - Calatrava is ccrceivable,
- should rot be excluded.
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Finally, a tradition of seniority may account for the later
designation of sites near Stargard as the provincial seat.(26)
The larger question of the activity of the Order in
the development of its properties: of whether it planned or
procured the creation of new settlements and the introduction of
colonists: and if it did so, in what fashion, must be approached
in the case of Szczecin-Pomerania on notional rather than
directly evidential grounds, since the only document with primary
evidential value is Barnim's act of 1229. In that text the
franchisal provisions are of interest, but particular attention
would appear to be demanded by the additional phrase (possibly,
though by no means certainly, a later insertion) permitting the
'settling' of colonists which has already been highlighted.
It has frequently been made the subject of a blanket
assertion that religious orders in Pomerania, among them the
Military Orders constituted an engine of development, however
narrowly or broadly one might like to apply the terrn. (27) It is
noteworthy, nonetheless, that such a careful scholar as Hoogeweg
(26) See belc, 282 ff. The tt sites tre Cqai aid Zadia'
(27) See also belci p 330 Nbtes 6/7 for Polish acadic criticisn
of the 'Germaiisers' of a previous goneraticn. The ccxicept of 'Germanisation' in
any case lacks the necessary rigour for any useful plication: irdeed it is
hard to krxi quite tiat is ccnprehended within suh a term. For a writer to
sujest, for exarple, that encouitering a Slav nai indicates a retardation of
the process in a particular locality cares very close to surdity. It weuld also
be hard th overenphasise the crudity of arjrentaticxi tiiich pears in the
rrcnogris of local historians. 1-bogeweg (I p 228), writing on the bey of
Kolbacz, registered dissatisfacticn: "kih ist es dirchaus uirichtig zu behaLpten
dass die Gernnisiert.ng von Pnfang ai plarrrssig md bew..isst vorqenamen wJrde",
adding that Kolbacz was in any case a Danish fouidation. Even so, 1-bogeweg
incorporated several of Samerfeld' s cc*ments, Aiose tendercy is exactly the
saie, into his on appendix on the Military Orders. t'bdeni jrks, sudi as that of
J. Peterscth-Der südliche Ostseerauri, Aiith nnages to identify particular
cult-influences of the Havelberg, Barberg, Danish and Polish churches in the
vastly irore cbscure conditions of twelfth-century Parerania, drstrate that
these qjestions are caple of acachnic study.
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found no place within his monumental work for any whole-hearted
development of this theme. (28) The purpose of the present work has
been to substitute for simple assertion the relation of documentary evidence, which in some other cases is as extensive as one
could wish, to a definite context; in particular, in the case of
the Silesian houses, an attempt has been made to assess the
evidence for the creation of entirely new properties, for the
alteration of existing settlements revealed by name changes, or
for the creation of new seignorial franchises of a kind which
might indicate the elevation in status of a subordinate demesne
holding into a new lordship or honor.
In the present case, although there is only the
listing of 1229 to work with, certain conclusions may confidently
be drawn: one can exclude, for example, the possibility that
these vills had been newly planted by the Order since all are
described as donations: since the listing of 1229 is substantially
the same as that of 1473 without name changes, new plantation of
these properties at a subsequent date may similarly be excluded.
The properties may, nonetheless, have undergone 'location' in the
sense of being restructured: in the act of 1229 we encounter
franchisal or immunity provisions of a familiar kind, as well as
the generalised concession of permission to settle colonists at

(28) 'e camot believe it was very great" also wrote 1-bogeweg of
the sqposed I-bspitaller influerce 'Cerrrnisaticn' ,"for in 1330-3 we still
find e Zirseko or Zirsko as Crxriraicr in SXano. "(cp cit. p 872) This caTrrEnt
has the caintness of Thcxrs Vam 's rnisings m the particular exotic f1avcirs of'
the naie Pribislav - (a hint of Kirizia). "Zirseko"s fanily comections are in
fart of the greatest interest. See p 271 Note 41.
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its conclusion. (29) Whether or not such permission was acted upon,
it possessed a significant value since grants of German law on
demesne properties, or permission to locate them can be interpreted
as representing a complete grant of 'immunity', of a kind that an
earlier administrative language had expressed in terms of the
removal of a recognised range of impositions and the concession
of the profits of justice for the benefit of the feudal proprietor. Permission to locate or the grant of German law had its own
value as an absolute definition of the existence of seignorial
franchise.
However, in other instances, where the enjoyment of
such a privileged status was acted upon, and the restructuring or
replanting of estates resulted, in many cases, naturally not all,
there are additional documents specifically recording the
changes. For the Hospital's possessions in Szczecin-Pomerania
there are none; and the reasons for the Order's failure to
proceed with such activity here may become more comprehensible
when additional information which is available on their holdings
has been considered.

(29) Perlbah 42 (see wove, p 260 Note 15) It is possible, but
not certain, that the additicrial phrase of neralised peniiissiai was added at
the tii of the transurpt. Hc,ever, for the present discussicn the point is not
greatly thportait.
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(4)

KoXobrzeg and Darlowo

Apart from the demesne holdings which have been
described for the houses of Stargard and SZawno, the Hospital
obtained a number of other property interests in the principality
of Szczecin-Pomerania, as well as, - this becoming clear when any
conceivable claim was incorporated into the law-suit of 126970, - a number of aspirations fuelled either by a sense of
grievance or by simple greed.(30)
The ordinary processes of benefaction, the accumulation of minor donations attendant on their presence in the
country, as well as the everyday activities of a religious Order,
- quite apart from any specialised service or mortgage arrangement they might offer in connexion with their particular task of
fostering crusading activity, - would steadily have added to the
Hospitallers' miscellaneous minor possessions. It has already
been seen in the case of Silesia that the Order was able to
manipulate property and rights of various kinds in order to
secure more useful additions to their principal holdings. After
about 1270 the Silesian Hospitallers and the Order's central
authorities were prepared to make substantial financial outlay to
secure major new interests: there, too, as a prelude to disbursement on a large scale, they first tried their luck in legal
action. For Szczecin-Pomerania it is possible to identify two
regions as possible targets for expansion in which the same
expedients were adopted: Kolobrzeg and DarXowo (RLigenwald).

(30) See belc, Secticn 5
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The Order's two properties in the neighbourhood of
Kolobrzeg, Jestin and Moitzelin, may have had their transfer
recorded in an early document; this can be inferred from their
specification in Gregory Ix's bull of 1238. (31) However, notwithstanding the reference to 'houses' in both these places in the
bull, there is no subsequent record of the appointment of
officials or of conventual life which might suggest that the
Ko%obrzeg properties supported any 'house' of the Order, or were
anything but demesne vills; available indications suggest they
were held without ecclesiastical rights. Eventually both elements
of the Kolobrzeg holding were sold. .Jestin had been sold by 1290
when John Rahmer owned both shares. (32) An act of the Prior,
Helperich of Rüdigheim, from 1312, confirms the sale of Moitzelin,
made by the commander, John Rogc5w, to the cathedral chapter in
Kolobrzeg:
.our ccnfrater JcIm, called Rcchc,, ccimendator in Lithesw and Slauia,
inder the carniissim he holds frcm us, has reached an agrent of fair
purchase in our na with ... Ctfrid the deai of the Colberq thirch and
certain others, nily Herrrm and Rodir4ier, vicars of the sare church, to
t4-nii the vill of F4jytzelin belongs by prcprietary riit, covering t'Aiat
belcned to us in the sare vill... accordingly in approval of the contract
of sale, our prcpriethrial ri-tt in the said vill, within its boindaries and
with all that these contain, that is to say, waters, rreacks, pastures,
clearings, ods, nershes, groves, strear and water-ccijrses, riits of way,
with justice of the hand and neck, and with every riit and use that nci
exists within its boindsries, or rry cb in the future throucj the cmstru±ion of mills, with no extortion of service in horses, or any other exaction
or petition, or anything that miit prejtxlice the riits of the iftiabitants
of the vill of Fbytzelin, just as e are ackruleckd to have possessed
it.. •(33)
(31) CC 2191
(32) RB 1551, cited in F-kogeteg p 884.
(33) Ledebur AA pp 231-2 (fran Dreger's KoZctrzeg transcription)
(RE 2704). Tithe is not specified, ard iio cned the tithe in Jestin aid
t"bytzellin reeins ircertain. The eventual ners of the latter, the KoXobrzeg
chapter, did not, - at least it is not listed in the extensive listing of their
tithe-privilege fran 1276 (Hoogeg, cp cit I p 327).
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This description makes it clear that, although the
Hospital possessed a judicial franchise, which allowed it the
profits of justice in capital cases in its Moitzelin demesne
property, the church of Kolobrzeg also had proprietorial rights
there: furthermore, the locality is named as the latter's viii:
and in such a way that, if there were two contiguous iordships
here, their description places the Hospital's in the inferior
status. It seems likely, too, recalling the arrangements previously described in the case of the Silesian houses, that the
relationship was one of subordination, with the Kolobrzeg church
occucying the status of overlord. In Silesia, certain of the
Order's demesne estates held under terms of seignoriai franchise
had been created alongside the existing patrimony of comital
families. Such a situation could well have previously applied in
Moitzelin; for it can be shown that the Kolobrzeg church had only
recently acquired the senior share in this property from a noble
family called 'de Rugenwold'.(34)
A dubious act purporting to record the sale of the
Order's interest of the Hospital in the KoXobrzeg salt-pans to a
citizen of the municipality in 1324 may nonetheless be valuable
as

recalling the previous involvement of the Hospitallers in

the economy of the region.(35)

(34) 7 July 1309, Peribach 673 An instrurent of sale records the
sale of the vill of 'ftycellin' to the Kolcbrzeq cturch by "Juharnes et Otto,
aimigeri flu qucrdan Nrcquardi rnilitis dicti Rugenwold." If this fanily had
originally fostered the preserce of the Order, then their replacerent as lords
miit have encouraged the I-bspitallers to proceed with the sale of their c'n
interest. The nare is itself is suggestive of ai associaticn with the other
locality, Darkwo (Riigenwald), kere the Order had prcperty.
(35) 10 April 1324, PW (VI) 3761 (exists in a purported cepy of
ore J-J Wachse; accordirx to Klenpin, the ccntents are hiily suspicious.
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The history of the Hospital's interests in Darlowo is
considerably more obscure. The registration survives of an act of
SwiçtopeXk of Pomerania, which purportedly recorded the transfer
of a number of properties in the Darlowo region to the Order;
these are listed as - " Zolow, Hiveze, Bosezow, Mozow, Canin,
Bantow." (36) It is hard to determine whether the original was a
provocation on the part of the GdarSsk-Pomeranian prince, or, like
a further putative act of SwiçtopeZk from 1248, a forgery made by
the Hospitallers themselves. (37) In the latter case the purpose
could have been to claim dotal properties for the church in
Darlowo in addition to Bantow, which they were granted under the
(dubious) act of 1223. (38) OwnershiP of Bantow at any rate, is
certain before 1320, when two acts record its sale. (39) The second
of these states that the sale was made to relieve the debts of
the house in SXawno, suggesting that the property in Bantow and
in the Darlowo district had been administered by the SXawno
house. Bantow itself was sold for 500 marks "with all its right
and 1ibertY" (4Q) a phrase which can be taken as an indication of
the ownership of seignorial franchise, although little attention

(36) (indated) 1240 P113 374 / 301
(37) 19 Jwe 1248, Perlbach 104. The 1240 act of SwietcpeZk was
prthly at the very least cbctored. Hootweg, ( p 882) at any rate accepts its
provisions as a starting-point for discussion, aid offers icntifications of
these sites. I-bever, his characterisaticn of Baitow as a 'waste' near Darlowo
would pear to be belied by the circuitaices of its eventual sale for 5(I)
rrerks. Zolow (ScIlow, st of Stoip) and Fitzow are krrn sites; 'Hiveze' aid
Bosezow' rnain inidentified.
(38) Perlbach 23
(39) 23 rch 1320 (in S1aaio), M
232-3 (PW 3350) Conrad of
ftrstadt, the cciinnder of SZaro's act of sale; 9 [k±cber 1321] (In Zachan)
PA p 233 (PLB 3409, sate source) the confiniiaticn of the sale by Cerhard of
Bortfelde, Conrad's provircia]. stperior.
(40) "cun arni jure et libertate, c jan dicta thrus et fratres
inibi hactenus possent" in Conrad's act, kiile Gertiard ' s has only "cun pertinentiis"
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has generally been paid by commentators to the existence of such
general formulations, or the question of what specific meaning
they might convey.
The 1240 act connects Bantow with the dotal property
of the Darlowo church, while the act of 1223 connects it with the
dotation of the church of St. Adalbert in Slawno and its two
filiates. This raises the possiblity that the church in Darlowo
was one of these two filiates, and there is strong support for
this identification from further evidence surrounding the
alienation of the property in Bantow. This evidence is necesarily
circumstantial for a reason already encountered previously, - it
was impossible under canon law for a religious order to sell the
dotal endowment of a church, or to make such a sale a matter of
record. However, Peter of Neuenborg, who acquired Bantow from the
Order in 1320 for 500 marks, sold a number of properties,
including the patronage of the churches in Darlowo and 'Zizow' in
the following year for 1 000 marks to his nephew, Jasko (Jesco).
Among the witnesses of this sale was John (?), the Hospital's
commander in Slawno. (41)) The circumstances of the second transaction and the disparity of the sums of money between the Hospital's
sale to Peter and Peter's sale to his nephew strongly suggest

41) 25 Nbverber 1321, PIE VI 3547. Jasko sthseciently established
hiriself as 'lord of SXawno'. His kinin, the I-bspitaller canider "Z.irsko",
whose riie so exercised Fbceweg, witnessed a rurber of Jasko 's acts, 1330
(uidated) P1.8 VII 4571, 1331 (tncted) PIE VII L1619, 12 Ppril 1333 PIE VIII 5055
and 21 Decerrber 1333 PIE VIII 5118, as well as an act of another local rrEg-iate
Gre3rr, 12 April 1333 P1.8 VIII 5053. The nate of the ccmnder in PUB VI 3547
rrey be irxorrect. It is possible that the provimial head Conrad of [rstat was
the witness on that occasion. Zirsko was prcbably the first resithit, locallycccnected camncr of the house in Slawno.
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that the sale of the two churches was the subject of a parallel,
unrecorded transaction in the previous year.

In conclusion, the ownership of the parish in
Darlowo, more so than the possessions in Kolobrzeg (where the
former foundation of the cathedral chapter was dominant) can be
seen as an asset capable of eventually supporting a new house of
the Order (the case of the Order's ownership of the churches of
RogoTho and Kociar in Wielkopolska may be compared). It is
likely that the original of the the act of 1240 recorded the
creation of a new parish there from the former filiate. Nonetheless, there was no subsequent attempt to make use of the property
evidenced by the provision of titles, as can be seen in Copan and
Zachan. It is, therefore, unlikely that the possessions in either
locality were ever houses or 'commanderies' of the Order; still
less does it seem possible to envisage any conventual life or the
undertaking of spiritual responsibilities beyond those associated
with the ownership of the parish, and these would have applied
only in the case of Darlowo.
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5

The Law-suit of 1269-70

Judging by the number of demesne properties in dependence on the two houses of SZawno and Stargard which were covered
by grants of seignorial franchise, the Hospitallers' endowment in
Szczecin-Pomerania can be considered substantial: in addition
their churches in Stargard and Slawno, and the latter's two
filiate parishes represented assets, which must have appreciated
considerably in the course of the thirteenth century.
The Hospital's further ambitions in the principality
were made manifest in legal action taken against Barnim, the
ruler of Szczeciri-Pomerania in 1269-70. Two circumstances
providing the background to the dispute deserve attention: the
provocative support of both Military Orders through the transfer
of property in the borderlands of Mielkopolska and Pomerania by
WXadys%aw Odonic and his successors; and an understanding arrived
at between the Hospital and the bishop of Kammin in the 1260s,
which gave the Order of St. John invaluable support in formulating
their eventual demands and gaining consideration for them at the
Holy See.
Wladyslaw Odonic's donation of Chorytowo in 1237(42)
formed the basis of one of the Order's principal claims.(43)The
Wielkopoiskan princes can also be seen as the most likely source

32) 23 fry 1237, CO 2162
l cit. further itnises the damE (whith
33)
dates to 1268) dividing then beteen those in the 'Ntnrk' ('Reetz, Kürtci and
KlUcken') and others within Barnim' s principality prcper.
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of the claim to the fortress of 'Retz' (Recz) neighbouring
Chorytowo. In 1252, at the request of Theoderic, the 'magister'
in Poznari, Przemys%aw of Wielkopoiska offered protection to the
inhabitants of two 'vills t Zalocino (Sallentin) and Cola, which
were situated in Pomeranian territorY. (44) A similar policy can be
seen in grants made to the Templars by the princes of Wielkopoiska in the Kostrzyñ territory, which culminated in the grant
of the entire district by BolesXaw of Wielkopolska to the Order
at the very moment when the margraves of Brandenburg were
establishing control of the region.(45)
Decisive steps towards conflict with the princely
family in Szczecin-Pomerania were taken in the 1260s, when,
forearming also for anticipated conflicts in Cdarisk-Pomerania,
the Hospitallers offered certain of their ancient privileges to
Bishop Hermann of Kammin for confirmation. The bishop had
ambitions of his own for the creation of an independent lordship
in the anticipated ruin of the political authority of the
Pomeranian princes, who were threatened by the advance of the
margraves of Brandenburg. On October 18 1262, two privileges were
offered for confirmation by an unnamed 'magister' of the Hospital:

(44) 12Nrch 1252I(2m (CC2592) AccordingthHoogeg, pp
cit. pp 888-9, Zalocino (Sallentin) was a prpperty later listed aicng the
I-kjspitafler posessicns near Pyrzyce (Pyritz): but 'Cob' paired with Saflentin
here ad in 1229 remains widentified. 1-bogaweg, pp cit. p 871, further says
'Cob' ca-not be the prpperty of this rare near Szczecin, since that was red by
the abbey of KoZbacz. ftver the abbot was indicted in the Hospital' s law-suit
precisely because he was occt.pying prcperty clairred by the I-bspital, Eile
prqerties rear Pyrzyce in later Hospital crier1ip are nore likely to have
originated in the Trple' s cbtatim in that district. Pccordi.ngly, I-bogeweq 's
indicatims of the t sites carrot be regarded as definite. 'Zalocino' and
Cob' head the prpperty-llsting in the surviving text of the 1229 act; since
this is mly kncn fran the transurpt of 1262 [althci4i, according to I-loogeweq
(pp cit, p 870, Nbte 8), its original had been seen by the earlier writer,
(45) See belci, Q)ter 6 / 2 and 5
Kreysig], this ny be an interpolatim.
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the privilege of Barnim from 1229 and the first falsified version
of the privilege of Grzymis%aw with the putative date of 1198.(46)
This activity presaged a two-pronged attack.(47)For
the moment only the relevance of these proceedings for events in
Szczecin-Pomerania shall be considered. The confirmation of the
1229 act had a clear purpose in the aim of strengthening title to
the Order's Szczecin-Pomeranian properties, perhaps in preparation for what might befall in any coming conflict from a number of
potential enemies. (48) At this point the Hospital may even have
been unsure of the quarter from which danger threatened: if
undecided on their breach with the Pomeranian princes, they had
reason to fear the Brandenburgers: if already contemplating their
wide-ranging claims in Pomeranian territory, they could have
feared confiscation of those properties they held under genuine
title; (and, in fact, this last possibility appears to be what
actually happened).
The open breach occurred in 1269. In an undated act
of that year, Bishop Hermann confirmed the papal bull of Gregory
IX from 1238 for the Gdarisk-Pomeranian houses of Lubieszáw and
Stargard. (49) The Hospitailers already held a bull for Szczecin
(46) The transurpts of 18 October 1262 are Pt8 723 (Grzymislaw's
GdIsk-Pcireranan act of 1198), and RE 724 (Barnisn' s cmfiniticxi of 1229)
47) See belcM, p 286 Nbte 73. fte thrust, s&..çported by a forged
privilege of a previous bishop of WXocXawek was ccrcerned with broadening the
Order's assiatim of tithe to cover all properties in certain regims of
Gdarisk-Pcnerania. It is not surprising that the bishop of Kimin should have
relished the generaticn of a quarrel over tithes owed to the bishop of Wloclavek,
hse Pcneranian authority he resented.
48) Cf Chapter 6 Secticn 5. The years 1261-3 were pivotal in the
Trple' s reqicnal diplarocy. There are indications that the Military Orders
collaborated in reaching their eventual alirrnt with the margraves of Bra-idenburg; they were eventually joined in this alliance also by the abbot of Kolbatz
(KoThacz).
49) The tra-isuipt of 1269; Peribach 241 / RE 90]
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Stargard, and, episcopal pretensions aside, property in Gdarsk
Pomerania was no concern of Bishop Hermann's. The proceeding was
therefore curious, but its impact was enormous: relying on the
description contained in the original Cdarisk-Pomeranian donation
of Stargard as a 'castrum', the Hospitallers laid claim to the
Szczecin princes'

town of Stargard. (50) Hoogeweg expresses

astonishment at this, rightly pointing out that there could have
been not the slightest foundation for such a claim; it could,
however, be sustained on a deliberate confusion and misapplication
of old privileges. No actual alteration or forgery was necessary,
and papal bulls could be quoted to lend support.
Information on the progress of the law-suit is
provided by two letters of the Dominican friar, Albertus Magnus,
who was appointed papal judge in the case, the first of which,
was addressed to Duke Barnim and a number of his vassals:
Brother Albert of the Orcr of the Friars, fornerly bishcp of Ratisbcn,
appointed executor by the Holy See inder the nwdate of Pope Client IV of
blessed nTory, to place the Hogister and brothers of the holy house of the
Jerusalan Hospital in Geriiy (Alarania) in possession of the castle of Rez
and of the properties (villarun) of Choricce, CliJdn, ZiJ<ai, Zukce,
Sadeloe, Sulim aid ThulErcelize, with all that belongs to than, and of the
tcn of the noble rrn, Barnim, cU<e of the Sla ys (Sclavorun, cf. the later
title, tiith was 'ckix Slavie (et CassLbie)), tEdch is called Stargard:
since I have fcxnd no nDvable property belonging to the said cki<e, thith I
miit attach for the enforcing of this orcr, I solernly, strictly, and
ptblicly forbid anyone to presue to disturb than (i.e. the Hospitaflers) in
tteir possession of the properties nad... Pccordingly, since the abbot of
Koibas aid the rrble Barnim, cbi<e of the Slays, or of Stettin, Jtharnes of
Lieuence, Gdelo the frrshal, Arnolckis of PimcMe, I-nricus and Dietericus
brothers of the saie Joim (i.e. of Lieuencwe), and Diethricus of Cothene,
rnilites, Jdiaries of Zti<ce and his brother, Lucwicus of Wedele, I-nricus,
JctBiies aid Woitherus of Sadelce, antherus aid Diethnanjs called Stalb(e)
(Stalbun), Henricus, Jdiames a-id Henricus of Thurerzellice, Brendeldrus,
rtirus aid their brothers, the brothers Reinikus aid Neinikirus, Ltharies
of Gerboldesck)rf and his brothers, frrtinus called Sw<e, ]ohaines de Benz,
Johaiies de Valkec-berc, Home called Vngiade aid JdaTes his sm-in-law,
(50) (neaiing in this case the property of a castellany)
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Werrterus of Nicharere, and Heine of ZiJ<owe,.. and the widcss and scns of
the fo1lcing - the late Ludekinus of Bascbwe and kih&res his son, ... the
late Jdiaries of Einecot, . . the late antherus of the sare place, all of the
Karnun diocese, sime they have dared to cçipose what I have ordered, and
throucfl-i their nalice and force prevented the said Ngister and brothers
hitherto and continue to ck so: so that the gister and brothers rrey
obtain, and obtaining enjoy the possession of the prcperty as listed, I now,
rot without sorrow, in the nare of the Lord, by the autherity granted to ire
in this rrtter by the Ppostoflc See, by this letter exccrrruiicate and
praoi-ice excarnu-icate and to be shuiied by all rren, the thjot, the ciike,
the rnilltes, the wickms and the above-nared laymen, and all others, who have
hitherto irrpeded, or hereafter in like fashion shall dare to irrpec what I
have ordered."(51)
It has long been a source of puzzlement how such a
blatantly fraudulent series of claims came to be mounted, and how
they could hope to be seriously considered. (52) It is true that
the claim to Chorytowo has an identifiable basis, while that to
Stargard, although spurious, has a logic to it which is recognisable,
if corrupt. The possessors of the principal interest in the vills
named in the claim were ducal vassals rather than older-established
families occupying hereditary estates; this may be inferred from
the predominance of German names. (53) It is possible that the
Hospitallers, anticipating the wholesale dispossession of the
duke and his vassals under the encroachment of the margraves,
decided to lay claim to the principal fiefs where they held
smaller holdings, using whatever unrecorded title they had to the
latter.
(51) 12 Aiqjst 1269, Riedel 1(6) p 17 Nb. 16 (PW 891)
(52) "The causes and aitcuie of the dispute rain uclear.. the
Hospitailers clairied the iike's town of Stargard to which they re not entitled..
could this have been the start of the hle trable?. .or was the rionastery of
Kolbatz, with which they re before long ethroiled over possession of Arnswalde
(Choszczno), behind it all ?" ftxgetg, cp cit, p 876. Cf Nbte L4
53) F-bogeeg, bc cit., while noting that "Sulim and Thurercelize"
rin uiidentified, ack chanTlingly that the latter gave its nare to a noble
fanily. &it three of the place-nares (Zi<o, Sadelce and Thurercelize) are
asscciated with particular fanilies nared as parties in the dispute (how noble
these miit have been I shrink fran judging): the explanation of the ascriptions
is that they ere occtpying the prcçerties which the I-bspital claiired.
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An act issued by Prince BogisXaw in 1280, published
in 1934 by H. Frederichs, provides substantial elucidation of the
course of events following Albert's intervention, for which no
direct information was previously available. This act suggests
that the Order had recieved certain of the properties which it
claimed in the interim, but that Barnim's successor, Bogislaw,
was intent on ejecting them once again, announcing that he had
"zu losunge des Ileckes Zuchan und dorfier Zuchaw, Schwanebeke
und Sadelow y am Meister des ordens zu Jerusalem em

Steur

gewilget." Rates were set for the payment of rents by laymen and
clerics, headed by the Prior of Szczecin, who were to occupy the
Order's estates. (54) It is the fact that these intended occupants
were different from the individuals named in 1269-70 which
suggests the Hospitallers' installation in these properties in
the intervening period. (It also offers a clue to the earlier
method of proceeding against the Order.) Furthermore, the
Hospital's principal site in Zachan is named here for the first
time, and since this lay in the same district as Recz and
Chorytowo, it can be deduced that the composition of the quarrel
with Barnim gave the Order Zachan in satisfaction of its claims.
The combative legal procedure adopted by the Hospital
in Szczecin-Pomerania may be compared with similar actions of
nearly identical date in Silesia and in Austria, which were also
promoted through the aid of papal judges-delegate.(55)

(54) (Lhcted) 1280, PIE VII 4669. Piklished in H. FrederichsF-rzog Barnim I mm Streit mit dem Jciiaiiiterorden. In Baltiache Studien. Neue
Fol (1934) p 265-6.
(55)See wove, p 210 r'bte 111
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The statement that the 'magister' in Alamannia was
the moving force behind the claim is also instructive, since it
suggests that the preparation of the claim through the transumpts
of the bishop of Kammin in 1262, which were made to an unidentified 'magister', was probably the work of the same official.
Narrower identification of the impetus behind the Hospitallers'
démarche is possible. The senior foundation of the Hospital's
eastern German province, Werben, which originated in the grant of
Albrecht the Bear of 1160, had enjoyed a loose provincial
seniority over more recent foundations in Mirow, Nemerow and
Gartow. These houses, initially each representative of the Order
of St. John in one of the new German principalities of the Baltic
littoral, later constituted a single province within the Hospital's German priorate. The Order invariably displayed flexibility
in its administrative provision, and was reponsive to changes in
the territorial base of political authority (racial perceptions
of a kind readily translatable into the habits of modern, or one
might say pre-modern, thought do not appear to have been prominent): ultimately the office of the Saxon, or eastern German prior
became the core of a power-base of great regional significance,
and at a later stage, all the Pomeranian houses were integrated
into its structure; (indeed, they had an importance in its
internal politics, which has not hitherto been aPPreciated).(56)
The events of the law-suit mark the point at which
the Pomeranian Hospitallers moved from a Polish, (more strictly,
Bohemian) association to inclusion in the Saxon group of houses.

(56) See beicw, Chapter 5 Section 6
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Whereas, in 1252, the 'magister' in Poznari had solicited protection for the Pomeranian possessions, by 1262 responsibility for
Pomeranian affairs had evidently passed to the 'magister' in
Werben. The holder of this office in 1271 was "Viricus of
Velleberc" who was further described as "sacre domus
hospitalis lerosol. per Saxoniam et Slaviam vicePreceptor"(58)The
prosecutor of the Pomeranian claim was surely this same Ulrich,
or his immediate predecessor.
The emissaries chosen, after the promulgation of
Albert's first sentence of 1269, to journey into Pomerania to
enforce it were two Hospitallers from Mirow, Peter the priest and
Ludwig the deacon of the house. Albert's second document laying
an interdict on all those named in the earlier letter, describes
how Barnim seized, imprisoned and terrorised these two German
Hospitallers. (59) With this the record of the law-suit closes.
Subsequently, both the Hospitallers and the Templars were named
in a general peace which the Pomeranian duke and his vassals made
with their oPPonents.(60)
(57) 29 lily 1271, Riedel I (6) p 19 Nb 18
(58) ibid. hile two separate descripticns of the title and office
of, aç.parently, the se indivicijal within the saie dcuient ny be held to be
cwfusir- to say the least, in reality this tentative process of definitim of
the locus of aithority is an invaluable, if difficult and possibly ccritentious,
cjJide to the internal strwture of' the Hospital in a tine of transitim. The use
of the title of 'vice(s)preceptor' is rare in the Hospital, rrore COTfltfl uig the
Tplars. The title of 'ngister' in "rrgister... thrus sepedicte (i.e. of
Werben )" was a nre established and filiar desigiatim of a holder of provincial authority within the Order.
(59) 16 Ppril 1270, Riedel I (6) p 18 Nb 17 (PLB 914)
(60) 13 August 1284, Riedel II (1) p 176 Nb 230. LbTr ternE of a
neral pea'e Prince Bogislaw uidertook, in a codicil, rot to attack the Teiplars
in Roreke, the Hospitallers in Copai, or the Cistercians in Kolbatz. Possibly
this pranise was not kept (see note 52). The Hospital was indebted to the
maryraves for a share of their Pareraiian gains, usually given at tines of crisis
and as far as me can judge, judiciwsly. The Military Order and the Branderburrs
ere very far fran the natural allies freqiently sççosed. See belc pp 353-4
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There are strong indications that the result of the
Hospital's quarrel with the Pomeranian duke was their dispossession from some properties which they had formerly possessed. This
is indicated by the documents describing the course of the
law-suit (where I suggested that the names of original properties
were intentionally omitted), by BogisXaw's action against the
Order (which can be shown to have had lasting consequences with
the Prior in Szczecin still witnessing in business for Hospitaller
properties several decades later). It is also evident that the
Hospital experienced great difficulty in maintaining itself in
the Stargard region, and it cannot be firmly placed in possession
of the church of St. Mary there before 1324. When Bishop Hermann
of Kammin confirmed the dotation of the church of St. Jacob in
Slawa, in 1273, his act may also indicate the restoration of the
church's property to the Order following their disPossession.(61)
The restoration in SZawno marked the start of a
recovery in the Hospitallers' fortunes, which ultimately saw them
established in a number of old and new sites: in Zachan (Sucharl)
where they had, apparently been first compensated, then in 1280
dispossessed: in Copan where, for a time, they had their provincial seat: in Choszczno, which they had claimed from the Cistercian house of KoXbacz (an enemy in 1270, an ally in 1284): and in
Colen iOw.

(61) 22 Noviber 1273 PW (VI) 3977. Althouc$i it is stated in the
act that the I-k)spital had long possessed these dotal properties peacefully, this
may sinply be a matter of correct form. [he conseq..ierce of the progressive
reckjcticn of the SzczecinPcl1Eraii1 princes to vassalage, was a correspcndiog
increase in the trporal authority of the bishop. In this respect, too, a1liice
with the bishop was valule for the Hospital. The denesne properties in SZan
Eiich were listed in 1229 were lost, hcever.
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(6)

Copan and Zachan

In the aftermath of the law-suit of 1269-70 the
Hospitallers, surely anxious to establish some new local structure for their representation, were obliged to seek new supports
in local society. This happened at a time when, in the Order as a
whole, officials with local connexions were increasingly replacing
the outsiders who had formerly been appointed to resident posts.
Their new arrangements and the hint of a reconciliation are
intimated by three acts enacted at the ducal court; of these the
first, issued in 1287, contains the following provisions:

Bujzlaus,... ckike of the Slays, .. .1, together with my dear brothers
Barnim and Otto, cli<es of the Slays, by the advice of our vassals, have
given to our dear attendant, Brother Erarckis of Copan, for the term of his
life, a hereditas in Golnti, idch de Anvelde had before, and a further 6
mansi there to possess peacefully. At his death, ftever, the sare hereditas
and rrsi with all their rTuvable and iiiivthle prcperty are to be prcpriated
and donated to the 'nagister' and brothers of the F-bspital of St. ktn in
Ccpai for their perpetual peaceful possession. (62)
This act, issued in Stargard, was addressed ostensibly
to an unnamed 'magister' of the Hospital in the hitherto unfamiliar
property of CoPan. (63) One may be certain that this magistracy
conveyed a certain provincial responsibility, which was probably

(62) AA pp 224-5 (P18 1430). In 1284 a regional treaty protected
both Orders fran further attacks by BogisZ, Riedel II (1) p 176 Nb 230. In
1288, the Tenpiars received cctipensation for war darege, see belc, p 367
Nbth 173.
(63) Copan was the seat frcn 1285, Aen the
'magister' was rdiard (PIB 14L 4 / 1513, cpoted in 1-bogeweg p 874), until at
least 1295 and possibly later (See belcv Nbte 69). Hoogeweg states that its site
is widentifed; hcver, the Order's later dealings with Jasko of 5Zano suggest
it was eventually ceded to him (21 Decerrber 1333, P18 VIII 5118), aid so it is
likely to have been situated in the region of Slawro. The Order owned the churth
in Goleniow in 1368, (Hoogeweg p 877) and rry have done so at this date. Pccordingly fran 1285 two new sites are enccxiitered and two nares, Burchard and Gebhard
vkiith mit be associated with new sponsoring faniies.
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at this date confined to the Szczecin-Pomeranian principality. It
is also probable that any such official in the past had taken his
title from the house in Stargard. The inference must be that the
Hospitallers had either lost their Stargard church, or were
inhibited from still treating it as their provincial seat.
This act further suggests that in re-establishing
themselves in Copan, the Hospitallers were reliant on new
sponsors, among them the newly enfeoffed ducal vassal, "Erardus",
who was also a member of the Order. This is the first explicit
instance in Pomerania of a new development in the Hospital's
local organisation under which the Order's interests were in
several places attached by representatives of local nobilities,
who combined donations at entry on a scale appropriate to their
ambition with a local supervision useful to themselves and their
families. "Erardus" was one of several such officials.
The second instalment of the new house's dotation
came in a second and more extensive donation from 1291: again
there was a personal enfeoffment of "Erardus" (here called
Gerard) with reversion of the property to the Hospital:

ugslaus, Barnym and Otto, brothers,.. .ckkes of the Sla ys and of
Cassibia,.. .wishinq to shcM special favour to brother Gerard of Colr. . .e
have given, as a donation, 10 mansi in the caipus of the totn of Golnow with
their fields, and a fourth part of the vill of Criat with half the tavern
of the sate vill, with every rid-it and use that may be had in then. Also two
parts of the vhs of Little Stepenitz and Cantzerin: these, with every
riit and usufruct within their bowdaries. .. .just as Woyceych the father of
the yoingr Wc)yko, miles, held it in his tine by feudal law .. (uti possedit
suis t8rporibus jure feodali)...
have made this mark of special favour to
brother Gerard for the term of his life ... and, kien this has n.n its
cwrse, e confer and appropriate the said favour to the house of' Copan of
the brothers of the house of the I-bspital of St. Jctn of Jerusalem...

(64) 17 Jauary 1291, AA pp 225-7 (CC 4138 / RB 1568)
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The site of Stepenitz (Stepnica), mentioned in the
act should be thought of as forming part of the new endowment of
the Hospital in and around Golenic5w, rather than as providing a
clue to the site of Copan. The endowments in Goleniów and Copan
were alienated separately at a later date.(65)
The name of the sponsor of the order in the Goleniáw
district, differs between the two acts; in the act of 1287, he is
referred to as "Erardus"; however the name given in the act of
1291, is Gerardus. This Christian name (Gebhard) was used by the
Bortfelde family, which had a later Pomeranian connexion which
shall subsequently be described. Among the witnesses of the 1291
act there appear two brothers, "Fridericus de I-tinnenborch et
Hinricus suus frater". This is the family name, later encountered
in the easily recognisable variant form of Henneberg, of the
first Herrenmeister. (66)
These two privileges of 1287 and 1291 had the force
of an original endowment: accordingly the Hospitallers secured
their confirmation when the infant Bogislaw attained his majority;
they are the privileges principally intended by the general
confirmation of 1303, under which Bogislaw confirmed all the acts
of his minority for the benefit of the HosPital.(67)
The resiting in Copan proved a temporary expedient.
It was in 1312 that the seat of the Order in Szczecin-Pomerania
was first described as being at Zachan (68) : in that year,

(65) ibid. Lecbur's carirentary.
S%awno before 1333 (See bte 63). Stepenitz was
(I-kxgeeg, p 864) (66) See below, 326ff.
ad t*rberq also had Pareriiai asscxiatims.
(67) 1303, PLL3 VI 2071 (CC 4582)
recovered by 1295. (PW 1730, quoted in Hoogeeq,
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Ccpai was acq.iired by Jasko of
sold to the Wollin bey in 1361
The fnilies of Warterberg
(68) Lacha-i had been
p 885)

Helperich of Ri:idigheim who held the title of Grand-Prior in
1309), used the style of 'in Zachan' as his rank-conferring title
for the issue of his act as provincial superior to confirm the
sale of Moitzelin. (69 In 1320 The sale of Bantow was also
confirmed by the act of a provincial superior, Gerhard von
Bortfelde, issued in Zachan. (70) Another eminent figure in the
eastern German province, Ulrich Schwabe, made a brief intervention in Pomeranian affairs, receiving the donation of the church
in Choszczno (Arnswalde) in 1308.(71)
While the title in Zachan was reserved in this period
(but not subsequently) for the provincial superior, the resident
regional heads made use of the commanders' titles available from
the two older properties, Slawno, and (after 1324) Stargard.
The later use of the title of commander in SXawno, Roreke, or
Zachan implied the concession of rank to a particular individual;
more often the representatives of the Order in its Pomeranian
churches were simply styled 'Plebani'.(72)

(69) 'rater I-lpericus de Rodinqien sacre thrus hospitalis sarcti
Jobanis Jerosolimitani. per Alennian nec non frater camEndator in Suchan totusqe ccnventus ibidem." 1312 PJ\ pp 231-2 (RB VI 2704). I-lperich a-id
Berthold von Herrierberg both held sipra-national titles in 1309 (cf CC 4848)
(70) 9 October 1320 AA p 233 (PLU 3409)
(71) 28 February 1309, CC 4851. frbrgrave WalthTlar granted the
patronage of the churches in Choszczno and Freienstein to Ulrich and the house of
Nienerow. This was a partisan ch-iaticri, as was another by Otth IV of prqerty in
Gda4isk-Pcirerania dated 23 Aust 1308 (CC 4815).
(72) Of F-kjogeg's list of ccmnanders in SZano, pp 883-4:
Berthold (1271, fran PW 935), ]n (1296-8, RB 1753 / 1861) and Qiristian
(1285, PIE 1336) there priests (plebani). Jofti de RoIw and Conrad of Erstat had
a specific provincial fuictim. Zarzko ("Berseko oder Zirsekow") tho witnesses
betteen 1329 and 1333 (RB VII 4571 / 4619 / VIII 5053 / 5055 / 5118) was Jasko
of SXano's wcle. His successors re frequently 'plebani'. Conrad of Ocrstat's
deputy was Lucblf in Stargard, o was described on 29 Noviber 1326 as "camendator
in Stargarden t.nd Tzochan" (RB VII 4238). George of Kerckow was carnider in
Zachai in 1318 (RB 3167) parently without provincial responsibility. Fran
out 1330 the provincial structure uld pear to have been reqularised.
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7)

The Hospital's Beginnings in Cdarsk-Pomerania:

A privilege, ostensibly that of Grzymis%aw, who
describes himself in it as "one of the princes of Pomerania (qualiscunque unus de principibus Pomoranie)" is preserved in two
later confirmations: the earlier, that of Bishop Hermann of
Kamrnin from 1262, has already been described: the second, a
transumpt of Mciwoj (Mestwin), prince of Gdañsk-Pomerania, was
issued in 1291.
The provisions of the 1262 version are these:
Grimiziaus, one of the princes of Pcmrania. . .to hcmir God aid the 1-bly
Sepulchre and St. Jctn the Baptist I have given frau my on iriieritaice
(hered.itate), which was left to me by my forefathers, my 'castrun' which is
called Starigrod, with all the lands aid forest and waters aid tribute that
belong to it: I have also given all the land beteen the merchants' way
which leads into Gdantz and the Verissa river as far as the bouidary of
Carerou. I have also given the viii of Caierou itself and arother, Reueninov, and this last I had given previcx.isly (cjan etian ian cijthn dederau) as
far as the bouidary of Pogocbai, with all its forest aid fields and meathis
aid lakes, and the river called Vethrica with all its beaver-pelts and
fishing. As ll as these I give, in addition, t deserted vills nared
Scedrou and Cemotino: and so that the brothers of the hospital may,
without fear of me, settle men in these vilJ.s, I have also given to St.
Jctn what pertained to me (cpjod ne contingebat) frcin above the river
Verissa aid frcm the castle nared Vissoke ip to the limits of Jarosaj, with
the beavers and whatever benefit may be had there throui daTrning aid
(73) 11 Nbvarber 1198 - (18 Octcber 1262, Periba±i 9 (PLo 723)/
5 February 1291, Perlbach 10 (474)/ CC 4143: The tralsuTpt of King Przemyslaw,
dated 11 August 1295, Perlbach 474 n has the sare text as that of 1291). 4iile it
is cpite evident (cf Perlbach 10) that the second version is a falsification,
intended also to aid the I-bspital in its dispute with the abbey of Pelplin over
the prcperty of frthlin [The forgery of an act of SwietopeZk dated 19 Jine 1248,
Perlbach 164 (CC 2475) was also applied to this purpose]. It further specified
the Order's claim to tithe provision in tents which satisfied their needs in
1291. Perlbach' s conclusion (pp cit. Nb 10), in reviewing the original crk on
this tcpic of traski, is that that author goes too far in also declaring the
1262 transurpt a later falsification. For Z. KozXciska-Bud<c,a, hcever, (Repertorjun, pp 131-2: (1262), Nb. 141/ (1291)/ No. 142), it pears a matter of
settled cpinion, that both transurpted acts have been sibstantially interpolated.
There are overwhelming grouids for accepting this view, sate provided by Peribach
hiirself in his cc*ments on other cbcurents.
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fishing: and so mthing n y be cniitted to preserve the brothers' peace I
state that their boindary on the Vetrice river falls where the streaii of
Rudeouinica joins its course. Further to increase their store of alth I
give to the saie hospital the church in LL.bissou dedicated th the I-k)ly
Trinity, with all the prebend that I had appointed there previously for t
chaplains to serve the Lord, with the tithe of t vills Thescov and Beale
which the lord bishcp Stephan gave to the sa church when he consecrated
it, with all my tithe-ricits on cultivation (cun cnni decimacione arature
ree) in the whole province of Jatluna, with all the tithe fran the beaver-pelts
of the Verissa and the Visla, with the tithe of all sturgeon and sairrun and
all other kinds of fish, the tithe of horses, cattle, sheep, pigs and
geese, the tithe of portage fran the treasury, the tithe in coin fran the
mint and fran the tavern..
The document certainly contains a considerable range
of detailed provision; nonetheless, it would involve too subjective a judgement to state baldly that any particular document is
too specific and too prescriptive for its period. The act of
Henry of Sandomierz for the house in Zagoth, to give one example
previously discussed, contains a quantity of very precise detail.
The suspicious element of prescription in this
version of the act, and this is still more the case in the
version of 1291, is the delineation of boundaries by reference to
geographical features. Other early examples of official language
recording the administrative procedure of delimitation of
boundaries, which have so far been considered (and other examples
could be adduced) refer only to the fact that the limits of a
property have been marked out. (75) Such a degree of specific
geographical reference as appears in the texts of 1262 and 1291
belongs to a later period of written record. It is significant
that when these two versions of Grzymis%aw's act passed as titles
into the archive of the Teutonic Order, they were registered as
(74) Perlbach 9
(75) The Zage&5 act (1154/5, CC 213) refers to the ncble who
carried out the rrarking of the borders; this was the usual earlier practice.
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boundary records. (76)

Whatever interpolations have been made, the two texts
are clearly something more than outright fabrications: however to
recognise that they appear to contain elements of a genuine
original still leaves the task of assessing which of the provisions can be considered genuine.
The existence of the original at an earlier date is
confirmed by the issue of the papal bull of 1238, which explicitly
mentions GrzymisZaw's 'letters'. In addition, the arrangement of
tenses in both later versions supplies a rudimentary chronology
of benefaction: the current business of the original was the
donation of the church in Lubieszáw, its 'prebend' and miscellaneous tithe-rights: this new donation was coupled with the general
confirmation of the earlier transfer of the 'castrum' of Stargard
(Starigrod) and additional properties under terms of 'immunity':
finally, the description of the secular properties contains a
reference to a still earlier and smaller donation in the same
region.
The description of the 1262 version corresponds well
with the constituent parts of the property nexus associated with
the district of Skarszewy (Schöneck) where the Hospitallers are
identifiable as principal lords and proprietors of the town of
(76) cf the registraticns of the t versicns of the 1198 t in
Joachim & I&batsch ks. 1 a & b, as 'Grenzbeschreibuigen': in fact they are
similar to a series of bouidary descripticns, tiiich begai to be issued tcwards
the end of the thirteenth century. The first of these in the Hoita1 's fonier
Kcinigsberg archive, dated 1275, Perlbach 274, caie to then as title with a
prqerty cbtained in a later exchiqe.
(77) Perlbach 9 /10.
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Skarszewy itself. (78) The 'terra' delineated in the act contains
the site of the future town, while Iamerou Kamerov) lies to the
north, Reueuinov (Borownose) to the south, and the adjoining
Pogodcou (not in the Order's possession to the south-west. The
two deserted vills, Scedrou (Schadrau) and Cernotino (Czarnotschin)
lie to the north-west and the south respectively.(79)
At the time of donation, however, the principal
property interest of which these elements formed a part was more
properly to be described as the 'castrum' of Stargard: the
miscellaneous property and rights which supported the office of
castellan and were in the prince's gift. On earlier occasions, in
Poland as well as in Pomerania, such castellanies had been
employed for the endowment of bishoprics. (80) In the final stages
of the text of the 1262 version just quoted, it can be seen that
the Hospital obtained, as their judicial and economic franchise
for their possessions, the rights and revenues which would
ordinarily have been collected on behalf of the prince by the
officials of the castellan.
Whereas a common expression covering early grants of
judicial or economic immunity in other contexts is one conveying
exemption from the attentions of the castellan or ducal officials,
in the particular circumstances of the donation to the Hospital
of property formerly pertaining to a castellan's office, the

(78) The date aid circurstarces of the fouidaticn of the tcn
gust be considared uertain. Prthly the (-bspital had rrrket rith dirirq
(79) Peribadi 9, Nbtes provicbs these identifications
their period of ownership.
(80 A rrethocblogy for reccristructim of conditims in the early
part of the twelfth century is thrcnstrated in St. Arrold-WXadzt bisk.pie na
grodzie wolborskim. This type of encpiry is beyond the sccpe of the present
study; hcever, it is isrportait to preciate that the I-bspital itlierited a
abstantial local position in the Skarszewy district.
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concession of franchise could be expressed in the highly unusual
and revealing formulations contained in both versions of the 1198
act, "cum... tributo" and "Et ut fratres hospitalis sine timore
mel possint homines in prefatis villis collocare dedi eciam beato
Johanni quod me contingebat...etc." (81) Ordinarily, the effect of
the concession of seignorial franchise was to allow the lord to
levy the prince's exactions on his own account; here it is
directly expressed as an alienation of the prince's revenues.
As we have seen, permission to settle new cultivators
implied the franchise of lordship, judicial and economic; here,
rarely this relationship is made explicit. Whatever difficulties
interpretations of the conditions of franchise have caused modern
commentators, the sense of the concession was capable of ready
interpetation by contemporaries. When the original privilege came
to be presented at the Curia these provisions were rendered in
the resulting bull as "exemptas ab omni exactione seculari".(82)
The other properties covered by the issue of the bulls of 1238 in
Poznari and in Pomerania had solicited documents in the previous
decade with the specific intention of reinforcing their title to
franchises: in the case of the possessions in Gdarsk-Pomerania,

(81)Perlbath 9
(82) " Gregory. . .greetings to our dear sons, the prior aid
brothers of the Jensalem I-bspital in Ikravia.. .e confirm by apostolic aithority
the houses of LLbisseu a-id of Stargrod with their dependent prcperties, iith,
you assert, C. h is clearly renørbered, the prince of Pcxroraiia, in so far as
they belonged to him, graited you with devout generosity, exenpt fran all secular
exa±ions, just as can be seen to have been provided in his letters on this
netter." Peribath 64. For the deliberate confusion of the tems of cbiation of
the 'castrun' in Gdazsk-Pcieraiia with the donation of properties dependent on
the house of Stargard in Sczecin-Paieraiia in the course of the law-suit of
1269-70, see thve p 276 rbte 50
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GrzymisXaw's act alone constituted a sufficient descriPtion.(83)
If the core common provisions touching Stargard /
Skarszewy from the two versions of 1262 and 1291 can be accepted
as rendering the terms of the 1198 original, then some idea of
the process of donation can also be obtained. It is stated that
one of the vills, Reueninov had been donated earlier than the
rest of the property; this would be consistent with the process
observed elsewhere, under which an original, more modest, project
of benefaction underwent a significant expansion of scale,
coincident with the preaching of the Third Crusade from 1187. The
more extensive assignment of property in Stargard including the
transfer of the rights pertaining to the castellany might
accordingly be dated to the period between 1187 and 1198, while
the completion of the core endowment of the Order, marked by the
donation of the church in Lubieszdw, occurred in 1198.

Apart from the anachronistically precise specification of boundaries in the description of the Stargard / Skarszewy
property, additional problems of plausibility in the text of the
1262 and 1291 versions of GrzymisXaw's act are raised by the
provisions which they contain concerning the church in Lubieszdw.
The donation of the church itself at the earlier date is unexceptionable: it is confirmed by the reference to Lubieszów in the
(83) Kacirczyk, op cit. 376ff restricts discussicn to his ri
arJrEntative rindel. He attaches a particular sigiificarce to the phrase 'czinibus
judiciis', Aiich he considers an expression of coiplete jurisdiction: the clear
fact of forgery in 1262 and 1291 leads him to ccrrlude that a caiplete franchise
ny have been ctrceded originally, and certainly existed tEien it was recorded in
the later forgery. The inplicaticris of the bull of 1238 and the definition of the
irmuiity' in terti of the office of the castellan are icj-ored.
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papal bull of 1238(84): but the descriptions of the tithe
provision associated with the church are highly suspect in both
versions. The phrase assigning the tithe of Thescov and Beale to
the church at its consecration was the object of the forgery of
an act of Bishop Michael with the putative date of 1243(85): it
is, accordingly, readily identifiable as an interpolation in both
transumpted versions of the 1198 act. (86) The further serial
enumeration of tithe in the province of Jatluna in the 1262
version can only be regarded as a provocative elaboration of the
original to the detriment of the bishop of WXocXawek, which the
bishop of Kammin in 1269 readily aPproved.(87)
This, rather than the assignment of tithe in
'Thescov and Beale' (which the bishop of WlocZawel< nonetheless
also disputed) was the cause of the first round of litigation
between the bishop and the Order, which was brought to a conclusion in 1290. (88) The source of that quarrel, which affected the
(84) CC 2913 The phrase in the bull, "de Lt.bisseu et de Stargrod
±mjs. ." ney be caTpared with the listing of the KoZctrzeq prcperties in one of
the two Szczecin-Paerania buns (CC 2191); it is clear that this constitutes no
firm indicaticn of two heuses. In fact the chirch in Li.bieszów provided the first
site for the Order's representation: abseiently it was renved to Skarszewy,
but it is prcbthly correct to thirk of crily a single 'house' existing at aiy
given tine.
(85) (uidated) 1243, Perlba±i 80
(86) There appears to be ai incaisistency betwaen Peribath' s
insisterxe, ibid. that the 1243 act is a forry, aid his willirqiess to accept
the 1262 act as a genuine ccpy of the 1198 original, since the sole purpose of
the forner is to sqply a record of the putative ccncessims of tithe by Bisftp
Stephen, 'tich appear in identical tenis in the two versions of the 1198 act.
(87) See wove, pp 275/6 Nktes 49/50
(88) 30 Jtrie 1290 Perlbach 467 (CC 4109) - The juckjes ordered the
sL±*issim of damE to tithe fran 'Li±isseu, Ricosseu, Charnoczin, Rouiro,
Chamrovo': 26 kq.ist 1290, Perlbath 470 (CC 4115) - they delivered juckent in
the bithp 's favour on the qiestion of tithe, hile ackncledging that the vills
in ciestion ware the Order's prcperty. Of the two forries of GrzynisXa's 1198,
kiile that fran 1291 (Perlbach 10) cb..btless helped the Order to dispute this
verdict, only that fran 1262 (Peribach 9) could have helped it to nei.ntain the
claini contested in 1290.
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Order's newly-developed properties was similar in substance to
that already described in Silesia. The Order's willingness to
resist the bishop's claim in respect of their own demesne
holdings could well have been reinforced by some clear indication
in the original of 1198 that the church in Lubieszciw had been
supported in the earlier parochial system by a particular
arrangement indicated by the phrase: "with all the prebend that I
had appointed there previously for two chaplains to serve the
Lord."(89)
This formula stands awkwardly at the head of the
series of claims in both the later texts: it is followed in both
later cases by the 'Thescov and Beale' provision, and then by two
differing elaborations of the tithe-area and tithe-revenues in
kind that the Hospital wished to claim. One may conclude that the
Order in justice had a good claim not only to the tithe from
their own demesne properties but also to a much more extensive
provision formerly attached to the Lubieszáw church. However, in
contrast to the situation in Silesia, they were unable to profit
from episcopal good-will: indeed they had to contend with an
unremitting hostility, which resurfaced with devastating consequences in the second stage of the quarrel in the next century.(90)
(89) Peribach 9 aid 10. 'Prebenda t was the usual term applied to
the prtperty (including tithe) assigied to the apport of a particular church
uicr the pre-parochial systn (See Winiowski- Parochial Clergy in Fdieval
Polaid, (chapter) in ed. KXoczowski-The Christian Ccmrtnity of Fdieval Poland)
The transfer of tithe aid property to a parish usually involved a specific act
perforned by the bishop, Aiich took place at the consecration of the church.
(90) This was the 'casus belli' in a private war ccndicted by the
Fbspitallers and the bishop against the backgrouid of the larr conflict
between Vokietek aid the Teutonic Kniits. /1s juiior allies, the I-kspitaflers
were also cblid to make peace and resigi their claisr kien it suited their
rrsters. See below, Section 9
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For a time the Hospital could reverse the effect of
the 1290 decision through the aid of powerful allies, but in
doing so they were deliberately disregarding a court judgement.(91)
Ultimately one feels this behaviour must have prejudiced their
chances in the final stage of the law-suit with the bishop of
WXoclawek, which took place in 1340. In the intervening period,
during the wars of the Teutonic Knights with WXadysZaw tokietek,
the Hospitallers had proceeded with considerable violence against
the bishop and his servants. When the bishop's claim, disputing
the Order's tithe-rights in 'Thescov and Biale' was heard, their
privileges had assumed the status of hate objects, and the
commander of Lubieszów refused to present them to the court for
fear that the bishop would seize and destroy them. Neither this
plea, nor the eventual presentation of the privileges persuaded
the ud9es.(92)

(91)See Note 88. The tc transuipts of tcij (5 February 1291 /
Perlbach 476) and of King Prz'sXaw (11 Au.ist 1295, CC 4292)) rnained the
Orcr' s principal legal sipport a-id further traisuipts re made on the occasion
of sensitive business.
(92)29 Septrber 1340, Preuss. Lt III 324. The final settlnt
forned part of a general tidyinq-ip of regional disputes uder the aegis of' the
Teutonic Knijith as rulers of Gda-isk-Paieraiia, tkiicti may also have influenced
the Hospital to disengage fran the region. Since the Hospitallers' legal position
in their carrel with the bishop of WXoclawek was uitenable, since too a judgient
of forfeiture stood against the property of LLbieszów fran the 1 3ZOs (See above p
138, bte 77 and p 141, T'bte 80) their dependence on the sipport of the Teutxxiic
Kniits and cbedience to that Order's policy was carplete. The ccnseqences of
this situation will be described in the next section.
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(8)

The Development of Skarszewy and LubieszOw

The actual stages of development of the Skarszewy
properties are difficult to identify in that the 1262 text of the
1198 act can not be accepted as an original record. Nonetheless
it is useful since the situation it describes was certainly in
place by 1262, and it may represent an accurate attempt, in the
light of contemporary knowledge, to describe the stages of
development. Although two vills which were described as 'wastes'
(duas villas desertas) were to be resettled by the Order, it is
clear that these constituted only one element of the donation.
There was no significant substitution of German names in the
properties before the foundation of the town there. If the names
first encountered in 1262 represent new settlements, it may be
noted that they had Slav names.
The case of the properties around Lubieszów is rather
different. The grant of 1198 recorded the transfer of the church.
It is clear that the principal lordship of the place remained in
the prince's possession, since this was donated by Mciwoj in an
act of 1278, which concluded:
In addition e have given to these saie brothers and to their irIiitaits
there full liberty in perpetuity fran all exa±icns, services and the OJ<e's
justice (uicr the authority) of all officials so that in the houses of the
Orcr of St. Jckn the Baptist cur rrntry shall be preserved ru and in the
future.

(93) (uidated) 1278, Perlbadi 3fXJ
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Such a formula does not however exclude, as Peribach
would appear to believe (94) the ownership of secular property in
the region of LubieszOw by the Order before this date; rather, it
has to do with the transfer of the principal lordship and the
concession of an appropriate franchise. (95) A further stage in the
process under which the Order became principal lords of Lubieszów
is revealed by the grant in 1288 of market rights.(96)Further
demesne properties were acquired in the region of' Lubieszów: this
is suggested by the acquisition of mills in 1289, from Mciowj(97)
and in 1304, from Martin Rochitka. (98) There is, therefore,
evidence for a considerable new development of the Order's
interests in LubieszOw from the 1270s.
A commander of LubieszOw was first designated in
1290. (99) This was a significant development related to the
changing administrative practice of the Order: later local
representatives in the principality also designated Lubieszów as
their seat. (100) MsciwoJ s 1291 transumpt of the 1198 privilege of

(94) Cf Perlbach's ccilnEntary rejecting the act of Swiçtcpelk
&nating tthlin (see p 286 N.bte 73) [(uichted) 1243, Perlbadi 80 (indicated there
as a forry)] "They could not in any case have been 'fratres de LiEesthci'
before 1278." (bc. cit.) This is not so: t1e style 'fratres de..' was used in
t acts for Zagá and Wielki Tyniec, both dated 1244 (CC 2311 / CC 2325). In
fact it is only iployed within this period, and so indicates strongly that the
forry was based on a genuine original.. Peribach 'S juckent on the anachrcnin
of the script and orthography in the act of 1243 should be accepted, nonetheless.
(95) There is analacpis cbctjintation for the cership of
prcprietorial tcns (miasteczko) by the T&rple in Bin (Paierania) and by the
I-kspital in Vnkowo and Vosiów (Silesia), and in Sedlec (Wielkcpolska).
(96) (indated) 1288, Peribach 444 (CC 3981)
(97) 3 Aujst 1289, Perlbadi 454 (CC 408)
(98) (wdated) 1304, Perlbach 629
(99) Peribach 467/470 (CC 4109/4115): the naie is only given as
Jthi, but 'de Rocpi' riy be siçpfled.
(1(I)) The style of carnnder was in any case only used after 1250,
but in the provircial seats, sich as Wielki Tyniec and Poznacl, the first appointrrnts tere nw later.
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Grzyrnislaw has this same commander, John de Rogow as a witness,
but in a subordinate Position.(101)
The local historian of Skarszewy, E. Waschinski,
reports two versions of a local tradition, according to which
little or no use was made of the rights and privileges originally
granted by GrzymisZaw until they were reactivated in the 1270s.(102)
This is specifically contradicted by the evidence for ownership
of properties around Skarszewy recorded in the 1262 act; for
Lubieszów, too, the major expansion of the holding undertaken
after 1278 followed the earlier ownership of, or at least the
maintenance of a claim to, substantial local revenues.
The appearance of resident officials within a new
provincial hierarchy from around 1290 is a development of
considerable interest. John de Rogow, the first Hospitaller
commander in Lubieszdw, continued to witness with this title
until 1312, when he was described as commander in LubieszOw and
Slawno. (103) In 1320, John's successor, Conrad of Dorstadt, was
described in an act of March 23 for the SXawno house as "commendator domus Slawe" while in the confirmation of October 9 of the

(101) 5 February 1291 Perlbach 476. It is addressed to: "fratribus
c LLbesc1 tspitalariis Jerosolimitanis.. .ad petiticmi fratris Bertoldi de
c altza et fratris Joharras de Rogow et fratris Thare de Prinus". ftce again these
stout Gernn naies are not all they seen. The head of the Rog fanily at this
date was Cant Mroczko of Rogdw, a Wielkqolskan rcble.
(102) Wasdiinski-Der Jd]arniter-kcniturei Schäneck, 11ff Nbte 2,
sumrises the accouits of rnxh earlier writers, Gnnau and Baczko: the
forirer's narrative, with a tk1loryesgoe insertion, has the I-kitallers settled
by Grzymislaw to gernnise his principality and slai4tered in their fortress of
Schdneck by the heathen Parezaiiais after six years, later returning uicr
Nciwc)j: Baczko 's variant, after pouring scorn on Gruiau, has the F-bspital
replacing the Teiplars in or aroind 1180, uldergoing rrssacre and returning in
1272. Thus the areteurs of fashion.
(103) AA pp 231-2 (PLB 2704, see shove, p 268 Nbte 33)
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same year he appeared as: ""per . .commendatorem domorum Slawe et
Lypsowe". (104)
The transfer of the Cdarisk-Pomeranian seat from
Lubieszáw to Skarszewy can be dated to 1322/:3. (105) There is an
earlier reference to John von Bortfelde as commander in Schöneck
in an act purportedly from '1305, but, although both Ledebur and
Waschinski appear ready to accept this, it is clear that the act
in question is a fabrication of much later date.('106)

(104) AA pp 232-3 (P1 3350 / 3409 see above, p 270 Nbte 39) In
1312 and 1320 the two ccuiaders of 'LLbieszOw and SZarc' ware evidently
sdorciinate to the xct.ant of the new regional seat in Zachai. fte mi4it suqcst
tentatively that Berthold de Saltza, who occppied a position of seniority in the
address of the act of 1291 was the bolder of a provincial office covering both
the Pcrreraniai principalities. Howaver, the 'rrister' in Ccpai in 1285 was
Burchard, althcucji in 1287 he was irnared. (See above, p 282 Nbte 63)
(105) Conrad of Dorstat witnessed as ccmraider of Lthieszi crdy
inaiactof 1321 selflngarenttooflwa (18Herch1321, Preuss. Lb II 330/
AA pp 232-5). This act also ccritains an iriportant listing of the conventual body
in Libieszów, which ccirprised three priests aid seven lay Hoppitallers (servingbrothers): the presence of a 'viceccmrendator, "l]erwirus, dictus AUec" who cwld
act as deputy suggests that Conrad ccritinued to exercise the regional authority
i'rplied by his appearances both before aid after this date with a niiltiple title
including SXawro. [A coimander, "John" of Slavno, parently witnessed an act on
25 Nbvarber 1321 (PW VI 3547), a].thui it may be noted that the nare there is
sqpUed frcin a copy thus, "Io(haries)"] In the contir*iing lawsuit with the
bishop of WXccXavk Conrad of Dorstadt as the cuiiiider in Libieszc contirued th
be cited. thile this was continuing, on 12 April 1323, wa encouiter as witnesses
in a Pelplin law-suit, "Fratre Conracb de Dorstet, cciniendatore de Scnek, fratre
Cerwino F-rirk vicecamendatore ibickii." (Preuss. Lb II 402). I would suggest
that a-i appreciation of the situation of jeopardy posed by the outstanding
sentence of confiscation (which could, of course, not be enforced, but remained
as a threat) influenced the decision to resite the provincial seat in Skarszewy.
(106) AA pp 230-1, after Oelrichs p 38, provides a registration of
a-i insairced lcraticn charter for Henry of Dietrichsdorff in Thareswalde; cf
Waschinski, op cit. p 14. PLblication (uichted) 1305 is in Preuss. lb I (2) 843.
The similarities in the text aid provena-ce with the Handfest of 2 February 1341
(a 16th century forgery), the atta±rrent of another forged privilege of similar
scope and purported date in the Gdarisk copiary, and the pearaice of John von
Bortfelde aid John Stapil, who are otherwise both only encointered after 1334
no other corciusicri than that this act is an artless fabrication.
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After 1334 there is no doubt that the Order's seat for OdariskPornerania was in SkarszewY. (107) In 1334 "frater Johannes de
Borgfelde ordinis St. Johannis commendator in Schöneck" issued an
instrument of sale for the two mills whose construction had
formed part of the development of the Lubieszów property: in this
transaction he acted as the senior official of the province
rather than on behalf of the house of SkarszewY. (109) This act
also provides evidence of the reconstitution of the provincial
hierarchy in such a way that the commander's office in LubieszOw
represented a subordinate dignity.(109)
The sale of 1334 also provides evidence of increasing
pressures upon the LubieszOw properties, which, it can hardly be
doubted, formed part of a deliberate policy on the part of the
Teutonic Knights as the lords of the principality. These pressures
(107) Waschinski '5 listing of F-bspitaller camders in Skarszewy,
starting with the false reference of 1305, irey be corrected as follows. Jthi von
Bortfelde succeeded Conrad between 1326 and 1334 as the provincial head; Acblf
von Sthaleri)erg, vio in 1335 was carrrender in Nrerow, was canrider in Skarszewy:
by 1 Febniary 1336, heading the provincial hierarchy thus: "frater Adol±ius
dictus Swalerberg. . .ccirnendator in Schcneck. .presentibus nostris fratribus
fratre I-nrico Wend sacercbte vicecciniendatore, fratre Idne dicta Stil
camendatore in Lcpschau." Preuss. lb III 43. Waschinski. bc cit. gives 1340 as
the earliest date for Acblf; he further provides dates for the use of the
Skarszewy title, as follows: 1350, Henry of Warterberg (local archive); 1370,
Albert of Werberg.
(108) The purported charter of 1324 (PIE VI 3761), in which Conrad
of Dorstat held the triple title of carnder in Libieszáw, Skarszewy and 5Z&no,
is wrelithle. I-kver an act of 9 trch 1326 (PIE VII 4156) has "ons Ccriradjs de
Dorstat, carnendator in Sccneth,e, Liijezow et Slawe." Conrad's "retirrent" rrey
well have been irerked by the peararce of indiviciial cczrnaiders in SXaNlo
(Zirzko, by 1330) and Skarszewy (Johu von Bortfelde, by Jaruary 1334). Lucblf was
camaider in Stargard at the sare tine as Conrad held the provincial office.
(109) January 1334, Preuss. Lb II 821, (AA po 235-8) "Quod de
cmsilio et caisensu fratruri rostroruri. . . dicti caiventus in Sdiöneck et ex naiiire
religiosorun viroruli fratris Jchaiiis Steb in Ltheschow et fratris Conradi cb
Dorstat in Thiisialde provisorun. ." Conrad's title of provisor in Thaieswalde
in 1334, rrey be the concession of an honorary title on retirarent. Thareswalde
was the putative site of the location in the forged act of 1305 (Preuss. lb I (2)
843). It rrey, however, be the site of a prcperty develpoed for the Order at the
entry of a scion of me of the fanilies of hier rarg<.
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can be described in some detail. The sale of both the Lubieszáw
mills in 1334 formed part of a series of transactions conducted
in that year by the commander in Schdneck (110) : this act, and a
second one from the same year also contains information on the
general exchange of which that transaction formed a part. The
Hospital received the properties of Parwin, Demlyn, Obansyn and
"the lake of Stenczk", a holding which is further described as
the 'hereditas' formerly held by the widow of a certain Stanislaw. (111) John von Bortfelde at the same time issued an act
containing the Hospital's resignation to the Teutonic Knights of
a number of its properties and indicating the effective end of
the Order of St. John's status as overlord in Lubieszáw.(112)The
difficulties of the Hospital's position there have already been
described. The Teutonic Knights were clearly willing to profit
from these difficulties.
The boundary dispute with the Distercian abbey of
Peiplin was also partially settled in January 1334, when the
Hospitallers resigned some of their claims and received financial
comPensation. (113) A second and final settlement was made in 1349,

(110) In the first, John peared cnly as a witress, this being
the adjudicatim of 'Poj.itken' to the abbey of Pelplin. (8/9 January 1334,
Preuss. Lb II 818. The paynt of 2W narks corpensaticn was recorded m 10
Jar&iary 1335, Preuss. Lb II 870
(111)The two acts are those of the Grand F 4ester Luther, 9 Jar*iary
1334 (Preuss. Lb II 819), and that of the camiancr, 11 J-uary 1334 (Preuss. Lb
II 820). The transfer of me of the two mills was also recorded in a later act of
the Grand Nster of the Teutmic Knits, Henry ftisaier, issued in hrierburg m
16 April 1346 (Preuss. Lb IV 18) ¼hich also described the bouidaries of the
ftspitaflers' rieininq property. Ch the sare day two cbcuints issued in
Skarszewy by Stybor of Koselir< recorded an agreerent m the boindaries of me of
these prcperties, Dlyn (Preuss. Lb IV 19).
(112)Jaruary 1334 (Preuss. Lb II 821).
(113) The juient was given m 8/9 Jaiiary 1334: payrrent was
made on 10 Jaiiary 1335 and recorded in an act isued by the Grand frhster of the
Teutmic Kniits, Luther of Bruiswick. (Preuss. Lb. II 870). See Nbte 110
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again with the Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights Presiding.(114)

The settlement of the quarrel with Peiplin was
clearly dictated by the Teutonic Knights, as too was the final
settlement of the Hospital's dispute with the bishop of Wloclawek, in which the Knights of St. John had proceeded with violence
as partisans of the Teutonic Knights' rule. In August 1340, the
Hospitallers obtained a final transumpt of their contentious
privilege of 1243(115): this was either bravado or a preliminary
manoeuvre aimed to strengthen their bargaining position in
disposing of their claims: for with the example of the previous
settlement the outcome can hardly have been in doubt. Under the
eventual agreement, the text of which was issued in CheZrn in
1340, the Hospitallers made a final resignation.(116)
(114) The Hospitallers had forearrred by cbtaining yet another
transuipt of the 1291 versicxi of the 1198 privilege. (25 Horch 1348, Joachiin and
I-thatsch I Nb. 239, isued in L.bieszáw) and m 6 [crber 1349 a boundary
reennt beteen the two parties of a caiventimal kind was issued, with Herning
of Wartaterg appearing as 'procurator' and /bbot Eberhard representing the
ey (Preuss. Lb IV 481). The final resolutim was rrerked by the final transuiptirig of me of the earlier privileges detailing the boundaries, tEiich was issued
m July 5 1350 in Marierburg [Joachiin & Ht..batsch I 253, which has escaped
inclusim in the ccntinuing piblication of Preuss. lb. altha4 saie other
transuipts of sigiificance are pthlished there] folliing payiint of 1 SC) nrks by
the shbot the previous day. (Preuss. Lb IV 594, M pp 245-8).
(115) 17 August 1340 (Preuss. Lb. III 319, Joachiin & I-thatsch II
709). This was a trma&irpt of Bishcp Michael of tZocXaek ' s purported act of 1243
to replace an original title eaten by mice, perhaps the nost provocative in the
Hospitallers' aniniry of forgeries.
(116) 29 Septerber 1340 (Preuss. Lb III 324, AA pp 238-42). This
aqreernt was node beten the bishop and Acklf of Sthialerberg 'camEndator in
Schdneke'. The case had been referred to two judges desigiated by each party. The
conditims of earlier conflict find a reflection in the canrider's pranise to
receive no fugitives frau the bishop's lands. In ccrclusim of the dispute, the
Grand Hester of the Teutcnic Kniits, Dietrich of Alter-burg presided over a
settlemEnt 4-uich finally recogiised the bishop's clams. The I-bspitallers ere
restricted to the tithe fran the LthieszOw church.
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The grant of Kuim law for the town of Skarszewy in
1341 by Adolf of Schwalenberg is problematic. Although the
document itself', which was first published by Waschinski, and the
seals attached to it are obvious sixteenth-century forgeries, the
editors of Preussisches Urkundenbuch do not consider the surviving
text inherently susPicious. (117) At any rate it seems clear that
the Order of St. John enjoyed the status of proprietor which
would have allowed it to issue such instruments, even if the
instruments that do in fact survive have been

fabricated.

Adolf of Schwalenberg had himself' formerly been the
commander in Nemerow, while his successors in the office, members
of the Wartenberg and Werberg family, were from families who
provided the Order's officials of the highest rank. (118) There is
some indication of specific provision having been made at entry
by members of these families, and it seems fairly certain that
such benefactions determined their expectation of rank within the
Order. In 1348, the provisor of the LubieszOw house, Brother
Ludolf of Magdeburg recorded the purchase of a fief in the town
and its transfer to the house's endowment by Henning of Wartenberg,
who heads the witness-list as "d. in Sconeck h ' (119) In two documents

(117) 2 February 1341 (Preuss. Lb III 354) Previously pt.blished in
Waschinski, Anhang No. 1 See above p 298 Note 106
(118) Herning of Warterberg (1350) and J,bert of Werberq are nared
as cama'icrs in Skarszewy (Waschinski, p 14). Other rrrbers of the two fanilies
at various tines held the titles, either of carniancr or of provisor, in LLbieszáw
and Thaiswa1d. See also belcfrl thter 5 Sectim 6
(119) 25 Herch 1348 (Preuss. Lb IV 307). The issue of this at was
rretched by t'kiat seen's to have been a re,jlar precautim acccxrpanying all rrejor
transacticrs, - the issue of yet another transurpt of the 1291 text of the at of
Grzyinislaw fran 1198 (Joachim & I'thatsch I 239). Herning was folled as witness
by the ccnventual body: first Bogdan a lay-brother, then two priests, John and
Henry c Gotha, finally two further lay brothers, Jacab and Gottfried de 'Osse'
sd. Ost, another recurrent fanily nate in the Order's riEthership).
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recording the agreement with Peiplin in 1349(120)and 1350(121),
Henning is himself described as 'provisor'. At the issue of the
second of these acts in 1350, another Wartenberg, Bernard,
attended with the title of commander in Lubieszáw, accompanied
once again by Brother Gottfried 'Ochsen' (scil. Ost).(122)The
property assigned to the Order by Henning is also recalled in a
specific instrument of sale from 1370, at which date it went
under the name of Wartenberg; it also appears to have been
treated as a separate component during the general alienation of
the Hospital's entire property in Gdarlsk-Pomerania.(123)
The existence of similar provision, - possibly with
some interchange of key estates between the two families, by the Werbergs may be inferred from the multiple membership in
the latter family, which mirrored the previous experience of the
Wartenbergs. In 1370 Albert of Werberg, as the last Hospitaller
commander in Skarszewy, witnessed the general sale of the GdañskPomerania properties, which another Werberg in a higher provincial
rank had negotiated.(124)

(120) 6 Decether 1349 (Preuss. Lb IV 481)
(121) 4 July 1350 (Preuss. Lb IV 594 / M pp 245/8)
(122) ibid. The Warterberg faily, t4iich had an earlier associatim
with the Teiple, also provided the enthnt for altars in the I-bital 'S
churches in Diojna and Chwarszczany. See below, p 370 N¼Jte 176.
(123) JoEchim & Fthatsch ( uixblished ) II 970
(124) 16 t'bvether 1370 (upthlished), Jua±iiin & I-Lbatsch II 969
The rberqs also had a fonrer associaticii with the Neiierow house.
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9

The Sale of the Gdarisk-Pomeranian Properties

The series of property exchanges with the Teutonic
Knights which began in 1334 and was accompanied by the settlement
of the two long-standing disputes with the Bishop of WXoclawek
and the Abbot of Peiplin brought about a significant alteration
in the Hospital's property-holding: a portion of the original
endowment, and the prospect for its expansion, was lost. It is
hard to resist the impression that the Order's situation in
Gdarisk-Pomerania was a discouraging one, and that this resulted
from the deliberate policy of the new rulers.
Nonetheless, the settlement of the Pelplin and
Wloclawek disputes for cash payments could also have been
intended by the Hospital to provide a means of raising money on
the properties: elsewhere, in Szczecin-Pomerania and in Poland
local Hospitaller officials were also raising money through the
sale of isolated interests at the start of the fourteenth
century. Not too much should be made of these sales as evidence
of either a general desperation or a local bankruptcy. To take
the example of the Silesian holdings, there at least money was
still diverted to new purchases, and the Order's local expenditure on property transactions was probably greater than it had
ever been in the past when the responsibility existed to transmit
an enforced proportion of revenues, and all surplus to the East.

In 1366, the Master Raymond Berengar issued from
Avignon an instruction to the German prior, Conrad of
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Brunsberg to identify properties that might be sold to recover
the ruinous financial situation of the German HosPital.(125)This
action was undoubtedly prompted by a sense of frustration and
rage at the application of the Order's funds by the eastern
German prior (the so-called 'Herrenmeister') to gain domestic
political advantage, and since this had involved subvention of
the Emperor's Italian campaigns, there is no reason to doubt that
the sums were indeed astronomical. The instruction to investigate
the possibility of sales was itself a means of reasserting the
authority of the Master, and restricting the future activity of
the Herrenmeister. The commission was entrusted to Henning of
Wartenberg, who now held the office of Grand-Prior in Brandenburg
and recalled that properties, described as 'redundant' in eastern
Frisia had recently been sold.
Ledebur misreads the provisions of the instruction at
several points: most seriously in his assertion that the sale of
Lagow, Tempelburg and Schöneck was projected. In fact, the Master
recalls his own consultation with the preceptors of the province
of Saxony, the march, Slavia and Pomerania, "videlicet Templeburg,
Schöneck, Lagow, Aka(?)". (126) This is simply a designation of
subordinates within the eastern German province, and there is no
reason to believe that the sale of all these houses was ever
contemplated.

(125)25 Fkirch 1366, Preuss. W VI 439 (AA 248-51). The description
of the act by these editors and in Joachim & ftbatsch (II 914) as granting
permission for the sale of priperties to the Teutcnic Knicits is not an accurate
reflection of its contents and anticipates a decision t.tiich there is no reason to
siççose had been taken at this stage.
PJ\ bc cit. Preuss. W bc cit. rrke the sate error of
(126)
interprethticn. Fkver the laqiage of the act is perfectly clear on this point
in indicating the seats of local provircial officials. 'Aka' is probly Zachan.
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The eventual decision for the wholesale withdrawal
from the principality of Gdarsk-Pomerania was approved at the
Order's chapter in Speyer in 1369.

(127)

The two surviving acts

directly recording parts of the transaction indicate a single
outright purchase by the Teutonic Knights.

(128)

Since in one of

these the sale of the property of Schëneck is also said to have
included the Wartenberg benefaction, the terms may be taken to
have comprised all the Lubiesów ProPerties.

(129)

The total sale

price received by Hermann of Werberg, the new Grand-Prior or
Herrenmeister was 10 O11 marks.

(127) 25 Juie 1369 (upilished), PA p 252 provides inforirticri ai
this cbcunt after Oelrichs, p 98. An original fran the chapter was ccnveyed to
the Teutcnic Knits aid preserved in their archive (Joahisn & I-lbatsch II %7
u-çthlished). There is also a transuipt of this act frau the fo1lciinq year, 12
ire 1370 (Joahim & I&batsch, u-çxblished II 964) Wfortuiately no text is
available, but accordirxj to Oelrichs's registratim, a third Werberg, Jchi
participated in this decisicn.
(128) 16 Nbvrber 1370 'In Warterberg'. PA pp 252-3 (Joa±iiin &
F&batsch II 969). I-rnm of Werberg, "preceptor generalis provinciarun Saxonie,
Frchie, Slavie et PaTeranie', accarpwiied by Albert of Werberq "olym cctmendator
in Schànecke" and Jofti de Gaude, procurator in Utrecht, ackncMledge paiient for
the goods of the I-bspital "in Schënecke et in Wartecterg". Warterterg rrust be in
the region of Ltbiesz& a1 refer to the resicie of the LLbieszów helding.
& i-thatsch II 970).
(129) (uidated) 1370 (updlished)
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CHAPTER 5

HOSPITAL OFFICES AND OFFICIALS

(1)

The Recipients of Benefaction.

The Order of St. John of Jerusalem was a highly
centralised organisation under the absolute authority of the
Order's headquarters in the East. Those of its European titles
which came into existence before the middle of the twelfth
century subsequently had the protection of established usage, but
for the administration of the Order's remaining European possessions the central authority reserved the right to make appointments
and to alter arrangements as it saw fit.(1)
The earliest donations to the Hospital in Poland and
Pomerania were made to the Order as a whole, without any specific
indication of who the receiving officials were, a practice which
was entirely appropriate given the intention of directly applying
donations to the work of the Order in the East that finds clear
expresion in the language of the earliest documents drawn up by
the Hospitallers themselves. (2) Documents of slightly later date,
issued when some local representation was in place since churches
(1) There is m satisfactory analysis of the Orcr' s use of
Eurcç)eai titles. See above p 20 te 3
(2) "(to) the I-bspital of Saint Jctr the Baptist in Jerusaln, for
the victualling of all the poor in Qirist who gather there" (CC 213); "Mieszko,
noved by piety aid charity, to hcnour God and the 1-bly Sepulchre and St. lin the
Baptist, and to make hine1f, with his wife and scns, a partner and participant
of all the alsrs aid benefits which are given to those poor rrrrbers of Christ,
pilgrirr aid the sick, by the brothers of the JerusaIn Hospital. ." (CC 903 /
944), the two versions of Grzytrtislaw 'S privilege (CC 1042) are very similar to
this, which constitutes an additional indication that a geruine original of this
riuch-forged privilege crce existed; cf. "for the sake of the holy poor of
Christ.. .to the Jerusalei Hospital.. ."(SW I 56 / 57)
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had been accepted, continued nonetheless to refer most often to
the corporate identity of the Order.(3)
Palaeographic opinion, already quoted, associates the
authorship or the style of writing of most early Polish and
Pomeranian acts with other documents issued in the Bohemian
prlorate. (4) Original donations in Poznari and the two Pomeranian
principalities may have been made to officials of the Moravian
priory since, when the original documents were presented at Rome
in 1237, the resulting papal bulls were addressed to the Moravian
Prior.
Earlier papal bulls, however, suggest the existence
of officials with local titles and responsibility, but with the
designation of 'magister' rather than that of Prior: they were
based on information supplied either by the Hospital's own
officials or by other representatives, who carried the original
acts with them to the papal chancery for confirmation.(6)From
1193 we have the unspecific: "dilectis filiis priori et fratribus
Hyerosolymitani Hospitalis" (7) and in 1201: "magistro et fratribus
Iherosolymitanensis Hospitalis in Polonia constitutis(8)

(3)Betten 1201 and 1203 in Silesian acts me finds: "fratribus
Ishamis", "hospitalariis beati Icliamis de Iherusalern",
"saicti Ic4ianis Ix)spitali IerosoU.rnitano." (SW I 86-9)
(4)This ccrriectim of autharship has been ccrciusively proved for
three dcurents [LP III 6, SW I 57, and CC 1130 / SW I 86. The earliest Polish
I-bspitaiJ.er act, the t.ndated Zañ5 thiation, is of a ulique character.
(5) CC 2191 / 2192 / 2193 / 2194 cbviously resulted fran the
activity of a single representative at Rare acting on behalf of the the F4jraviai
prior. An earlier journey of a s1iitly different character occurred in 1193 when
CC 944 was issued for the Poznai dcnaticri: on that occasion business was also
caic1cted for the house of Austin cari:xis of Ckr Lady in Wroclaw and the Prerirnstratensi.an canaiesses in Strzelno (Repertorjuii bs. 130 aid 131).
(6) CC Nos. 944/1149/1180/ 1225/2191-4 all reprociice
details of earlier original acts.
(7)CC 944
(8)CC 1149
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hespitalis sacti

Although it is hardly possible on the strength of
these two references alone to establish their significance,
further information is provided by the first two Silesian bulls
of Innocent III. rhe bull of December 15 1203, which summarised
tithe-grants dependent on the Tyniec house and was based on the
act of Bishop Cyprian from the same year, was addressed to:
"magistro et fratribus hospitalis lerosolimitani de Tinchia"(9):
while the bull of November 5 1205, giving Innocent III's confirmation of the Strzegom donations, was addressed: "dilectis filils
Roberto magistro et fratribus domus hospitalis lerosolimitani in
Ziesia constitutis (10) These two forms of address are likely to
have applied to a single individual, and almost certainly to the
same office of a 'magister' in Silesia with his seat in Wielki
Tyniec: indeed this is specifically confirmed by the act of
Bishop Laurence dated 1212, - although probably written between
1219 and 1228, - which mentions, "(tithe). .assigned to the vill
of Tinzia, for the prior or whoever shall be appointed by the
Order's authorities (in Tinziam vilam priori vel cuicumque major
prepositus comiserit) to collect... "(11)
Accordingly, perhaps as early as 1193, but certainly
on three occasions between 1201 and 1205, and again in 1212 and
1230(12)

we encounter Hospitaller officials exercising a

specific regional responsibility in Poland, and, it would appear,
as members of a hierarchy within a Bohemian province.

(10) CC 1225 (11) SIB I 134
(9) CC 1180
(12) 21 [.center 1230, CC 1971. Bishcç Rcbert of Olcxrouc asked the
ardtishcp of Qtiezno to pass on a papal instruction to ai unaied 'preceptor' of
the 0rr in Pold. It is possible that neither the bishcp nor the Pope, from
hin the instruction originated, knew the i±ntity of the preceptor.
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2

The Use of Intermediaries.

The early activity of officials of the Hospital in
Poland occurred originally against the background of the formulation of new projects of foundation within the Bohemian Priorate:
it was later stimulated by the preaching of the Third Crusade and
the need to secure a written record of recent donations to the
Order. This constituted one phase of recording activity, which
would appear to have concluded in c. 1205.(13)
In the succeeding period, the Hospital in Poznañ made
use of the help of the bishop and chapter to record the concessions of immunity made by WladysZaw Laskonogi in 1225 and by
WladysXaw Odonic in 1238. (14) In 1232, a confirmation of 'immunity'
was obtained from Conrad of Mazovia by the dean of Poznarl and a
member of the Dominican Order. (15) Although the Gniezno chapter
also acted on behalf of the Hospital in 1237(16), the relationship with the Poznari church was particularly close, cemented by

(13) Before 1205 the writing by I-hspitafler officials of 5
ckxuiients in Silesia, 4 in the rest of Poland (in ackliticn to the first Zagoéá
act) aid 1 in Pcxrerania can be shun. Between 1205 and 1239 (excluding the
dxurents in Nbtes 14 and 15), 3 Pcnranian and 2 Silesia, acts are recorcd;
these are: CC 1116 (1200?, rrre likely c. 1223) / CC 1762 (1223) / CC 1936 (1229)
[Szczecin-Pcnerania]; SW I 134, (1212, but rrore likely written between 1219 and
1228) / SW I 249 (1224, a rare (for that date) recording of a court judgennt
procured, - miqit it be sucjjested also written, - by a Hospitaller) [Silesia]
(14) In the case of Bishcp Paul of PoznarS's act of 30 Nbvther 1218 (F<]] 104)
and the Wielkcçolskai acts of 1225 (CC 1802) and 1238 (CC 2180) Csiorowsid-Najstarsze
±kuinty nkes a presurpticn of I-bspitaller authorship (See above 124ff). Even
if this is correct, the presence of a F-bspitaller 'ngister' or prior at their
issue is irrprthable.
(15) KE 140
16) 23 Hoy 1237 KL) 202 (CC 2162) Ockiiic issued this act in
ftiiezno, and the witness-list is headed by Cniezro canais. It is certain,
huever, that this act was written by the chacellor Stephan. The principal laywitness was Ccnrad castellan of Poznari.
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the Order's ownership of revenues from a cathedral Prebend.(17)
The Order of St. John was not only the original model
for all mi1itary and crusading orders, but also the
first religious order where lay members could play a prominent,
indeed a dominant role. There was also scope for lay involvement
short of actual membership and its corresponding vow of obedience,
which was offered by the practice of accepting lay associates as
'confratres'. For Poland, there is only one early reference to a
'confrater', Prince Mieszko of OPole. (18) However it seems likely,
since the sponsoring families in Silesia provided actual members,
that a larger number of relatives were bound by the lesser terms
of association of the 'confrater'. (19) BolesXaw the Chaste's
privilege of 1257 reveals the particular activity of one layman,
the 'dapifer' of Sandomierz Count Warso, on the Order's behalf.(20)
Business also continued to be conducted by peripatetic
officials: the two Hospitallers Albert and Burchard who procured
a judgement for the Niemojewo property in 1250 were not necessarily
resident officials. (21) From the middle of the thirteenth century
however, conventual bodies were associated with the Order's more
important churches, and formerly loose arrangements gave way to a
local hierarchy and firmer definiton of administrative competence.
(17) A foriral agreerrnt of cmfraternity existed with the Wroclaw
diter (SW 57).
(18) CC 2253 (1240)
(19) Wilcec, who ccnckcted business for the Wielki Tyniec house in
1234-40 was a nflrber of the cariital fanily, where this nare, which is triusual,
recurs: a later ca.nt Fracis also used it.
(20) COP III 35 Altha.xji the privilege was grated at the req.est
of the Hospitaller Theoderic, 'rector ecclesie de Zast ', the phrase ' procurator
ftiius negetii. cares Warso' sugçsts Theoderic was not present: aid in fact his
was a naticnal title. Kazimierz's nuch earlier privilege (C1) III, 6) was
cbtained thrw the offices of Bishcp Lpus of Plock. The 'rector' in Bishcp
(21) CC 2530
Praidota's act of 1248 (l<Ef II 30) is not nared.
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3

'Magistri' and Priors

In 1238 and 1239 officials with the title of 'magister'
were associated with two houses, kosiów and Grobniki.(22)These
appointments of 'magistri' probably respected existing political
divisions, with Bogusa exercising authority within the Opava
Troppau) region of Moravia and John within Silesia. In 1234 a
Pomeranian 'magister', Chalo, probably a Hospitaller, acted as an
intermediary in Templar business. (23) In 1252 the 'magister' in
PoznarS, Theoderic, is recorded as acting in protection of
Hospital interests in Pomerania. (24) Theoderic's title probably
also involved responsibility for Zagosc (25) , but unfortunately
these references are insufficient to prove the scope of the
offices held by Chalo (?)

1234), John (1239) and Theoderic

(1252, 1257) or whether in fact they succeeded each other in the
same function. (26)
The appointment of a prior for Poland was made some
time before 1246 when this official was addressed in a papal bull
for the Strzegom church. (27) Two references from 1244 may suggest

(22)"magistro lohame fratre ipsorun et aliis fratribus q.ii ei
sthstituentur, ipsali (i.e. Vosiái) regentan" (CC 2195) "ospitali sancti lohamis
et thrui de Grobnic, ipsali thrun magistro Boisa in Crcbnic regente et alian
thrun in
ov fratre Potrccne regente. ..". CC 2214)
(23)'gister Chalo in Staregarde" PW 308. Chalo 'S cbedience is
not specified. Althcucji it is uithiri<le that he was a Tenpiar, the possibility
of a 'magister' of a hospital order, or of Calatrava shcijld be retained.
(24)CC 2592
25) I1 III 35
26) "Joharnes, vicgister" in CC 2216 (SW 170) is prcbably a
fabricatim, see above, p 177 Nbtes 50/1
(27) CC 2426
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the absence of any higher official, 'magister' or prior in that
year. (28) The issue of' Count Adlard's document before this date is
equally indicative of the absence of a suPerior.(29)
The settlement of the Hospital's tithe-quarrel with
Bishop Thomas I of Wroc%aw in Ujazd in 1255 produced two invaluable documents. These state that the quarrel originated in a
claim promoted by the Polish prior Cedolfus, who is described in
Schlesische Regesten as the predecessor of the issuer of the
document, the Prior Henry of Fürstenberg. (30) However, it can be
clearly seen from Prior Henry's document that Cedolfus was still
in office, since he witnesses there as Prior of Poland.(31)HenrY,
described as "per totam alemanniam, bohemiam, poloniam et
moraviam magnus preceptor constitutus" was in fact the second
holder of' another, composite visiting title.(32)
(28) 30 fry 1244, issued in Chrcberz, frZc.polska (CC 2325):
"fratres Hospitalls Beati Jciiariis Btistae die Zagest veniuit ad nos rogantes";
(iridated) 1244 (CC 2311), issued at the court of Boles%aw the Bald in Silesia,
"fratres. . .videlicet de Tirchia".
(29) CC 885 (SW II 249 provides the nnre accurate dating of 123440). The Itspitaller Wilcec, as representative of the house in Wielki Tyriiec
sealed the cbcuint with the seal of the Bohemian prior, Hugo. (SW ibid.)
SR 429a currrents: "*ien it says in the charter, that it was sealed with the seal
of the Dter, this nust be wrtrig, since there was ro seal of the Chter for
the Hospitailers, at least in the CerilEin Crand-Priorate, in the 13th aid 14th
century." The belief that a natural sibordination would have placed the eastern
provinces of' the I-bspitaflers' orgaiisaticn wder its resident Gerii officials
has led to serious rnisrepresentaticn of the history of both the Ceru aid
Bckiemiai provinces of the Hospital. iat is apparently puzzling here could iite
easily have been uiderstood by the siJiple expedient of adeqiate descriptim.
(30) CC 2713 Fra. Gethifus is Gertiiised in SR 890 to Franz
Gecblfus! (31) ibid. He witneses behind Jckri, Prior of Bohemia. See beli, p
320 Nkjte 64.
(32) Riessler's sumry (Furstefterg. Liuch. II 385 and IV 483) of
the researches of Dr. Hercjet, the WrocXaw archivist (originally piblished in the
Wocherilatt der .thamiter-Ordens Balley Branderurq, a series which has eluded
ne) cn this point suggests, without ccnlusively cuistrating, that the 'rg'us
preceptor' Henry of FUrsterterg is the sane as a hi-ra1<inq Gen'i Hospitaller,
identified as Henry or Henry F., who riekes two appearaces in Djtrener. Nkjnetheless this identif'icaticn is at the very least extrenely plaisible. For further
appointees to this visiting title, see beli, pp 319-20 Note 63
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Gedolfus, Prior of Poland in 1255 and before, is
almost certainly the same individual as the unnamed Prior of
Poland addressed in the papal bull of 1246. (33) Two other Hospitallers later issued acts with this title: Brother Maurice in
1261 (34) and 'Crafto' de Boqsbergk in 1269. (35) The latter used the
combined style of Prior of Poland and Moravia, and it seems a
fair assumption that the appointment in all three cases conferred
a subordinate title of the Bohemian priory. Maurice's tenure
probably lasted until 1268 when he was described as "holding the
magistracy of the (Poznarl) house hl (36) , a form of words which does
not exclude his still holding the title of prior.
If the offices of prior and 'magister' were distinct,
how did they stand in relation to each other? There are some
indications that the title of 'magister' could lapse. Theoderic
was described as 'magister' in 1252 but simply as 'brother' in
1257. (37) Thilmann of Vosidw, the senior Silesian commander of the
1280s, was occasionally called 'magister' and on one occasion
'PrecePtor' (38) but also appeared as 'brother' or 'commander'.
Possibly the use of the title of 'magister' was inhibited by the
(irregular) appointments of priors, and those resident officials
who held the title could also revert to a simpler style.

(33)CC 2426. This is also siported by the indication in CC 2713
(1 255) that Cecblfus had initiated the caitentic*is tithe-claim saie years
previwsly. The pointrrnt can be riore closely dated to 1244-6 if the eviderce
of the tt acts of 1244 is achiiitted. Cecblfus also witnessed on me occasion in
Colcxjie as Polish prior.
(34)CC 2989
(35)SW IV 102 states that this is 'Crafto's only appeararce. The
act is only preserved in a later ccpy. It is probable, but not certain, that the
na shwld be Henry. Henry of Bod<erg was the Bcinian prior in 1273 according
to Feyfar pp 78-9
(36)CC 3306 (37) CC 2592 (1252), and CEP III 35 (1257)
(38) For Thilrim, see below, pp 316-7
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(4

Commanders

The act of Prior Maurice from 1261 was witnessed by a
number of Silesian commanders: "fratre Theoderico commendatore
Pilavie, fratre Henrico commendatore de Strigonia,... de Losnov,
fratre Johanne de Tincia et allis quam Plurmis."(39)Conventual
life in PiXawa of a kind to justify its decription as a house of
the Order is not attested at any Point(40); the occupier of this
idiosyncratic position of commander in Pilawa is probably the
same Theoderic who exercised the magistral function in the
previous decade: his holding a courtesy title in 1261 might
account for his position at the head of the list.
The second commander in this listing, Henry of
Strzegom, assumed the role of senior commander in Silesia in the
succeeding period; in a similar listing from 1269, Henry occupied
the first place: "Br. Heinr(ich) de Slaphusen, Br. Joh(ann) de
Stuffurde". (41) These surnames also suggest that the first
generation of commanders came to Silesia in the service of the
Order. The commanders named in 1261 apparently witnessed under
the simple style of 'brother' in 1269. This holds implications
for the assessment of a group of Hospitaller witnesses from 1251,
namely: "fratre Conrado de Alcey, commendatore curie Strigoniensis;
fratre Henrico de Ostrov; fratre Conrado de Erbipolis (WLirzburg);

(39)EG 2989
(40)See ove, p 233
(41) B IV 102. \ii1e it is very interesting to have a record of
the fanily naves of this qeneraticn (perhaps the seccnd) of Silesian 'ccrmiders',
the reservaticn shaild be rrac that this act is mly kncwn fran a later ccpy, and
its infornticn al tha nate of the Prior "Crafto" ny be faulty.
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fratre Myloceyo Polono .etc. (42) It is unlikely, that this
business was conducted for the benefit of the Strzegom house:
accordingly Conrad's standing should rather be understood as that
of provincial head, and that of the three brothers as representatives of particular houses: once again their ascriptions not
surnames) suggest officials who had been posted to Silesia.(43)
Henry, the commander in Strzegom in the acts of 1261
was subsequently named in 1269, 1272, 1277 and 1280 as a
witness), before the statement that he had deceased some time
previously in 1299. (44) There is, accordingly, a record of long
residence and a considerable local standing in his case.From 1281
the commander in Vosiów, Thilmann, would appear to have inherited
his function, and his role and position of seniority can be more
clearly established. In one of two privileges solicited from
Bernard of Lwówek by the visiting Grand-Prior, Hermann of
Brunshorn, "frater Tylmannus" witnessed behind the two German
Hospitallers, the Prior of Heimbach and Conrad Thuringus.(45)After
the departure of these dignitaries, although the Strzegom house
appears to have assumed responsiblity for the properties in

(42) -'ere the earlier registraticn in SR 778 :"siimtl. B. v.
Striega.i", can clearly be seen to be misleading by cclrpariscn with the full text
pthlished in CC 2578. The brothers riey have foried the first provincial hierarchy;
it is less certain that they used the style of 'carirnder', kiith began to be
used in the nafler regicnal hierarchies frcrrthcut 1250. The historian aid
archivist of Klodzko, Kogler (cpoted in A. Ba±i-Glatz p 18) stated that the first
'camander' there çpeared in c. 1230, but as usual in these cases, no source is
given.
(43) That of hirzburg surely alludes to the Ibspitaller house of
that nare. iile sciTe mitit believe it entirely wrenrkle for the Polish
F-kjspitaller Miloslaw to bear the additimal nare of 'Polcnus' in Poland, it is
surely rrore plausible for him to have accpired this descriptim throui service
of the I-bital outside his haTe couitry.
(44) CC 2989 (1261) / SW IV 102 (1269) / CC 3439 (1272) / CC 3639
(1277) / N4 15 (1299)
(45) CC 3744/5
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Lwówek and CiepXowoda, Thilmann regularly appeared as the head of
the Order in Silesia. In 1282, Bishop Thomas II confirmed the
grant

of'

the LwOwek church: "religiosis ac honestis viris

preceptori et fratribus domus hospitalis sancti, Johannis Iherosolimltani. (46) On January 8 of the same year the holder of that
title was Thilmann. (47) Two other pieces of business were evidently conducted by Thilmann by virtue of his senior position. In
1285, he received the donation of the church in Alt-ZUlz in the
Opole region. (48) . In 1287, in business touching the property of
the house in Wielki Tyniec, Thilmann witnessed ahead of John the
commander of Wielki Tyniec.(49)
The junior standing of commanders in Wielki Tyniec
when they do finally appear can be explained by the fact that the
control of the house pertained to the senior official, whether
this was the prior, a 'magister', or the senior commander.(50)A
similar situation existed in Szczecin-Pomerania, where the house
and title of Zachan were retained within the office of the
provincial suPerior (51) : and also in respect of the Zagoth and
Poznari houses, which were the single houses representing the
Order in their respective principalities. In 1252 the rule of

349
(46)
(47) "fratre Thflsra-nj preceptore thius c Lossi ordinis S.
Jdwnis .rosolimitaii Wrat, dyocesis et fratre Jth3ne socio suo. . ." W. Bistu'n
Breslau b. 66 (8 Jaruary 1282). 3±n, ThiInn' s associate was the ca'rnider of
Wielki Tyniec, see Nbte 55
ecia1i
ico fratre Thyliaro
(48) "interveniente rostro
ccimendatore de Lossove chius I-bspitalis. ." CC 3897
(49)P4 598
(50) The Prior's act of 1261, althouçf bearing m the Makc
prcçerty, was issued in Wielki Tyniec. (CC 2989). Thi1n'ri took prececne over
Jd-ri, caiiider of Wielki Tyniec, at the issue of Cotnt Fraicis's act in 1287
598)
(51)See ±ove, p 285 Nbte 69 / 71
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PoznarI, and in 1257 that of Zagoth was in the hands of Theoderic,
and in 1268 the 'magistratum' of Poznari pertained to the Polish
prior Maurice. (52) The first commander in Poznari only appears in
1309. (53) No commander is recorded at any date in Zago.(54)
In Wielki Tyniec, Wilcec in 1234-40, and John in 1261
and 1269 were local representatives of the house in Wielki
Tyniec, and can be regarded as 'commanders' without the title.
The first designation of a commander in Wielki Tyniec was
recorded in 1287. (55 Thereafter it appears to have become the
practice to appoint to the office either subordinates in the
provincial hierarchY (56) or, at a later date, considerable local
figures with ambitions to progress in the Order's hierarchy.(57)

From 1290 the local hierarchies within the provinces
of Silesia and Pomerania assumed particular importance, since
through their domination and control a succession of ambitious
associates of the Order aspired to fill the office of Grand-Prior
and to give that dignity a new weight in local conditions. These
developments will now be examined in detail.

(52)CC 3306 (1268)
(53)CC 4834 (1309)
(54)See above, p 311 Nbte 20
(55)Jofti was called "carndatore Tyrciensi" in 1287. (PM 598)
(56)Jd-n's successor, Peregrine's activity is krtn fran a single
refererce (19 CcerEer 1297, IJ4 601 / CC 4396). SR 2482 cbes rot give his naie
and he is otherwise uiknon.
(57) The three hii-rai1<ing cc yrcr' s titles in the Silesiai
province in the fourteenth century were those of Wielki Tyniec, WrocXaw and
Olesnica.
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(5)

The Grand-Priory of Bohemia

That the Bohemian priorate did not have a relationship
of formal subordination to the separate German office would
appear to be sufficiently established. (58) The Bohemian title
significantly predated the first appearance of a German prior in
1187 (59) : several instances of the inclusion within a Bohemian
province of Moravia, Poland and Pomerania have already been
given. (60) Evidence cited by Pflugk-Harttung for the subjection of
the Polish priory to that of Germany is not convincing (61) : the
source of his error is a confusion of the specifically German
prioral and magistral titles (62) with those which contained the
visiting commissions of a 'magnus PrecePtor'.(63)
(58) "Die älteste Scxiderstelltr (t.nder-office) zeigt Bdhren." is
hi Pflu<-Harttug--Die Anfnge, pp 11-15 begins his discussion of the I-bspital's
eastern provinces, Aiich assures thra4iout a natural stlordination.
(59) The first evidence for the F-kspital 'S larr Bdiemian
province caies Aien the Prior, Bernard, was addressed in a bull of Lucius III
fran 1182: ".. . fratri Bernario praeceptori et allis fratribus in hospital.is
lerosolimitani in Boaida, Polcnia et Pciierania constituti&'. CC 434.
(60) Pflu<-Harttuig, bc cit. diEnisses the titulature of CC 434
as an erration. I-kever he cbes mt consider the several references given
already in this section confirming the contiruation of this relationship.
(61) Pflu<-Harttuig, cp cit, p 13. The attendance of Geddlfus
prior of Poland on two occasions in 1252 in Colocje (CC 722 / 730) is cited in
sqport of the a.bordination of Poland to the Gem Grand-Priorate. It is the
sole evidence offered in siçport and relies on an interpretation kdth can be
seen to be false, once the indications to the contrary are considered.
(62) Eventually there were two GenT provinces. The western seat
was in Heiirbach ("frater Hinricus de Heiiibach.. mag.ister in Alariia ainiun
hospitalarioruii S. Ichamis Baptist in Ierusab. 8 N 4ey 1207, Fursteiterg.
Llxrh I 345, cpoted in Pflu<-Harttuig, pp cit. p 7. fti further occasions before
1249 there are indications of a Genin 'rrgister' in Heirrbach. See also pp cit.
14ff for the thirteenth-century 'ngistri' in the eastern province.
(63) The regional visiting title of "rragius preceptor" was first
held by Clens in 1249, (rather than 1252 as Feyfar, op cit 73ff has it), but
Pflu<-Harttug's on description of' the context of the act (bc cit.) sugsts
the context of the intervention of a st.perior official in the German province's
affairs. In 1281, as we have seen, the Prior of I-kiiibach (i.e. of western
Gemeny) witnessed behind the "magiis preceptor per Alemamian et Polonian",
Herirri of Bruishorn.
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A similar error has led Feyfar to incorporate these
officials into his list of Bohemian Priors.(64)
The progress of a series of local power-struggles in
the eastern German province of the Hospital between 1290 and 1330
has been reconstructed by Pflugk-Harttung. (65) The parallel
process which led to the establishment of the office of the
Grand-Prior in Bohemia has, however, been ignored in his analysis.
Its first resonance in Polish conditions is recorded in 1297 when
Ulrich 'Schwabe', the commander of the house in ILosiOw in
succession to Thilmann, was described as: "fratri ulrico sueuo
commendatori de Lossov gerenti uices surnmum magistrum domorum
hospitalis Jerosolimitani per poloniam . (66) In the following
(64) After Cleins's cxctpancy the visiting, or sipra-national
title was held by F-nry of Fürsteoherg (after 1255), Heri'rm of Bnnshorn (after
1278), Godfrey of Klinqenfels (after 1290), Henry of Kinchize (after 1298).
A.ltl-o4-i Feyfar' s work is structured according to putative periods
of rule of the Bohemian priors, the two offices of the local and visiting prior
have been hcpelessly confused there. I wculd offer (tentatively) the following
revisicn of the list of Bohemian priors: Bernard (1183), Nrtin (1186), N4einhard
(?) (1216), I-bjgo (1234), Mlackta (1238-9), Peter (1248), Jchi (1255 (CC 2713) igiored in Feyfar's listing), Henry of Bocksberg (1273) (cf."Crafto" of Bocksberg,
A-io was Prior of Poland and frbravia in 1269), Herm of I-ktienlc*e (1284).
Berthald of Herneberg was the first to convert the visiting title
to a Geniian provincial office, and he also aiiied at caitrol of the Bohemian
province. Pfluc<-Hartting-Die Imere Verhaitnisse, p 17 returned to this episode
in Berthold ' s career: it is clear that he was using the Bohemian title as early
as 1313; Pcpe John XXII's intervention of 21 iJly 1317, in 4iich the cppositicr
of the Prae convent is indicated, followed the General Chapter's decision of
that year to allow the Pcpe to ncrninate to the prioral title within the Order.
Berthold died in 1330. Since Michael of tyniec first used the prioral title in
1325, Pflu<-Harttug suggests that he was a couiter-candidate; hcMever, his o.n
investigations into this point, ere apparently never concluded. The details in
this section address this point aniiq others.
(65) Pflu<-Harttuiq, pp cit, 18ff considers the use of 'vices
gerens' titles frau 1313 onwards in the eastern Geniai province.
(66) PI4 198 (CC 4366) Pflu<-Harttuig-Die Anrange 76ff suggests a
Saxon backgroind for Ulrich (as for the Bortfelde fanily), but caipletely igores
this Silesian connection; the desiiation "Sinus" was used as a surnare in
Silesia. Conrad 'Suevus' was a hi-ranking ckical official in the previws
generation.
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year, 1298, "Ulrich Schwabe", now styled the commander of an East
German house, Gartow, purchased the Warburg interest in the house
of Nemerow (67 md his energies were thereafter applied to the
competition for office in the eastern German Priorate, which
included Saxony, the March and the two Pomeranias.(68)
From 1290, holders of the title of 'magnus preceptor',
maintained a closer supervision of Bohemian, Silesian and Polish
affairs. (69) HelPerich of Rudigheirn, who held the title after 1301
may have allowed the Bohemian prior's title to lapse, and the
later details of his own career within the Order's hierarchy
present some difficulties. (70) Berthold of Henneberg, who held
some kind of higher office for Poland in 1309, conducted business
for the Austrian house of Mailberg in 1313, by 1316 included
Germany in his title, and in 1317 received papal support in his
contention that his office also covered the Bohemian Province.(71)
(67) 15 May 1298, RB 186.
(68) See below Nbte 86
(69) &dfrey of Klinnfels (frcrn 1290, Feyfar, cp cit. 83ff) used
the title for Gennary arid Bc*inia, tkiile HerTrm of I-k*ienlohe parently caitirued
as Pdiniai bead uitil 1298. Henry of Kindiirze, issuing ai act dated 15 me
1299 in Prague cciiceming the Polish hcuse of Niiojet styled hiuelf: " macpus
preceptor .. per Bcteiian, Polcnian, ftjravian et Austrian et etian Stirian
Carniolan". ([]<N p 131 Nk 19, this act is not caisicred by Pflu<-Harttuig)
(70) I-lperich, according to Feyfar cp cit.
86-7 first ercouitered
inhisofficeinl3Ol, cn22Februaryl3O9inanactfortheStrzeqanhouseused
the Geniai aid Bdieniai title. (CC 4848 / SR 3038, fran Schwai&ier; CC IV,
piblished in 1906 was not accessible to Pflu<-Harttt.ng.) In 1312, tuver, (PLe
2704) e find: 'rater Helpericus c Rodinien sacre thrus haitalis per
Alanaiian nec rim frater ccmrendathr in Strhan (i.e. Zachai)", aid in 1313
"frater Helpericus de RLJdIrKeIIfl hinilis prior sacre cbius hospitalis S. Idarnis
Ierosolymitaii per Aliiian." (Riedel VI 402, cpoted in Pflu<-Harttuiq, Die
Pnfäige p 9)
(71) "fratre Bertholcb dicth de Mac-borg, reinte vices surini
magistri per provincian Polonie" in ai act issued by the 'carrrendathr' of the
house in Poznai. (Ibdated) 1309, Rt* II 929 (CC 4834) (PoznaI). The tenTs of the
'secession' of the Bchniai priorate rrooted (misleadingly) in Pflu<-Harttuig's
could prcbly have been nore adequately explored thrc*4i elucidation of the
division of offices beten Berthold and Helperich.
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The Bohemian rival for Berthold's office who was
eventually succesful, - and may also have been the earlier
candidate produced to challenge him, - was the senior commander
in Silesia, Michael of Tyniec. The succession in the Silesian
province after Thilmann (which Ulrich Schwabe may have briefly
held) can be reconstructed from changes in ownership of the
Order's fiefs in Wielki Tyniec, which in 1309 were purchased by
Sambor of Schildberg from the Hugewitz familY (72) ; and in 1320 by
Michael of Tyniec from Sambor's heirs far 600 marks.(73)
Although Michael is first mentioned as commander in
the Wielki Tyniec house as early as 1312, this title had formerly
conferred only a junior standing in the provincial hierarchy.(74)
The confirmation that he was the candidate in the challenge
against which the papal instruction of 1317 was directed is
provided by a reference to him, in an act for the house of osiOw
from that year, as: "superioris mei fratris Michaelis comendatoris
in Tyncia ulce magistri gerentis per Boemiam et (Poloniam)".(75)
However, in a series of transactions under which he recovered the
property of the house in Wielki Tyniec and extended the terms of
its lordship in 1319-23, Michael was described as comrnander.(76)
Thus, crucially, the point can be made, that the papal commission
of 1317 was evidently respected: if Michael is to be described as
a counter-candidate, this can only be for a short interval in

(72) 20 July 1309, (uTthlished) Pi1 605 (SR 3070)
(73) 19 Juie 1320, (u-çthlisd) At4 609 (SR 4048); 5 Jire 1320
(uçjiblished), PI4 610 (SR 4044)
(74) 20 March 1312 (AI1 606)
(75) 5 April, 1317 (is'çxblished) PM 200 (SR 3677)
(76) 21 January 1319 (uixilished) A4 608 (SR 3882); 5 Juie 1320
(PJ1 610); 24 January 1320 (ispilished) *1 611 (SR 4017); 6 February 1321
(upiblised) P14 612 (SR 4096); 5 Nbvther 1323 (upblished) /*1 614 (SR 4300)
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1317; whatever arrangements permitted his assumption of the title
of Grand-Prior in 1325, it may be inferred, were acceptable both
to the Orderts central authorities and to the Pope. Nor should
this process of devolution really have struck Pflugk-Harttung as
in any way mysterious, since he has described in considerable
detail an analagous development in the eastern German Province!(77)
In 1329 Michael transacted local business for the
Wielki Tyniec house as Grand-Prior, suggesting that he retained
it following his elevation. (78) Michael's successor may also have
had Silesian origins: his name is the same as that of the fourth
son of Sambor of Schildberg in the act of sale from 1320.(79)The
third family involved in these transactions also produced a head
of the Silesian province in Knecht of Hugewitz. (80) The succession
to Gallus, however, passed from Silesian candidates to a member
of the Wartenberg family, who cultivated their association with
the Hospital in Pomerania. (81) John of Wartenberg was succeeded as
Grand-Prior in 1373 by the Prince of Tesin, whose advance in the
Order's hierarchy was marked by his tenure of the office of
commander of Olenica.(82)
(77) See below, p 325
(78) 28 Octcber, 1329 (upt.blished) 1t4 615 (SR 4879). This ny
also help to strengthen the icntificaticn of Michael as a rrBrber of the cciiutal
faiiily, cf Feyfar, cp cit. pp 90-1
(79) 19 ne 1320 (/t4 609) The regional ascription could refer th
a lcxal association of the faiiily with the prqerty in Lek acqired in 1281.
(80) His entry th hid, r< in the 0rcr was cczrpaiied by
investrrEnt in the Pi%awa estates, See wove.
(81) See ove, pp 301-3
(82) Prince Zirowit as comder in Olenica ad Knecht of
cunder
of Tyniec issued a joint act for the Olenica house on 8
I{jewitz as
Vrth 1363, (u-pblished) PZ4 790, and on 30 Septrber 1364, (irptblished)
1716 a joint act with Jch OCZkÔW the cairrder in WrocX, again on business
ccrcerning the Olenica house. These two acts xild suggest a jwior status
within the provincial hierarchy at that date. His period of office fran 1373 (see
Feyfar lllJff) falls outside the scope of this study.
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6)

Pomeranian Officials and the Herrenmeistertum

The first German officials, who were more usually
described as 'magistri', would appear originally to have been
based in the Rhineland. (83) However

from 1251 when three east

German commanders were named (84) the eastern German province
took shape: its title was invested in the representative of the
Order in the senior Werben house.(85)
The inclusion of the Pomeranian properties in this
province of the German priorate, replacing their former provincial
obedience, can be placed as early as 1262. (86) Ihe law-suit of
1269-70 was the work of the vice-rriagister in Werben.(87)HelPerich
of RUdigheim and Gebhard von Bortfelde, although claiming
(83) Pf]i4<-Harttu-Die Infange, pp 14-16 offers a selecticn of
Gernai titles dating fran after 1250, kiith I tild interpret as creating two
provincial offices, with that in eastern Gerriaiy apparently nnre uiaUy ccnveyed
by a desigoation as deputy or 'vices qerens'. The head of both German provincial
hierarchies could also be described as 'magister'. Before 1250 the style of
'ngister' was also used by the Gerirai prior.
(84) Riedel VI, 15, quoted in Pflu<-Harttuig, op cit. p 27, iiere
a style of ccxmnder in Werten for 1244 is also given: "frater Lklo, cairrndator
in Werben hospitalis Theutcnicae thrus S. Ictiaiiis" (fran ftiedel VI, 14) which is
very different fran any title sthsecpently used. There is very strong circuistaitial evidence for a reoriisaticn of local offices follcing the pointnnt of
the first 'magus recep in the stpranatimal office Cliens in 1249, which I
R1ld associate with the creation of those local hierarchies of 'ccimnders'
which are first perceptible (saretisres without the use of this specific title)
fran this date. the itineraries of the visiting officials aid the pointments of
resident officials are both sLbjects which would repay further investigation.
(85) In 1217, 1228 ad 1229, 'Magister Heinrich von Werben' is
ercouitered. In 1252 five brothers attending ClrEns in Cologoe were headed by
LJlrich of Werben a-id Henry of Mirow. In 1256 the 'magister' Eert used the Ixuse
of Mirow in his title (Pflu<-Harttirx, op cit. pp 26-7, ef also p 46 and
pp 51-8). Pflu<-Harttuig suggasts in his accouit that Werten was decisively
eclipsed by Mirow, but this is not necessarily so. For exaiple the visit of the
Grand-Prior to Werben in 1313, which Pflu<-Harttuiq (p 56) reqarda inconsegientially as an expression of good-will to the house miit rather be seen as evidence
that Werben was the 'in absentia' seat, a feature of the I-bspital 's orgailsation
that I have carnEnted on at several points previously.
(86) For this cuistration, see above, pp 274 aid 279.
(87) See above, 279ff
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superior or supervising titles of slightly differing character
both appeared as provincial superior in Zachan. (88) The definitive
proof, using a reference only latterly made available, that
Conrad of Dorstat as local head of the province did in fact use a
triple title covering all political divisions of Pomerania,
suggests that Gdarisk-Pomerania may also have been included at the
earlier date.(

It is hardly possible to describe the enormously
complicated situation that arose within the eastern province of
the German priorate from the 1290s without reference to the
material which Pflugk-Harttung has collated, although, as already
indicated this is at some important points incomplete, and the
interpretation offered is questionable. The situation can be most
simply represented as a competition for control of the Order's
assets in Saxony and the Mark, in which the titles of the
competitors and the definition of their scope of authority also
helps to illustrate the tensions and insecurities present in the
Hospital's general situation. Accordingly one may compare
Pflugk-Harttung's representation of the careers of those officials
close to the central authorities such as Berthold of Henneberg
(88) I-lperich in 1312 and Gebhard in 1320, see above pp 26970 where they ccnfinTEd sales in Kolcbrzeg aid DarZowo. Cf the folkMng: "Zur
Zeit cs Herrerneisters Gebhards von Bortfelde hielt Pcrmern sich abseits, inter
dessen Nadifolger aber kan es zu dessen 1rntsbereich." Pflu<-Harttinq-Die Irneren
Verhältnisse p 6, is of course, rather thirking of the specific provincial
headship fran kiich Gebhard established for the first tine the idiosyncratic rai<
of F-rrerneister. (The incorporation of both parts of Paieraiia within the Geri
priorate he toth for granted.) I uld siqest against this specific jucknent on
Gebhard's position, ftever, that the position of seniority thith he held in 1320
was not sqerseded, but was rather sipported by Conrad of ftrstat' s appointnent.
(89) See above p 299, Nate 108
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and Paul of Modena (91) with those of others
(90)
whose connexions were demonstrably local, such as Ulrich Schwabe(92)
the elder

and above all, Gebhard of Bortfelde, the first Herrenmeister.(93)
From their careers it can be clearly seen that there was no
direct line of inheritance from any thirteenth-century GrandPrior, resident in Germany and presiding over a province of
Germany and the East: rather, in Brandenburg as in Bohemia, the
ambition of provincial superiors was directed towards exercising
the authority which had earlier been assigned to the visiting
'magnus preceptor' and later to the 'Visitator'.
It is certainly worth drawing attention to those
particular Pomeranian associations of the families of the first
(90) See previous section. It is trth repeating that sigiificant
eliEnts of the careers of both Berthold and I-lperich of RÜdiç$ieim are not
discussed in Pflu<-Harttug' s treatiient.
(91) Pflu<-Harttuig-Die Anfär p 18 thmxstrates how Paul as the
deputy of the Visitator, provided an irrportant chaiiel of authority for Gebhard
in 1321, appointing hAiti his 'N&dator'. A less certain exaiple of the relationship
is also prockJced by Pflu<-Harttuig frciii 1320 (pp cit. p 20)
(92) For the earlier stage of Ulrich's career, igred in Pflu<Harttu-ig 's treatnEnt, see above pp 320-1. After purchasing the estates in Nenerow
in 1298, Ulrich four years later ccirbined the offices of carrrder of Bransdwieig,
Nenercm a-u Gartow. This cczrbinatim of titles, indicating headship of the Saxon
province, was later recreated by Paul and Gebhard. See Pflu<-Harttuig, pp cit.
pp 76-82 and especially p 81, tere the cjestion of whether Ulrich anticipated or
exercised Gebhard 's later fuiction is discussed, and attention is correctly drawn
to Ulrich's inportant local sqporters, notably the nrgraves of Branch-burg.
Since Ulrich died between 1318 and 1322, it seeis qiite reasonable to regard
Gebhard as his direct successor. That both Ulrich and Gethard, as Pfluq<-Harttuig
has it, avoided den is explicable if that house is seen as possessing a
particular sigüficarce for the Grand-Prior.
(93) Althouji Gebhard von Bortfelde's provincial headship can be
plaed as early as 1320 (frcii the Pcireranian charter, (RB 3409)), Pfli4<-Hartting,
pp cit. p 21 assigis particular sigiificance to his use of titles in 1327 and
1328. His style then was 'rrgister' in Saxony, the Mark and Slavia. The recogition
of his title as conveying possession of an irrperial fief, rride by the Enperor
Ludwig in Pavia on 24 .lily 1329, is regarded by Pflu<-HarttLng (ibid.), surely
correctly , as instituting the 'Herrerireistertun'. Since all this happened in the
lifetime of Berthold von Herreberg, Pflur<-Harttuig's failure to caiprehend vkiat
was involved in Michael of Tyniec 's analaxis succession to the Bdeniian Grand-Priorate
is surprising.
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Herrenmeister and his successors in that office, which have
already been the subject of comment in the present work: that is
to say the families of Bortfelde (94) Henneberg (95) , WartenberY(96)
and Werberg(97).
Once former Templar properties had been recovered,
the two houses of Lagow (VagOw) and Tempelburg (Czaplinek) were
created from original endowments provided for the Temple by the
princes of Wielkopolska, and were soon of sufficient importance
to be treated in the negotiations of 1366-70 for the GdariskPomeranian sale as regional seats within the province of the
Herrenmeister. (98) Gebhard of Bortfelde took the 'commandership'
of Tempelburg as his title on retirement. (99) The house of Lagow
was relocated to Sonnenburg (SXor'isk) which became the final seat
of the Herrenmeister. (100) From its archive the Order's own
historians and those with an interest in the 'Herrenmeistertum',
Beckmann, Dithmar, Oelrichs, König, Winterfeld and others
produced accounts of the history of the 'Bailey Brandenburg': in
the nineteenth century a periodical was devoted to this topic.
The historical context in which the Order's properties were
originally acquired remained, literally, beyond comprehension.
That of the earliest history of Berlin remains so, and yet it is
the same.

(94) Jctn of Bortfelde was provincial head in GdaSsk-Pciraiia,
(95) See above p 284 N.bte 66 for Freric3< of
See above pp 298-9
(97) Ibid.
(96) See above pp 301-3
'Himerborch'.
(98) See above, p 305 bte 126. There is sigtificait error in
Ledebur aid in Preuss. b. in describing the provisions of this act.
(99)Pflu-Harttuiq bc cit. (1347). The interpretation of the
status of Tenpelburg AiiCh I have presited (see previaJs rote) gJes saie way
tciards explaining Gebhard's title in this act. See Pflu<-Harttu (ip cit. pp
98-101) for Gethard's excaimriication in 1336 aid the later stas of his career.
(1 00) For Lag, see belcM, Chter 6 Section 8.
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CHAPTER 6

1)

THE TEMPLE

The Lubusz Territory: Lietzen and Chwarszczany

The Lubusz territory, which, at the start of this
period was largely unsettled might be best described as a
political buffer zone where neither Polish nor German princes had
established control. (1 Between 1210 and 1230 Henry the Bearded
and WladysXaw Laskonogi in turn held it before Odonic dispossessed Laskonogi in their wider-ranging struggle for the rule of
Wielkopolska. Barnim of Pomerania also claimed the northern part,
while from the west the archbishopric of Magdeburg showed a
renewed interest in its ancient territorial claims. However,
Henry the Bearded's plans for Lubusz did not involve annexation(2);
while the princes of Wielkopolska could be held to have missed
the most favourable moment for the prosecution of their claims.
(1) The prcbler associated with the early existerxe of the
bishopric rry be divided into three chronological areas (related to its putative
establishTent) as follcis: 1) creation ckiring the reiga of Mieszko I, hich
atthot4 relying on Dlugosz's inforritioi is entirely insatisfactory.
(2) creation within the context of Boleslaw the Bold's mission plans - this
version foriierly derived plausibility fran a perceived ccrnecticn of the bishcpnc with the Ruthenian Diristians on the NZcpolskan border, and according to
sane early rrxxlern historians, the bishopric of Li±usz was transplanted fran the
East. This version also can be si.pported fran late medieval propaganda, but its
later elaboration is a result of ill-inforTned and .irrplausible conjecture. (3) The
third sugçpsted date of origin, tkiith is foinded on a rrore acceptable arginentative
rmethocblogy (see for example, K. Vcleczyr'ski ' s ccmnents in W sprawie autentycznoci
bujli. giienieriskiej) lirl<s the creation of the bishopric, albeit still circuTta1tially, to the Baltic policy of BolesZaw the Sneerer and the visit of the legate
Giles of Tusculun. See A. iss-Organizacja diecezji kbuskiej, pp 35-45
(2) Zientara-Henryk Brodaty (Sprawy czeskie, Zinia ltbiska i
Tajrnica Trpelhofu, chapter) sets these metters in the additional context of
I- nry ' s rivalry in Lusatia with Dietrich of Meissen; relating the course of
events also to the earliest projects of the Czech crcn in Prussia.
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For the Piast princes to promote their claims to
sovereignty before 1250 ran the risk of disturbing the regional
political balance: the situation in Lubusz was rendered more
complicated still by the distribution of property in Lubusz
between all the heirs of Boleslaw the Sneerer. Thus the princes
in MaZopoiska and Mazovia had landed interests in Lubusz, but no
common border. (3) Information on the structure of land-holding in
the Lubusz territory in the first half of the thirteenth century
derives to a large degree from the record of donations made there
to the TemPle.(4)
The Temple's original benefactors were the Polish and
Szczecin-Pomeranian princes. Some established methods of interpretation invariably represent the relationship of donor and
recipient in terms of an invitation to perform Germanising,
missionising, and colonising activitY. (5) The Templars certainly
both participated in, and profited from, the development of the

(3) See belci, p 334 Nbtes 21/5. The joint irheritance in Libusz
rry derive frcm the arrairent uider Aiith Boleslaw the sneerer placed the
princely reveries of his three acininistrative outposts in Gdalsk, Kniszwica a-id
LLbusz uicbr the direct control of his iDusthjld. Weiss. bc cit.
(4) *iiThriik specifically excluded the very confused infoiinatiai
on the earlier period frcm his analysis. His use of a structure provided by the
available docurEntation aid exclusion of speculation have ensured all st.bseqwnt
writers ove him a considerable debt.
(5) I-1jrijt LLke devoted considerable efforts to the reconstruction
of the historical record of the Teirplar presence (cf. M. Burleii-(èrniy Lod<s
Eastward, pp 56-7, 138). His results have been preserved in the surnry of his
cbctoral thesis, aid a series of accc1paiying articles, as yell as in an indispensable
survey of the archival survivals - in particular the 17th aid 18th-century
registrations of acts in the -bspitaflers' Scrnecturq Archive (later incorporated
into the Prussian State Archive). His projected source collection was in the
process of preparation for pblicatim at Vrburg in 1984. I have been wable th
consult this: hovever, I have paid attention to the particular conclusions
offered elsewhere in Lüpke' s rks. These do not se to ne entirely consistent
with its intended title: "Teiiplar Charters Covering the Eastern Colonisation".
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Lubusz region in the period 1200-50: however, judgement on the
manner of their participation and the actual benefits derived
will be given here after a description of the character of the
benefaction which they received.
Modern Polish research has recognised the special
circumstances of the Lubusz region and taken account of the fact
that there was extensive new settlement there. In particular two
important examinations of the context of the documentary holding
of the Silesian Cistercian abbeys and comparison of estates in
Silesia itself and on the Lubusz border have distinguished
between the abbeys' original dotal endowment within Silesia and
later grants of unsettled areas outside the duchy.(6)
The first donations of secular property to the Temple
are known from a series of charters recording princely donations,
and a more comprehensive, but less specific, series of grants of
tithe from the bishop of Lubusz. Three large donations were
conveyed: by Henry the Bearded of Silesia (known from the
transfer of tithe in 1229) (7) ; by WXadysXaw Odonic of Wielkopolska
(preserved in Odonic's own act of 1232 as well as in the bishop's
tithe-document of the same year) (8) ; and by Barnim of Pomerania

(6) Z. Wiel9sz-Wielka wXasnoc5 cysterska, 5ff has a discussicn of
previous literature. 13ff ccritains an iriportant discussim of the grants rrde th
religious bouses in the border castellanies. S. TraA<owski-Gospodarka 8ff
describes the previous literature, preckninantly the followers of F. Winter's
original Gernising carcept, mtly E. Michael, and the Polish historian St.
Zakrzewski w(o attipted to develcp these ideas. TrA<owsId, (46ff) outlines a
pertinent rrodel for 'internal' colonisaticn, and his on detailed mdel for
Silesian esthtes in Cistercian cnerip follows (50ff)
(7) (tndated) 1229 SW 307 (fran SR 346a, correcting the uirerited
separate entry u-der SR 345 for Henry's dcnaticns, tAiich can cnly be inferred
fran the bishcp's act.
(8) Odcnic 's daiaticn 1232, WthlbrLkl< 61-2, 434; Bishcp Laurerce' s
tithe-grant, 1232, thlbrick 60-1.
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(in three acts of 1234/5, with the bishop's tithe-grant in
1235). (9) Odonic is to be seen as the provider of the core
endowment of the Chwarszczanv house, Barnim of that in Roreke,
while Henry the Bearded was the founder of the Lietzen
('Lizenize' house.(10
A second round of tithe-agreements with the bishop of
Lubusz, starting in 1244 for the Lietzen house, and a parallel
series made with the bishops of neighbouring dioceses are of the
greatest significance: they specify, as the very earliest tithe
donations did not, that the absolute donation of tithe revenues
inferred by most commentators at the earlier date was not in fact
rnade. (11) What was originally donated was the proprietor's share,
(which may have been given to the Order on advantageous terms or
with a grace-period), but although the first grants were presented
as complete donations of all tithe, the later evidence shows that
(9) Barnisn's cbnaticns were (1) (t.ndated) 1234 "vill q.ie dicitur
Darguniz in terra Chinz" Wdilbrikk I 66-7 ; (2) 28 (citer 1234 (not 1235, cf
PW 309) the "terra" of Bairn; (3) 20) 'mans!' in Cedynia. 'Dargjniz' adjoining
(h. arszczaiy and the 200 'rrisi' in Cedynia were the abject of Bishq I-knry 'S
tithe-grant of 1235 (Riedel I 24 pp 1/2 No. 11). Wohibrid<, p 66 Note 2 wrote of
the latter (after Kehrberg) "it8n afloruii 2(X) nisorun clecicran in confinio castri
Sden juxta rivuluii Rurka", so altha4i Riedel 's pthlication has 'Icbn' and
'Ruritza' to kdch it is hard to assigi neaiing, there ca-i be little dabt that
this is the original cbnation of the land for the later Roreke house. An agrerEnt
between Libusz and Kan'riin assigied Cedynia (Zehden) to the latter at about this
tine.
(10) This strai4itforward identification should be held to, in
spite of Lke' s speculative construction (naking use of evidence fran a -kispit-aller necrology of the early 14th century), sugsting Henry the Bearded, rather
than Octhic, as the original dcnor of the core enthtrent of the Chwarszcza-iy
house. See J. Spors-Pocztki i stan posiaclania tenplariuszy pp 112-13. The
carpletely cpposite identification of Ocbn!c as sponsor in Lietzen as well as in
Diwarszczany (put forward by Worbs) can not be sustained.
(11) The tithe &nations of 1229-34 are invariably so characterised
in all source collections. ecif!c indication of the grace period and the
anticipation of the later paynent of resicies are not ercoiritered before 1244,
but the payrient of resictial tithe nay be asared, given the later neral
agreenents, to have been the rule.
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'residues', a customary proportion was owed to the bishoP.(12)
The second round of tithe-documents also list by name
the properties which had been newly developed in the areas of
original donation. (13) The chapel of Lietzen stood at the core of
a property-nexus in the Temple's possession including the vills
of Lietzen itself, Tempeiberg, Marquardsdorf and Henriksdorf.(14)
Under the agreement made in 1244 the residual tithe belonging to
the cathedral church was to be joined to the bishop's tithe from
Werbig, a vill also in the Order's possession, to consitute a
prebend of the Lubusz church, to be held by a TemPlar.(15)
The Crder also owned the town of Sulçcin (Zielenzig).
There is no certainty, however, that they were responsible for
its plantation or settlement, which is more likely to have been
carried out by the Silesian noble, Count Mroczko of Pogarel
before the town was transferred to the Order. (16) In the

Sirce a standard payilEnt applied in the case of property
(12)
located uider German law, ackninistrative convenience aicre uld have been a
reason for new settlrents to be so described. It has long been an accepted
practice to identify 'German law' settlenents if any associated cttcxnary
elenent, for exanpie, in tithe payuents is deenied to be present.
(13) The Lietzen groip, considered here, allows a neat conclusion:
the settlenent of four German vills between the date of the original trnaned
grant and 1244. However, other cases ck not correspond to this rrodel: Balm arid
Wielkawie, there settled properties were accired and tithe-arrangenents were
already in place; and Charszczany, kiere the listing of properties frcin 1262
contains Slav naies (Nywik, Boiz].awe) in addition to those 4,ich are recorded
airing the original donations (L.trio, Chorane). This is not to say that these
properties miqit not be located trider Gerrrai law, or be populated by German
settlers, - both of these things clearly happened as, for exaTple, the naTechange of [borane to Nabern indicates, - rierely that no siirple judgeilents are
possible in these ntters.
(14) 1244 Wohlbrücl< pp 70-2, M pp 292-3 Note 164
(15) Pncng the carns witnessing the act is "HenniafTus Teiplarioruin
Ca-xjnicus" This mirrors the arang nt in the Poznal cturch.
(16) The first act. nentioning F"lroczko 's fcuidation of the towi
fran 1241 (SLB 224), is misleadingly described there as ccriveyirij permission to
locate: in fact it is an agreeiient on tithe and rent following the location.
Mroczko 's grant to the Teiiple in 1244 (SW 276) was follcd in the sane year by
a tithe agreeient between the Teiiple and and the bishop of Lihisz.
(Riecl V No 5)
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case of the Temple's second 'miasteczko' in Bahn - at the time of
its donation within the territory of the Szczecir5-Pomeranian
principality - it also seems clear that this was not a 'waste'
area transferred to the Templars for them to carry out a general
plantation, since its donation in 1234 was witnessed by a number
of individuals described as "heirs in the Bahn territorY"(17):
this is hardly consistent with "desert" status; rather it
provides clear evidence of the existence of an established
network of property-ownership over which the Temple assumed the
rights of lordship. The attendant privileges for Bahn, the grant
of market rights in 1234(18), and a trading privilege granted in
1236 (19) should likewise be seen as conferring overlordship rather
than a commission for the settlement of a barren region.

The original donations of the Slav princes were
matched by benefaction inside their own principalities, suggesting
that the expenses of settlement in the three new Lubusz properties
were defrayed by the revenues from these other donations.(20)
(17) "Herecs atem sepe dicte terre et villarun in ea sitarun in
rostra preseriia constituti, cpiccp.iid juris in ipsa terra et villis addixerant
vel attribuerant sibi, bcna voluitate penitus relaxan..nt. Nbiiina vero herecivi hec
suit: Barnislaus, Symjn, Snitin, Jacdus, Wenzlaus, Gutislaus, Synon, Nicolaus,
Lemardis, Jarçpneus." Fran Barnirn's ckriaticn of 1234 (Riecl I 19, pp 2-3 No IV)
(18) "totaii terrn qie Baien vulgariter çeflatur cun cilrii
utifltate. .etc. . . cun cnrii jure ac jurisdictiaie perpetuo possidendan plenan
addentes eis ut in civithte ipsoruit Banen vulgariter eppeflata foruii habere
possint fultatn ab arrii jurisdictime rostra Ubera et icmuie." ibid.
(19) "talem ca-icessirrus libertatn per tota terran rostrait vt nec
ipsi nec t-oitines eoruii c.ii ad partes rostras ant deirieps transituri, vlla
penitus exacticrie thelcnej uexabuitur."4 Fkirch 1236, AA p 317 Note 257. This is a
privilege of a kind already discussed in the caitext of certain of the I-bspital 's
possessicxts.
(20) For Silesia, see below, 338ff, Wielkcçolska, below 345ff
Szczecin-Pcirerania below 349ff
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It is an interesting question whether other Polish
princes can be identified as benefactors or sponsors of the
Temple in the Lubusz territory. In 1241 or possibly in 1243)
Bishop Henry of Lubusz confirmed rents from 100 'mansi' in the
'Sydlo' region (21) ; while in the same year a prince BolesXaw made
the donation of FlaXuszów (Malosow) in the Santok castellany.(22)
The possibility that either BolesXaw of Mazovia or
Boles%aw the Chaste of Malopolska was the donor of the latter
does not appear to have been considered: yet, BolesXaw of Mazovia
was already a benefactor of the Order, and although his donation
is always held to have been made in his own principality there is
no later reference there to the properties named in his act (23)'
while Boleslaw of MaZopolska was a sponsor of the IemPle (24) , and
indeed of the bishopric of Lubusz in his own PrinciPalitY.(25)
(21) (tidated) 1241 (SW II 225) The original of this act is lost;
it has been ecaistructed fran eiiteenth-century registrations by H. LLke. It
may be noted in passing that the registration fran Kehrberg cpted in Wth1brJck p
104 is rather mare extensive than Lke 'S reconstruction piblished in SW II 225.
It is described there as an assigiation of rent fran 100 'mansi' in 'Sydlo'
(Schiedlow, see below Fbte 26); but is mare likely on the evidence of Kehrberq's
registration to have been a carpositicn on future tithe payuEnts of a kind that
has already been encoutered.
(22) (Lhdated) SW II 226. This too has been reconstructed fran
eiiteenth-century registrations aid so offers considerle sccpe for speculation.
The two features of interest in the version prockiced by Lke are the titulature
of the &nr 'thx Slesiae, Cracoviae et Polcriiae' aid the pranise of the ckr,or to
recarrense the Order 'in prcprio thiiinio' should the cthation ('in territorio
Svaitok') cease to be irider the rule of the son of WXadysZaw Othiic. W. I<i.kri
rather prosaically interprets the last provision as indicating a thiaticn by
Odmic's son, Boles%aw. Nither of these elnts should be taken as definitely
excluding a benefaction by a Polish prince renote fran the Lbusz arena, althoui
the first makes BolesXaw of frXqx)lska the mare likely candidate (if it can be
accepted that a later copyist added 'Slesiae' before his title).
(23) 1 Cktder 1239, AA p 334 f%k)te 307 (DG1 p 290 b 5)
(24) See below, Section 6
(25) Lthati.ons to the Lt.busz chjrch, eq [atów re also made in
the t1opolskan ththy. SR p 200 N.bte disputes the infonTetion in DZug3sz-tiber
beneficioruii I, 633 that the Tenplars previously held this property. See below,
Section 6.
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(2)

KostrzyrS (KUstrin)

It is far easier to assert that the Templars in
Lubusz, indeed the Military Orders in a number of situations,
discharged a 'frontier' role, than to define with any certainty
what that role was (26) . the Templars in Lubusz, for reasons which
will soon be readily apparent, can not possibly be portrayed as
an element working for, or otherwise anticipating, the introduct-.
ion of German authority; they might credibly be represented,
however, as part of a common Slav solution to the problem of
German encroachment.
Originally the Templars obtained extensive grants of
property beyond their core endowment in Chwarszczany and Lietzen.
The tithe-instrument for 'Sydlo' and confirmation of the donation
of Maluszów dating from 1241 both indicate earlier large donations. (27) The donation in 'Sydlo' was matched by Odonic's grant of
Krono in 1233. (28) The Temple's holding in this region, however,
had almost certainly been relinquished by 1250. (29) There are
equally a number of registrations from the Sonnenburg archive,
(26) W. Kikri aid H. LLke have both encouraged this 'frcntier'
ccncept in their writings, albeit with sliitly differing perspectives.
See Conclusicn for a broacr discussicn of the 'frcntier'.
(27) SLB II 225 / 226 (1241)
(28) AA p 310 Nbte 234. Lecbur pears non-caTmittal as to ai
icntificaticn. "Aflerdings kcrnen wir eine Urku]de.. van Jahre 1233 beibringen,
worm Herzog Ludezlaus von Polen em Crozno den Orden schenkt."
(29) Woh1brikI< op 103-4 records the ccnfiruatim by Pope Gregery
IX of gifts to the Silesiai Cistericai house of LLbiçz by Peregrinus, castellai
of 'Sidlou'. Of the site, all that is kno'.n is kiat cai be inferred fran the ft
that it lay within the bishopric of LLbusz aid was ceded by Henry III of Wroclaw
to Henry of Heissen by ai a± dated 20 april 1249. The Tiplars' property ricj-its
here aid in Krosho, ere prcbshly ruved inder such cessims.
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which suggest that analagous large grants on the WielkopolskanPomeranian border also produced no lasting result.(30)

In 1238 the Order obtained Pope Gregory IX's confirmation of their tithes in Kostrzyñ, and it is likely that this
comprehended all tithe-assignations to date associated with the
Chwarszczany house. (31) The question of the scope and scale of
Odonic's intended donation in Kostrzyr' is, nonetheless, a
difficult one. When the whole territory was donated by Boleslaw
of Wielkopoiska in 1259, the act issued on that occasion was
represented as a confirmation of Odonic's original endowment of
the house of Chwarszczany. (32) The simplest explanation of this
act is surely correct: that Boleslaw's was a provocative donation,
made against the background of the margraves' territorial
advance.
The relationship between the margraves and the Order
was long misinterpreted as one of sponsorship and benefaction (34) ; the fact of their mutal antagonism is readily apparent
once it is understood that the consequence of the Templars'
(30) See be1i, p 345 Nbte 76
(31) 1238 (18r V 283, cpoted in WthThrÜ3< p 435
(32) 11 February 1259, (18r I 45. Spors cp cit, 120ff
(33) (I& I 45. The size of the KostrzyrS district is discussed by
Spors, cp cit. 122. There is no th.bt that the thiation described by Boleslaw' s
act is ccnsiderly larger thai the 1 (1)0 nisi of Oth,ic 's original thiatim
even if the additional ckjnations of Ccxnt Wiosto aid Barnini are also ccLnted in.
Given the circurtaes of issue of the act, this discrepaicy cbes not present a
real prthlen. It is ecpally rth noting that BolesXaw's act also provides for ai
ircrease of the Order's possessions in the Saitok castellaiy.
(34) For exaiple, Heyden cp cit. p 186 "Sehr förderten die Tipler
die Askanier die in thien Buidesciertissen gegen die Polen hatten." This cuiuent,
folloinq a list of .benefactiOflS by Slav prirces, ainst Aiich it is not
possible to set a single genuine benefaction made by the margraves, represents a
neat reversal of the actual situation at this date.
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acceptance of BolesXaw's total resignation of Kostrzyñ was
dispossession from Chwarszczany and their other properties in the
Mark. The first stage of settlement of the quarrel was recorded
in 1262 (35) , under which the Temple surrendered a number of
properties, including Mylibárz (Soldin) which they had received
from Odonic in 1238(36), and the town of Kostrzyr itself.(37)
They obtained a series of bulls between 1249 and 1258 for the
protection of their properties in neighbouring districts,
including those which might now be claimed by the bishopric of
Kammin, and obtained in 1261 an agreement on tithe residues from
a new, possibly unsuccessful, development in 'Doberan' (Daber).(38)
Yet although the Order received recognition of their
rights to their original Chwarszczany properties and the town of
Sulcin in 1262, they were evidently obliged to wait for its
return until 1286. (39) Nor do they appear to have felt entirely at
ease in the years before its transfer, soliciting a privilege
from PrzemysZaw II and a transumpt from Bishop Conrad to strengthen their claim to ChwarszcanY. (40) In 1295 Margrave Albert issued
a boundary description for its ProPerties.(41)

(35) (Lhdated) 1262 (IBr I 212. (36) (Lbidated) 1238
RE 351. PtA p 323 Nbtes 278 and 279. 'Fzlibori' is Mylibórz, i.e. Soldin. PtA p
323 Nbtes 278/9 says that it is 'htzelburg' near Pyrzyce, but this se
ckx.btful.
(37) (18r I 212 (1262) "em Städtchen, lcher nicht naiit wird
er d-rie Zifel CListrin 1st." (PtA p 297 Tbte 191) (38) See below,
351ff, Nbtes 102-5; prcperties covered by previous agrents with the bithps of
Lt.busz becaie the sLbject of transuTpts by the bishcp of Karmin betwaen 1251 arid
1258. Cf Spore' judnt that all prcperties in Kostrzyri aid the neit)ouring
regicns, as they are listed in the papal bull of 1247, ware fornerly treated as
cpencncies of the house in Cfarszczaiy, Aiich seei correct. The first at
issued in Roreke was 8 Febnjary 1261, P113 696: the estálishient of the house in
Roreke, fran 4iith the prpoerties dmated by the Pareraiiai princes ware later
acthinistered, which crct.irred before 1261, aid prththly betwaen 1253 aid 1261 (See
(39) 27 Octcber 1286,
below, p 352 Nbte 108), folled fran these events.
(40)
12
t'bv'rber
1284,
Wctilbriick
p145 (Transurpt of
Frag. ftird-i. V £'.b 4
(41) 23 April 1295, PtA p 300 Nk 197
Przenyslaw's at of 9 N.bvrber 1282
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(3)

The Temple in Silesia - Olenica

The grants made by the Slav princes of Pomerania and
Wielkopoiska in the Lubusz region were matched by more conventional donations in their own principalities. Since Henry the Bearded
is twice indicated as the original donor of the Lietzen property,
it seems probable that he also sponsored the establishment of the
Templars in their Silesian house of Olenica.(42)
It is most likely, notwithstanding the apparent
usefulness of the Templars' introduction into the Lubusz region
for the princes' regional policy, that the original context for
contact was provided by the visit on crusading business of
Templar officials to the princes' courts(4:3): such grounds of
association also provide a useful guide to the dating of the
original donations to the Order in Silesia, which may be placed
in 1227.(44)
Property in the ownership of the Templar house in
Olenica can be established from a relatively small number of
contemporary acts, but more satisfactorily from 14th—century
(42) I4nry is indicated by naie as the original fcxndar of Lietzen
in 1244 ( ! .th1brtick p 70-2) and 1249 (SE II 378) The life of St. Jadviga, Prince
I-nry's wife, credits her with the reccnirerdaticn of the Ordar. (ioted in
Stenzel-Die Teiplertierni frau SRS)
(43) See above, p 46 Nkte 31; this suggasts either 1215-19 or
1227 (but not 1226) as plausible datings for the "thereisen". H. Likeftutersudingen p 10-11, a-id p 15 gives 1225 as the date of the first Wielkcpolskan ccnta±s, without any indicatim of Aiere this date caie fran.
(44) The date of 1226 often given for the establishient of the
Olenica house has been arrived at by the sirrple expedient of abtractiri a year
fran the first recorcd a±, that of Bishcp Laurence of WrncXaw frau 1227
(SE I 283). bt having been able to examine Lke's spport for his date of 1225
(See previous note) I would rraintain that 1227 is riore credible aid that 1226 is
inl.ikely.
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Hospitaller records.
In 1227 compensation was given to the chapel in
Wiqzáw for tithe belonging to it made over to the TemPlars.(46)
This implies that the Order owned some secular property whose
tithe was assigned to the chapel, but this was not necessarily
situated within the later parish of Wi9zdw.(47)
The second act of 1240 is of considerable interest,
recording an agreement between the archdeacon, as a receiver of
tithe, and the Temple, as owners of the property of Brosecz(48)
under which the Templars were to enjoy a favourable position
through the reduction of the archdeacon's due residual tithe if
the property remained in their own cultivation, that is as a
demesne holding: but with a different rate applying if it was
granted out, that is, if an enfeoffment were made following its
location. Brosecz, whether or not it was subsequently 'located',
remained a demesne property of the Olenica house. (49) The Order
is again revealed as the owner of the impropriated tithe there by
an act from 1288. (50) The ownership of tithe, and the status of
overlordship implicit in these acts, allows Brosecz to be
identified as an original principal holding.

(45) The acoint of Stenzel/ I-yne does rtt use the 1-hepitaller
records. I ai uiare to Eiat extent the nrxJern study of K. Eistert [See Bibliogriiy1 does so.
(4) SW 283 I (fran LLke's F. cf SR 316)
(47) The tithe-areas originally assied to 'cellae' or older
chirches in the pre-parochial systan ccs1d be considerly mare extensive thai
those in the eventual parish networ<. In my cases parish formation required
separation; this process has already been described in the case of DzierzoniCw
and Peterswald, and may also have p1ied here. See also ove p 219 Nbte 128.
(48)10 Feb 1240, SW II 176 (fran the Wroclaw archive)
(49)This reient cculd be mast siriply described as a device to
ensure that the Order's vassals uld rDt axiire the Order's privileged status.
(50)30 .Jirie 1288 (updlished), P14 742.
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There is a reference to property in Bkdw from 1260,
whose relevance to the Temple has been disPuted.(51)However
additional proof that Bçków was indeed a Tempiar property can be
supppiied.

(52)

The act of 1260 effectively conveys the prince's

permission for the privileged ownership or franchise applying
under the Templars t ownership to be transferrred to the terms of
tenure of their vassal, Wigo, following his enfeoffment.(53)This
act indicates the status of overlord which the Temple enjoyed in
BçkOw; a more complete listing of similar properties, some of
which were certainly planted during the Temple's period of
ownership can be reconstructed from fourteenth-century Hospitaller records.

(54)

The 'sculteti' on these Templar estates might

also be described as the Order's vassais.

(55) This

situation,

encountered in 1294, allows further identification of demesne
properties: Chwalibozyce (Frauenhain), Kauern, .Jutrzyrl (Marienau),
(51) SR 1036 (WrocZaw archive, registraticn)). " Z. Ls Herz. Br.
Cmrad. Br. Achilles uid Brtno md g. Walter" L[ke-Ba<ai p 279 considers the
view put forward by Josef Brier-Die RitterkamEnde Klein-Oels, Kr. Clilau in
Mittelaiter. Phil. Diss. Wroclaw 1924, that since the registration in the Wroclaw
archive was preserved in the collections of the hospital of St. Elizabeth
belonging to the Rspitaliers of the Red Star, their viii of B< was intended.
LLke ccrcedes that the brothers, ('chilies a-id Brtno are ul<newn fran elsewhere
(incorrectly since Fra. Bnno, a Tenplar witnesses in 1251, see below p 361), but
argjes that the 0lenica viii was intended in 1260. Althajçf Lke prockices a
privilege fran 1317 (SR 3671) naning Bk aiuiq the 0lenica vills, he cbes not
show a' 'areness of the further relevait privileges in AI1 discussed in this
section. (i-i LLke 's further suggestion that Walter aid the twa brothers may have
been rrnbers of the Teutonic Kniits, it is sufficient to cainent that '('chilies'
aid Brixio could very well have ccrdicted business, indeed represented a house, at
this date with a siirple title. The 'magister' Waiter, who pears th follow than
in the witness-list, mi4it palusibly be considered a niter of aiother order.
(52) For exaiple PJ4 1715 (1364) See Note 64
(53) SR 1036
(54) An iiiportant stage in the I-bspital 's recovery of its 0ienica
estates was cbtaining a jucknent recogeising their entitlenent to the riits of
the scultetus in Brosecz, .litrzyrS aid KOWarOW. See Note 69.
(55) The distinction between 'kniqit-service' aid the contract of
the scultetus becare blurred in the course of tine.
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and Owczary

TemPelfeld). (56) The latter's name is obviously

suggestive of Tempiar ownership, but further confirmation that
three of the named vills were formerly in the Temple's ownership
comes from Hospitaller records of the next century.(57)
The holdings of the 0lenica house were distributed
widely through the Silesian principalities. This may reflect a
widespread societal support at the time of endowment with the
prince, Henry the Bearded, standing at its head; it could also be
cited to confirm the proposition that a house established under
the prince's sponsorship was the less likely to establish filiate
houses. The sale in 1308 (58) of a bequest in Gottschalksdorf near
Strzegom may indicate a weaker level of property-holding in that
district and the realisation of an asset which had no useful
application. Even with this apparent indication of a lack of
interest in retaining property there, the total absence of other
interests in the Swidnica district can not be assumed. The title
of a Templar witness in the act of 1308 suggests that property
may also have been held in the Opole principality, but this
remains completely unknown.(59)

(56)6 Ny 1294, (SR 2316 WrocXaw local archive, Brieg triasrpt
of 1482). This dsscribes the holding of the scultetus in the Ordsr 's prcçerty of
IThwal.ibozyce in the 0Xa district and is witnessed by the 'sculteti' of the
riininq prcperties: three of the four there certainly Tiplar vassals. See Nbtes
64 and 69.
(57) Stenzel/ 1-leyne tentatively infer Teiplar lordship frcxn the
act of 1294.
(58)9 Sept8rber 1308 (irpdlished) Pt1 744 (SR 3011)
(59)'Thgister cpiicni". ibid. There are slit indications that
the Strzen house obtained new interests in the Swithica district in the
fourteenth century, and local traditions of a Tenplar presence. Such traditions
should, hosever, be vieed with extrerre caution. The considerable value of
iferling' s rk on Geriiaiy, - tith Lke rather indervalued in his caruEnts
on its eastern secticn, - lies in the consideratim of such local lends as a
prelude to their invariable exclusion, al1c#ing a vastly inproved picture of the
Order's presence to eier.
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The record of the Templar holding (but probably only
of that part of it which was retained as dernesne property) can be
supplemented from the record of repurchase of former Templar
holdings, which the Hospital Wa designated to inherit by papal
instructions: possibly the ambiguous legal status of confiscated
property allowed the Order to repurchase on favourable terms.
After the transfer of Olenica to the Hospital's
control the first partial description of the Order's demesne
vills in 0lenica produces three new names, Niemil, Kalindw and
(possibly) Witowice. (60) In Niemil, however, the Order did not
receive the tithe or own the church in full (61) , and frequent
sales and purchases of property there are recorded in the
following decades. (62) Kalinc5w was the subject of an outright
purchase by the Hospital in 1351.(63)
Czçstocice is first definitively recorded as a
demesne vill of the 0lenica commandery in 1347. (64)However
smaller interests there had been the subject of a purchase by the
(60) 30 aily 1319 (irçthlished) Ati 746 (SR 3936). This records
the restoration of a donation of 2 'naisi' bebeen the woods and the three naTed
vills originally rrde to the Tiplars by the 'pincerna' Conrad.
61) This energes fran ai act of 16 Nbvrber 1342 (uTthlished)
P1 761 (SR 6958) kiich naies a certain Ama as cier of half the church in
Niesnil. The earlier sale of a grain rent in Nieniil by the Provost of Strze].in of
26 April 1318 (upiblished) P1 745 ny indicate that that congregation oried the
tithe-rits.
(62) These date fran the entry of Krecht of I-kigewitz into the
Ordor 'S hierarchy. ft 21 [tther 1349 (u-çthlished) AI4 772 the purchase of 10
'rrisi' a-id half of the scultetus' s rig-its was recordod, aid on 27 t4rch 1352,
this purchase and a further cre of 10 'rraisi' confirired. (Lipi.blished) 2 April
1352, NR 780.
(63) 29 N.bverrber 1351 (u-çthlished) AM 777. Knecht of l-ligewitz
boucjit KaLinOw for 100 marks.
(64) 20 trch 1347 (up.blished) PJ1 768 listed Bierzów, MZodoszciice, Bçkc'i (see ove, Notes 52/4) aid Czçstcxice (Q.ntheri villa) as vills of
the O1enica house. A further listing fran 17 Septeiber 1364 (irpthlished) A14
1715 is also of interest: Owozary (Terpelfeld), Bierzc, Jaworáw, KXOSOW,
Diwalibozyce, Bqkc5w, Mlockszowice.
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Hospital's first commander in Olenica, Kitthel of Kitlitz.(65)
The Hospital would appear to have owned the parish of Czstocice
in 1334(66), while in 1344 Conrad Spigel and Knecht of Hugewitz
bought the prince's rights there for a fixed term(
6 7)
clear indication of demesne ownership.

7hich is a

On two occasions, the Hospital had reason to thank
the bishop's court for recognition of former Templar rights. In
1329 former rights in Brylów were recognised as a result of such
a judgement. (68) Most significantly the status of the Hospital's
lordship, and its proprietorial ownership of the scultetus's
rights in the 3 vills of Brosecz, Jutrzyñ and Kowaláw was
acknowledged by Nicholas of Ziçbice, following a judgement of
Bishop Przeclaw of Wroclaw.(69)
(65) 17 Octther 1329 (uxb1ished) AI1 749 (SR 4897) BolesXaw of
Leg-tica rerioved the prirce 's exactims frciii 4 'rrnsi' and also node over a grain
rent, hich prcbthly originated in tithe-ritits. I tuld regard these provisicns
as a tidying-tp of natters related th the Hospital's status of overlordship tk'iith
had cciie into question in the interval following the Teiple' s sqJpressim.
(66) The Hospitaller Prior Itichael of Tyniec contributed a
prcperty for its datation in an act fran 24 April 1334 (trp±lished) At4 618
(SR 5325)
(67) 12 January 1344 (trqibflshed) PI4 762
(68) 17 Nbverter 1329 (trthlished) At4 751 (SR 4889). I-bver,
the final shape of the Hospital's holding there was determined by the acqiisitic.n
of very 9iall shares. (1 7/B rrisi) 8 January 1330 (upthlished) AM 752 (SR
4907); (6 3/8 rransi) 1 Nbverrber 1332 (ixpthlished) At1 755 (SR 5158). Both ere
boucjit with the riit to settle uider German law, quite thviously at this date a
legalistic corcept reflecting the character and status of lordship.
(69) 4 April 1357 (upthlished) PM 784 contains the following:
"Fatthias de Parnewicz nemjn. .Knecht de ftcyatz. .rs cun sufficienti testirrtnio
in presentia venerabilis in Christo patris etc. Preczlai [p. Wrat. . .infornaveruit
se ab jib terrpore q Tarplarii per sethn apostolican ... ccndsrpnati fueruit et
de possessione predictarun villarun privati et spoliati, easthn tres villas
premninatas cun ciirii jure, dartinio, judicio, utilitate, frwtu et libertate et
runinatini thninio hereditario taitiue yen et originales hereditarii thnini
tenuisse. ." and continues to describe the claim to exeripticn fran rents, exactions
and judicial interfererce, hich is cily recocpised. Previously the Order had
purchased the scultetus's rig'its in the vills for a fixed term of' 2 years. 1
February 1350 (upblished) P44 773.
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The purchase of other interests in the fourteenth
century offers a less clear indication of former Templar ownership:
that made in Wese, for example, would appear to be a straightforward acquisition and the choice of site may owe something to
the local connections of the purchaser, Kitthel. (70) Similarly a
later purchase in Jankowice (71) can probably be explained by the
local associations of the Purchaser. (72) The remaining minor
purchases of this century, in Kucharzowice (73) and WXodzislawice
(in the GrodkOw district (74) are also more likely to have this
context than to be a repurchase or extension of former Templar
interests.

The internal financial transactions of the Hospital's
Silesian province in the fourteenth century, and the preferential
purchase in particular estates helps to give some idea of the
changing shape of the Order's holding. (75) The core for the
Olenica house clearly remained the former Templar estates, those
known from the previous century, and the further properties
identified here.
(70) 11 Septter 1329 (trpttlished) [I4 748 (SR 4870) Kitthel of
Kitlitz boi4t 'Wiese' (Vaka rear Nysa) for 40 rierks.
(71) 21 February 1345 Knecht of I-kiwitz purchased 4 nnsi in
Jai<cw,ice (uthlished) /14 763.
(72) 3 'nsi' in Jaii<cice were purchased for the aruity of the
I-kspitafler Tarno aid macb over to the Orcr follc ',ir his death. 8 hrch 1363
(irp.blished) Pt1 79(3. The Order' s estate there was sold ai 23 Juie 1365 (uçxblished) /t4 792, with the retenticn of feucl service for 130 marks. Later the
sare year 140 marks was spent m accpiring 8 'maisi' in Niernil. 18 ?bvecrber 1365
(trpthlished) Jt4 793.
(73) 30 [cether 1347 (uptblished) tvR 769
(74) (after 25 [cerrber) 1347 (uçxblished) P44 767
(75) For exarple, m 30 Septerrber 1364, the camiader of Wroclaw
Jchi 0czk boucj-it a ten mark rent ai the Blenica estates to raise 100 marks for
purchases in Niemil (upthlished) 1H 1716. In 1378 reverues fran the 0leiica
vills were used for the cbtaticn of a new collegiate foirdaticn in Brzeg.
(r'ulir, c cit. p 215)
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4

The Wielkopolskan Dotation: tempelburg (Czaplinek)

Odonic's act of 1232 for the Temple is a summary
which covers a wide range of donations: several Wielkopoiskan
properties precede Chwarszczany in the listing. (76) The first of
these is the Gniezno hospital with its dependent ProPerties.(77)
While the date of first contact between Odonic and the Temple,
and most details in the chronology of donation must remain open,
the interval between 1227, - the most plausible date for first
contact (although LUpke suggests 1225 without giving a reason for
this choice), - and the summary act of 1232 whose text is the
first that we possess, does not appear in itself to demand the
drastic reconstruction that Lüpke announced as his aim.(78)
(76) "dedi hospitale Gniznense. .addens eidem villn Cinitlo ctjn
alia parva villa adiacente et lacun etin Rogov. Achec villas ckias [orino et
frbclisov pertinentes ad eun. Ccntufl cJoque.. villan dictan velikauetz cun
cimibus suis attinentils. Insiçer chvartsane villaii sper mizzj.a fluviun sitan
cun mule rronsis et foro infra teniu.nos illorun habencb iure et riore teutonicali ."
(u-xted) 1232 Wchlbrük p 61.
(77) The Chiezno hospital's dependencies, the lake of Rogow and
the two viJJ.s of '[orino' and 'frbdlisov' re also LLbusz border prcperties.
This infornticn rey be the source of me of the Konig registrations with CLinitlo
transfonied into Cenetliiici.
(78) LLke-1htersidingon 12ff; this is really no rrore than
d-apter headings kiich anticipate later results and deirnstraticns, and I an
inaware of any xblication of detailed arirent on these points. Hcever, LLke
açpears to list as "Einzel-t.rid Strebesitz in den Diözesen Posen, Kannin uid
Gnesen: Die Schecl<t.ng von 1225, Koschnin t.nd (Jrla, Krosno. .Die Schenktng von
1238, Költschen, Die Seen Bothx uid Ostrovyz, Das SpitaJ. zu Gnesen." This is
distinctly irpranising. hile the possession of the two lakes in the Santok
castellany is krn fran their surrender to the rrrgraves in 1262, and of
Cosiiino, Colcino and Orla fran the tithe-agreenent of 1251 (Wohlbrtick p 38),
alliing, for exaiple, sate conjecture on additions riede beten 1251 and 1262,
LLke can only have had in mind a kiolesale reorganisatim and rejection of the
available infonnation for Aiich no evidence was offered in his sttsecent
writings. Thus LLke seens to have intended to reject the act cknating Krono
fran 1233 and the (iiezno hospital's transfer in 1232, as he elsewhere rejected
the identification of Ocknic as the sponsor in Chwarszczany. Nbr is it at all
clear Eiere the two ctes of 1225 and 1238 have care fran.
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The date of the Gniezno hospital's transfer to the
Miechowites has long been obscure, but it had certainly occured
by 1253.(79)
The second part of the Wielkopoiskan donation
comprised the viii "velkauetz". In contrast to the two original
Lubusz houses, LUpke does not characterise the donation as
'waste' at the time of its donation. (80) This is clearly correct
since Wielkawie (Grossdorf) already possessed an assignation of
tithe for at least a part of the later Templar ProPertY.(81)The
property was extended by the donation of Zarino (Seeren) by the
'miles' Boguphal which Przemyslaw confirmed in 1256.(82)These
interests were later attached to the Lagow (Vagów) house.(83)
The Wielkopoiskan holdings of the Order listed by Bishop Boguphal
in 1251 also included 'Kron' (Wa%cz / Deutsch-Krone) which was
given in 1249 by a comital family (84) and 'Colcino' (Köitschen).(85)
The donation of "Vitankouo, Orla, Cenethnici" which appears in a
registration in the König Ms may relate to a further group of
properties in the same region. (86) Another König registration

(79) 11n act for the hospital t.nder Miethowite control dated 10 Ny
1253, pthiiied in KM (40) 1926 was finally irciuded in IYi VI N.b 10.
(81) Wohlbri±k, p 116
(80) Lke-Grossckjrf p 67.
(82) 14 February 1256 (AA p 304 Nb 214). (83) LL<e-Grossdorf
54ff estthlishes the identification of the site of 'Wielkawied' against the
suggestion of aiother writer ko prosed a site near Chojna. I-kwver, the
qesticn is hardly qen th ckxbt sirce the later recorde of the Lagzs house in
'th1briick 's Berlin collection alli extensive description of the prcçerties in
the sixteenth-century, by 4ith tinE, lxever, both Wielkawied aid 'Careirio'
(Gienein) had becaie wastes. There seen little dtht that Wielkcpolska border
cthaticns fonied the core endoirent of the later Lag house. [See p 3]
(85) This appears in
(84) 13 Ppril 1249, PA p 335 Nbte 310
(86) Sirce Dna aid Centfriici appear
the listing of 1251 (%thlbrtick p 38).
in the act of 1251 (thlbriick p 38), it rrust renn qestioneble Aiether the
König registration "arceni Zanino et Charnc cun pago Venatnicki" (1250), Kdnig t
ciJoted in (PA p 328 N.btes 294/5) is of ai ui<rrn cbcurent, or sinply a nengling
of the infornEtiai in the act of 1251. The sate rrey apply to that dated 1238,
Kftig
(PA p 327 Nbte 293), indicating early denaticns in the Czarrl<áw region.
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indicates the donation of 3 000 'mansi' by Odonic in the region
of Ujcie Usch), but there is no subsequent information on
this. (87) Exact information is not available on the donations
suggested by these early registrations: it is certain nonetheless
that the Templars did not develop these interests, and if the
analogy of the Lubusz 'castellany' grants is followed, it may be
suggested that these were donations liable to be withdrawn.
As far as the character of the Order's lordship is
concerned, the specification of seignorial franchise does not
form part of Odonic's 1232 donation. However, it is at least
implicit in the forms of donation for Kron and Zarino, and
when, in 1282, PrzemysXaw II issued a confirmation of Odonic's
donation of Chwarszczany, 'immunity' provisions were included.(88)
Shortly after PrzemysXaw's grant of the latter
privilege, the Templars commenced their last large border project
in Czaplinek (Tempelburg). The Pomeranian prince's donation of
Kraina formed part of the eventual group of properties, but the

87) "Amo 1233 alicpt pages et ter mille risoruii ud urban
Uschek, citra et ultra )rizan" Kcnig N quoted in PA p 327 \bte 292. Other
König registrations are considered by Ledebur t.nder 1238 (PA p 327 Nbte 293): which sei also to relate to the Czanl<Ow registration (see previous note), and
(PA p 303 Nbte 229) for Drezder*o (Driessen). Cf Ledebur's caments (PA p 351
Nbte 301) which exclude the identification of Wieleri (Filehene) as another such
site. For the registratim of 1237 plyirx to Drawsko (Draheim) (PA p 324 Nbte
280) See Nbte 89. These datings may have influenced LLke's suggestion of 1238 as
the date of donation for the Gniezno haspital; I &n reluctant to develcp the
point further since I have not been permitted to consult the Nts. which may
ccntain his arirents, leaving only the assertion in Lhtersuchirigen to consider.
(88) PA p 335 Nbte 310 (1249) and p 304 Nbte 214 (1256) The terir
of these thiaticris, which both originated (cf Mroczek and WXosto' s donations in
Lthisz) u]der the sponsorship of ccxnital fanilies contain general formilaticns
which can be read as conveying the status of overlordship. These general phrases
are prcbahly less attractive to afficicxiadoes of 'irrnuiity' provisions and grants
of 'German law', but it is prcbahly uMse sinply to disregard than. PrzanysXaw's
privilege of 9 Nbverrber 1282 is kncn frcrn its transuipt by the bishcp of Lt..busz
dated 12 t'bventer 1284. See ahove p 337
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core donation in Wielkopoiska ma y have been made as late as
1290. 89) In 1291 the Preceptor Bernard of Eberstein, describing
himself as 'magister' in the Chwarszczany house published an
agreement on tithe reached with Bishop John of Poznari to cover
new properties created in the Czaplinek region.(90)
It may, nonetheless, be premature to speak of a house
or 'curia' of the Order at this point, since in 1295 the Templar
representing the Wielkopoiskan properties was, "fratre henrico de
uelauitz". (91) Only in 1303, at the provincial chapter, held in
Lietzen for the first and only time an official in 'Ternpelburg'
was named: - "frater Nicolaus, magister in Tempelborch".(92)

(89) 19 Noventer 1290, P113 VI 4006 (previwsly pilished there and
in Dithir trider 1286). Lke-Teipelburg prcxices arg.ints for the redating,
kiith if accepted leads to the sijiificant ccrclusion that BogisZaw IV's dmatim
of the 'waste' of Kraina predated it. This was made to the Tei'ple in carpensaticn
for war-thrge aid was ccnfirned by Bishcp Hermarn of Kannin in 1288 (uidated
1288, RB VI 4009). See below, p 354 Note 116. The prqerty utted m the
Czlinek district, and their bouidaries later marked the borders beteen the
Poznai and Kamiin bishoprics, and beten the Kingthn of Poland aid the t'rk
(Hooge .eg op 863-4). Early possessicns in the Drawsko (Draheim) regicn may be
indicated by me of the Kdnig registratims (1237 - AA p 324 Note 280). LLipkeDie 1kitersu±trin pears willing to ascribe the settleient of the regim to the
Tenpiars ciring their tnty-year onership. I-kogeweq writes m a similar thare:
"Draheim .. nirgends als Besitzuiq der Tenpier genamt wird. Trotzden kam es
eine Neugrüicthg des Ordens im Gebiete vm Teipelburg sein, es war aber nie eine
Kcxruende." Heogeweg (bc cit.) The discipline of writing 'Siedluigsgeschichte' is
clearly a harsh me.
(90)13 Nbviber 1291, P113 1596
(91) 23 April 1295, AA p 3(X) Nb 197
(92) 21 April 1303, PIE VI 4067 Ljke-thtersu±tngen lists the
'ccmrnderies' of 'Kron' (Walcz) and 'Grossdorf' (Wielkawie) almgside that of
Trpelburg (Cz1inek). He also describes Soldin (MylibOrz) similarly. These
descriptims are anachrmistic; they are also ulielpful in that they perpetuate a
misleading inpressim of the character of Tenpiar houses aid of the Order's local
representaticn.
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5

Szczecin-Pomerania: Roreke, Bahn.

The core of the Temple's Pomeranian possessions,
subject after 1263 to the house in 'Roreke' was the land and town
of Bahn, which was donated in 1234 as an adjunct to the Kostrzyñ
ProJect. (93) Barnim complemented this donation with that of
Nahausen in the Pyrzyce (Pyritz) district in 1244.(94)The
boundaries on two sides of this property were specified in the
act of donation as adjoining Bahn and Chojna (Kdnigsberg in der
Neumark) where there is also some later suggestion that the
Temple owned the patronage of the church.(95)
While Bahn was to some extent an established and
settled territorY (96) others among the donated properties were
unsettled. It was not invariably the case, however, for the Order
to undertake the practical task of colonisation. The act of
Bishop Henry of Lubusz from 124L, specifying the bishop's
residual tithe from the contiguous Lubusz properties of Lubno and
Oborane, reveals that these had been located under German law by
Count Wlosto before their transfer to the Order. (97) As with

(93) RB 309 See above, p 331. Barnim' s donation of Bthi was
accnpanied by a resigaation of his clairrB in Kostrzyr. Bain and Nabausen were
clearly intencd to form part of the cbtaticn of the chapel and house in Cliwarszczaiy,
and were treated as su± (see Note 1(1]) before the events of 1259-61.
(94) (tidated) 1244 PW 427. Nabausen borcred "Bthi, Fiddichow,
K&iigsberg, Rörchen". In 1252 a congregation of Szczecin ri.ris received 64 'nnsi'
in Fiddichow (F-kogeweg p 860)
(95) See below, p 353 Note 115
(96) See above, 331ff
(97) Riedel I (24) p 3 Nb 4 (1243) Knowledge of the text of the
1243 agrent on Labno and [borane, was node available thro4i Riedel' s
ptblication of Beckum 'S ccpy Ircin the originaL thlbrUck and Ledebur only
display awareness of Kehrberg's inaccurately dated registration.
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Sulçcin, the work of plantation could well have been carried out
(if it was carried out!) by a sponsor for the Order's benefit. It
is equally worth noting the form of the donation in all the early
donations of the phrase, "in subsidium terre Jhersolomitane". The
context and manner of donation renders it extremely unlikely that
the Temple's self-promotion at the courts of the Slav princes was
posited on any claimed aptitude for organising colonisation
activity. (98)
The Temple's total holding in the region was specified
in the papal bull obtained in 1247 as "de Quarsan, de chins, de
baneu . .etc. . (99) Undoubtedly, at this date, all these interests
were regarded as a part of the Chwarszczany ProPertY.(100)In 1259
the rule of the whole of KostrzyrS was conceded by BolesZaw of
Wielkopoiska: the consequence of acceptance was the Order's total
dispossession. In the sequel, Chwarszczany was restored and some
parts at least of the Pomeranian holding were rescued for the new
Roreke house.
(98) The sirrple phrase "in absidiun terre sarcte fratruiqe
milicie tipli" occurs even in Baniiin's act of 1236 (PIE 328), a trading privilege
conferring freedciii fran tolls.
(99) PIE 455, Wohlbriick, p 117 (1247)
(100) The original abjection of the 'Roreke' prcperties to the
[hiarszcziy Iuuse cai be shoi fran the 1247 bull. This ccrclusion, 'kiith is of
the first inportarce, was appreciated by J. Spars, pp cit, pp 119-20
(101) See above, p p 336-7 for the course of events. ft the
sticx of the Tenple 's diplaicy in the context of the regional
general
politics of the period, Spars's article appears to fiqit shy of drawing definite
conclusions. The Lietzen possessions re not affected in the ciarrels of these
years: they juld appear to have been protected inder the Order's agrent with
the ar&bishcp of Fqdeburq, 3 Vey 1253 (thThrCck p 180). The southern part of
the Libusz territory was not ri ind by the marqraves in these decades, Boleslaw of Wielkcpolska resiqned his claim to frtagdeburg in 1249. (Spars, bc
cit.) It is rth noting that it is possible to read acccxnts which assuie the
territorial aid ecciesiatical incorporation of the LLbusz diocese in the tieburg
archdiocese throt4xut its existence, a patent misconception which P. Lkniriski-Ry1alizacja wdertook to disprove at length.
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A key to reconstruction of the Templars' diplomacy
and their assessment of their situation in the years before this
conflict can be found in a comparison of the bull of 1247 with
two new bulls, one each for the Kammin and Lubusz dioceses, which
the Temple procured in 1249. (102) This is the first mention of the
Pomeranian bishopric in connection with the Order's regional
holdings (103) : in addition, shortly after this Bishop Hermann of
Kammin began to issue transumpts for the Temple's Pomeranian
possessions: the first in 1251 on tithe Provisions (104) and the
second from 1252-8 Barnim's act of donation of Bahn itself.(105)
Other diplomatic activity of the same date produced the agreement
of 1253 with the Magdeburg church, which helped to secure title
to the Lietzen properties. (106) Finally, in 1258, Pope Alexander
IV issued a bull confirming all the donations to the Order made
by Odonic and Henry the Bearded, which anticipated the Order's
acceptance of the donation of Kostrzyñ from Prince Boleslaw of
Wielkopoiska. (107)

(102) 29 July 1249 (SIB II 378) for the thiaticns of Henry the
Bearded in Libusz; 11 Aujst 1249 (PI.B 497) for all cthaticns of tithes d
prqerties in the Kairnin dicxese. The existerce of the bull of 29 July 1249 was
crily node krn throufi Lke 's researches, even thxçji it was a-i original act in
the Berlin I-kspitaller archive. kiother bull with the sare titulature (see belcM
p 360 ftte 141) was issued cii 25 July, caifirming all the Order's privilegas;
this was in Ehrhardt's possessim, but is na lost. (SIB II 376)
(103) The later 'Roreke' holdings tre all originally carprehended
within the Lthusz diocese, cf bte 1W. The bull of 1247 accepts this situaticn.
The effect of the Kamiin bull of 1249 is to q.iesticn it, Aiile reserving the
Order's positim in a rew Lthusz bull. These ntters had also been discussed
beten the twa bishcps: in 1235 Kamiin reccqiised the riit of Lthisz to the
tithe fran Cedynia (Zehien); haever, in 1248 a judganEnt of the legate Albert of
Prussia gave the tithe of Kostrzyrci to LLbusz, that of Chinz to Kamiin. (Heyden-Kirchengeschichte, p 80)
(104) PIE 548 (1251)
(105) PiE 584 (1252-8)
(106) 3 frby 1253, th1briid< p 180. The Ngdeburg claim was
priised cii a selective reading of Ottaiia-i history.
(107) 26 Septather 1258, PJ\ p 329 Nb 297
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How effective were the Temple's diplomatic preparations? This depends on whether the actions just described can all
be comprehended within a single priority of forearming against
the advance of the margraves. II that was the case, then the
policy was misguided, and it clearly miscarried. However, there
are a number of indications that the Order's earlier perceptions
of the situation did not take much account of the Brandenburgers.
The rapprochement with the bishop of Kammin is more suggestive of
a distancing from the bishopric of Lubusz, which exercised a rare
combination of ecclesiastical and secular authority. It may be
that the Templars at first genuinely believed that they could
gain a more favourable situation in Kostryrl under the margraves'
rule, an expectation which in the event was disappointed.
The new house of Roreke, to some degree anticipated
if not specifically planned for under the bull of 1249, was first
indicated as such in 1261(108); in that year Bishop Hermann of
Kammin made an agreement for the tithe-area of 'Doberan',
presumably to aid the restoration of the Order's fortunes.(109)
The provisions of this act are highly descriptive of the processes
involved in the settlement of colonists, which may, however not
have been achieved, for the property was not, apparently, held
long. (110) Two contemporary acts would appear to form part of

(1O8)I-ycn(cp cit. p 186) givesadateofc. 1248 for the
fou-idation of the ccmidery, prctly follcMing Fboeg' s acaint: " [r Ort
RörChen wird zuerst 1244 gennt (PW 427)... 1248 1st er schcn Sitz einer
Kcrnturei. 1248 ist B. WiiheJJl) va Krmin in Rárchen asend (P18 484).. ni
kdmte vernuten class dils die Eirweihing der Kapelle stattgefuiden hat."
(I-kxxq p 859). (109) 8 February 1261, P18 6% (Ai\ p 232 reports
crily Kehrberg '5 miscfated registraticn of this ant; Riedel has 'Boreke'). A
similar refererie fran 1253 (See beli, p 362 N.bte 149) is arbigious. Frederick
appeared in 1262 without a title. ((IBr 1124), but used the style of 'magister'
(110) (Hoogeq p 860, cf c cit. p 675)
in 1263 (P18 VI 3961).
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a general settlement of boundary disputes. In the first, from
1263, Frederick as head of the Roreke house issued a document
agreeing the boundaries of their respective properties in the
Pyrzyce region with the Cistercian abbey of Belbuck. (111) In an
act issued at Barnim's court in 1264, a property of the Temple in
this district is mentioned in a separate agreement not directly
involving the Order.

112

From this date there were persistent

problems between the Templars' and margraves two towns of Bahn
and Schönfliess.(113)
The Templars were ultimately obliged to ally themselves with the margraves as the growing regional power; however
he Order in consequence suffered loss at the hands of the Pomeranian
dukes. (114) The reward for gaining the trust of the margraves was
the restoration of Sulçcin and the other properties of the
Chwarszczany house which had been confiscated in 1259-62. There
may also have been a reward from the margraves in Pomeranian
territory for the change of allegiance in their grant of the

(111) PLE VI 3961 (1263)
(112) 27 ty 1264, PW 750 (AA p 319 Nb 260)
(113) The nrgraves Otto aid Conrad settled a dispute betten the
t&) towns in 1296. 11 Jine 1296, PLB 1769.
(114) The treaty of 13 Auist 1284 beteen the nrgraves, Otto IV
aid Ccnrad I and the Szczecin-Pcirerania, prirces Bogislaw IV and WisXaw II
contained the fo1ling codicil:" Furthernore Lord Buzlaus uidertakes to
inflict no daiga whatever on any of the nn or properties of the house of the
militia of the Trp1e in Rorik or of the brothers of the }-bspital in Ctai or of
the Cistercians in Colbaz or their ecclesiastical property (sactiinrialiun) which
exist in his lands and (the) towns of Stargard and Pyriz." PLB 1312 It is clear
that the Trplars re allied with the rrrgraves at this date. 1-bogeweg, p 857
ciotes the opinion of Scmrerfeld that the rrrgraves made particular use of the
Order for 'Gerniisinq' purposes. This is sirrply fatuous. Again, (Hoogeweq, p
861): "(terhaipt erfreuten sich ja die Tpelherren der bescrideren Qiist der
Askanier die allerdinga much darin ihren Grind hatte, dass der Orden die Politik
der Askaiier gegen Polen interstützen saUte." This in spite of the fact that it
is barely possible to ascribe a single uiccritestable original donation of any of
the niargraves to the Tiple.
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churches in Chojna.(115
The final addition to the Templars' possessions in
the reduced Pomeranian principality came to the Order as compensation for war damage. This donation, of the waste property of
Kraina, is known from Bishop Hermann's confirmation of 1288.(116)
The continuing pursuit of compensation from the Pomeranian
princes is revealed in a papal commission from 1291, whose
outcome is unknown.(117)
Two acts issued by the Order's own officials from a
later period reveal the extent of the Order's properties in Bahn
and in the neighbouring districts. An act of the commander in
Roreke, Jordan of Esbecke, from 1296 records an enfeoffment in
one of the Bahn vills. (118) Further enfeoffments on demesne
property and the ownership of proprietorial towns can be inferred
from a list of the Order's servants at the chapter of 1303.(119)
The Order's regional presence was latterly marked by
two features already noted in the case of the Hospital: the
service of resident officials, and the entry of local families
into the Order. While some of this membership, even in the
highest rank was Slav, German members frequently came from
families already settled in the region.(120)
(115) The thatic, if it was a ckraticn, was given in an act of
the margraves Otto and Ccnrad of 1282 (preserved in a confiriiticri of the bishcp
of Kaimin, dated 5 Nbvenber 1304, RB 2189).
(116) RB VI 4(1)9.
See ove pp 347-8
(117) 27 Septarter 1291, RB VI 4023. The (a of
cjieburg was charged to investigate the ccrcplaint of the 'ngistri' in "Lesnic"
and "Roreke". (118) 25 February 1296, RB 1758. Cf p 333 Nbtes
17-19. The many nate chaqes indicate extensive resettlarent.
(119) 21 1pril 1303, given in Lietzen. PLB VI 4067 provides a
detailed descriptici of an enfeoffricnt in the Order's Roreke prcperty of Liewene.
(120) The last preceptor 'Jaisz' (GenTa,ised in V. I-krmayr to
Canussius). The Esbeke Ianily (of the preceptor Jorcian)were vassals of BogisZaw •
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6

Donations to the Temple in Mazovia and MaZopolska

Donations to the Temple in the remaining Polish
principalities, although geographically remote from the Lubusz
region probably originated in the context of the concerted
bolstering of the Order and the bishopric of Lubusz by all the
Piast Princes. (121) There is, however, no indication, in particular
none in the record of the Order's provincial officials, that
would permit the conclusion that 'houses' of the Order, of the
kind which undeniably existed in Oleénica, Lietzen and Chwarszczany, and at a later date in Roreke and Czaplinek, were intended
in the remaining Polish territories. It is an absurd, albeit a
frequent, practice to describe every named property of the
Hospital and Temple as a 'commandery'.(122)
Nor is it certain that the properties in Malopolska
and Mazovia which are the subject of these fugitive references
were intended, as was the case to a varying degree in Wie1kiawie
and Daber, and of course in the groupings already named, to be
the site of new settlement. It cannot be excluded that the Temple
owned properties, as other large religious bodies did, remote
from their normal sphere of influence and from their larger
holdings. (123)

(121) See ove, p 334
(122) Lke-thtersucftnn 12ff cscribes three prcperties as
'cannideries' with little apparent justification, Cf Nbtes 92 and 152
(123) Ljke-1htersuhirwn, bc. cit., cnerally characterises
prtperty not capable of association with a hwse or 'ccnnndery' as 'Stre.tesitz';
althouçji the context of benefaction and sthsecient caiership can in nDst cases be
sqplied. The chapter heading "Besitzuigen in den Diözesen Plock md Krakau"
caitai.ns no clue to tkat differentiation was intended in the eventual tr4<.
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There is a single donation to the Temple by a
Mazovian prince, that made by BolesXaw in 1239, but this is not a
certain indication b y any means that property was held in Mazovia
or the P%ock diocese. (124)
This donation, however, marks the starting-point of
W. Kuhn's discussion of plans to involve the Temple in a frontier
role on the Malopoiskan frontier. A papal letter from 1257 to the
archbishop of Gniezno and bishop of KrakOw describes this
abortive scheme, which aimed at nothing less than the creation of
a new bishopric in association with the prince of MaZoPolska.(125)
The association of new bishop and military order is recognisably
modelled on the arrangements made between bishops and local or
'national' military orders elsewhere (126) and in Poland for the
orders of Calatrava and DobrzYr. (127) It was under such an
(124) 1 Cbtcber 1239, N\ p 334 Note 307. Ula-u'iski ptblished
several of the arts first rrede available in AA in C4'N, but this is the only one
relating th a possible Nbzoviai site. Kth,-Ritterorden als GrenzhUter, p 43 Notes
97 and 98 records identifications Aiich have been proferred, but further rrks
that these were "nicht ai der Fidengrenze", and that the grant was "not yet"
ccrriected with the defence of the land, which in a way is no iiore than the truth.
(125) The letter of Alexander IV to the ardtishcp of Quiezno aid
the bith:p of Krakwi dated 1 February 1257, Preuss. Lb I (2) Nb 4, cf Kitri, q.
cit. p 49 Notes 119-121, Schferling-Die Teipeiherren p 159. Kihi cp cit, p
42-52, is informative on the backgrcxrid of curial and regional politics which
gave rise to the project aid its association with the aibitions aid brief
crusading cannission of Barthulaiew of Prag.ie ("von n wir our die I-rkt.nft aus
Prag, nicht die völkische Zugehöri<eit kernen"). His aaxnt also siplies the
explanation of why it was not inplerrented.
(126) Kthi cp cit. p 50 makes this juckient, which is surely
correct. fti the date of introdjcticn, Kthi, cp cit. p 49 Note 121 says that the
date of 1250 in sctie acaxrits is "cfrie Oellerbeleqe u-id tirsdieinlich our in
von 1257 riJckwrtsgreifender Schatzuiq", but the source is surely the follcing
entry in the Kdnig manuscript in the Sornerburg archive: "Arrio 1250 Teirplarii
cepert.nt riultas arces ud fluvitji Bug in Polaiia." (M p 335 Note 308)
(127) Xi-I Nk-0er Orden zu Dcbrin p 344 plaes the introcicticn
of the tt 'national' orders of Caltrava aid [)abrz1 in 1228. G. Labua-Nojstarsze
d<urnty p 133 previously estlished 1229-33 for the cbcunt first rrEnticning
the brothers of Calatrava in 'Thyua', thus correcting R. Frydrythcicz's
cpinicn that they were introciced in 1198.
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arrangement that the Teutonic Knights were introduced to Prussia.f128)
Although the VukOw project came to nothing, it seems
probable that residual possessions. - most probably castellany
revenues rather than fortresses, - iere still held in the KrakOw
diocese at the time of the Temple's suppression. (129)

This episode, although instructive, can hardly be
held to have been typical of the Temple's experience: and to
offer a description of the role of the Hospital and Temple in
[astern Europe, in which only this interlude is extensively
discussed is surely misleading, for there was no question of
their holding a boundary against eastern heathens: that is unless
the power of Brandenburg is intended under such a descriPtion.(130)
(128) K. (k5rski-Pastj krzyzaclde establishes the necessary
perspective m the tripartite relatimship of bishop, abbot and order, tiiith is
also ackirbrated in Beminioven 's accoint of the Srd-Brothers in Livonia.
(129) This is indicated by the inclusion of the bishop of Krakow
arong the addressees of pal bulls following the sippression of the Tiple, and
perheos nnre firmly by the title of the recipient of King Acblf's privilege of
1295,Bernard of [verstein, "preceptori et fratribus rnilitiae t'rpli in partibus
Polcnie. Pcireranie. Cassibie. Cracouie et Slauie ccnstituti" (AA p 329 Nbte 298)
Sctiferling, pp cit. p 160 Nbte 2, ccting a rk by Scfriirer, says that this
foniula was also used in pal ccnfirtrations; however these are uispecified and
the rrost usual description of the eastern Trplar province was 'Aleuruia aid
Slavia'. There was a particular difficulty in effecting the transfer of fonier
Tiplar property to the I-kspital in frXcpolska, in that the ftspitaller hwse of
Zaqsc was itself abcijt to be sl!Jpressed.
(130) Kthi, op cit pp 42-3 gives a description of the Tiple's
eastern province 4iich is brief, misleading and Aio1ly consistent with his
cbsessiais. "Vor allem zur Sichenxig cihi besiedelter uid politisch strittiger
Grenzgebiete &irden die Tenpler mit Vorliebe berufen." This is s.irptaratic;
indeed it uld be charitable to describe the terirs of his discussion as loaded
with qestimable assurpticns. To give a further exaiple: in establishing
premises for discussion of 'frontier activities' by the Military Orders, Ktin
allows hisrself the following cbservaticn: ". .waren soweit uis eine Nadprufuig
rrtiglich ist, die beteiligten Ritter selbst mit einer elnzigen Ausnne Deutsche.
Das liegt daran, dass die Idee der Ritterorden, die dem einzelnen eine so sdwere
Blirde an Lebensentsang t.nd Pflichten auferlegte, bei Polen md Madjaren nienls
Fuss gefasst hat." (op cit. p 8) It is hoped that the discussion in the preceding
pages of this &rk nay stand in refutation of this judrent.
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(7

The Templar Province of Alemannia and Slavia

The original donations made to the Temple in the Slav
principalities are most likely to have been solicited by officials
of the Order based in eastern Germany, probably in the senior
Saxon house of Halberstadt. Travelling officials played an
important part in the early administration of the Order's
possessions; at a later stage the earlier traditions of seniority
were perpetuated in the emerging provincial hierarchy as houses
were built and came to be represented by resident officials. That
such traditions overrode national boundaries is also apparent in
the case of western Germany where a number of houses were
included within the Order's French Provinces.(131)
Since peripatetic officials were still travelling on
the business of the Order in Hungary and Eastern Europe in 1241,
it seems beyond question that the number of resident Templars on
the Order's properties was very small at that date (132) : their
elevation into a massed force rallied in the defence of Christendom
at Legnica is a ludicrous misinterpretation of the Order's actual
situation and role.(133)

(131)See above, 46ff especially Nktes 33/4. The house of Stpplingerburg also possessed ackninistrative inportance and was of sufficient irrportace
for the I-bspital to resite aie of tl-eir c houses when they accpired it.
ll is confirned by the exaiples fran
(132)That nuitiers were
France at the date of s&ppressicn given in Barber-The Trial of the Templars.
(133)In a letter which I received in 1981, Professor Karol GOrski.
sucjjested that I thuld consider how riny Templars could have been present at
Leqiica. L. Petry and H. AiJin have presented '1241' as Silesia' s '1066': and, in
as far as 'general knowledge' of the sLbject of this study exists, these views,
like the ccrcept of 'Drang nah Osten" (which has been excised fran [liden), are
acepted, ineradicable, and liable to resurfae on odd occasions. The BBC has not
only reenacted in a tableau the participation of the "ftily Orders" at Legiica,
but has also presented the "Siedluigsechichte" interpretation of the Harelin
rats as the solution of a historical mystery. I would it were so.
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As with the Hospital, early donations were made
without designation of houses or officials: all early acts were
addressed simply to the Temple, described as "milicia templi" and
recorded gifts "in subsidium terre sancte". (134) The necessity to
have officials in place to conduct business was also reduced
through the use of intermediaries. 135)
Bishop Henry of Kammin's confirmation of the tithearea in 'Schiedlow' in 1241 was apparently made "ad instantiam
Magistri Gebehardi militiae Templi Praeceptoris."(136)Although
Gebhard is assigned no regional title in his documentary appearances, it is most likely at this early date that he was an
official based in the Order's Saxon seat. The agreement on the
bishop's tithe from Count Mroczko of Pogarel's donation of
Sulecin in 1244 also contains a similar title for Gebhard, but in
this case names four other Templar witnesses: "Fratres de tempLo
Johannes Polonus, Johannes Balke, Jansunus, Martinus" (137) who
were more likely to have been peripatetic officials under the
commission of the preceptor than resident officials.
This last conclusion can be supported by evidence
from the same year of the activity of another Templar, Hermann,
who can be shown to have been the sole senior local representative at this time. In 1244 he witnessed Barnim's grant of Nahausen

(134) This ±irase occurs on its ci in all ts before 1241, and
tFn continued to be used in ccithinatim with specific titles.
(135) 1234, in Stargard. PIE 308
(136) 5113 II 225
(137) Wohlbriick, p 70
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as "Hermannus, Sacerdos et Capellanus Tem P li. (138 ) In a second
act from 1244, establishing the Templar prebend from tithe owed
to the house in Lietzen his seniority and the fact of his
residence appear to be specifically indicated.(139)
The superior province represented by Gebhard at this
date was loosely conceived. The addresses employed in the three
papal bulls of 1247-9 help to make the point, and two of them are
sufficiently close in date to exclude the possibility that any
reorganisation is concealed in their variations: the bull of 1247
is addressed "praeceptori et fratribus domus milicie templi in
alemannia (14Q) those dated 25 and 29 July 1249 both, "magistro
et fratribus militie templi in Alamannia et Polonia" (141) and
that of 2 August 1249, "preceptori et fratribus militie templi in
Alamannia et Sclavia".(142)
The arrangement of Templar witnesses to the agreement
on tithe residues for the Poznañ diocese, issued by Bishop
Boguphal of Poznail in 1251 gives the first indication of a local
hierarchy:
- - qistro Iloame sumo preceptore milicie tTp1i per teuthnian per
Bonian per rrorauiaii et per Polcnian caistituto, et fratribis eius,
viclicet, tgistro Heriiro de Oleiicz, fratre Johame c Oiarchai,
fratre Tydero, fratre Bn.ncre, fratre ktherto, fratre I-nrico, fratre
Larberto, rrediaitibus ngistro Milone et cho HerTraiio canico Li±ucensi"(143)
John's title of 'summus preceptor' may have been a
visiting title analagous to that already noted in the case of the
Hospital; if so the regional head of part at least of the eastern
(138) PW 427 (1244) (139) Wohlbriik pp 70-2 (1244)
". . .Ccnraciis et Ccnradjs. Ca,crdci. I-ernnus Tiplarior. Ca-icnicus. Heinricus
saercks et frater tipli." Henran, the Tip1ar representative was therefore the
first occt.pait of the Terplar prebend in the Lusz c*urch.
(142) PIE 497 For the
(140) PIE 455 (141) SW II 376 aid 378
(143) I*ihlbri.d< p 38
351
sigiificaice of these bulls see wove, p
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province was the 'niagister' Herrnann in Olenica, possibly the
same Hermann who exercised the local headship in 1244. Of the
remaining brothers, John is specifically indicated here as the
representative of the Chwarszczany house, while three of the
remaining brothers, whose names recur, probably had local
responsibilities, and may well have been resident olficials.(144)

The next description of the provincial hierarchy
occurred in the agreement concluded with the archbishop of
Magdeburg in 1253:

"Fratres niilitie tenpli, Fkigr. I-inricus, fr. nes de Zcçolowe, fr.
Ticrus, fr. Widekinus, fr. Sifricbis de Pnvorde, fr. Gerardis de Rie,
Heinricus de ftichowe. Ackncatus in Lubus. Ericus de Borck."(145)
From this it can be seen that Henry had replaced
Hermann as 'magister' by 1253. Siegfried and John were still
provincial officials in 1261, when a further listing in an act of
Bishop Hermann of Kammin reveals that Siegfried had replaced John
in Chwarszczany:

"frater Joharries de Zcqolow, frater Sifrickjs de qverzan, frater Fridericus
de Roreke."(146)
John's seniority in this listing suggests that he had
succeeded Henry as the provincial senior by 1261. However, he did
not witness in the act of 1262, which is effectively a treaty
with the margraves of Brandenburg, although a gap in the published
version may originally have been filled by his name. The listing
on that occasion is as follows:

(144) Bnno in SR 1030 (126W, Henry and Tiderus in 1253 (Wthlbriick
p 180, the agreennt with the arcftishq of Fbgdeburg)
(146) PL 696 (1261)
(145) WchlbrLick p 180
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"presentibus ftiriino Jordo rostri ordinis, (blal<), fratre Sifricb de
Pmvord, fratre Frecriko de Soitwedel, fratre I-nrico de Esebeke, fratre
Cerkiro provisore thius in Leznize."(147)
The subordination of the local head of the Slav
province to the eastern preceptor is again indicated by the
seniority of the preceptor 'Widekinus' in 1253 and of Jordan in
1262. The practice of assigning one of the houses 'in absentia'
to the 'preceptor' may be indicated by the inferior status of the
'provisor' of the Lizenize house, 'Gerkinus' in 1262.(148)
Comparison of the 1253 and 1262 acts also provides
information on the provenance of the Templars in the provincial
hierarchy: Siegfried in Chwarszcany (1261) was the same as
"fratre Sifrido de Anvord" (1253 / 1261), while Frederick in
Roreke (1261) was probably the same "fratre Frederico de Soltwedel"
in 1262. (149) A Templar in the 1262 listing, who was not the
designated head of a house, was "Henric(us) de Esebeke" and so
the member of a family whose local Pomeranian connections are
known. John's name is suggestive of Slav Provenance.(150)
It is notable that so far the title of 'commander'
has not yet been encountered: the first titles denoting rank all
employed the style of 'magister'. Frederick of Roreke issued a
document for the Roreke house on his own account in 1263, styling
himself: "frater Fredericus, ordinis milicie templi ac magister

(147) I8r 1124
(148) ibid.
(149) Riedel I 29 p 4 in 4, kio originally piblished RB 6% frcn
BeckmErn's F, gave the nate as 'Boreke', Aiich recalls Ericus de Borck in 1253.
If the identificatiai and correcticn could also be rreck for 1253, this uld
cbviously have irrplicatims for the date of foudaticxi of the Roreke house.
I-hever, Eric in 1253 cbes not pear to be grotped anig the Trplar witnesses.
(150) Jdi-i 's naie has gererated a great deal of misleadiri
speculaticn. It is cbviously a perscnal nate and not Czlinek.
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domus in Roreke". (151) Ihe style of 'commendator' was first used
as late as 1285, in an act of Bishop Hermann of Kammin.(152)
/n act of the preceptor in Alemannia and Slavia,
Frederick (dictus Silvester from 1288 suggests in its listing of
local representatives that the style of 'commander' had become
the approved one at that date, but also that it was considered
appropriate to indicate the seniority of the head of the local
province by a separate title, thus:
"cbnirus Lbhames capellar*is thrus rnilicie tenpli in olesniz et frater
Jordanus dictus de Esbeke, carndator in lizeniz prefate daius rnilicie
trpli per alennian et slavii uice preceptor et H. dictus barvus
ccnEndetor in olesniz, fr. Vtrke, frater Th. anticps celerarius et frater
albertus dictus do açpelirxieborch "(153)
After Frederick's appearance in the preceptor's title
with Jordan of Esebeke as his designated vicepreceptor in 1288,
it is slightly surprising to find Bernard, - the representative
of the Roreke house in 1285, - also styling himself in 1291:
"nos frater Bernarckis dictus de Cuistein (Everstein?) unilis preceptor
ckmrun nuflcie terpli per Polonian, Sciavian, \bvan Terran et rrgister
curie jarczan s. •(154)
The papal commission of Nicholas IV from 1291
indicates, however, that there were two holders of this office.(155)
(151) P113 VI 3961 The editors of Voluie VI of Pciwrsthes Urkuidenncnetheless
surirrise this act: " [r Tipler-4<crntur. . .etc."
bich
(152) 25 kwst 1285, RB 1352. This act was witnessed by t
rrirbers of a new generation of local officials, tius: "frater Heinricus, Ccinimdotor thrus do (iarzan, frater Bernarcis in Rorek, et frater heinricus presbiter
ibichn." (153) 30 me 1288 (irçibflshed) PI4 742 (Stenzel bc cit.! von
Horrrayr bc cit.) I have corrected 'Parvus' in v. Fbrrryr' s piblication of parts
of this ckcurnt to 'barvus' (154) 13 Noventer 1291, P113 1596.
This title with Poland at the head of the list of provirces rray have been a
courtesy rec.jired by the fact that the docunt in cjestim was issued in
Wielkopolska for the Czaplinek prcerty. (155) 27 Septenter 1291, P18 VI 4023
has "Iordain do Esebeke, in Lesnic, et BernarcIin do Eversten, in Rorekeni thinrun
eiusthn militie ccnrrendatores, procuratores dictorun preceptoris et fratrun." The
preceptor is uTlared, Liit was Frederick (Wildengraf) Silvester in 1289 and 1292.
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In 1296 Jordan of Esebeke's title had reverted to simply that of
commander of Roreke. (156 The Templar Bertram, who issued an act
for the 0lenica house in 1294, is more likely to have been
Frederick's successor, than the member of the provincial hierarchy
of the same name who is encountered slightly later.(157)The
provincial hierarchy was fully described for the last time in a
document issued at the provincial chapter in Lietzen in 1303.(158)
The preceptor for the province of Alemannia and Slavia was then
Frederick of Alvensleben.(159)
A conversion of local reponsibility into highranking office, already seen in the case of the Hospital, may
account for the titles and the activity of the two vice-preceptors
in 1291. Finally, in 1308, a local provincial official used the
title of preceptor in his own right, styling himself: "Janussius,
ordinis milicie Templi Preceptor humilis et Magister curie
Olesnicz . (160) Whether Janussius had managed, as local Hospitallers
had, finally to combine the provincial title with his local
office, whether he was indeed Frederick of Alvensleben's successor
in the prioral. title, or whether both were the case, is not
known.
(156) 25 February 1296, PW 1758
(157) 6 Ny 1294, SR 2316. Bertran is described sinply as "Kczntur"
in Griiiagen 's registration. F-kever in a charter of the saie year frcin Moravia
his style s: "BerchraTus dictus de Czwek, [mDrufl militie lèrpli per AlTIa1ian,
Schlavian, Boeiiia et F4ravian ftnülis preceptor." (von I-krrnayr, bc cit.) There
was a separate ngister's title for Bdnia ad Jbravia in 1297 (ibid.).
(158) 21 April 1303, P113 VI 4067, as follcMs: ". .frater Arnolis
de Kmingesberch capellarus cbn.is tenpli, frater lordarus, riaqister in Roreke,
frater Nicolaus, nagister in Trpelborch, frater Bertran de Velthirn, magister
curie in Licenizze, frater IchErres de 1chin, frater Henricus de Bollande. . ."
(159) V. Honyr, bc cit. (1308).
(160) 9 Septrber 1308, (trp.blithed) P11 744 (SR 3011) 2
chaplains (cre belonging to the house of 0lenica, and me Janussius 's o%.n) and 6
brothers, including a 'magister' also witress this act.
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(8)

The Transfer of Templar Property to the Hospital

The transfer of Templar properties, following the
Order's suppression, to the Hospital was attended by difficulties
directly attributable to papal policy, which was impractical and
ill-conceived at every stage: in first demanding that property
should be handed over to its own designated 'conservators' the
papacy ensured that its later instructions for a direct transfer
to the Order of St. John were obeyed, if at all, with an illgrace. (161) Where property was recovered, it was the local
standing of the Hospital's officials which determined the level
of success. The recovery of Templar houses and their reconstitution as Hospitaller 'commanderies' became a particular objective
of officials in the provincial hierarchies of Silesia and
Pomerania within the two new priorates of Bohemia and Brandenburg.
(161) The rrost direct inforrrticn on papal policy is available for
the Kairnin diocese. The papal instruction ordering the transfer of Tiplar
property to the Order of St. liii was the bull of 2 hhy 1312, 4iich was sent to
ti-ie archbishcp of Cuiiezno and bishops of Karinin and Poznal (RU V 2722 / FlJ1p II
954); but this was evidently ineffective. A danaging precedent for drawing
ircans frcin the properties was set by the provisions made for pensions for
forner Teiplars and on 1 [cerrber 1318, Pope Jcim XXII ordered an investigation
of the practice in the Kaimin diocese, further ordering that the ftspitaflers
should be allced to rake respcnsions frcni the Teiplar properties. (PLB V 3224,
cited in I-kxgeweg p 868). Needless to say, this situation is not consistent with
an effective transfer having taken place. /n earlier letter of 30 Juie 1318,
instructing the archbishop of Fcjieburg and bishop of Karmin to enforce the
return of alienated Terplar çpods to the I-bspitaflers (PW V 3200), reinforces
the isipression of hopelessness. The next stage was the appointnent of 'Conservators' for the I-bspital. Ch 19 ft±cber 1319, Jthi XXII issued t cczrniissicns: in
me appointing the bishop of Karrnin, the abbot of F-nryk and the provost of
1-bly Cross in Wroclaw: in the other the bishops of Kairnin aid Havelberg aid the
dean of 1-bly Cross in Hildesheim, to this fuiction; and so indicates that the
papacy's attention was focussed on the properties in Silesia aid the frbrk. (PIB
VI 4124) The papal instructions re literally dead letters, only useful in so
far as the I-bspitallers could find applications for then in existing negetiations.
See, for exaiple, Nbte 164.
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It is simplest to consider the situation in Poland
first of all: here there was a total failure to effect the
transfer of Ternplar properties, notwithstanding papal letters to
the archbishop of Gniezno and bishops of Poznarl and KrakOw, and
the appointment of 'conservators'. The reasons for this will be
readily apparent: the Zagoth, Zblcz and Niemojewo properties
were the subject of an order of sequestration from 1321. The
Polish province of the Hospital as a definable entity had ceased
to exist, and the Poznañ house, as has been indicated in a
previous chapter, from this date existed as an outpost of the
Bohemian Priorate.(162)
The Silesian experience, by contrast, might credibly
be represented as optimal. Here, in 1314, Conrad Gracz held the
title "commendator seu preceptor curie quondam templariorum in
Olsna situ prope Olaviam civitatem", and conducted business in
respect of the Order's ProPerty. (163) This suggests a local
occupancy designed to preserve the interests of the defunct
order. Subsequently, too, the court of the bishop of WrocXaw was
prepared to issue judgements defending Hospitaller rights in
former Templar property. The first Hospitaller commander in
Olenica, Kitthel of Kitlitz was energetic on the house's behalf
and his family connexions suited him admirably for his task. The
Hospitallers of the Silesian hierarchy were frequently eminent
members of the Bohemian priorate with access to Silesia's Czech
overlords. Even so, several of the property interests of the

(162) The Polish priorate, Aiich had certainly existed within the
Bd,ni provirce, vanished fran sit: indeed Elaville le Roulx wrote in the
Intrcxiiction th CC that the project of creating a Polish priorate s never
(163) Stenzel p 124 / Heyne p 264
realised.
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Olenica house were lost before its transfer to the Hospital and
others needed to be recovered through Purchase.(164)

The seizure of Templar property in the Mark by the
margraves of Brandenburg was prompt and total. The bishop of
Lubusz experienced difficulty in obtaining the property of Werbig
which he had bought from the Order before its suPPression.(165)
In December 1311 the margraves made a tithe-agreement in their
own right for the Czaplinek properties with the bishop of
Poznar5. (166) The Hospitallers cannot initially have been sanguine
about their prospects of getting the margraves to disgorge: they
felt sufficiently insecure in the grant of the church in Choszczno from 1309 to seek a papal confirmation for it in 1312.(167)
In 1318, however, representatives of the Hospital's
regional hierarchy of the eastern German province were able to
obtain an agreement with the margraves under which they nominally
received the return of the town of Sulçcin but were obliged to
offer it to their overlords as a pledge for a loan of 1200
marks. (168) The actual return appears to have occurred only in

(164) See above, Secticn 3. Kitthel was first rrEntimed as
ccninder in a act of 6 February 1321 (irpblished) N1 747. Sucess in recovering prcperties in the Swichica district (cf above p 341 Nbte 59) may acccuit for
the lodging of a papal letter in the ZXotoryja holding of Pt1 (P41 231). It may
have been lodged there following its use to cbtain a specific prqerty. The
ckcuint itself is a notarial ccpy of the appointn.nt of the abbots of Pula Reqia
and Bru-ijvia as 'ccxiservators' for the Fbspital, Aiith is u-published and
uiregistered in SR. (165) The bishq's title to rbig was recogiised
in an act of 7 February 1311, (I)Br IV 573. The Trple had also sold Zicher in
1305 (tthlbrik3< p 632) and these sales are indicative of the financial pressures
of the last years of the Order's existence.
(166)27 Ecrber 1311, PW 2696
(167)The denaticri of the patrcriage in Choszczro in 1309 (CC 4851)
was made to Ulrich Schwabe. The papal caifirtim of 3 lily 1312 is coted in
(168) 29 Jatiary 1318, Riedel I (19) p 128 N.b 8 (P18 3166)
M.
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1350 when the Herrenmeister Hermann of Werberg received it.(169)

In the interim the Order was driven to the desperate expedient of
soliciting an instrument of donation from the Silesian prince of
G%ogOw, an expedient which suggests an early creative use of the
inherited Templar archive. (170) The Hospital's negotiating
officials in 1318 were Paul of Modena, Lilrich Schwabe, Gebhard
von Bortfelde and George von Kerckow. (171) The good relations that
undoubtedly existed between Ulrich and Gebhard and the rulers of
the Mark were clearly insufficient to achieve the full restoration
at which the Hospitallers aimed. Thus, the attribution to Gebhard
of the style of commander in Tempelburg (Czaplinek) in a papal
(169) "Erst an Encie des Jahres 1350 kaii diese Stadt dirdi eiri
von den beiden Markgrafen, Ltxiewig md Ludewig c Rer, mit cf Heermeister
(sic) Heniin von Werberg geschlossenen, seinan Irèialte nadi noch uteknten,
Vergleich fUr iirrrer an den Jdiarniter-Orden." ('thlbrick p 594, cf the cautious
restatnt in M p 306 Nbte 220). Pcts issued by rgrave Ludwig for I-Iernm of
rberg fran 10 February 1351 (for [hiarszczany, Oelriths-Beitrge pp 162-4 Nb
31), aid 15 kiist 1352 (confirming the churches in Clojna, AA p 308 Nbte 225
fran Kehrberg) are knon. WdilbrLd< is generally too accurate for an irrputaticn
of confusion th be nade, so there nay have been a third act covering the final
restoration of Sulçcin.
(170) 21 February 1322, Riedel I (19) p 129 Nb 9. Gebhard von
Bortfelde, here with the title "de ordire Hospitalis Sancti Joa-nis Jerosolirnitani,
per Paeraiiaii, Thuringiaii, Nbrchian, Slavian ejusdi Ordinis Vice gist(er)"
paid Prince Henry an wspecified sua th cbtain this confirnation. The rationale
of its solicitation was surely the references to Henry the Bearded in extant
Trplar titles as an original benefactor (aithi4i the dmor of Sulcin itself
had of course been Couit Mrcczko).
(171) "Bruder Paulus von F&xtyna, de Caimendir iss tu Erford vn tu
Ccpstede, vn en Statholder Bruder Leonarckis von Tybertis, de en Visitator iss
dess Hospitals Synte Johamis van Jerusali, in alien Landen vppe dese sit des
Nèeres in Dudschan Lande, Benn, Genrarcken, Seden vn Nbrgen .. siner Broder
der Ccirnenckir, de hierna screven stan, Bruder Ulrich des Swaues tu Gardce vn tu
Nnarc, Bnider Gert van Bortvelde tu Bnnswik vn tu Goslar md Bruder
Georgius van Kercc tu Zachan." (PW 3166) See wove, Diapter 5 Section 6,
especially p 326 Nbte 92. The distribution of titles beteen the three I-bspitallers indicates seniority rather than a particular local fuiction. This is
Ulrich's last appearance. Gebhard's later prainscujus use of styles is not
strai$tforward but its uiderlying logic is nct ineluct±le: for exarple the use
in 1320 of the titles of Zachan and of Tenpelburg was intended in both cases
siirply to specify elennts of the larger provinical title hith he claimed.
George later used the title of cciuiaider of Nenerow.
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instruction from 1320 probably indicates the hope rather than the
fact of its recoverY.(172)

The further interest of the agreement of 1318 lies in
the promise of protection which is contained in its preamble for
the Hospital in its own and in the former Templar goods. This
statement of benevolent intent could also be taken to imply that
the recognised Templar houses were indeed made over to the
Hospital at this point. However, the transfer of the four houses
of Roreke, Lietzen, Chwarszczany and Czaplinek was not recorded
in any formal agreement and can only be inferred, - with caution,
- in the first three cases from the appearance of Hospitallers
with the title of commander in these houses.
John of Sandow was named as commander in Lietzen in
1321. (173) The situation of the Lietzen house is likely to have
been the most simple to resolve since it lay outside the margraves' direct political authority.
The fact that in Szczecin-Pomerania the local princes
remained liable to oppose the Hospital's ambitions is possibly
recalled by the nomenclature in an act from 1334(174), which may
(172) 16 [cøther 1320, PW 3426, refers to the preceptors Paul of
Fkxna in Saxmy and Gettard vm Bortfelde in Terrpelburq. Ch 29 Septerrber 1321
Gebhard as cainider in Brawsdweig, and describing himself as Paul's deputy,
ccncluded the inportant agreent with Prirce Otto for the transfer of the
Sipplingorburg goods. Pf]ix<-Harttuig-Die Anfnge, Pnhang b. 11
(173) kJh1brUc3< p 592
(174) 6 lily 1334, PLB VIII 5176. "in discretoruri vironin testiun
infrascriptorun et rrei pthlici notaril sthscripti presercia constituti hmoriles
yin dcrnini Fthiincjius è Buyt camEndator (,)Ioha-ries de Stetin prior in Roreke
(,) fratres ordinis sarcti Icharis Iherosolimitani (,) req.iisiveruit n (,) ut
qandan litteran infrascriptan inspiceres, transcriberes, ccpiarern.. etc. " An
adjustifEnt of puictuaticn (given here as in PIE), adiüttedly against the parent,
indeed seningly self-evident, sense of the at msy be required. (ctd.)
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even indicate that the dependencies of the Roreke house had not
yet been completely transferred. The purpose of the act of 1334
was to obtain a transumpt of the margraves' instrument of
donation of the church in Chojna from 1282; consequently, this
transaction could well have marked the prelude to the actual
transfer of this, and possibly of all interests of the former
Roreke house to the HosPital. (175) Gebhard von Bortfelde, the
Herrenmeister, described the Chojna church as "Ecciesiam ad Domum
nostram Röricke pertinentem" in 1335(176) which would suggest
that the transfer in both cases had proceeded; even so a further
confirmation of the Hospitallers' right of patronage in Chojna
needed to be issued in 1352.(177)

(174, ctd.) The title of 'prior' as a I-bspitaller office in suth a
context is u-usual. The prior of the Szczecin foirdaticn had, hcever, been
assigied interests in the I-bspital 's Zac{i estates curing the earlier cparrel
with the Paeraiian prirce. (See above p 278 r'bte 54). Nbr is I-ming explicitly
described as caniaider in Roreke. This may be nitpicking. The context of issue of
the act was quite corceivably that of an occasion here nits ere picked.
(175) I-kogeweq cp cit. p 897 gives Herning (1334) as the first
caimai-r in Roreke and the date of his death as 1344. (èrhard of Eltze, his
sccessor is kno crily fran the listing of the hierarchy in 1345 (AA p 243)
(176) 2 i4pril 1335 (In Fierow) P1.8 VIII 5260. Cethard, with the
title "preceptor neralis .. per Saxcnian Marchiaii et Slavian made provision for
the altar of St. Catharine in the Chojna church, kiich had previcx.sly been
enckd by t fanilies (possibly also by that of Wartefterg). This entailed
replacing reverues frcrn the the totn of 8th-i, Aiich the irtabitaits re m
icriger willing to pay, with other revenues including rents purchased on the
(harszczany estate. The provircial hierarchy of 1334 pears in the witnesslist: "(irraied) thais de (jarczan, fratris Jdiarriis de Biic in Rorike et fratris
Adalfi de Svalerberch (later carmander in Skarszewy and Nierc) in Myrci et
fratris Flinrici Paris in Vezna ccsmndatorun." The witness-list was headed by
"Jchanes de Warderterqie ordinis rnilicie trpli quondan predictus" This may be
ccnpared with the confirition by Marqrave Ludwig in 1351 of Jc1m of Warterberg's
provision for ai altar of St. Catharine in the 'cella' at Charszczany (OelrichsBeitrge 31). It may ell be that the situation of the I-kjspital in Chjna had
rsened by the latter date as a result of a lcng-nrning feud tiith develc.ped
with the irtiabitants, allied with the fanily of von Wedel (I-kJcx]eweg p 897). Ciso
von Wartererg was ccnrTalder in Roreke in 1361 (Hooge .eg, p 898) The fanily' 5
ccrnecticns in Gdaisk-Pciierania have previously been described.
(177) Kehrberg (1) p 52 Section X / 4 (AA p 308 N¼j 225)
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The Hospitallers also recovered, at least nominally,
the town of Bahn, but the obstacles to its peaceful possession,
which had already been apparent under the Templars' ownership,
were still Present (178) and eventually it was sold to Prince
Barnim III. (179) The Roreke house, which had the supervision of
these interests was finally resited in Wildenbruch, a decision
influenced by persistent difficulties in its existing site.(180)

Two listings of the Hospital's provincial hierarchy
as it approached a settled form offer an instructive comparison.
The first appears in the act under which Hermann of Werberg made
over the town of Bahn to Barnim III, and is as follows:

Wy Bruder Hemiam von Werberqie, eyn neyne Beyder in Sassen, in der
Marke, in Wendelande ud in Paieren des Ordens sinth Johamis des heyligen
F&ises des F-bspitalis tu Jerusa1e'n, Bruder Diert von Eltze Ccmmndire tu
Rorick, Bnider Jan von yncbrff CarnEnckire tu Zochian, Bruder Borchart
von Salderri CorrirEndire tu (jartzen, Bruder Otto von Steyndel CamEndire tu
Myrcw, Bruder Ulrich von Kaiyiesiarke Cctrnendjre tu der Leyzen uid die
[iieneyne Convent cler versprocken ftise. .etc.(181)
These commanders, with the exception of the representative of Mirow, whose particular official function can be readily
explained, were those responsible for former Templar properties.

(178) According to 1-hogeweg (cp cit. p 879) Bafti was listed altnj
the dJ<e 's tcns in a pal letter fran 1331. He further suggests that its
transfer in 1332 to the I-kjspital can be inferred frau the fact that the tster
caiplained in that year that the irtiabitants had broken their oath of allegiarce;
but it is surely arguable that precisely the qposite infererce cculd be drawn.
ft the sara cy as the sale of the town to the &ke in 1345, Barnisn ordered the
ithabitants to swear an oath of allegiarce and pay SC) rriarks in back rents.
(179) 13 January 1345, AA I pp 242-4, AA XVI p 321 Nbths 266/7
(180) The last ccnTralder in Roreke was Wilhelm 1-blste (1376,
I-kogeweg, cp cit. p 898); the first in Wildethruch, fran 1383, was Heming of
(Intersberg kuo ccTrbined the title with that of Zachan (cp cit. p 902). Dithuiar,
p 39, guoted in AA I bc cit. Nbte 21, placed the transfer in 1382.
(181) AA I pp 242-4
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The earlier listing of the provincial hierarchy in
Gebhard von Bortfelde's act of 1334 for the Roreke house in fact
sufficiently establishes that the transfer of the houses which
had been established by the Tempiars, Chwarszczany, Lietzen and
Roreke had occurred, although the effective transfer in the last
of these cases was probably closer to 1334 than to 1318.

There are two notable omissions from the listing of
1345, Lagow and Czaplinek, whose properties were situated on the
border between the Kingdom of Poland and the Mark. Czaplinek had
been constituted as a house, ruled by a 'magister' before the
Temple's suppression, but the properties of the house in Lagow
were only so organised by the Hospital.
Although Gebhard von Bortfelde employed the style of
commander in 'Tempelburg' (Czaplinek) on two occasions, in
1320 (182) and 1347, it is likely that the earlier use was a means
of registering a claim to the border properties and did not imply
their possession. The instrument of transfer or donation was
issued comparatively late, in 1345 by Margrave Ludwig.(183)Even
then, the act of 1347 in itself does not indicate possession with

(182) 16 [crber 1320, P113 3426
(183) 10 Septiber 1345 KL*4 1246. There are grotrids for &tbting
the effectiveness of this dcriaticri. The sale of half the prqerty in 1334
indicates that the rrrqraves had got into the hit of regarding it as entirely
at their disposal. In 1354 Lud'ig camended the Order for allcming him the use of
the castle in his recent wars, and in 1364 it was offered aTuq prqerties
pledged to Charles IV. In 1368 the overlordship of Czaplinel< and Drawsko (Dreim)
was transferred in a treaty to King Kaziniierz of Poland in exchange for the
prcperty of Recz. The conflicts concluded at this point included a private war
between the I-kispitallers of Czlinek and Barnirn of Pczerania, which caused the
Order to lose reverie frau its Pareranian ci-urches. (t-bogaweg, cp cit. p 896 a-id
po 876-7 for the PalErmian qiarrel concluded by a separate treaty of 23 kqjst
1368, the day before Barnini III's death).
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com p lete certainty, since the business conducted involved a
Pomeranian P ro P ert Y . (184) The later assumption of the title by
Gebhard may also have been a Further instance of the use of a
courtesy title on retirement.

The commandery of Lagow is first encountered in a
list of local titles contained in a papal letter of 1350 (in
which Czaplinek is not mentioned). 185) If the foundation of the
house can be placed between 1345 and 1350, its creation is
understandable both in terms of the desire to have a local site
for the supervision of the interests in Sulcin and the vills of
the surrounding area; and, given its siting on the extreme edge
of the Lubusz diocese, also in terms of the Hospital's ambition
to recover the Temple's former Wielkopoiskan possessions in the
Wielkawie group. (186) A certain solidity and local presence is
also conveyed by a reference to the house of Lagow in an act of
Margrave Ludwig from 1354. (187) It seems possible that for a few
(184) 9 lily 1347. The rent was purchased in Sallentin (Zalceiro)
(185) Hoogetg, op cit. p 896. The caiuinders of Lietzen, Charszcaiy
and Lagc vere nared. This sujsts 1345-50 for the estlithrent of the Law
house. This listing is quoted in Pfli4< .-Harttmg-Die Pnfbnge p 100 fran Bedian's
Kurtze Beschreibuiq der Stadt Fri<furt 100ff. The local hierarchy described in
as the seats of senior
1366 (Preuss. W VI 439) ircluded Trpelburg and La
officials of the eastern provirce.
(186) See shove p 346 Note 82. Sare vills of the Lagci house
beyond the ftra re mare firmly planted in Polish territory. The terrrs in tkiich
Ljke-Grosscbrf describes them as a salient or prczrintory of Cermanthn strike ire
as irbalanced.
(187) 26 August 1354, KC 1324. This act provided that the
property of the bishop and chapter of L..busz "tnd Crutzherren sancti Idimis
Guth t.nd by naen Lagc .i uid alles das dazu gehort t.nd de Stadt Czulentzich"
should be exenpt fran the 'Vogteien' of Drossen (0no) and Sterrlerq (Torzyrn). If
this is caTpared with the redmation of the forriEr Sulçcin vill of Bu±tiolz
(Grshno) by Nrgrave Ludwig in an act of 16 Nbvther 1345 (KD 111248), t4iith
was specifically made to the house in (Thwarszczany, it would appear that the
description of the responsibilities of the house in Lai in 1354 did not apply
in 1345.
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years following its foundation the Lagow house discharged alone
the function of an outpost commandery on the Mark's uncertain
border, which it later shared with the house of Tempelburg
Czaplinek) when the Hospitallers were established there. There
are a number of later instances of bellicosity on the part of
both houses in the border wars between Poland and the Mark.(188)

This account of the Hospital and the Temple in the
lands east of the Oder, with a specific focus for the period
before 1370 on the early medieval kingdom of Poland, has now
reached a vanishing-point, something which is a historiographical
rarity. There would be no point in disputing that the houses of
the Hospital, their own and those inherited from the Temple, now
existed within an entirely altered historical context. However,
in considering their previous existence, it is precisely the
removal, or at least the substantial adjustment, of the perception
of that context which is required if the experience of the
Military Orders, not only in Poland but in those other countries
of Eastern Europe where their presence was fostered, is to be
understood.
(188) Pn incident fran 1406-7 has attracted particular attentiai,
aid is described in F%edd, cp cit. (fran DZugosz-Hist. III 565). Having
received Drawsko aid Czlinek fran the nergraves, the Haspitallers refused
JagieZlo' s thind for harge aid the placing of a garriscri aid the two tcwis re
storired after a four-day resistance. DXugasz also attributes the loss of Santck
to the Hark to the intriies of the Hospitallers; this judgrent may have sore
justice since the Order held in their archive cbcurents recording grants to the
Teiple fran the early thirteenth century by the use of t4iith they could, parently,
have claiired large swathes of territory m the Polish border, Realistically,
I-uever, it is hard to see the frcritier camaderies of Lagc aid Terpelburg as
anything rre than catsps of the Hark. If, in the history of the two Orders in
the lands east of the Oder tEiich has been described in these pages, this alme is
to be reinrbered, as is indeed the case in sate versicns, it may be worth
caisideriag lu su±i a grotesq..ie inisrepresentatim could be gererated.
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CONCLUSION: THE TRANSMISSION OF CRUSADING IDEOLOGY IN
EASTERN EUROPE
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CONCLUSION

It was suggested originally in this work that the
measure of a country's crusading association should be taken from
the experience within it as recipients of benefaction of the
Orders of the Hospital and the Temple. It has now been seen that
Prince Henry of Sandomierz's donation in Zago

may be character-

ised as a "Second Crusade" contact: that the agitation surrounding
the preaching of the Third Crusade brought the Hospital new
benefaction, and also caused to be expanded projects of donation
which were already planned; one eventual Hospitaller house in
Poland certainly, another possibly, originated in a crusader's
benefaction. The chronology of benefaction for the Temple is also
consistent with a pattern which can be established more clearly
inside Germany, under which the core endowment of eventual houses
is to be associated with times of crusading agitation.
When the situation of the Bohemian province of the
Hospital before 1250 is considered, it can be seen that members
of sponsoring families made pilgrimages, or joined the Order as
members. Local recruitment continued into the fourteenth century.
Particular devotional interests were associated with both Orders,
including the practice of local pilgrimages, which undoubtedly
derived from their original standing as crusading orders. The
protection and toleration shown by bishops and princes was
likewise conditioned by, and premised upon, the Orders' crusading
role in Outremer: notwithstanding frequent and fatuous assertions
to the contrary, they had no commission to defend the eastern
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frontier of Europe against Sla y s, heathens, heretics, or other
uncivilised elements in any combination. Where, indeed, is this
frontier? Certainly not on the River Oder.
There are indications of crusading enthusiasm in
Piast Poland and in Pomerania to match, or to exceed at certain
dates, what can be produced for other societies. Comparison made,
where appropriate, with the situation in countries bordering
Poland also suggests strongly that Czech and Hungarian crusading
contacts could be chronicled employing the methodology of the
present work; indeed analagous results could be obtained from
several European countries. In so far as the subject matter of
this thesis relates to a topic of general interest, it is that of
the transmission of crusading ideology, which had ramifications
for the social and political development of proto-nation states
in the later medieval period that should not be ignored.
In countries which accepted Christianity in the ninth
and tenth centuries, whose experience of integration within the
Christian community of the Latin West, as Professor Kloczowski
has suggested, displays recurrent similarities, the acceptance of
crusading ideology was a feature of the greatest significance.
While it may be correct, and even genuinely perceptive, to speak
of subscription to crusading ideals, whether at an earlier or a
later date, as a matter of being "in the fashion", the sardonic
quality of such a comment should not be allowed to obscure just
how important keeping abreast of the fashion actually was. The
advantages derived from its crusading association by the Czech
Crown (this too would be a fit subject for a separate study) have
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been briefly indicated here.
For Poland, in the final reckoning, when benefaction
to the Miechowites, the Sword-Brothers in Dobrzyñ, the Teutonic
Knights in NamysXów, and the Order ofCalatrava in Tymawa: not to
mention the long underwriting of the Teutonic Knights in Prussia,
and the transient hope for a missionary bishopric for the
Ruthenians under the protection of the Temple in VukOw, are all
added into the balance with the support of the Hospital, which came before all these other manifestations, - and the
sponsorship of the Temple in the Lubusz territory, it may be
concluded that Polish and Pomeranian princes, too, aimed to adapt
crusading institutions for their own purposes; if they did so
less skilfully than, for example, the Czech rulers, they were
ultimately the heavier losers for this failure. It may soothe
national pride, - or fit in with a national prejudice of quite
opposite tendency, - to declare that Poles were habitually
uninterested in crusading, but if a single appropriate conclusion
were to be chosen for the present work, it would be the assertion
that the opposite is true.

Something has been said here of the local presence of
the two international Orders, which was at first maintained by
officials appointed from outside, and later also from within the
regions in question: officials might serve over several years,
engaging in local affairs and, at a later date, having definable
local political associations and ambitions.
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The sensitivity of the Military Orders to changing
political divisions found striking illustration in the Hospital's
changing administrative arrangements for its houses in SzczecinPomerania and the Mark. Yet, to a general clarification of the
national provincial obedience of religious orders in Pomerania
and Silesia which has occupied historians in recent years, may be
added confirmation of the range of authority of the original
Bohemian province and the existence of a Polish priorate of the
Hospital. The situation which has been described here for the
crusading period underwent significant alteration from about
1290. The fourteenth-century history of the Crand-Priorates of
Bohemia and Brandenburg, for which some new information has been
provided, invites further examination.

The setting of appropriate priorities for
discussion within this work has necessitated a less prominent
discussion of' those questions of putative colonisation and
transmission of cultural influence, which in many accounts
provide the sole framework for discussion: in short, the removal
of a 'Germanocentric' viewpoint. The justification for this
proceeding should not need to be argued repeatedly. However, it
may be as well, in order to anticipate any objection that this is
an easy target, or an otherwise unjustified one, to add a few
observations to complement those given elsewhere.
Following a legion of nineteenth-century historians,
whose aim was to chronicle the Silesian and Pomeranian 'Heimat',
proponents of the academic disciplines of 'Siedlungsgeschichte'
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and 'Ostforschung' promoted, in what was intended as a more exact
historiographical scheme, arguments and methodologies, which are
open to the most severe and fundamental criticism; opinions which
might in other circumstances be seen as quaintly picturesque, if
ill-informed and prejudiced, and which informed work that was
well-intentioned and useful, were later infected with the
elements of delusion and insanity of Nazi ideology.
This is not to deny that the detailed researches of
H. Lüpke and W. Kuhn have produced results which are of great
value, or that more carefully defined enquiries by modern German
historians, although possessing a German focus, are entirely
justifiable and are a valuable aid to understanding the history
of Eastern Europe.
The particular damage has in all cases resulted from
an over-willingness to draw large conclusions. The manner in
which H. Hoogeweg, whose knowledge of the history of the Pomeranian
church must strike an English reader as Knowlesian, was led into
absurdity, - mooting that an area was not Germanised because it
contained within it a Slav clergyman, - has already been the
subject of illustrative quotation. I am no more convinced that
questions of the relative stages of regional development, the
geographical spread of the emergence of a money economy, the
relative liberty and autonomy of rural and urban populations can
be related to argumentative models which are basically the same.
If there is a simple lesson to be learned from error
on these points, it is that 'German law', the presence of a
German population, and German colonisation are not equivalent:
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indeed the identification by Professor HK Schuize of Slav
settlements under German law in eastern German principalities
neatly ecapsulates precisely that reversal of facile assumptions,
which is a necessary prelude to meaningful discussion. From the
considerable body of available material, a representative part of
which I have attempted to organise for analysis and discussion in
the present topic, I do not doubt that answers will eventually be
provided to many questions concerning the social and economic
development of Eastern Europe in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries: however, it is these questions which the frequently
tendentious terms of earlier discussion have served to obscure.
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A LIST OF PLACE-NAMES I\ POLISH, GERMAN AND CZECH
A. SILESIA
Biala, (N.E. Prudnik
Brzeq
Bardo
Chmielno
Cieplowoda
Cieszyri
Dzierzoniów
C%ownino
Glubczyce
Grobniki
Jaroszów
Kamieniec
Klodzko
VosicSw
Lwówek
Makowo
Koile
Namys low
Nysa
Olawa
O1enica
Opawa
Pieszyce
Pijawa
Siedlec
Strzegom
5widnica
TurOw
TyvSczyk
Ujazd
WiqziSw
Wielki Tyniec
Wroclaw
Ziebice
Zitawa
Zlotoryja
Zólkiewka

Alt-Zülz
Brieg
Warthe
Rauske
WarmbrUnn
Tscheschen
Reichenbach
Glofenau
Leobschütz
Grdbnig
Jarischau
Kamenz
Glatz
Lössen
Löwenberg (Lemberg)
Makau
Kosel
Nimptsch
Neisse
Ohlau
Klein-Oels
Iroppau
Peterswald
Beilau
Sedlitz
Striegau
Schweidnitz
Thauer
Klein-Tinz
Ujest
Wansen
Gross Tinz
Breslau
MUnsterberg
Zittau
Goldberg
Pilgrimshayn
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Tesin

Hlubcice
Hrobniki.

Kladzko

Opava

Zitava

B. POMERANIA, LUBUSZ AND THE MAR<

Banie
Cedynia
Chojna
Chorytuwo
Choszczno
Chwarszczany, KwarczarS
Cychry
Czaplinek
Czarnków
'Doberan'
Drawako
Drezdenko
Dartowo
Gabno
Cdaisk
Coleniów
Vagów
Lizenize'
Lubieszów
Lubusz
Kamieñ
Kolbacz
Kolobrzeg
kostrzytl
Krono
Maluszów
Miedzyrzecz
My1ibórz

I3ahn
Zehden
Königsberg id Neumark
KUrtow
Arnswalde
Quartschen
Zicher
Tempelburg
Czarnikau
Daber
Draheim
Driessen
RUgenwald
Buchholtz
Danzig
Gal mow
Lagow
Lietzen
Liebschau
Lebus
Kanmin
Kolbatz
Kolberg
Küstrin
Crössen
Malosow
Meseritz
Soldin
Drossen
Pyritz
Reetz
Rörchen
Zantoch
Schöneck
Schiawe
Sonnenburg
Stepenitz
Zachan
Zielenzig
Stettin
Sternberg
Usch
Deutsch-Krone
Filehne
Grossdor f
Seeren
Bentschen

Ono
Pyrzyce
Recz
'Roreke' (Rurki)
Santok
Skarazewy
Slawno
SXorsk
Stepenica
SucharS
Sulecin
Szceczin
Torzym
IJjcie
Wajcz, 'Kron'
Wieleri
Wielkawie
Zarino'
Zbçszyii
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 1):

ARCHIVAL

The original archival research for this thesis was
carried out at a single location, the Archive of the Maltese
Order in the Central State Archive in Prague, which I visited in
1984. The choice of Prague over other repositories was influenced
by the fact that those holdings have already been extensively
described, and their relevant material is mostly available in
published collections.

(1) ARCHIVAL MATERIAL FOR THE ORDER OF ST. JOHN

PRAGUE: Státni tistrednl Archl y / Archl y Ceského Velkoprevorstvl
Maltského Rádu.
DESCRIPTION: The current arrangement of the original
acts is described in the Czech-language catalogue of Karel
Bernek and Vera Uhllrová (1966). It should be noted that the
references to original acts given in CC no longer apply.
PUBLICATION: CC (partial to 1310, some original)!
SUB I-IV (to 1281) / Also, Maleczyrlski-Orlik / KDS1 / Bocek
REGISTRATION: SR (to 1342) is heavily reliant for the
earliest documents on the frequently unattributed excerpts and
transcripts of Schwandner and Smitiner (both 18th Century Ms).
Original Prague acts directly relating to the
Silesian houses are the following:

1-22
89-104

(Strzegom, 1201-1356)
(DzierzoniOw, 1258-1364)

177-178

(Kole, 1293-1414)

194-203

(Itosiáw, 1238-1342)

228-243

(Zlotoryja, 1268-1372)

347-354

(Lwówek, 1241-1355)

533-548

(Brzeg, 1280-1374)

585-650

(Wielki Tyniec, 1189-1377)

742-799

(0lenica, 1288-1350)

1696-1720

(WrocXaw, 1245-1381)
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BERLIN: Former Geheimes Staatsarchiv. In 1984 the archive was
divided between two sites: the original acts were held in West
Berlin, while the auxiliary material, manuscript collections and
transcriptions were held in Potsdam in the former DDR.
PUBLICATION: CC (partial to 1310, none original) is
from

(1) For Szczecin-Pomerania: Hasselbach, PUB 1-Vill (to

1335) (2) For the Mark of Brandenburg: AA, Pflugk-HarttungDie Anfãnge, Anhang, Riedel. In addition, Riedel publishes some
documents from Beckmann's Ms. Documents concerning the Mark of
Brandenburg with a Wielkopoiskan interest from Gercken's CDBr and
Frag. tiarchica are reproduced in KDWp
Wohlbriickts collection of documents from the Commandery of Lagow (16th century ^) was also lodged in the Berlin
Archive (See Lüpke-Grossdorf)

KALININGRAD: Former Königsberg K und K Staatsarchiv
DESCRIPTION: of signatures of original documents from
Gdarlsk-Pomerania in Peribach. There is complete cataloguing in
Joachim & Hubatsch.
PUBLICATION: in CC (to 1310, none original, from
Peribach (to 1310); thereafter in Preuss. Ub (to 1366)
REGISTRATION: of unpublished acts in Joachim &
Hubatsch.

WROCVAW

Former Breslau Stadtarchiv. Various collections.
DESCRIPTION: in SR and CDS
PUBLICATION in CC (some original, especially for

Grobniki and Makowo; also after Heyne-Dokumentirte Ceschichte)
REGISTRATION of unpublished acts in SR

SZCZECIN: Former Stadtarchiv
DESCRIPTION: Hoogeweg-Die Stifter, is the work of the
former Szczecin archivist, and is extensively sourced according
to the signatures of the Szczecin Archive. There is a description
of original acts relating to the house of Wildenbruch in
A. Breitsprecher's Rörchen-Wildenbruch.
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PUBLICATION: PUB (to 1335).
REGISTRATION: There are extensive references in
1-loogeweg--Die SUfter to unpublished 14th century documents. Where
these can be checked against publication in PUB, it is apparent
that they do not always give a satisfactory idea of the contents.

POZNAN: Church of St. Michael in Poznari.
DESCRIPTION: Karwowski-Kociá% i Komandorya has the
laconic comment "Privilege found beneath the altar of the church
of St. Michael.
PUBLICATION: The two acts so described, which would
appear to be of some significance in their description of a
reorganistion of the Order's property-holding, have not been
published or noted in the continuation of KDWp.

On the remaining archives which have at some time
contained relevant material, the following points may be briefly
noted: - The very extensive commentary in Cqsiorowski-Najstarsze
dokumenty describes the archival history of the original Poznar
acts, and copies made from them and retained in archives in
Poznar and Prague.
(A). KRAKOW-Archiwum Aktów Dawnych. Zagoth$ and Poznari
originals. Description in CDP, KDWp, Cçsiorowski -op cit.
(B). POZNANL Late medieval copies registered by the
Poznari chapter. Description in Cqsiorowski, bc cit., KDWp
(C). WILNO-Public Library. The earliest Poznar acts
were removed here in the 18th century, presumably as the result
of an aristocratic foible. They were entered as No. 1 etc., and
were quite the oldest things in the place before their destruction
during the First World War.
(D). SKARSZEWY: The grant of Kuim Law for the town
(1341), an original act in the town's archive, was first published
in Waschirski-Johannitercomturei Schöneck; also preserved in a
copiary formerly lodged in the Gdarisk Archive, it is almost
certainly a forgery. Description also in Preuss. Ub.
(E). STRZELNO: Archive of' Premonstratensian Abbey.
One Hospitaller act issued in Prague in 1299 was preserved here
and published in DKM.
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ORDER OF THE TEMPLE

PRAGUE : As above. The first two acts in the Olenica holding of
AHR date from the Templar period, and remain unpublished. The
importance of several later acts in the same section for the task
of reconstructing the original scale of the Temple's propertyholding in Silesia is discussed in the text above. I remain
unaware to what extent K. Eistert, who has produced an article
under the title "Der Ritterordern der Tempeiherren in Schlesien"
in the occasional series 'Archiv für schlesischen Kirchengeschichte' from 1956 has made use of this material.

BERLIN : As above. In addition: H. LUpke was in the process of
preparing, before his death in the Second World War, a collection
of charters supposedly illustrative of the Temple's work in
German colonisation of the East. A chapter in Lüpke-Untersuchunqen contains a valuable survey and comparison of several
Mss in the former Sonnenburg archive, then in Berlin, whose
references and registrations may indicate the existence of lost
Templar documents. Some of these references from the König us,
reproduced in AA, have been discussed in the present work. I was
unable to consult Lüpke's work, which was being prepared for
publication in Marburg in 1984, and I am unwilling to proceed
beyond the account I have given above, while his conclusions
remain inaccessible to me.
One previously unpublished original act and two
reconstructed registrations from LUpke's Urkundenbuch have been
reproduced in SUB II

WROCVAW, as above.

DESCRIPTION: Stenzel / Heyne.
REGISTRATION: in SR
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 2
SOURCE COLLECTIONS (WITH ABBREVIATIONS)

AA

Aligemeines Archiv, L. 'von Ledebur. 16 (4)

Bocek

Codex diplomaticus necnon diplomatarius Moraviae,
ed. Antonin Bocek Vols I-Vu

CDBr

IBM 09315 1 44]

Codex Diplomaticus Brandenburgensis, ed. PW Gercken,
6 VOLS SALZWEDEL 1769

[BM 168 f 22]

CDBr-Raumer Codex Diplomaticus Brandenburgensis, ed. von Raumer
CD continuatus Codex diplornaticus continuatus, ed. von Raumer
EDP

Codex diplomaticus Polonie, ed. L.Rzyszczewski,
A.Muczkowski, AZ Helcel, Bartoszewicz.
3 VOLS WARSAW 1847-58

CD5lovac.

IBM 9476 m 11]

Codex diplomaticus et epistolaris Slovaciae
ed. R. Marsina. Academia Scientiarum Slovaciae
Bratislava 1971

CC

Cartulaire Général de 1'Ordre des Hospitaliers de
S.Jean de Jerusalem 1100-1310 ed. 3M Delaville le
Roulx PARIS 1894-1906

IBM 1896 b 51

Djugosz.Hist. Historia , Jan Dlugosz
IN Opera Omnia

[BM 12264 1 8 (10-14)]

Diugosz.Lib.Ben. Liber Beneficiorum, Jan DZugosz
IN Opera Omnia
DKM

[BM 12264 1 8 (6-9)]

Dokumenty kujawskie i mazowieckie przewaznie z XIIIw
ed. 8. Ulanowski: Scriptores rerurn polonicarum 10-12
Archiwum Komisji Historvcznej Tom 4 CRACOW 1888
IBM Ac 750/11]

Dreger

Codex Pomeraniae vicinarumque terrarum diplomaticus
ed. F. Dreger BERLIN 1768
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IBM 1314 m 2]

BIBLIOGRAPHY 2
Frag. March.Fragrnenta marchica, ed. PW Gercken. 6 VOLS
WOLFENB(JTTEL 1755-63

[BM 9365 aa 9]

Fiirstenberg. tlbuch FLirstenbergisches Urkundenbuch, ed. 5.Riezzler
4 VOLS TUBINGEN 1879-

[BM 9915 i 13]

Cçsiorowski, A. Najstarsze dokumenty poznariskiego domu joannitáw
IN Studia Zrádloznawcze (8/9) 1963-4
Hasselbach Codex Pomeraniae dipiomaticus, ed. Hasselbach &
Kosegarten GREIFSWALD 1862
H. Heyne

[BM 1315 k 161

Dokumentirte Geschichte des Bistums Breslau
WROCVAW 1860-8

[BM 10232 e 18]

Joachim & Hubatsch Regesta historico-diplomatica Ordinis S.
Mariae Theutonicorum (1198-1525) 5 VOLS
GOTTINGEN 1948-73

[BM WP 14431]

Kehrberg(1) A.Kerhberg - Historisch-chronologisch Abriss der
Stadt Königsberg in der Neumark PRENTZLAU 1714
Kehrberg(2) Sim. 2nd edition.
KDMp

Kodeks Dyplomatyczny MaXopolski 4 VOLS, ed. F.Piekosirski
Wydawnictwa Komisji Historycznej Akademii Umiejçtnoci
w Krakowie CRACOW 1876- [BM Ac 750/15 ( 3,9,10,17)]

KDS1

Kodeks dyplomatyczny Slçska, ed. K. Maleczyrski
3 VOLS WROCVAW

KDWp

[BM WPC/746]

Kodeks Dyplomatyczny Wielkopoiski, ed. I. Zakrzewski
Towarzystwo PrzyjaciaZ Nauk Poznarskie 6 VOLS POZNAN
1877-1982

[BM Ac 915/3]

* König

Mss Berlin [Knowledge from AA, LUpke]

H. LUpke

Urkundenbuch Ms Marburg [Knowledge from SUB. Ms, in
the process of preparation for publication, was not
accessible]
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 2
K. Maleczyñski, Kilka dokumentów z pierwszej polowy XIIIw z
Archiwum joannitáw w Orliku IN SobOtka (12) 1957
Mon. Pol. Pal Monumenta Poloniae Palaeographica
KRAKOW 1907-10
Oelrichs

IBM Ac 750/8 & 1703 d]

Verzeichnis der von Dregerschen t:ibrigen Sammlung
Pommerscher Urkunden ALTEN-STETTIN 1795[BM 9325 g 17]

Oelrichs-Beyträge Beytràge zur Brandenburgischen Geschichte
BERLIN, SZCZECIN, LEIPZIG 1761
Peribach

IBM 9384 b 18]

Pomerellisches Urkundenbuch, ed. M. Peribach
GDANSK 1882

IBM Ac 7032]

Pflugk-Harttung 3. von, Die Anfänge des Johanniter-Ordens in
Deutschland, besonders in der Mark Brandenburg und in
Mecklenburg BERLIN 1899 Anhang.
Preuss. Ubuch Preussisches Urkundenbuch, ed. Philippi, R.
Woelky, CB KALININGRAD 1882-

IBM 9385 k]

(Modern continuation, published in Marburg)
PUB

Pommersches Urkundenbuch ed R. Kiempin 6 VOLS STETTIN
1868-

Volume 1 of PUB is a corrected and

expanded version of Hasselbach and Kosegarten's Codex
Pomeraniae Diplomaticus.
PUB (VI)

Contains Addendum

[BM Ac 7381]

PUB (VII-VIII) (Modern continuation published in Marburg)
Req. ep. wrat. Regesta episcopatus wratislauiensium, ed. C.
Grünhagen, Korn

[BM 4660 f 23]

Repertorjum Repertorjum poiskich dokumentów doby piastowskiej, by
Z. Koz%owska-Budkowa
Riedel

IBM Ac 750/171]

Codex Diplomaticus Brandenburgensis, ed. Riedel
25 VOLS BERLIN 1838-65
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* Schwandner Mss. Vienna [Knowledge From CC, and SRI
* Smitmer Mss. Prague and Venice [Knowledge from CC and Bocek]
SR

Schlesische Regesten, ed. C.Grünhagen Vol.7-9 of
Codex Diplomaticus Silesiae 3 VOLS [BM Ac 7330/6]

SUB (I-IV) Schlesisches Urkundenbuch : Vol. 1 ed. H. Appelt
GRATZ 1963; Vols 2-4 ed. W. Irgang MARBURG
[aM X 0702/7]
Tzschoppe-Stenzel Urkundensammiung zur Geschichte der deutschen
Kolonisation ed. Tzschoppe, G Stenze]. HAMBURG 1832
[BM 1314 k 6]
Ub d. Ki. Kamenz Urkundenbuch des Kiosters Kamenz IN Codex
Diplomaticus Silesiae
Ub Stadt Brieg Urkundenbuch der Stadt Brieg ed. C. GrUnhagen
IN Codex Diplomaticus Silesiae.
von Hormayr Archl y für Geographie, Historie, Staats- und Kriegs
kunft. 1822 (146) 777ff
Wohlbrück SW. WohlbrUck, Geschichte des ehemaligen Bistums
Lebus und des Landes dessen Namens. 2 Vols.
BERLIN 1829
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2nd edition
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196
125813Feb. Bp.TharsI
SW III 264
232
1261 29 May Prior Maurice SW III 354
CC2989
250/314-7
1262 23 Juie Henry III
SE III 412
231
1267 1 lily Clenent IV
SW IV
24 CC3266
210
1268 20 Dec. CCmTUe, ZXothryja
SEIV 82
210/229
1268 24 Feb. Op. Thaiias I
SIBIV 53
232
StEIV 91
1269 24 Feb. BolesXaw
210-212/229
1269 18 Sep. Prior Crafth SR 1331
SIB IV 102
239/314-16
127222Feb. HenrylV SEIV 163
CC 3439
175/316
1272 17 ).ne Op. Thanas I SW IV 180
CC3456
175
1273250ct. HenryIV
S.EIV 212
CC 3520
239/240
1277 22 by . Henry IV
SE IV 318
CC 3639
184/316
1280 4 March Henry IV
SW IV 387
CC 3718
173/215
1281 18 March Bernard
SIB IV 406
CC 3745
221/316
CC3744
1281 18 March Bernard
SW IV 407
223/316
1281 13 .lily Bernard
CC 3762
SW IV 418
224
SR 169C
PI1 595
1282 uidated Francis
195/250
b. Bi t. Breslau 66
1282 8 Jan. Henry IV
317
CC 3783
/*1 59
204
1282 16 Ppril Henry IV
1282 19 Ppril Op. Thanas
PI4 34S
CC 3745(rute) 221/222/317
-407-

1282 27 .me Henry IV
SR 1714
1283 24 Feb. Pbt. Nicholas SR 1742
1283 u-dated Henry IV P4 535
1284 l5March Op. ThcxrsII SR 1775
1284 29 Nov. Bog Pogarel PJ1 196
1285 13 4pril Boles%aw Opole
1285 23 Ppril BolesXaw Opole
1285 6 May 0p. Thaiias II
1287 28 Pgjst Ct. Frarcis SR 2047
1288 20 March Bolko
Heyne II 816
1288 19 Ppril* Op. Thas II
1288 2 Augjst*Bolko
SR 2079
1288 2)ustBo1ko SR 2077
1288 31 Auçist8p. Tharas II SR 2090
1288 31 P&ist Op. Thaias II SR 2789
1290 24 ire Henry IV
44 93
1290 30 Nov. Henry IV
At4 599
1291 24 Ptiist Op. Paul (Kraki)
1293 22 Ja. Op. ,k*ri
1297 25 March Boq Pogarel P4 198
1297 19 Bec. Peter Steyn AI4 601
1299 uidated Henry (Soltys) SR 2536
1299 24 .lily Notarial
SR 2559
1299 2 Au.ist .khi (Bean)
PI4 15
1299 5 Nov. Op. Jctn
SR 2571
1302 2 May Beatrice
P41 603
1304 9 Jpril E3p.Jcin
SR 2789
1304 9Ppril Op. Jct-n
SR2789
SR 2798
1304 4 .ily Boles%aw
1305 4 Dec. Beatrice
SR 2869
1306 18 Jai. Boles%aw
P44 604
1309 22 Feb. Ccxiiiuie, Strzegin
1309 3 Ppril BolesZaw
SR 3051
1309 20 .lily Boleslaw
SR 3070
1310 12 tbv. Nicholas
SR 3166
1312 20 March Boles1i
SR 3261
1314 27 kqst Abt. Philip
SR 3415
1317 5 Ppril Cdr. Albert SR 3677
1317 29 lpril Bernard
SR 3681
1318 26 /pril Prov. Nicholas SR 3784
1318 12-18 Nov.Henry
SR 3854
1319 21 3ar. Boles%aw SR 3882
1319 28 March Pibt. Philip SR 3904
1319 28 March /bt. Philip SR 3905
1319 30 .iily Boles%aw
SR 3936
c.1320 inclated Jctri XXII 9 X 1320
1320 24 Ja-. Boles%aw
SR 4017
1320 53iie BolesXaw
SR4044
1320 19 .me Boleslaw
SR 4048
SR 4096
1321 6 Feb. BolesXaw
SR 4154
1321 9 Sept. Boleslaw
1323 5 Nov. Bernard
SR 43(X)
1326 26 May Pbt. Michael
-408-

I4 92
AtvI 1698
035 IX / 6
R197
CC 3883
CC 3897
SR 1899
SR 1916
AI4 598
CC 3993
SR 2064
CC 4011
CC 4010
CC 4011
PI1 1699
CC 4107
CC 4132
CC 4169
Pt4 177
CC 4366
CC 4396
PI4 537
Pt4 536
CC 4773
PI1 16
CC 4563
Pi1 350
P1 1699
PI1 1700
P 17
cc 4710
PI4 1701
P4 605
Z4 199
PW606
P14 1702
pI42w
607
/I1 745
,1M 1703
608
R 1704
PI4 1705
N4 746
231
N4 611
t1 610
iM 609
P'i 612
ii: 613
PI4 614
1706

231
239/240
217
192
192
252/317
252
252
317/318
225
222
222
185/222
222
185/222
231
205
160
252
196/320
198/318
218
21 5/219
176/316
175/219
201/233
185/222
185/222
240
185
206
187/285/321
240
322
178/193/196
209/322
240
322
234
342
240
322
239/240
240
342
211/366
322
322
322/323
322/367
209
322
239/240

1326 17 Feb. Fritzko
1328 25 kxist Ccfrnl.Zlotoryja SR 4761
1329 11 Sept. BolesXaw
SR 4870
1329 17 Oct. Boleslaw
1329 28 Oct. Henry
1329 17 bv. Bp. Naii<er
1330 8 Jan. Boleslaw
1331 19 Oct. K. Jctn

PiR 18
I1 748

182
212
344

749

343

232

SR 4897

PM

SR 4879
SR 4889
SR 4907
SR 5059

?I1 615

751
pii: 752
PI1 616
1331 29 Nbv. Prior Michael SR 5070
p 4 754
1332 2 Oct. Henry
SR 5154
11 1707
1332 1 fbi. BolesXaw
SR 5158
P1 755
1334 21 Jan. Bolko
SR 5295
At1 619
1334 24 April Prior Michael SR 5325
IR 618
1334 25 .ldy BoJJ<o
SR 5359
IR 19
A1vI: 351
1335 23 me Ccmru,e, L .ók SR 5470
1335 29 kigst Cdr. Ginther [Registraticn in Pt1 548, No.4]
1335 20 Sept. Bolko
P14 620
1336 8 Feb. Camuie, Zlotoryja SR 5563
PM 235
1336 2 Fby
Nktarial
SR 5630
*F 202
1338 4 Ppril Abt. Cairad
SR 6073
1708
1338 11 pril Bolko
SR 6090
AM 94
1338
Trais.11/4/1338SR 6090
/W 95
1338 3 ire Bolko
96
1339 10
K. Jctr
SR 6322
Pi4 1709
1340 16 ijie Apeczek
SR 6461
AI1
97
1340 17/23 Oct.Bolko
SR 6504
*I 20
1341 1 Oct. Henry, IpeczeI< SR 6683
AIvR 21
1342 10 Feb. Boleslaw
SR 6753
AIv1 538
1342 15 Oct. Boles%aw
SR 6935
P11 203
1342 28 Oct. BolesZaw
SR 6944
PW 622
pii: 761
1342 16 Nbv. BolesXaw
SR 6958
1343 22 Oct. Charles
AIv1 1710
1343 23 Oct Nicholas
PI1 623
1343 29 Oct. Boleslaw
P11 539
1344 12 Jan. Bolesjaw
AM 762
1344 24 Verch Bolko
P14 624
1345 13 Feb. ik'çjli.ng
PII 626
1345 21 Feb. Boleslaw
P1 763
1345 5 Sep. BolesXaw
PI1 540
1346 11 Nov. Bolko
p + 627
1347 20 Norch BolesZaw
PI1 768
p:i: 630
1347 23 Sep. Bolko
4jv
1347 25 Dec^ r'btaria1
767
1347 30 Lc. Nicholas
AtvR 769
:t: 631
1348 13 Jan, 4bt. Sidilnn
1348 18 Nbv. Charles IV
I4 1711
1348 18 Nov. Charles IV
EI1 1712
1349 10 me t\btariai.
AI1 237
1349 30 &q.ist Nbtarial
99
1349 21 Oct. BolesZaw
AM 772
1350 1 Feb. Aguieszka
N4 773
1351 29 Nov. Bolesjaw
A779
1352 27 Vrch BolesZaw
-409-

209/323

343
343
209

234
240

343
234

343
186
224/237
219/232/234
209

235
251/252

239/240
226
226

226
242
227
186
187

220
197
209
342
242
234
219

343
209

234
344
219
209

342
209

344
344
209
242
241
230/235

227/235
342
343

342
342

1352 2 April Bo1esXi
1353 22 Ja. Bolko
1354 19 Feb. Catherine
1354 22 Feb. Caiuine, ,lroc1aw
1354 16 rkjv. Prior Callus
1355 24 Sep. Nicholas
1355 3 Frch Prior Callus
1356 10 me Nicholas
1356 2 Dec. Carrine, Swickica
1357 16 JEn. Catherine
1357 4 April Nicholas
1359 14 Augost Vclav
1363 8 rch Prior Ziindt
1363 14 y
Biebersteins
1364 22 J. Bolko
1364 17 Sept. Ludwig
1364 30 Sept. Prior Limiit
1364 24 Oct Bolko, Henruy
1365 23 .lrie Prior Zier&ãt
1365 18 Nbv. Ludwig
1366 14 by . Conrad, Plebai
1369 19 Sep. Bolko
1372 16 Puist Cciinie, Brzeq
1374 11 ir. \btarial
1377 29 Sep. Bolko
1414 1 JEn. Conrad IV

AM 780
AI1 634
A541
/VvR 1714
Al1 635
AI1 637
A4 354
P4 639
PM 22
pJ4 545
AlP 784
NP 239
PIP 790
NP 102
PIP 104
All 1715
PIP 1716
PIP 644
PIP 792
PIP 793
NP 1719
NP 648
PIP 546
PIP 548
PIP 650
PM 178

342
208/209
219/220/235
241
237
234
236
234
187
230
343
231
323/344
227/235
2.35
340/342
323/344
234
344
344
239
234
220
219
234
252

C. P1J'tRPIA
1198 11 Nbv. Crzynislaw
1198 11 Nkjv. Grz,inisZaw
1200* 23 April Bogislaw
1223 indated RacibOr

Peribath 9
CC 1042
Peribach 10
CC 1042
Perlba± 11 CC 1116
PerI.bah 23
CC 1762

286-290/292/293/307
286-288/292/293/307
256/257/310
257/259/260/270/271/
310
1229 indated Barnim
Per1bah 42
CC 1936
260/266/274/310
1237 23 y
Ocbnic
KCD 202
CC 2162
273
1238 16 t 4arch Gregory IX
PW 345
CC 2191
258/263/268/292/308
PiE 355
1238 19 Vrch Gregory IX
CC 2192
258/263/308
1238 21 tkrch Gregory IX
P113 576
CC 2193
258/290/292/308
1240 uidated SwitqeXk
P113 374
Peribach 73 270/271
1243 uidated Bp. Michael Perlbach 80 CC 2293
292/2%
1248 19 ire SwiçthpeJl<
Perlbach 164 CC 2475
270/286
I<IMP XX)
1252 12 Pbrth PrznysZaw
CC 2592
274
1262 18 Oct Ep. Fnian (tr-isurpt 1229) RB 724
274/275/
1262 18 Oct Bp. Hernwri (transurpt 1198) RB 723
275/286/2871/292
1269 i.rithted Bp. I-rnrn Perlbach 241 RB 900
275/290/292
1269 12 Augost Fra.Albert
Riedel 1(6)16 CC 3365
277
1270 16 April Fra.Albert
Riedel 1(6)17 CC 3420
280
1271 29 iily Camuie, Werben
Riedel 1(6) 18 280
1273 22 by . Bp. I4rirrii RB VI 3977 cc
259/262/281
Peribach 300 CC 3641
295
1278 wcbted frcij
1280 uidated Bogisiaw IV
RB VII 4669 278
-410-

1284 13 kiqist Treaty
Riedel 11(1 )230/RE 1312
280/282
1287 21 )ne BogisZaw IV
AA pp 224-5
PiE 1430
282
1288 indated
civj
Peribath 444 CC 3981
296
1289 3 /kjrjst frcijj
Per1bah 454 CC 4048
296
1290 30 .me Abt. Thas
Perlbah 467 CC 4109
292/296
1290 26 Aust Abt.Thnras
Perlbah 470 CC 4115
292/296
1291 17 Jan. Boqislaw IV RB 1568
CC 4138
283
1291 5 Feb.
ciwoj
P113 1573
CC 4143
286/287/294/297
1295 11 Puqjst K. Przeniys%aw Perlbath 474(n)CG 4292
286/294
1298 15 Hey Hermaii Warburg
PIE 1846
321
1303 8 Jan. BogisXaw IV RB VI 2071
CC 4582
284
1304 uidated Hertin
Perlba±, 629 296
1305 u'dated Cdr. Jcfti
Preuss. lb I (2) 843
298/299
1308 23 Aust Otto IV
Perlbach 586 CC 4815
285
1309 28 Feb. Heldener
CC 4851
285/367
1309 7 .Aily Jctn, Otto.
Per].bach 673 269/277
1312 6 Jan. Pr. I-ëlperich AA pp 231-2 PIE 2704
268/285/297/325
1318 29 Jan. Walthier
PIE 3166
285/367/368
1320 23 Herch Cdr. Conrad M pp 232-3 PiE 3350
270/298
1320 9 Ckt. Prior Cethard AA p 233
P113 3409
270/285/298/325/326
1320 16 Lc. Jctr XXII
P18 3426
369/372
1321 18 Herth Cdr. Conrad Preuss.Lb II 330
298
1321 29 Sept. Otto, Brtnswick Pflu<-I-rttwg, Pitha-q 11 369
1321 25 Nbv. Peter Heuerborg
PiE VI 3547 271/298
1322 21 Feb
Henry, ClogcM Riedel I (19) p 129 Nb 9
368
1323 12 pril (Peiplin charter)Preuss. Lb. II 402
298
1324 10 1çril Cdr. Conrad
P113 VI 3761
269/299
1326 9 Herch Cdr. Conrad
PiE VII 4156 299/325
1326 29 Nbv. Transurpt
PIE VII 4238 285
1330 uidated Jesco
PIE VII 4571 271/285
1331 t.ndated Jesco
PIE VII 4619 271/285
1333 12 Ppril Creaier
PIE VIII 5053 271/285
1333 12 /3pril Jesco
PIE VIII 5055 271/285
1333 21 Dec. Jesco
PIE VIII 5118 271/282/285
1334 8/9 Jan.
Preuss. Lb II 818
3(1]
1334 9 Jan. C-H Luder
Preuss. Lb II 819
300
1334 11 Jan. Cdr. JcEn
Preuss. lb II 820
300
1334 Jan.
Cdr. Jdn
Preuss. Lb II 821
299
1334 .lily 6
Hetarial 22/4/1282
PIE VIII 5176 369
1335 10 Jan. C-H Luder
Preuss.Lb. II 870
300
1335 2 pril C. Bortfelde
PIE VIII 5260 371]
1336 1 Feb. Cdr. Pdolf
Preuss. Lb. III (1) 43
299
1340 17 kigst (transuipt)
Preuss.lb III 319
301
1340 29 Sep. C-H Dietrith PA pp 238-42/Preuss.lb.111324 294/301
1341 2 Feb. Cdr. Adolf
Preuss. Lb
302
1345 13 Jan. Heniu-n of rberg
PA I p 243
370
1345 10 Sept. Ludiig
KE*A43 1246
372
1345 16 Nbv. LucAig
KD1 1248
373
1346 16 Ppril Stybor
Preuss. Lb IV 19
300
1346 16 Pçril C-H Henry
Preuss. Lb IV 18
3(X)
1347 9 .1ly Barni.m
Pflu<-Harttirg, k*-iang 10
373
1348 25 Herch (transuipt of 1198)
.2A-I I 239
301/302
1348 25 Heith Br. Lucblf
Preuss. Lb IV 307
302
-411-

1349 6 Cèc. C-M Heinrich Preuss. Lb IV 481
301/303
1350 4 July \btarial
Preuss. Lb IV 594
301/303
1350 5 July Transurpt
33d-t I 253
301
1351 10 Feb. Ludwig
Oelrichs, Beytrr 31
368/370
1352 15 kiist Ludwig Kehrberg (1) p 52 (AA p 308 No 225) 368/370
1354 26 Auwt Ludwig
R1Y 1324
373
1366 25 Herch ster Rayncnd Berengar Preuss. Lb VI 439
305/373
1369 25 me Speyer Diapter
J4-1 II 967
306
1370 12 me (transurpt) M. Philip
J&-i II 964
306
1370 16 Nov. Prior Hermaii Werberg J&H II 969/A4 pp 252-3 303/306
1370 &ndated Prior Herm rberg
33N II 970
303/306
OltER (F TI-E TE!VFLE (Nost early charters are Lndated within the year)
1227
1229
1232
1232
1232
1233
1233 *
1234
1234 28 Dec.
1235
1236 4 ftrch
1237 *
1238
1238 *
1238 *
1238
1239 1 Oct.
1240 10 Feb.
1241 tridated
1241 *
1241-3 ? *
1243 (?)
1244 uidated
1244 Lndated
1244 wdated
1244 wclated
1247 18 Jan.
1249 13 Pipril
1249 25 July
1249 29 July
1249 11 kig
1250 tridated *
1250 ndated *
1251 25 Atist
1251
1252-8
1253 3Fhy
1256 14 Feb.

Op.Laurence 5R316
5W1283
Bp. Laurere
SW I 307
Ocbnic
*jhlb. 61/2
Bp. Laurerce
th1b. 60-1
Op. Bophal
REG:Wthib. 116
Ocbnic
AAp3lONote235
AA p 327 Note 292
(Odcrdc)
[3fljj
PL6 308
66/7
Barnim Ftiedel I (19) pp 2-3 No IV PW 309
Op. Henry Riedell(24) pp 1-2 No II P113 310
BarniniMpJl7No2S7
P113328
("Kg. Poland") AA p 324 No 280
Oregory IX
(ICr V 283
Ocbnic
PA p 327 Note 293
Ocknic
AAp3O3 No 229
Ocknic
P113 351
BolesXaw PA p 334 Note 307/t4<M p 290 No 5
Bp.Thciiias
5R549
SW II 176
Op.Henry
lb.67-8 5W11224
Op. Henry Kehrberg(2) 2 54
51811225
Boleslaw
[LJke 23 I
51811226
Wthlb. 68-9
Op. Henry
Bp. Henry Riedel V No 5
Wthlb. 70
Bp.Henry
Wcèilb. 70-2
Ct. Mroczko
518 II 276
Bamim
P113 427
Imocent IV
P113 455
PrzemysXaw PA p 335 Note 310iC4G1 p 352 No. 5
Irnocent IV {LLkjke 35)
SW II 376
Imocent IV [L[ke 36)
SW II 378
Irncent IV
P18 497
(Prz'sZaw) [Kthig] AA p 328 No 295
(?) [Kdnig] AA p 335 No 308
Bp. Boçhal
Wchlb. 38
Op. Herimi
P18548
Op. Hernn (trans. 1234
P18584
bp. egdeburg
Wthlb. 180
Przeaysjaw
AA p 304 Nb 214
-412-

338/339
330
330/345
330
346
335
347
263/312/331/359
331/333/349
331
333/350
347/348
335
346/347
347
337
334/356
339
332
334-6/359
334/335
349
332/359
332/338/360
332
349/360/
337/350/360
337/346/347
337/351/360
337/338/351/360
337/351/360
346
356
346/360
337/351
337/351
350/351/361
346/347

1257 1 Feb. Alexander IV Preuss. Lb. I (2) No 4
1258 26 Sept. Alexander IV AA P 329 No 297
Ci8r I 45
1259 11 Feb. Boles%aw AA p 297 No 190
SR 1036
1260 uidated )-nry III
P1.8 6%
. Fnnam
1261 8 Feb.
(lOr 1124
1262 31 Dec. Preceptor Widekinus
P18 VI 3961
1263 27 J.ily Cdr. Frederick
P18750
l26427Noy Barniiiil
Wctilb. 145
1282 9 Nov. PrzemysXaw
Otto & Conrad Kehrberg (1) p 52 10/3
1282 ?
1284 12 Nov. E1p. Conrad (trans. 9/11/1282) Wohib. 145
P1.8 1312
1284 13 Augt Treaty
P18 1352
1285 25 kiq.ist E. f-riirr
Frag.Norch.VNk4
1286270ct. OtthV&VI
P41 742
1288 30 1ne Pr. Frederick SR 2073
PLB VI 4009
1288 uidated E3p. Iniiam
PIE VI 4006
1290 19 Nov. PrzemysZi II
PIE VI 4023
1291 27 Sept. Nicndlas IV
P18 1596
129113 Nov. Bp. Jchi
SR 2316
Pr. Bertr
1294 6 Nhy
M p 3(0 No 197
1295 23 Ppril Albert
AAp329No298
1295 iJan. K.Acblf
P18 1758
1296 25 Feb. Cdr. krdan
PIE 1769
1296 11 me Otto & Conrad
P18 VI 4067
1303 21 Ipril Cdr. brdan
P1.8 2189
1304 5 Nov. Trans, 1282
Cdr. Qxither FEC: kjhlb. p 632
1305 ?
P41 744
1308 9 Sep. Pr. Jaiissius SR 3011
CtBr IV 573
1311 7 Feb. Wolthrir
PIE 2696
1311 27 Dec. Bp. Poznai
P1.8 2722
Client V
1312 2 ty
Conrad
Graz
FEC:
I-yne/Stenzel
1314 ?
PIE 3224
1318 1 Dec. 3ch XXII
PIE 3200
1318 30 ire 3d-n XXII
PIE VI 4124
1319 19 ftt. 3d-n XXII
PIE VI 4124n
1319 19 Det. 3d-ri XXII
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356
351
336/350
340/361
337/351/362
337/352/362
352/353/363
353
337/347
354
337/347
353
363
337
339/363
348/354
348
354/363
348/363
341/364
337/348/363
357
354/364
353/
348/354/364
354
367
341/364
367
367
365
366
365
365
365
365

